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Introduction: 

Th e Dawn of the Modern Humanities

Rens BodRens Bod

Th is volume investigates the changes in subject, method and institutionalization 

of the humanities before and after 1800. Was there a revolution in the humanities 

around 1800 – a sudden shift in the study of the products of the human mind, or 

were these changes part of a much longer process? Th e authors address these ques-

tions from an overarching perspective for a variety of humanities disciplines: from 

philology, musicology, art history, linguistics, historiography to literary theory.

This is the second volume in the series The Making of the Humanities which 

originates from the conference series of the same name.1 While the first vol-

ume dealt with the emergence of the humanities disciplines in the early modern 

world,2 the current book centres around the transition from early modern hu-

manities disciplines (i.e. before 1800) to modern disciplines (i.e. after 1800). This 

transition is generally taken as one of the most important transformations in 

intellectual history,3 and has even been regarded as a conceptual and institutional 

revolution.4 It is therefore surprising that existing studies rarely if at all take an 

overarching view on the humanities during this period. Instead they focus on the 

development of an individual discipline during the decades around 1800, or make 

a comparison between a couple of disciplines only, such as philology and histo-

riography.5 By way of a pars pro toto reasoning, the transformations found in one 

or two disciplines are then generalized to all humanities disciplines. An in-depth 

cross-comparison of all humanistic activities during the period around 1800 is 

badly needed, and this volume aims to make a start with it.

The articles in this book were originally presented at the conference The Mak-

ing of the Humanities II at the University of Amsterdam in 2010. The first confer-

ence of this kind, in 2008, was initiated by a group of scholars affiliated to the 

Universities of Amsterdam, Oxford and St Andrews who wished to explore the 

history of the humanities in comparison: philology, history, linguistics, musicol-

ogy, rhetoric, art history, poetics, literary studies, theatre studies, as well as more 

recent disciplines such as film studies. Such an endeavour had never been taken 
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up before. This conspicuous gap in historiography is still difficult to explain. It 

is sometimes understood as a consequence of the fragmentation of the humani-

ties disciplines during the last two centuries when linguists, philologists, histori-

ans, musicologists, archaeologists, art historians, theatre historians and literary 

theorists increasingly formed their own academic communities with specialized 

methodologies, journals and conferences. At the same time it has also been ob-

served that despite the increasing divergence between the humanities disciplines, 

their underlying concepts, methods and practices display a striking commonality.6 

This remarkable combination of fragmentation and unity formed a further mo-

tivation for our conference series. At the first conference in 2008, we focused on 

the humanities in the early modern period from 1400 to 1800. This was the time 

when the studia humanitatis produced immensely influential insights into philol-

ogy, linguistics, art theory, poetics, musicology and historiography that changed 

European society in all respects and that profoundly shaped the New Sciences.

The 2008 conference did not cover the humanities in other periods or regions, 

however. For this reason, we believed that a second conference was in order, and 

indeed that several more were needed. The initial aim of the 2010 conference, 

from which the current volume originates, was to start where the previous con-

ference stopped, i.e. around 1800, when the early modern disciplines supposedly 

transformed into modern ones. Yet, it soon became clear that the germs of the 

transition from early modern to modern humanities were already present in the 

eighteenth and often even in the seventeenth century. We therefore decided that 

the period of the second conference should not range from the eighteenth to the 

nineteenth century, but should include (at least part of ) the seventeenth century 

as well.

In virtually any historiography, periods are categorized in terms of ‘before’ and 

‘after’ 1800. But not all things split nicely and neatly. Political history may be cat-

egorized in terms of this time frame with turning points like 1789 or 1815.7 But is 

intellectual history, in our case the history of the humanities, also subject to this 

split? This is a question that recurs in several of the papers of this volume. Even 

if it is generally assumed that the humanities underwent a ‘humanization’ of their 

methods and subject matter after 1800 – when the human world was separated 

from the natural – the papers in this volume show that the constitutive distinc-

tion between a science of human products and a science of nature was already in 

full shape around 1700, in particular in Giambattista Vico’s work. Vico predates 

the well-known distinction by Wilhelm Dilthey between Geisteswissenschaften 

and Naturwissenschaften by almost two centuries. This insight triggers a whole 

set of follow-up questions, such as: how did nineteenth-century disciplines, 

methods and communities differ from their eighteenth- and seventeenth-century 

counterparts? Is there only continuity to be found in the development of the hu-
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manities during this period or can something like a break be discerned? And to 

what extent were the conceptual and methodological ‘innovations’ in Lachmann’s 

philology, Ranke’s historiography and Grimm’s linguistics, among others, already 

present and practised in the eighteenth century and before?

 Th e papers in this book

In the first contribution of Part I of this book, Linguistics and Philology, Joep 

Leerssen immediately sets the stage for these questions when he compares the 

notion of philology as applied by linguists and literary historians of the early 

nineteenth century with the programme set forth in Giambattista Vico’s Scienza 

Nova. He shows that while the name of Vico was by and large obscure, a paper 

trail can be traced from Vico to Grimm so as to account for the rise of modern 

philologies (a term coined by Vico). In a programmatic sense, Leerssen argues, 

the historicist turn and the comparative method were entirely Vicoesque. The 

philological approach of reconstructing the Urtext was used in the comparative 

linguistic investigation of deriving language relationships as well as legal studies, 

and it became an all-embracing cultural anthropology of the various European 

nations.

The influence of the early modern humanities on the nineteenth-century hu-

manities is also explored by Toon Van Hal who addresses the ‘proto-discipline’ 

of linguistics in a time when there was not yet such a discipline. The study of 

language constituted an auxiliary branch of learning rather than a separate field. 

How was linguistic knowledge transmitted and received in these times and how? 

Van Hal discusses the various views of kinship of languages before the nineteenth 

century. Many of the famous nineteenth-century discoveries on the relation and 

kinship between Indo-European languages made by Franz Bopp and others were 

already made before 1800, and Van Hal shows that these discoveries were well 

consolidated among Renaissance and post-Renaissance scholars.

The last contribution of Part I discusses the state of linguistics as an academic 

discipline at the end of the nineteenth century. Els Elffers deals with the develop-

ment of General Linguistics by its (co-)founder Georg von der Gabelentz and 

his textbook from 1891, one of the first general linguistic textbooks ever written. 

The task to create the actual discipline of general linguistics was enormous: it 

arose as an umbrella discipline where many fragmented parts of earlier language 

studies had to be integrated, from the exclusively historical approach to the more 

‘synchronic’ approaches. Elffers shows that on the one hand Von der Gabelentz 

builds on early historical linguistics, while on the other hand he is a visionary 

predecessor of De Saussure in the twentieth century.
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Part II of the book deals with the intricate relation between The Humanities 

and the Sciences. The article by Fokko Jan Dijksterhuis concentrates on the early 

modern entanglement of mathematics and philology. The humanist bent of early 

modern mathematics is usually seen as a remnant of the Renaissance, but Dijk-

sterhuis shows that the making of the humanities was the making of the sciences 

at the same time. It is a story of reciprocal demarcation that gave the sciences 

and humanities a distinct profile in the course of the eighteenth and nineteenth 

century. Focusing on two actors that were both philologists and mathematicians, 

Dijksterhuis shows that the fate of ‘humanist mathematics’ was sealed with the 

nineteenth-century reform of the universities and the formation of modern sci-

entific disciplines that resulted in a break with the classics.

The relation between music and science is investigated by Maria Semi who 

sheds new light on a work on the ‘science of music’ by Sir John Hawkins in 1776. 

While the birth of musicology is usually attributed to Guido Adler in 1885, Semi 

shows that the beginnings of musicology must be antedated by more than a cen-

tury. Hawkins had a clear idea of a discipline that recognized music as its object 

and history as its method of investigation. Already in the eighteenth century the 

time was ripe for the birth of musicology that, in employing a historical method, 

characterized itself as a humanistic discipline and led to the explosion of the an-

cient artes liberales. The physical study of music, named ‘acoustics’, became part of 

the sciences and was fostered by an enormous quantity of experiments performed 

and published by the royal academies.

The nineteenth-century revival of the ancient debate over the question wheth-

er language is a natural phenomenon or something that is constructed by humans, 

is dealt with in the contribution by Bart Karstens. Among the first and second 

generation of comparative linguists there was considerable difference of opinion 

whether linguistics should be (or become) a natural science or remain part of 

the humanities. Karstens shows that the assemblage Bopp created by drawing 

together ideas from philology, history, anatomy, physiology, anthropology, physics 

and philosophy gave rise to these controversies which sheds light not only on the 

development of linguistics but on the discipline formation process in humanities 

and science in general. As Karstens contends, discipline formation is to be under-

stood as a form of hybridization rather than specialization.

Part III of the book is entitled Writing History and Intellectual History. Nine-

teenth-century historicism and its predecessors is the topic of the first contribu-

tion by Jacques Bos. In his analysis of the transition of historiography from hu-

manism to historicism, Bos focuses on two humanist historians (Machiavelli and 

Guicciardini) and two nineteenth-century historians (Ranke and Droysen). His 

starting point is Machiavelli’s and Guicciardini’s painful experience that the old 

world of Italian city-states was lost. A similar dissociation of the past occurred 
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around 1800 when historians realized that the French Revolution had brought 

about a tragic rupture. As a result the past became an object of study similar to 

what happened in the sixteenth century. Bos also discusses some key elements in 

nineteenth-century historicism that are not found in humanist historiography, 

such as the problem of interpretation and especially the transformation of histo-

riography into an academic discipline.

Foteini Lika deals with the intricate relation between fact and fiction, in par-

ticular between the competing ‘disciplines’ of historiography and novel writing. 

She shows that the defining space between the two has always been fluid since the 

novel, as a fictional form, defined itself either in relation to or as an actual species 

of history writing. Lika then compares the works of two nineteenth-century writ-

ers, Thomas Macaulay and Emmanuel Roidis, showing that both writers blurred 

the boundaries between history and fiction: the first working towards a ‘noveliza-

tion’ of history, the second towards a ‘historization’ of the novel.

The contribution by Hilary Gatti provides a long-term view of the history of 

intellectual history by comparing John Milton’s Areopagitica (1644) with John 

Stuart Mill’s On Liberty (1859). Gatti shows that these authors share some funda-

mental ideas, such as their common emphasis on the individual as proper subject 

of liberty, as well as the limits any society should impose on the individual’s rights 

and freedom. Gatti then argues how these notions of liberty have had a decisive 

impact on more recent discussions, in particular the question of women’s liber-

ties and rights, and the problem of colonial liberty. It thus turns out that the 

history of the concept of liberty connects seventeenth-century humanists with 

nineteenth-century philosophers.

The Impact of the East is the theme of Part IV. From 1600 onwards the history 

of the humanities becomes increasingly global. In the first contribution, Gerhard 

F. Strasser points out that the first substantive results of an interchange between 

Europe and the Far East occurred with the beginning of Catholic missions to 

these ‘new’ regions, in particular China. The materials that reached the European 

scholarly community gave an enormous impulse to the study of the Chinese lan-

guage and its tonal system, Chinese art and musicology. The first Sanskrit gram-

mar was published and numerous accounts on Nepal, Tibet and India appeared. 

Strasser notes that all fields of the European humanities underwent profound 

changes due to the Eastern influx.

Thijs Weststeijn continues along this line when he discusses the immense im-

pact of the Chinese humanities in the Low Countries (as well as in other parts 

of Europe) and the emergence of what he calls proto-sinology. The Chinese lan-

guage, with its tonal system and semantically transparent characters, was inves-

tigated to such an extent that it served as the basis for the design of artificial 

languages, for example by Leibniz. Chinese themes popped up in literature and 
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theatre (for instance in Vondel’s work), and Chinese styles appeared everywhere 

in the applied arts (the words ‘Dutch’ and ‘Chinese’ even became interchangeable 

in ceramic art). Isaac Vossius’s insight that Chinese history could not be accom-

modated with biblical history, as Chinese texts and monuments were apparently 

untouched by the Flood, had a major impact. Vossius’s stance connected China 

to radical thought. Weststeijn shows that proto-sinology was by definition in-

terdisciplinary – it combined the humanities with geographical, anthropological 

and politicological insights. Similar to what Karstens contends for linguistics, the 

emergence of the proto-discipline of sinology is a form of hybridization rather 

than specialization.

Michiel Leezenberg’s paper focuses on the impact of the ‘nearer’ East, that is, 

the East formed by the frontier region of the Ottoman, Austrian and Russian 

empires where Christian and Islamic ideas came together. The key figure here 

is Dimitrie Cantemir (1673-1723) who played a leading role in the development 

of German and Russian orientalism. Translations of Cantemir’s Ottoman his-

tory shaped Edward Gibbon’s view of the Ottoman Empire and possibly Mon-

tesquieu’s ideas on the causes of the greatness and decline of Rome. A highly 

underestimated scholar for the last two and a half centuries, Cantemir emerges 

as a crucial figure in the rise of Western orientalism as well as of the rise of the 

modern nation state. As such he may stand as a symbol for much broader deve-

lopments, such as the decline of the great early modern empires and the rise of 

the nation state and modern imperialism, and the radical rearticulation of the 

humanities against this background.

In Part V, entitled Artworks and Texts, Mats Malm sets off with a paper on 

the role of emotions in the development of artistic theory and the system of liter-

ary genres. He clarifies the emergence of lyric as third of the major genres (next 

to drama and epic) by tracing treatments of the emotions on the border between 

poetry and the other arts. Malm views the Renaissance attempt to define painting 

through rhetoric’s categories as a precursor to the definition of poetry when the 

fine arts were launched in the eighteenth century, enabling lyric to be established 

among the literary genres. He traces a very long shadow of Alberti’s art theoreti-

cal work De pictura (1435): painting is defined through rhetoric, and then poetry 

through painting.

The contribution by Adi Efal examines the interrelation between philology 

and the discipline of art history. She draws a view of the place of the plastic 

arts within the philological endeavours, from Winckelmann onwards. Her dis-

course centres around the notion of figura, and she surmises that it is the figures 

that make up the framework of philological inquire. According to Efal the figure 

(figura) is located on the borderline between word and image, finding its origin in 

rhetoric. She discusses the affinity between art history and philology in the con-
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text of the movements of historicism, hermeneutics and neo-kantianism, arguing 

that art history can be and has been exercised as a ‘figural philology’.

Part VI deals with the relation between Literature and Rhetoric. The first con-

tribution by Alicia C. Montoya investigates the emergence of medievalism in the 

Paris-based Académie des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres in the early eighteenth 

century. Montoya points out that modern commentators have tended to dismiss 

the historiographic efforts of these early Académiciens, arguing that their belle-

lettriste conception of scholarship prevented them from giving due attention to 

non-literary sources such as archaeological, iconographic and architectural sourc-

es. Montoya argues that this judgement does not do justice to the Académiciens’ 

own understanding of scholarship. She examines how these authors defined the 

work of scholarship and proposed models for eighteenth-century practice. The 

relation between rhetoric, philology and historical scholarship appears to be a 

close one in this period.

Neus Rotger explores the Gothic revival that is first found in eighteenth-cen-

tury historiography. The interest in the Gothic reflected a growing taste for the 

non-classical centuries of European culture. Rotger argues that a comparative 

examination of the most influential French and English advocates shows to what 

extent historical consciousness allowed new ways of interpreting the cultural 

past. The revival of a Gothic antiquity (opposed to the Classic) was fundamen-

tally ‘interdisciplinary’ and promoted the rehabilitation of a series of marginal 

authors and works to canonical positions. The reconstruction of the Gothic liter-

ary past entailed a debate a meaning, function and uses of the past for the modern 

contemporaries, long before the proclaimed nineteenth-century historical turn.

David Marshall discusses the long decline of the discipline of rhetoric in the 

seventeenth, eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. He argues that rhetoric’s con-

tribution to the development of the humanities between 1600 and 1900 was pro-

found precisely because it was being marginalized. Marshall discusses the work 

by Thomas Hobbes, Giambattista Vico and Friedrich Nietzsche who all taught 

rhetoric and produced written records of these experiences. While none of them 

thought that rhetoric could be an end in itself, they adopted rhetorical presup-

positions in their work to the point that they became unconscious to all but invis-

ible. Hobbesian politics, Vichian anthropology and Nietzschean philosophy were 

all transformations of rhetoric, each in its own way.

The last part of this book, Part VII, deals with the Academic Communities 

in the development of the modern humanities. The ‘archival turn’ was a decisive 

moment in the transformation of history from an early modern to a modern dis-

cipline. Pieter Huistra discusses how archival research became crucial to the his-

torical method, but also, how the content of the archives influenced the historian’s 

work. Huistra provides an in-depth study of the role of the archive during three 
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generations of the Feith family who were heading the Groningen archive in the 

nineteenth century. He shows how the changing standards in history influenced 

the archival depot and its inventories, and how in turn historians were guided by 

its content and structure. The Feith family illustrates how the structure of their 

‘designed’ archive changed historical practice.

Claus Møller Jørgensen analyzes the dynamics behind the specialization that 

took place in the nineteenth-century humanities at the University of Copenha-

gen. The humanities liberated themselves from an inferior position to the higher 

faculties by upgrading the status of classical studies and the education of second-

ary school teachers at the end of the eighteenth century. While the classics held 

a superior position until 1849 embodying the ideal of educational holism and 

integration of disciplines, after the reform of the faculty of humanities in 1849 

the attempt at integration lost its attractiveness. The disciplines evolved as spe-

cialized scholarly disciplines with research agendas, methodologies and journals 

of their own. Classical philology became gradually marginalized by the national 

disciplines of history and national philology.

In the last contribution of the book, Herman Paul explores the ideals of intel-

lectual virtue, where he focuses on nineteenth-century Leiden. While this century 

is known as an age of academic discipline formation and specialization, in which 

fields as history, philology, Oriental studies and theology all sought to establish 

distinct identities, the similarities and parallels between the emerging disciplines 

are often striking. Paul argues that one overlooked parallel is the extent to which 

scholars in various fields could have remarkably similar ideas about the qualities 

essential for the ‘modern, critical’ scholar. Since such ideals of intellectual virtue 

or scholarly selfhood deeply influenced the goals and methods of research, the 

study of these scholarly selves nourished by scholars in different fields contrib-

utes to a truly interdisciplinary history of the humanities.

 Break or continuity in the humanities?

Various papers in this volume suggest that the notion of a revolution in the hu-

manities around 1800 is more problematic than has been previously assumed. 

While the nineteenth century brought discipline formation and specialized meth-

odologies, several concepts and ideas were in existence already well before 1800 

and were consolidated among scholars, for instance in philology, linguistics, mu-

sicology and historiography (Leerssen, Semi, Van Hal). New in the nineteenth 

century was especially the academic institutionalization of disciplines (Elffers, 

Paul, Jørgensen), not so much the nature of humanistic knowledge as a whole. 

Universities guaranteed stability and continuity, but these also existed among 
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Renaissance and post-Renaissance scholars before academic institutionalization 

(Van Hal, Weststeijn, Leezenberg).

Several papers illustrate the immense influence of early modern humanism on 

the modern humanities, for example in philosophy (Gatti) and historiography 

(Bos) but also in philology (Leerssen) and rhetoric (Marshall). Also the cross-

relations between different fields are closer than often assumed: for example be-

tween art theory and literary theory (Malm), and philology and art theory (Efal) 

as well as between history writing and fiction writing (Lika). Thus the widely 

proclaimed specialization and fragmentation of the humanities is less evident 

than is often assumed: the transition from classical to national humanities is fun-

damentally ‘interdisciplinary’ (Rotger) and the notion of discipline formation can 

be seen as a form of hybridization rather than specialization (Karstens, West-

steijn).

This volume also shows that the humanities developed a common historical 

and philological method which was built on a rhetorical tradition that already 

lasted for several centuries. This continuing importance of rhetoric further un-

dermines the idea of a revolution in the humanities around 1800. Rhetoric rather 

than history or philosophy appears to be constitutive for the development of 

many of the humanistic disciplines: it is foundational in eighteenth-century phi-

lology and historical scholarship (Montoya). And even though rhetoric becomes 

marginal in the course of the nineteenth century, most scholars adopt strong rhe-

torical presuppositions in their work (Marshall).

The study of academic communities in the nineteenth century indicates that 

the different fields of the humanities have more in common than their increas-

ing specialization suggests, especially with respect to ideals of intellectual virtue 

(Paul) but also with respect to the dramatic changes due to nationalist agendas 

( Jørgensen). The ‘archival turn’ was a decisive moment in the transformation of 

the historical humanities from early modern to modern disciplines (Huistra). 

The humanities indeed changed from a classical to a national character, but this 

process already started in the eighteenth and even in the late seventeenth century.

Another important development in the period 1600-1900 is that the humani-

ties and the sciences drifted apart obtaining different profiles. Humanist mathe-

matics disappeared and was detached from its history (Dijksterhuis). The science 

of music was split into a physical and a historical study of music, even though this 

happened as early as in the eighteenth century (Semi). In some disciplines, in par-

ticular linguistics, there was a debate whether the object of study (language) was 

a natural phenomenon or something created by humans (Karstens). This opposi-

tion became the constitutive distinction between science and humanities in the 

work by Wilhelm Dilthey, which could however already be found in Giambattista 

Vico two centuries earlier.
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The impact of the ‘East’ on the ‘West’ has been immense in the development of 

the humanities. Not only did the study of music, art, language and literature from 

China and India change the European humanities (Strasser), new disciplines ap-

peared as well, such as proto-sinology which combined insights from a variety of 

fields (Weststeijn). Also the humanities from Eastern Europe (Russian and Ot-

toman Empire) have been highly influential: developments in Eastern Europe not 

only preceded the humanities in Western Europe, but shaped them to a very large 

extent, especially with respect to nationalism and imperialism (Leezenberg). 

Thus the very idea of a transformation in the humanities must also be viewed 

and further investigated from an Eastern perspective.

In sum, this volume seems to indicate that if there was a revolution in the hu-

manities as a whole around 1800, it was mostly on an institutional rather than on 

a conceptual level. A profound transformation of concepts – e.g. from the classical 

to the national – did occur, but this transformation was part of a longer and more 

complex process that already started in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, 

where input from the ‘East’ (both from outside and from within Europe) was cru-

cial. Of course, our investigatory journey into this process has just begun, and 

more research and conferences will be needed to shed further light on this issue.
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Th e Rise of Philology

Th e Comparative Method, the Historicist Turn and 

the Surreptitious Infl uence of Giambattista Vico1

Joep LeerssenJoep Leerssen

 Introduction

A true ‘scientific revolution’, in the root sense as employed by Thomas Kuhn, took 

place around 1800 when the study of linguistic relations was placed on a new 

footing.2 Sir William Jones’s description of Sanskrit led to a tendency to com-

pare European languages, not with the religious Ursprache Hebrew (as had been 

the tendency before) but with Sanskrit, and paved the way for a phylogenetic-

comparative method full of new insights. It made possible, indirectly, the reclas-

sicifation of linguistic variations as resulting from historically specific vowel or 

consonant shifts, and a systematic and even nomothetic description of such shifts 

– for instance, Grimm’s famous ‘laws’ of Lautverschiebung.

This paradigm shift implied a sudden and complete change in the scholarly 

status of philology and etymology. Philology had been, until the eighteenth cen-

tury, an obsolete byword for well-read but useless erudition, while etymology 

was notorious for giving free reign to speculative analogy-hunting between un-

related but superficially similar words from different languages. The paradigm 

shift is illustrated tellingly by the vehemence with which Friedrich Schlegel, in 

his Von der Sprache und Weisheit der Inder (1806), in order to vindicate the new 

Sanskrit-informed and systematic comparatism, denounces happy-go-lucky 

old-school etymologists. Schlegel sets out, as he states at the conclusion of Book 

I, to show

nach welchen Grundsätzen etwa eine vergleichende Grammatik und ein 

durchaus historischer Stammbaum, eine wahre Entstehungsgeschichte der 

Sprachen, statt der ehemaligen erdichteten Th eorien von Ursprungen der-

selben, zu entwürfen wäre.
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The same Schlegel, in his diaries and around the same time, begins to describe 

his own work as ‘philology’, the first sign that that term was being retrieved from 

near-oblivion.

By 1820, the notion of philology was being enshrined as the very core of what 

the humanities were all about. Institutionalized in Humboldt’s new university 

model (implemented for the first time in the University of Berlin), the study 

of language (until then a mere adjunct for classicists and biblical scholars) was 

yoked to the study of literature (until then an adjunct for rhetorical studies), and 

the new twin science of ‘Lang. & Lit.’, under the new label of ‘Philology’ became 

the very backbone of the new humanities faculties.

Both in its linguistic and in its literary orientation, philology worked, centrally, 

with a phylogenetic-comparative method. Variants of language or of texts were 

compared and ordered into a ‘family tree’. In language and largely through the work 

of Franz Bopp, the ‘trees’ of the Germanic, Romance and Slavic languages were col-

lated with Sanskrit into the master ‘tree’ of the Indo-European languages, as were, 

in the course of these decades, languages like Armenian, Albanian, Lithuanian and 

the Celtic complex. In literary studies, the editorial method pioneered by the tow-

ering fi gure of Karl Lachmann proceeded in a similar fashion: textual variants in 

various manuscripts were compared and grouped until a ‘tree’ or stemma of codical 

relationships could be established springing from a common root or ‘Urtext’. Just 

as linguists could extrapolate vanished words from dead languages by comparing 

their various descendants, so too editors could extrapolate what must have been in 

the Urtext by systematizing the various derivative manuscripts. Th e method was 

so all-pervasive that it would also be applied to the realm of living organisms (by 

Ernst Haeckel), infl uencing the thought of Darwin later that century.3

Men like Jacob Grimm applied their new philological method to a variety of 

fields which are now considered to be widely separate: not only linguistics, textu-

al scholarship and literary history, but also legal studies (especially jurispruden-

tial history) and history-writing, as well as the investigation of folktales and folk 

beliefs, often with a view towards establishing their roots in ancient mythological 

belief-systems.4 In short, philology in these decades had the ambition to be an 

all-embracing cultural anthropology of the various nations of Europe in their pri-

mordial origins, establishing a nation’s cultural profile and outlook by the inves-

tigation of its language, poetry, myths and sagas, historiography and legal system.

In what follows, I want to give a slightly more substantial outline of how this 

programme emerged in the decades after 1800. In particular, I want to highlight 

one extremely puzzling and suggestive factor: in developing this programme, the 

scholars concerned worked very closely along the lines that had been suggested 

by Giambattista Vico for such a scienza nuova in 1725; they even used the name 

of philology, which Vico had employed as an unfamiliar quasi-neologism in order 
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to refer to such a scienza nuova. Yet most of them did so in almost total ignorance 

of Vico’s work, life or even name. So how did Vico’s agenda and nomenclature 

manage to survive their author’s obscurity, and influence the philological renewal 

of the humanities three generations after the appearance of the Scienza nuova?5

 Th e break-up of Enlightenment universalism: Montesquieu to 
Humboldt by way of Ossian

Matters of culture, language and literature were, in the Enlightenment, usually 

discussed in the abstract. The proper study of Mankind is Man, as Alexander 

Pope put it, and in the philosophical anthropology which we see practised up 

to and including Kant, words like civility, culture, language, literature and ‘man’ 

are used as non-countable abstractions, and usually as singulare tantum – words 

denoting an undifferentiated whole that cannot be easily put in the plural, much 

like ‘milk’, ‘knowledge’, ‘guilt’ or ‘innocence’. To be sure, comparative contrasts were 

made in order to better understand the working of a given principle: philosophi-

cal historians would treat the succeeding stages and experience of history as so 

many tests and samples from which to infer moral generalizations,6 and moral 

philosophers might compare national characters, or the various temperaments, or 

the two sexes, in order to understand human affects such as the susceptibility to 

beauty or terror.7 But these were incidental rather than categorical distinctions.

Language and literature, too, were seen as a varied, yet on the whole undiffer-

entiated whole. Literature was habitually divided into that of ‘The Ancients’ and 

‘The Moderns’, with the balladry of the Middle Ages intervening, but no categori-

cal divisions were made between Cicero and Shakespeare, Homer and Dante. As 

Jorge Luis Borges memorably phrased it,

Para el concepto clásico, la pluralidad de los hombres y de los tiempos es 

accesoria, la literatura es siempre una sola.8

Universalism was never universal, of course; there were always counter-positions. 

The most important in the first half of the eighteenth century was doubtless 

Montesquieu, who argued that law itself was anything but absolute or universal, 

and must be germane to the society of its currency: hot climates, for instance, ne-

cessitating different constitutions from cold climates. (There is, by the way, some 

indication that Montesquieu had come across Vico’s Scienza nuova, but no direct 

influence can be inferred from his writings.)

In the second half of the century, the most important counter-position was 

certainly that of Johann Gottfried Herder. Many Enlightenment philosophers 
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had been deeply preoccupied with the origin of language, that premier distin-

guishing criterion between Man and Beast. Herder turned the question as to the 

origin of language inside out. If mankind had only one undifferentiated language, 

he argued, that would amount to no more than a refined instinct, comparable to 

the bees building honeycombs or birds building nests. What made the human 

command of language special was its variability, adaptability and diversity. Un-

like the one-trick-always-repeated of animal instincts, humankind had spawned 

a proliferation of different languages adapted to the communication needs of dif-

ferent nations, epochs and climates.

Thus Montesquieu and Herder redefined central human capabilities (law-

making and language) in terms of their diversity. What made human culture spe-

cial was its capacity to be plural; what defined it was the way it showed specific 

differences between nations rather than a generic one-size-fits-all typology.

Finally, after law and language: literature. Into a growing sensitivity to national 

specificity and diversity and mounting reservations concerning generic-abstract 

universalism intervened the notorious literary episode of Macpherson’s Ossian. 

The general facts are well known:9 how James Macpherson astounded the literary 

world in 1760 by retrieving fragments of ancient balladry orally handed down in 

the Scottish Highlands. These fragments caught the literary imagination both 

because of their lofty, sublime melancholy and their patina of ancient, but forgot-

ten heroes and civilizations. The purported author of these fragments, the bard 

Ossian, was deemed to have flourished in the Scottish Highlands in the fourth 

century AD, equal in epic stature to Homer and like him the author of two great 

epic poems. These were likewise retrieved and reconstituted by Macpherson in 

the next years, published as Fingal and Temora and they took European literature 

by storm – helped along to no small extent by Goethe, who interpolated long 

passages in his success novel The Sorrows of Young Werther (1774). Here was, so 

Europe realized, another Homer, a Northern one. That in itself was sufficient to 

drive home the realization that literary civilization, rather than being a monogen-

ist, classically-derived single whole, might in fact be a polygenist force, emerging 

independently in different parts of the world in analogous form.

The Ossianic vogue lasted for a few decades – longer in some parts of Europe 

than in others. Ossian’s prestige crumbled between 1775 and 1800 under critical 

scepticism as to the authenticity of Macpherson’s translations. By 1800 Macpher-

son was widely discredited as a forger.

Ossian left lasting traces, however.10 Most importantly, it alerted critics to the 

possible interchangeability between oral fragment and epic whole; and it gave 

fresh weight to certain speculations that possibly the Homeric epics themselves, 

with their formulaic repetitions and their episodic structure, might be the result 

of a compilation rather than the premeditated and original creation of a single 
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inspired individual. The chain of reasoning ran more or less as follows: ‘If Ossian 

is no Northern Homer, maybe Homer was a Southern Macpherson’. The case 

was made to devastating effect in F.A. Wolf ’s famous Prolegomena ad Homerum 

of 1795.11 In this view, Homer was only the compiler of pre-existing rhapsodic 

fragments that circulated in oral performance. This view tied in with a preference 

among philologists for ‘national epics’ that were anonymous, and collective (al-

most like folktales and folksong). While it took away from the stature of Homer 

as the genius and origin-point of all literature, it boosted the prestige of what 

now became known as ‘oral epic’: orally performed material that was heroic and 

sublime in tone, and which came to be seen as the type of material which could 

constitute the elements later to coalesce into a full-length epic.

All this led to a relativism, where each human culture was now seen as an 

independent entity in its own right, with its own beginnings, language and world-

view, separate and non-interchangeable. It was a more ‘ecological’ view of human 

culture, and as such an advance beyond the monolithic, and implicitly eurocentric, 

stance of Enlightenment universalism; but it also opened the door for increasing 

ethnic essentialism. The processes sketched here also belong to the pre-history 

of European nationalism. But what separated the late-Enlightenment relativists, 

like Herder, from the Romantic proto-nationalists was another paradigm shift, as 

incisive as the discovery of Sanskrit: the historicist turn.

 Th e historicist turn: Savigny to Grimm by way of the 
‘Wunderhorn’12

In the Napoleon-dominated decade between the abolition of the Holy Roman 

Empire (1806) and the Battle of Waterloo, the legal scholar Friedrich Carl von 

Savigny,13 Professor of Law at Marburg, was among the most stalwart anti-Napo-

leonic intellects of his day. He had been trained in the jurisprudential discipline 

of old-style legal scholarship, where, in order to understand a law system, one had 

to study its entire historical development – ancien régime jurisprudence being a 

slow accumulation of successive rulings and regulations based on earlier rulings 

and customs. The study of law thus became the study of (the word is indeed 

pregnant) legal custom. A law system was, in this view, the moral and regulative ac-

companiment of a nation’s historical development, organically part of the nation’s 

historical track record. The imposition of a new, French legal system, the Code 

napoléon, irked legal scholars like Savigny. To have a millennial heritage replaced 

by a merely instrumental set of regulations devised by an ad-hoc assembly of 

bickering politicians was, in Savigny’s view, a travesty. Savigny became the fore-

most proponent of an organicist notion of law, which also took in the older views 
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as put forward by Montesquieu, that each nation had its own proper legal system 

much as it had its own language.

In due course, Savigny was to become one of the great legal statesmen of post-

Napoleonic Prussia. But in pre-1815 Marburg, part of the new-fangled Kingdom 

of Westphalia ruled by a minor Bonaparte, he was as yet a reserved academic, 

muttering through clenched teeth in the privacy of his study. In claiming that a 

law system was the direct expression of nation’s specific mentality, Savigny was 

the first in the German language to give currency to the notion of Volksgeist.14

His importance for the argument I am unfolding here lies also in the fact that 

he served, for a while, as mentor to a bright young law student, whom he trained 

in the jurisprudential craft of paleography – the study of ancient documents and 

their provenance, of old types of handwriting and of obsolete forms of the lan-

guage. At this time, the study and source-criticism of medieval documents was al-

most the exclusive preserve of legal historians such as Savigny; medieval literature 

was as yet merely an entertaining fancy for antiquaries and amateurs.

This young scholar thus trained by Savigny was bookishly inclined and even 

followed his master as an assistant when Savigny went to Paris to consult sources 

in the Parisian libraries and archives. The young man was none other than Jacob 

Grimm.15 Himself the son of a lawyer (who had died early, leaving him an impov-

erished half-orphan), Grimm had enrolled at Marburg in order to prepare for 

a career as a public official through the traditional means of a law degree. Later 

on he was to choose differently, having meanwhile discovered, among the old 

documents Savigny introduced him to, the literary riches of the Minnesänger and 

Reinhart Fuchs.16 Even so, he was to remain close to Savigny for the rest of his life 

and applied to his study of cultural material precisely that historicist organicism 

that he had learned from his legal mentor and from the craft of jurisprudential 

source criticism.17

Savigny introduced Jacob Grimm, and also Jacob’s shy brother Wilhelm, to a 

set of literary amateurs whose social gatherings he frequented. This was the so-

called ‘Bökendorf Circle’, so named after the country seat of the baronial family 

Von Haxthausen. The young Haxthausens, August and Werner, had cultural, lit-

erary and national interests and received like-minded people (such as their cousin 

Annette von Droste-Hülshoff, later a renowned author) in what became a regular 

network. The central node in this network was occupied by Clemens Brentano, 

who since the beginnings of his Göttingen student days had struck up a close 

friendship with Achim von Arnim, who married Brentano’s sister Bettina in 1811. 

Brentano’s other sister Kunigunde became the wife of, precisely, Savigny.

It was through these associations that the Grimm brothers, as Savigny’s pro-

tégés, came to attend gatherings at Bökendorf. They were also involved in the 

collection of folksongs that formed the Bökendorf Circle’s chief literary pleasure 
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and that were to culminate in the collection Des Knaben Wunderhorn in 1806-

1807. Edited by Arnim and Brentano, this prototype of all Romantic folksong 

collections was really the collective effort of the entire Bökendorf Circle. In-

deed the Grimms’ own collection of fairy tales (the epoch- making Kinder- und 

Hausmärchen, which appeared in 1812 and which included material contributed 

by the Arnims, Brentanos, Haxthausens and Droste-Hülshoffs) may be seen as a 

prose spin-off of the Wunderhorn.18

But there was a difference. Whereas the folk material collected in the Wunder-

horn was meant to appeal to sentimentally-inclined readers, who wanted to dip 

into the naive but charming verses of simple country folk, the interest of Grimm’s 

folk- and fairy tales was different. The Grimms sensed that such tales constituted 

the oral remains of an older, now-vanished system of supernatural beliefs and 

sagas of the German nation, the sort of thing that Macpherson had gathered to 

concoct his Ossian. For the Grimms, pupils of Savigny that they were, the inter-

est of these tales was historicist and anthropological, a window on the primitive 

mentality of the German nation in its infancy. And so we can trace, from the 

Wunderhorn (1806) to the Märchen (1812), and thence to the Grimms’ Deutsche 

Sagen (1816) and Jacob Grimm’s Deutsche Mythologie (1835) a progress from sen-

timentalism to philological historicism, and from a dillettante literary interest to 

hard-nosed academic scholarship.

At the same time, Grimm developed his linguistic skills, coming to the formu-

lation of ‘Grimm’s Laws’ in his Deutsche Grammatik around 1820. Again, we can 

‘Bökendorf Circle’: collectors of oral literature

Von Haxthausen Von Droste-Hülshoff  Von Savigny Brentano Von Arnim Grimm

Friedrich Karl x Kunigunde Clemens Bettina x Achim

Annette Jenny

Jacob          Wilhelm x Dorothea Wild

Gisela x Hermann

Fig. 1: Th e ‘Bökendorf Circle’, collectors of oral literature
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see this as the application of Savigny’s legal historicism to cultural topics: Grimm 

looked at language, not as a fixed, closed system, but as a process in a continual 

state of development, where each phenomenon was to be understood as the prod-

uct of an evolutionary dynamics. Grimm called it ‘das Sein aus dem Werden be-

greifen’ – to understand what is in terms of how it came to be – and always credited 

his mentor Savigny with inculcating him with this method.19

For Grimm and the generations of Germanisten whom he inspired, all the vari-

ous specialisms they deployed (folklore studies, linguistics, history, literature and 

jurisprudence) came together in the overriding agenda to understand the nature 

of the German nation, its origins and national character (witness the insistent use 

of the word Deutsch in all of Grimm’s book titles). Much as astrophysicists nowa-

days seek to understand the universe by taking their observations back to condi-

tions as close as possible to the Big Bang, so too the historicism of the Grimms 

led them back towards the most ancient, heroic, epic-collective moments in the 

nation’s history. There, in the tribal beliefs, cults, dialects and lays, before native 

authenticity was addled by Roman, Christian and foreign influences, lay the mo-

ment when the German nation enjoyed a Unity of Culture, when priests, bards 

and judges were essentially serving one and the same purpose: to articulate what 

it meant to be properly German. That is what the logos in philology stands for: 

culture, in the philological view, was an act of national self-creation by self-artic-

ulation. Not for nothing does the Grimms’ massive Deutsches Wörterbuch carry, 

for its logo, the opening line of the Gospel according to John: Im Anfang war das 

Wort – in the beginning was the Word [Fig. 2].

 Th e long shadow of a forgotten godfather: Giambattista Vico

The notion that each civilization bursts upon the scene of world history in an 

epic-heroic moment of collective self-articulation, a Big Bang when poetry, my-

thology/religion and law-making are an undifferentiated whole, when poets are 

priest and prophets and (as Shelley called it) the ‘unacknowledged legislators of 

Mankind’: that view had been voiced a century before Grimm by the Naples sa-

vant Giambattista Vico, in his Scienza Nuova.20 The Scienza Nuova, which, as 

the subtitle phrases it, deals with ‘la commune natura delle nazioni’, is a gnomic 

and difficult book, and its full originality only came to be appreciated gradually, 

in the century after his rediscovery in the 1820s-1830s by Edgar Quinet and Jules 

Michelet. They (like Marx after them) saw Vico essentially as a philosopher of 

history (more particularly, that peristaltic world history in which civilization goes 

through successive cycles of youthful vigour, maturity, decrepitude and a fresh 

beginning). What people took longer to recognize was Vico’s anti-Cartesianism, 
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and his view that the mind must use different modes of comprehension for the 

world around it and for its own mental constructs. The attempts to understand 

the objective world, Vico calls ‘philosophy’; which aims to establish the truth 

about things. But besides the agenda of philosophy, and given human limitations 

to understand the world properly, there are those things which emanate from 

the mind itself: mathematics, mental constructs, epistemic frameworks, in short: 

culture. This (the verum factum) can be understood with certainty by the mind, 

because the mind is their author. Thus Vico opposes to the quest for truth the 

investigation of certainties. The former endeavour he calls ‘philosophy’, the latter 

(his ‘new science’) philology. It is apt to address all those areas in which humans 

make their own world and mental ambience, through language, law, mythology, 

poetry and other cultural acts of creation. And it is these which, in a compact Big 

Bang moment, he sees as the originary moment of each historical civilization.

It will be obvious that both in its coinage of the idea of philology and in its 

agenda, Vico uncannily foreshadows the endeavours of someone like Grimm, 

who meant to understand the German mentality and world-view by investigating 

Fig. 2: Im Anfang war das Wort. Vignet on title page of Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm, 

Deutsches Wörterbuch (Leipzig: Hirzel, 1854-1971), 16 vols.
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that nation’s language, law, mythology and poetry. But was Grimm aware of Vico? 

Probably not, and in any case not enough to realize how great and substantial the 

indebtedness was.

This raises the intriguing question how Vicoesque thought and the notion of 

philology as a ‘cultural anthopology of the nation’s antiquity’ reached Grimm’s gen-

eration. Isaiah Berlin has pointed out, in his essays on Counter-Enlightenment 

intellectuals, that there were remarkable parallels between Vico and Herder, 

but he failed to substantiate the link or fill in the paper trail leading from one 

to the other. Names like those of Montesquieu and (especially) Hamann were 

mentioned, but we may need to look elsewhere for the most promising conduit. 

Which brings us back to James Macpherson’s Ossian.

Ossian had, as I pointed out, a Europe-wide vogue. This was carried by vary-

ing translations – an ironic thing for a text which in itself purported to be an 

English translation from Scottish Gaelic. Besides the passages that Goethe in-

serted into The Sorrows of Young Werther, one of the more influential transla-

tions was an Italian one, by the Paduan antiquary Melchiore Cesarotti, a highly 

respected name in the history of Italian Enlightenment.21 In Venice he published 

his literary-critical dissertations Sopra l’origine ed i progressi dell’ arte poetica and 

Sopra il diletto della tragedia in 1762, and shortly after became acquainted with 

the recently-published Ossianic texts, which he immediately translated into Ital-

ian (1763). It earned him great fame and a professorial appointment in his native 

Padua, where he produced a matching, but less accomplished translation of the 

Iliad (1786). In his essays and in his annotations to these translations of Homer 

and Ossian, Cesarotti instills many of his views on the origin and progress of epic 

poetry, and these, it can be easily seen, are substantially familiar with Vico’s Sci-

enza Nuova.22 In turn, Cesarotti was known to Herder as a prominent European 

expert on the Ossianic poems. Cesarotti also obtained the patronage and support 

of Lord Bute, the Scottish statesman who had funded both some of Macpherson’s 

editions and Cesarotti’s translation.

This suggestive line that leads from Vico to Herder by way of Macpherson 

and Cesarotti may in itself be somewhat tenuous; but it is more suggestive than 

anything which Isaiah Berlin was able to offer on the topic.23 And it is strength-

ened by the fact that only a few years later, another ‘primitive epic’ was discovered, 

again in this intellectual Scottish-Venetian coterie. The Venetian priest Alberto 

Fortis, a friend of Cesarotti’s, undertook a Voyage to Dalmatia, and on that Vene-

tian-controlled but little-known region he published a book in 1774. Part of that 

book was the presentation of an oral epic noted down in the Dalmatian hinter-

land from oral recitation, the ‘doleful song of the wife of Hasan-Aga’ or Hasanagi-

nica.24 Now an uncontested classic of Croatian literature, this freshly discovered 

tragic-epic poem knew an immediate and enormous éclat in post-Ossianic, pre-
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Romantic Europe.25 Once again, Goethe was instrumental (as he had been when 

he had interpolated Ossian into his Werther, in that selfsame year 1774). His 

poetic rendition of the Klaggesang der edlen Frau der Hasan-Aga as published in 

1778 in Herder’s epochal anthology of oral literature, the Stimmen der Völker in 

Liedern, and later again in Goethe’s own lyrical collections. The vogue continued 

for decades. And Alberto Fortis’s book was published in an English translation as 

early as 1775, with a dedication to its financial sponsor – Lord Bute...

The interest in, and circulation of, a type of heroic poetry taken down as oral 

fragment and considered to be the folk-collective emanation of a heroic primitiv-

ism was in the air and affected a very specific set of Ossian-inspired intellectuals, 

a network involving Cesarotti and Fortis, Goethe and Herder.26 It was through 

networks like these that Vicoesque notions of primitive folk-collective epic could 

be carried to affect the young student brought in by Savigny to aid in the prepara-

tion of Des Knaben Wunderhorn.
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 Introduction

The present contribution aims to address some issues relating to the transmis-

sion and the organization of linguistic knowledge in a time when there was no 

such thing as an independent linguistic discipline yet. Franz Bopp (1791-1867) is 

generally credited with having institutionalized a new academic branch of schol-

arship, since the publication of his Über das Conjugationssystem in 1816 earned 

him the first chair of comparative linguistics at the University of Berlin five years 

later.1 Whereas the nineteenth-century interest in linguistics was chiefly limited 

to the study of the diachronic evolution and the genealogical kinship of languages 

(leaving aside some notable exceptions),2 twentieth-century linguistics mainly fo-

cused on general and synchronic linguistics. To a large extent, this major shift 

in perspective has been triggered by Ferdinand de Saussure’s (1857-1913) Cours 

de linguistique générale, published posthumously exactly one hundred years after 

Bopp’s Conjugationssystem (which may have been no coincidence).3 In the nine-

teenth century, however, research questions that were focused on the history and 

relatedness of (mainly Indo-European) languages took centre stage in the new 

academic discipline. Nevertheless, the interest in such historical and comparative 

issues was in itself far from new. From the early Renaissance onwards, a number 

of fundamental questions about human languages had been asked: why do dif-

ferent peoples speak different languages? What reasons underlie some striking 

commonalities between some of these different languages? Was there originally 

only one language and is this language still extant? Why do languages unremit-

tingly change?4

In close connection to the general theme of this collection of papers, which 

focuses on the development of learning and the different branches of scholarship, 

I will investigate to what extent these ‘linguistic’ views as developed by Renais-

sance and post-Renaissance authors have been transmitted and received, irrespec-
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tive of their correctness judged by present-day linguistic criteria. The answer to 

this question is not obvious, as it should be singled out that issues concerning 

historical and comparative linguistics were usually treated in treatises that are not 

language-oriented in the first place. On the contrary, we see that problems related 

to the origin, diversity, change and similarity of languages are mostly dealt with in 

very dissimilar contexts (such as historical works, theological treatises, and geo-

graphical descriptions), and that they are less widely discussed in grammars or 

books devoted to the construction of universal languages.5 One might therefore 

be prone to think that Renaissance and Post-Renaissance observations and theo-

ries related to linguistic change or genealogy were doomed to remain unnoticed, 

precisely because of the lack of a proper branch of (historical and comparative) 

linguistics. Even if it is well-known that the Early Modern boundaries between 

the several ‘disciplines’ were far less firm than nowadays, one could presume, for 

instance, that an Early Modern scholar with a special focus on geography did 

not know about the ideas on language put forward by a contemporary scholar in 

a theological book. In view of the fact that there was no coordinating discipline 

yet, one would expect that views on linguistic kinship and diversity were not sys-

tematically collected, and that their influence upon later generations of scholars 

would be negligible. Such a view has been put forward by Giuliano Bonfante, 

concluding one of his pioneering (and still useful) papers surveying the views 

held by ‘precomparative’ scholars as follows:

‘Habent sua fata libelli’, and so also men and their toils. Th e history of six 

centuries of linguistic investigations on the kinship of the Indo-European 

languages is indeed a sad story of attempts and relapses, of precious revela-

tions and childish vagaries, of perpetual gains and perpetual losses. Many 

of the xixth century discoveries, as can well be seen, were already made, or 

very near to completion: still, no real school of linguistics was created, the 

tradition remained interrupted, and almost nothing of all these long eff orts 

entered into the waking of the xixth century linguistic movement. It is one 

of the greatest and saddest lessons of history, that the most wonderful in-

tuitions or discoveries remain sterile and are quickly forgotten unless they 

fi nd the spiritual atmosphere that is apt to receive them and develop them.6

This utterly pessimistic statement can be challenged, and the present contribu-

tion will advance a more optimistic view. Indeed, I will argue that Renaissance 

and Post-Renaissance authors knew one another’s work well beyond the bound-

aries of their disciplines, and that writings that were deemed to contain impor-

tant linguistic theories and arguments, have not entirely fallen into oblivion. In 

this respect, one could ask two questions. First, why, in what ways and to what 
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extent were linguistic ideas disseminated before the nineteenth century? The sec-

ond question depends on the first one: if there emerged something like a body of 

linguistic reference texts, what role did these texts play in the process of the insti-

tutionalization of linguistics as an independent academic discipline? The present 

paper will focus on the first question (with the exception of some general remarks 

in the concluding subsection). Even while largely excluding the (potential) bridge 

to the nineteenth century, the scope of the topic remains immense. Reasons of 

space prevent me therefore from dwelling at great length on the ‘most wonder-

ful intuitions or discoveries’ from the fifteenth century onwards as mentioned 

by Giu liano Bonfante. Nor will I discuss what theoretical and methodological 

linguistic ideas turned out to be continuously transmitted.7 Far from being all-

inclusive, the present paper will focus on the media and the different source types 

through which these language-related views were transmitted.

Before doing so, I will succinctly discuss two exemplary discoveries made by 

sixteenth- and seventeenth-century scholars, at the theoretical and methodologi-

cal level respectively.

(1) The Leiden professors Claude de Saumaise (1588-1653) and Marc[us] 

Zuer[ius] van Boxhorn[ius] (1612-1653) are generally credited with having de-

veloped the so-called Scythian hypothesis, in which the ‘Scythian’ language was 

regarded as the matrix language of, among other languages, Latin, Greek, Persian 

and Germanic. Overall, early modern scholars used to explain cross-linguistic 

similarities in terms of borrowing or by positing a still-existing original language 

as the source of all other languages (such as Hebrew, or even Dutch, as suggested 

by the Antwerpian physician Goropius Becanus). The Scythian theory, however, 

posits a common source and is thus a step in the direction of the nineteenth-cen-

tury reconstruction of Proto-Indo-European. Johannes Elichmann (1601/1602-

1639), a Silesian physician who settled in Leiden, gave the initial and decisive im-

petus to this theory’s development, although his planned Archaeologia Harmonica 

unfortunately failed to materialize due to his untimely death.8

(2) A general linguistic method that had gained sufficient acceptance so as to 

permit scholars to discuss and control their language-related theories was com-

pletely absent in the sixteenth through eighteenth centuries. Some scholars, how-

ever, formulated the need for such a stringent methodology, and made efforts to 

compose a list of ‘etymological rules’. Linguistic similarity was most frequently 

demonstrated at the lexical level, which was seen as the most straightforward 

indicator of language kinship (the possibility of investigating grammatical cor-

respondences was far less frequently explored). However, awareness grew that 

one pair of identical words did not suffice to prove linguistic kinship between two 

languages. Hence, many authors inserted extensive lists of lexical comparisons 

in their works. In addition to this quantitative principle, a qualitative constraint 
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was worked out as well. Some lexemes were seen as being less prone to being bor-

rowed than others. As a matter of fact, a number of scholars (such as Philippus 

Cluverius, Jan de Laet, Marcus Zuerius van Boxhorn) realized that languages 

sharing similar words for very basic things (kinship terms, numbers, terms for 

body parts, etc.) might be related in a genealogical sense, since it was seen as 

highly implausible that the words for such basic notions would have resulted 

from borrowing. In other words, this concept of ‘basic vocabulary’ enabled schol-

ars to distinguish inherited vocabulary from loans.

In Bonfante’s opinion, such wonderful insights ‘remained sterile and were 

quickly forgotten’.9 The remainder of this contribution aims to put this complaint 

in perspective by looking at the ways in which linguistic knowledge was fruitfully 

organized and transmitted.

 Presenting the problem by means of an anti-linguistic treatise

Exactly one hundred years before Bopp published his groundbreaking compara-

tive grammar, and exactly two hundred years before a first version of Ferdinand 

de Saussure’s Linguistic Course finally found its way to the printer, another pro-

grammatic linguistic dissertation came from a Leipzig printing press, entitled De 

nimio in linguis studio.10 In contrast with the 1816 and 1916 publications, this 1716 

dissertation is not well-known and its influence was very restricted. It concerns 

one of the numerous academic dissertations (also known as dissertationes, dis-

putationes, exercitationes, theses) that appeared in print in seventeenth and eigh-

teenth-century Germany. Having its roots in medieval educational practice, the 

disputations can be defined ‘as logical exercises – held on a very wide range of 

possible subject-matters – which were held by two or more participants as part of 

academic instruction at European schools and universities’,11 mainly in the Neth-

erlands, Sweden and Germany. Two names figure on its title page: a certain Scipio 

Carl Johann Caspar Rumpff (lifedates unknown) is indicated as praeses (the su-

pervising professor); the young Johann Andreas Fabricius (1696-1769) as respon-

dens (the defending student). Before the oral event took place, the dissertation 

(most of which were of restricted length) was printed as a pamphlet.12 Although 

many of these occasional publications survived, their distribution is understand-

ably more restricted than regular books. One of the key problems relating to this 

source type lies in determining authorship, as in most publications no author is 

specified. So, should the defending student be regarded as the author, or rather 

the professor, whose contribution often went beyond the mere task of supervis-

ing? In Joseph S. Freedman’s opinion, it is simply impossible to solve this issue. 

Hence, it is safer to refer to such dissertations as being co-authored works, if 
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counterevidence is lacking.13 Overall, these early modern dissertations are par-

ticularly revealing with respect to the general theme of this collection of papers, 

given that such disputations, in contrast to ‘textbooks’, used to focus on subject-

matters which were at the intersection of different established disciplines.14 In 

this respect, these sources can offer invaluable information about the making of 

the humanities.

The treatise under consideration, the title of which can be translated as On 

the Excessive Study of Languages, is to be read as a concise and well-structured 

plea against research undertaken in the domain of the language sciences. In the 

dissertation’s preface, the authors, admitting that studying languages can be a 

satisfactory, pleasant and in some cases even necessary activity, state that most 

languages are over-studied. The authors even interrupt their Latin discourse for 

inserting a German saying: ‘Man kan auch des Guten zu viel thun’. What is more, 

not all languages are deemed to be useful, and some of them must therefore not 

be studied at all. The dissertation itself is subdivided into several chapters, each 

of which is devoted to a particular linguistic topic. The booklet includes, for in-

stance, sections discussing research conducted with regard to the origin of lan-

guages, linguistic kinship and language change. At the end of each chapter, the 

authors come up with the same conclusion: investigating these issues is in their 

opinion entirely pointless and even a complete waste of time. On the one hand, 

the authors condemn the methodological weaknesses in the writings of their con-

temporary peers. In addition, they keep on stressing that a language is nothing 

else than a mere means for gaining knowledge about matters useful and impor-

tant in themselves. Language itself, it seems, does not belong to this category of 

matters worth being studied.

The dissertation under study is interesting in more than one respect. The 

treatise most likely did not appear out of the blue: its very content testifies to a 

genuine irritation and dissatisfaction on the authors’ part with the contemporary 

prevailing and dominant atmosphere. Leaving aside the theoretical possibility 

that the dissertation should be read as a merely rhetorical exercise, Rumpff and 

Fabricius reacted against a scholarly climate in which linguistic issues were widely 

debated – all too widely, in the authors’ opinion. Moreover, it seems that these de-

bates were transmitted in a fairly coordinated way. Otherwise it would be hard to 

explain the fact that an author, whose first aim consists in refuting the usefulness 

of linguistic research, succeeds in presenting an astonishingly well-structured and 

well-documented survey of the vast and intrinsically interdisciplinary domain 

of matters relating to the history and kinship of languages. Reading all books 

that just loosely touched on the relevant themes (which he did not think inter-

esting at all) would have taken him a life-time. In other words, it is more than 

probable that the author(s) of this dissertation must have been able to rely on a 
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state-of-the-art report. As a matter of fact, it is beyond doubt that extensive use 

was made of Daniel Georg Morhof ’s (1639-1691) encyclopedic Polyhistor, which 

is more than once referred to. The following section will elaborate on Morhof ’s 

Polyhistor and will present some other source-types that aim to encompass the 

body of linguistic knowledge.

 Centripetal tendencies: State-of-the-art accounts, programmes, 
bibliographies and more

The first edition of Morhof ’s Polyhistor was published in 1688, and augmented 

posthumous editions (which were of more than 1,000 pages) appeared in 1692-

1695, 1732 and 1747.15 Morhof ’s work, a kind of encyclopedia that critically surveys 

contemporary knowledge and learning, is considered one of the most important 

representatives of the early modern genre called historia literaria.16 The book’s sec-

tion devoted to the Grammaticus contained chapters such as De linguis et scriptura 

[‘About languages and script’] and De lingua universali et primaeva [‘About the 

universal and primeval language’], surveying the various views on language and 

languages held by Renaissance and Post-Renaissance authors as seen, of course, 

through Morhof ’s eyes. In gathering writings belonging to different branches of 

learning, Morhof delivered an early critical ‘linguistic’ state of the art beyond the 

borders of the contemporary traditional disciplines. In Daniel Droixhe’s view, 

Morhof astonishingly succeeded in ‘separating the wheat from the chaff ’,17 and in 

any case, the linguistic chapter was successful in terms of its impact and recep-

tion, the more so since Morhof had published a similar survey in German as early 

as in 1682 (Unterricht von der Teutschen Sprache und Poesie).

Morhof was not the only scholar to compose such a state-of-the-art survey. 

Similar summarizing accounts have been established by, among others, the Ger-

man scholar Justus Georgius Schottelius (1612-1676),18 and by Brian Walton 

(1600-1661), who authored, as editor of a famous Polyglot Bible, several critical 

Prolegomena.19 Johann Georg von Eckhart’s (1674-1730) Historia studii etymologici 

linguae Germanicae hactenus impensi can be read as an early history of linguis-

tics. Whereas its title suggests that the work does not go beyond the Germanic 

language(s), a glance at the table of contents reveals that more general theories 

(such as Boxhorn’s Scythian theory) are taken into account as well. The book was 

meant as a preliminary work for a major etymological undertaking that failed 

to materialize.20 A late-eighteenth-century example of a surveying work devoted 

to the diversity of languages is Samuel Friedrich Günther Wahl’s (1760-1834) 

Allgemeine Geschichte der morgenländischen Sprachen und Litteratur (1784). Need-

less to say, in view of the transmission of linguistic ideas and concepts, such sur-
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veys in particular and encyclopedic works in general (as a typical product of the 

Enlightenment) were of paramount importance.21 They functioned as important 

‘hubs’, bringing information and ideas together into consistent summaries capable 

of being shared and discussed by members of the republic of letters. They thus 

provided later scholars facilitated access to theoretical and methodological argu-

ments developed by scholars of past generations, which they could either adopt 

and elaborate upon or dismiss and correct.

These surveying accounts were, however, not the sole sources responsible for 

the spread of linguistic ideas. The need for a new, well-elaborated sub-branch of 

learning, having the history and affinities of languages as its object, was some-

times felt by scholars who authored books of a rather geographical and historical 

nature while making use of etymological arguments. To my knowledge, the first 

programmatic plea for such a branch of learning in its own right was formulated 

in the Netherlands. Philippus Cluverius (1580-1622), a pioneer in historical ge-

ography, admitted that the issue of linguistic kinship was far too complex to be 

tackled by one single scholar. He stated: ‘but regarding the similarity and resem-

blance of languages, as well as concerning their origin and with respect to the 

primeval matrix language, the field is much broader and vaster than should or 

could be treated here. I am very well aware of the fact that in this subject-matter 

great and wonderful mysteries are hidden, that could only be solved by someone 

mastering nearly all languages.’22 The famous polyhistor Gottfried Wilhelm von 

Leibniz (1646-1716) was another influential proponent of the elaboration of a 

specific branch of learning, studying the history and diversity of the world’s lan-

guages. For the development of linguistics, Leibniz’s work was of paramount im-

portance, since he succeeded in combining theoretical and methodological ques-

tions on the one hand with empirical endeavours on the other.23 Had a majority 

of his works not been left unfinished on his desk, his impact would have been 

even far more substantial.24 Nevertheless, some authors attempted to fill the 

research gaps that were pinpointed by Leibniz. Thus, for instance, the Hirsch-

berg rector Gottfried Hensel (Godofredus Henselius, 1687-1765) designed the 

first linguistic maps in explicit response to Leibniz’s request.25 Henselius was a 

prolific scholar, who authored mathematical as well as theological works.26 His 

monograph entitled Synopsis universae philologiae in qua miranda unitas et har-

monia linguarum totius orbis terrarum occulta [...] eruitur aimed at revealing the 

wonderful unity and harmony of the world’s languages. Some scholars were less 

ambitious than Hensel in that they restricted their linguistic contribution to the 

making of bibliographies listing all books relevant to our topic. A good exam-

ple is the comprehensive bibliography compiled by the German scholar Johann 

Heumann von Teutschenbrunn (1711-1760).27 Interestingly, his bibliographic 

undertaking, preceded by a short preface motivating his endeavour,28 is entitled 
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‘specimen bibliothecae glotticae’, which suggests that Heumann was looking for an 

appropriate term for the branch of learning his bibliography was covering. The 

Latinized Greek designation ‘glotticus’ seems to be an original invention given 

that this term was only very rarely used.29 It is difficult to make a sharp divide 

between mere bibliographies and ‘upgraded’, viz. commented bibliographies, the 

latter of which can be equally regarded as belonging to the branch of historiae 

literariae. The 1777 Einleitung in die Bücherkunde by Johann Nepomuk Cosmas 

Michael Denis (1729-1800) is interesting in that its author attempts to construct 

a Linnaean taxonomy of the disciplines.30 Sprachenkunde or Linguistik (‘Lin-

guistics’), a designation he probably coined himself, was part of philology, and 

 contained

I. die glossologischen oder Abhandlungen von den Sprachen, II. die gra-

phischen oder Abhandlungen von der Schreibekunst und den Buchstaben, 

III. die Sprachlehren oder Grammatiken, IV. die Wörterbücher oder Dic-

tionarien.31

Other source types that contributed to organizing and conveying linguistic ideas 

can be only briefly surveyed here. Several seventeenth- and eighteenth-century 

etymological dictionaries include lengthy prefaces, discussing methodological is-

sues by referring to previous etymological undertakings.32 In addition, it may be 

interesting to investigate in what ways Early Modern journals were dealing with 

linguistic issues and to what extent they have played a role in further shaping the 

field. So, for instance, Daniel Droixhe has shown that Boxhorn’s version of the 

Scythian theory was frequently discussed in Monatliche Unterredungen einiger 

guten Freunde von allerhand Büchern und andern annemlichen Geschichten (1689-

1698),33 and the late eighteenth-century taxonomies of disciplines became a fa-

vourite point of debate in journals as well. We also see that the questions relating 

to the origin, diversity and genealogy of languages became a fairly popular sub-

ject-matter in academic dissertations, a source type discussed above. In many of 

these dissertations, the problems regarding linguistic origin, history, change and 

genealogy took centre stage, thus suggesting that historical and comparative lin-

guistics was a topic which could be dealt with in its own right, even though some 

authors still legitimatize their endeavour by explicitly stating that the research’s 

outcome is fruitful for other domains of learning (such as theology). Although 

the distribution of the majority of these dissertations was rather limited, some 

of them became widely read and went through several reprints (sometimes as an 

item in a rather coherent collection of papers). So, for instance, Olaus Borrichius’ 

Diatriba de causis diversitatis linguarum, first published in 1675, was reissued in 

1704 ‘ob praestantiam’ (‘because of its quality’).34 These sources seem to form a 
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coherent unity, not only in that they are addressing a similar ‘cluster’ of linguistic 

questions and problems, but also in that nearly all of them are referring to a simi-

lar body of writings composed in previous centuries.35 By browsing the academic 

dissertations and the other source types just surveyed, particular writings by par-

ticular authors turn out to be recurrently quoted in almost every source text. 

Limiting oneself to sixteenth-century authors, one cannot but find that names 

such as Conrad Gesner (1516-1565), Jean Bodin (1530-1596) and Johannes Goro-

pius Becanus (1519-1573) are very frequently mentioned up to the late-eighteenth 

century. In other words, these seventeenth and eighteenth-century sources gradu-

ally brought about a corpus of texts that were considered of vital importance as to 

their linguistic views. Such a corpus of linguistic writings could be considered an 

important step towards the emancipation of historical and comparative linguis-

tics as an autonomous discipline.

 Conclusion and outlook

Judging by the increasing number of different source types devoted to the history 

and the genealogy of the world’s languages, one may conclude that linguistic is-

sues have been frequently addressed and dealt with in a fairly focused way from 

the seventeenth century onwards, despite the absence of an independent academ-

ic discipline that enabled the study of language in its own right. Coming back to 

Giuliano Bonfante, one cannot but conclude that his statement that ‘the linguistic 

tradition remained interrupted in the centuries prior to the nineteenth century’ 

is not tenable or that it is at least somewhat exaggerated. Daniel Droixhe and 

Pierre Swiggers rightly distinguish tendencies of continuity as well as tendencies 

of discontinuity in the complex development of the history of sixteenth through 

nineteenth-century linguistics.36 At the most basic and empirical level, the mak-

ing of grammars of the world’s languages (‘grammaticography’) was a gradual and 

cumulative process. Apart from this unmistakably continuous trend at the docu-

mentary level, lines of continuity at the theoretical and methodological level were 

far from absent either. The present contribution has attempted to investigate in 

what ways ideas related to the history and diversity of languages were transmit-

ted, and it has tried to trace how a ‘corpus’ of important linguistic reference texts 

was gradually shaped. Needless to say, Bonfante was right in claiming that those 

theoretical and methodological ideas, which strike us as the most promising ones, 

were not always elaborated upon to the extent we might have hoped. Nonethe-

less, they were not completely forgotten and were disseminated, albeit often in an 

abbreviated and mutilated shape, accompanied by many other ideas which seem 

far less fruitful today.
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One can equally question Bonfante’s claim that ‘almost nothing of all these 

long efforts entered into the waking of the xixth century linguistic movement’. 

The transition from the old ‘trial-and-error’ way of investigating linguistic histo-

ry and diversity to the nineteenth-century successful methods developed within 

the framework of a new academic discipline certainly deserves an in-depth study. 

Recent historiographical studies have however shown that this shift was by far 

not as radical as has been claimed by late nineteenth-century authors, who, 

dazzled by the contemporary spectacular discoveries made by neogrammarians, 

posited that linguistics was an early nineteenth-century creatio ex nihilo. By way 

of conclusion, I would like to illustrate this point by discussing how the (re)

discovery of Sanskrit was received in late eighteenth-century ‘linguistic’ publica-

tions. It is commonly known that the study of Sanskrit occupies an important 

position within the development of linguistics.37 Some scholars have claimed 

that the emergence and the flourishing of linguistics as an academic discipline at 

the beginning of the nineteenth century directly resulted from the (re)discovery 

of Sanskrit at the end of eighteenth century. This is not true, although it is be-

yond doubt that Sanskrit played a considerable, predominantly stimulating role 

in the process of institutionalizing the new linguistic discipline.38 What we see at 

the turn of the nineteenth century is that many scholars seem to think that the 

discovery of Sanskrit confirms (or slightly modifies) their views on linguistic ge-

nealogy. In other words, Sanskrit is generally incorporated into the then existing 

‘genealogical’ linguistic models (such as the Scythian theory), and its discovery 

did not immediately give way to a fundamental rethinking of the contempo-

rary ideas on linguistic kinship (see, for instance, the comparative lexicographic 

endeavours by Stephen Weston and Henri Augustin Le Pileur).39 In addition, 

Jack Fellman and Robert Kispert have shown that Sir William Jones (1746-

1794), who is in almost every introduction to linguistics credited with having 

announced nineteenth-century Indo-European linguistics in a famous Discourse 

on the Hindoos delivered at a meeting of the Asiatick Society in 1786, was famil-

iar with the Scythian theory and that he did not present his ideas as revolution-

arily new.40 The French scholar Constantin François de Chassebœuf, ‘comte de 

Volney’ (1757-1820), even stated that Sanskrit was identical to the lost Scythian 

language.41 In his works, which were comparative in orientation, the Carmelite 

missionary Paulinus a Sancto Bartholomaeo (1748-1806), who authored the first 

Sanskrit grammar published in Europe, testified to a thorough knowledge of 

the sixteenth through eighteenth-century intellectual debates.42 An impressive, 

yet hitherto often overlooked example of a well-documented work merging the 

old and the new is Johann Gottfried Eichhorn’s (1752-1827) 1807 Geschichte der 

neuern Sprachenkunde,43 one part of his unfinished project entitled Geschichte 

der Litteratur von ihrem Anfang bis auf die neuesten Zeiten (Göttingen, 1805-
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1813) and thus equally belonging to the branch of historiae literariae.44 Its au-

thor pleads for an ambitious collective research programme aiming to reveal the 

‘grammatical anatomy’ of the world’s languages.45 In 1828, a similar project was 

set up by Colonel Vans Kennedy (1784-1846), who still discussed ideas aired by 

sixteenth-century and seventeenth-century authors besides relying on recent au-

thoritative names such as that of Franz Bopp.46 In other words, it is obvious that 

for many scholars being active in the late eighteenth and the early nineteenth 

century the ‘old’ and the ‘new’ went hand in hand. Moreover, the first generation 

of nineteenth-century professional linguists was at least not entirely unaware of 

the work achieved by their earlier predecessors,47 although it remains to be in-

vestigated to what extent they were dependent on their predecessors’ ideas. One 

research strategy for answering this question could consist in browsing these 

linguists’ personal libraries, as far as such libraries can be reconstructed.48 
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sie in eine genaue genealogische Anreihung zu bringen. Wer möchte auch diese jetzt 

schon versuchen? [...] Nur durch die vereinigte Bemühung mehrerer Gelehrten, die sich 

in einzelne Geschlechter der großen Stammtafel der Sprachen theilen, läßt sich diese 

Riesen arbeit erwarten: und wie hießen die Sprachgelehrten, welche bisher schon sich dazu 

vereinigt hätten, oder einzeln mit reifen Einsichten in die Tiefen dieser Untersuchungen 

hinabgedrungen wären? Und wollten auch die Sprachforscher unsrer Zeit zusammentre-

ten, um den Gordischen Knoten der Sprachenverwandtschaft durch vereintste Bemüh-

ungen zu lösen: wo wären die vollständigen Materialien dazu? von wie vielen Sprachen 

sind die dazu unentbehrlichen Hülfsmittel vorhanden? von wie vielen nur Grammatiken, 
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Wörterbücher und zureichende Texte zur Zerlegung ihrer Bestandtheile? Und doch läßt 

sich erst nach vollendeter grammatischer Anatomie aller der Sprachen, die zu einem Ge-

schlechte gehören, und nach geschehener Vergleichung der Resultate einer solchen Zerle-

gung ihrer Bestandtheile und ihrer grammatischen Veränderungen die große Stammtafel 

der Sprachen mit allen ihren Unterabtheilungen entwerfen, und Mutter, Tochter, Enkelin 

und so fort die weitere Folge von Geschlechtern nach der ihnen gebührenden Rangord-

nung in Reihe und Glied stellen’, Eichhorn, Geschichte der neuern Sprachenkunde, vi-vii.

 Vans Kennedy, Researches into the Origin and Affinity of the Principal Languages of Asia 

and Europe (Longman, ).

 See e.g., Robert J. Kispert, ‘Sir William Jones. A New Perspective on the Origin and 

Back ground of his Common Source’, Georgetown University Papers on Languages and Lin-

guistics  (), -; Droixhe, La Linguistique et l’appel de l’histoire,  and especially 

the early yet excellent history of linguistics composed by Theodor Benfey, Geschichte der 

Sprachwissenschaft und orientalischen Philologie in Deutschland seit dem Anfange des neun-

zehnten Jahrhunderts mit einem Rückblick auf die früheren Zeiten (Cotta, ).

 The reconstructed library collected by Jakob Grimm (-) turns out to contain 

mainly recent works; however, the reconstruction is not complete; see Ludwig Denecke, 

Irmgard Teitge and Friedhilde Krause, Die Bibliothek der Brüder Grimm: Annotiertes Ver-

zeichnis des festgestellten Bestandes (Böhlau, ).
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 Introduction

‘What is General Linguistics?’ The first full professor of General Linguistics at 

the University of Amsterdam, Anton Reichling (1898-1986), asked this question 

in 1947 in the title of his inaugural lecture. Reichling presented his audience with 

a bird’s-eye view of eight centuries of answers to his question, which he all re-

garded as wrong, mainly because of the attempt to find the ‘generality’ of general 

linguistics in the wrong place: either in aprioristic ideas on ‘general grammar’ (the 

earlier answers) or in reductionist appeals to non-linguistic principles (the later 

answers).

And yet, according to Reichling, one man had already been on the right track, 

that of  ‘autonomous generality’, years ago. This man was Georg von der Gabelentz 

(1840-1893), and his answer can be found in his book Die Sprachwissenschaft, Ihre 

Aufgaben, Methoden und bisherigen Ergebnisse, first published in 1891. Reichling 

quoted a long passage from this book, in which Gabelentz envisages a new pro-

gramme for language typology and which begins as follows:1

(i) Every language is a system, of which all parts organically relate to and 

cooperate with each other. One has to suppose that none of these parts may 

be lacking, or diff erent, without the whole being changed.

Reichling concluded that Ferdinand de Saussure (1857-1913), the founder of mod-

ern general linguistics, had an almost visionary predecessor.

Reichling’s comments form a good starting point for the subject I want to explore, 

the rise of general linguistics, with a focus on Gabelentz. They are linked to the 

following facts and issues, all of which are relevant to this theme:
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a) A European university established its fi rst chair in General Linguistics 

as late as 1947.

b) Nevertheless, early varieties of general linguistics existed at least eight 

centuries before that.

c) Th e ‘generality’ of general linguistics has been conceived in very diff erent 

manners.

d) Saussure is regarded as the founder of modern general linguistics.

e) Gabelentz anticipated at least some of Saussure’s ideas.

I begin by providing a brief elaboration of (a)-(d), which will involve a more 

precise demarcation of ‘general linguistics’ and an overview of the development of 

general linguistics thus defined. Then I turn to Gabelentz’s role in this process. 

Basic data on Gabelentz are presented in a separate section. The next two sec-

tions focus on Gabelentz’s modernity. The anticipation of Saussure mentioned in 

(e) above will be discussed, together with some other modern aspects of Gabe-

lentz’s work. The next section is entirely devoted to one very prominent aspect of 

Gabelentz’s modernity: his programme for language typology.

In the last part of the article, I will put a different face on this programme. 

Despite its advanced aspects, Gabelentz’s work fell into oblivion rather early. Re-

ichling’s remark on its ‘visionary’ character does not stand entirely alone, but it is 

outweighed by opinions on its outdatedness and by a general neglect.2 I will argue 

that the main source of this neglect can, rather paradoxically, be found in the 

very element of Gabelentz’s general linguistics programme that reveals his most 

advanced ideas: the typology programme.

The last section summarizes the conclusions reached throughout the paper.

 General Linguistics: What, when, where?

Disregarding, in this article, the above-mentioned long and largely philosophi-

cal tradition of scholarly involvement in general aspects of language (actually 

from Antiquity onwards),3 I will focus on the nineteenth-century development 

of general linguistics as a more or less well-defined empirically-oriented field of 

study.

A plausible demarcation of general linguistics in this sense is suggested by his-

tory itself. From the beginning of the nineteenth century onwards, a new and suc-

cessful linguistic approach was developed and introduced at universities, at first 

in Germany: historical-comparative linguistics. One of the central aims of this 

approach was a general descriptive coverage of and comparison between languag-

es in their various stages of development, through a uniform and emphatically 
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empirical-scientific method. In this context, the term ‘general linguistics’ (in Ger-

man Allgemeine Sprachkunde or Allgemeine Sprachwissenschaft) was introduced, 

indicating the study of general aspects of languages, which was distinguished 

from the study of particular languages. The very first linguistics professor, Franz 

Bopp (1791-1867), was appointed in 1821 to teach the subjects of Orientalische Lit-

eratur und allgemeine Sprachkunde at the University of Berlin.4

During the last part of the nineteenth century, the area of linguistics became 

broader and more diversified. Besides the emphatically diachronic historical-

comparative approach, other, synchronic, approaches underwent new impulses. 

For example, significant innovations were made in methods for the classifica-

tion of languages. This development was closely related to another one: the 

enormous growth of empirical knowledge regarding large numbers of languag-

es. Apart from the Indo-European languages, which used to be the main object 

of historical-comparative research, there was a new focus on other language 

families. The work of Wilhelm von Humboldt (1767-1835) was crucial for these 

innovations.

New sub-disciplines were developed, such as phonetics, language psychology 

and dialectology. Also methodologically, there was a broadening and diversifica-

tion of approaches. The natural sciences were no longer the only model to follow; 

there was also a rapprochement with, for example, biology and psychology (all of 

course in their nineteenth-century shape).

For general linguistics as a discipline, this diversification was of crucial im-

portance. It started as the science of the general principles of historical-com-

parative linguistics, firmly interwoven with historical-comparative linguistics 

itself. So the term ‘general linguistics’ was almost superfluous and was not often 

used. It was exceptional for a chair, as in Bopp’s case, to bear this name explic-

itly. Due to the growing diversity of language studies (which also implied a 

growing variation in specialization among linguists), general linguistics became 

a much more encyclopaedic and independent umbrella discipline. Techmer’s 

Internationale Zeitschrift für Allgemeine Sprachwissenschaft (1884-1891) was the 

first journal explicitly devoted to this area. Related to this increased promi-

nence, the importance of general linguistics as a separate subject in university 

curricula was growing.

During the first decades of the twentieth century general linguistics became 

an obligatory part of language programmes at European universities, with the 

francophone world rather than Germany taking the lead, mainly due to Saus-

sure’s forceful and comprehensive conception of general linguistics explained in 

his Cours de linguistique générale (1916)5. He defined a set of abstract basic con-

cepts for all language research (e.g. linguistique synchronique/linguistique diachro-

nique, langue/parole/langage) and promoted a view of languages as self-contained 
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systems in which all parts relate to each other – exactly the idea of Gabelentz’s 

presented in quotation (i) above.6

This new programme enhanced the idea of general linguistics as an autono-

mous discipline. The institutional corollary was the rise of independent general 

linguistics departments and the establishment of full general linguistics profes-

sorships at all language faculties, albeit in a sometimes slow and gradual process. 

In the Netherlands, for example, general linguistics was introduced as a subject 

for academic teaching only in 1921. Initially, courses in general linguistics were as-

signed as additional tasks to language professors of all categories. Special chairs 

in general linguistics, such as Reichling’s, were created at all Dutch faculties of 

letters during the 1940s and 1950s.7

An important milestone in this extended ‘making of a discipline’ process was 

the appearance of general linguistics textbooks. The first examples of this new 

category appeared at the end of the nineteenth century, mainly in Germany. They 

were written for university students and professional linguists.

Gabelentz’s Die Sprachwissenschaft (1891, 19012) belongs to this first generation 

of textbooks,8 as do, for example, Paul’s Prinzipien der Sprachgeschichte (1880) and 

Delbrück’s Einleitung in das Sprachstudium (1880).9

 Gabelentz and ‘Die Sprachwissenschaft’

Hans Georg Conon von der Gabelentz was originally a sinologist and polyglot re-

searcher of many non-Indo-European languages. In this respect he was following 

in the footsteps of his father, Hans Conon von der Gabelentz (1807-1874), who, 

while pursuing a career as a professional politician, also investigated many exotic 

languages. Initially, Georg was also a dilettante linguist: he taught himself Dutch, 

Italian and Chinese during his gymnasium years. After studying law, administra-

tion and linguistics in Jena, he worked in the civil service of Saxony for fourteen 

years. During this period, he wrote a thesis at Dresden University on the transla-

tion of a Chinese philosophical text.

From 1878 onwards, Gabelentz held professorships, first in Far Eastern Lan-

guages at the University of Leipzig, and from 1890 until his death (in 1893) in East 

Asiatic Languages and General Linguistics at the University of Berlin. From 1884 

to 1889 he was co-editor of Techmer’s Internationale Zeitschrift für Allgemeine 

Sprachwissenschaft.

Die Sprachwissenschaft is the result of Gabelentz’s increasing involvement in 

general linguistics courses for students. Earlier, in 1881, Gabelentz had published 

his other magnum opus, Chinesische Grammatik (Grammar of Chinese). The 

fame of the latter book, which was reprinted several times until as late as 1960, 
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lasted much longer than the fame of Die Sprachwissenschaft, which was regarded 

as outdated rather soon after its publication.10 The opening sentence of Sütter-

lin’s review of the book’s 1901 reprint characterized the book as ‘a remnant from 

earlier times’.11 Sütterlin was not alone in his verdict. Ten years later, the famous 

American linguist Bloomfield spoke of a ‘lively, if not always fully modern book’. 

In contrast, he recommended Paul’s Prinzipien der Sprachgeschichte as presenting 

‘the principles and methods of modern linguistics’.12 These words were prophetic, 

because Gabelentz was soon forgotten, whereas Paul’s book retained its textbook 

status over some decades.

Yet, Reichling was by far not the only one to emphasize Gabelentz’s moder-

nity and anticipation of later ideas. For example, in Morpurgo Davies’s detailed 

overview of nineteenth-century linguistics, an ‘inescapable air of modernity’ is 

observed in Gabelentz’s book, in comparison to other textbooks.13

In the next sections we will see how it can be explained that Gabelentz evoked 

such contradictory judgements.

 Gabelentz as a pioneer of general linguistics

Morpurgo Davies motivates her remark on the air of modernity present in Die 

Sprachwissenschaft in terms of the total ‘arrangement’ of the book:

(ii) Gabelentz’s fi rst section ... started with generalities about language and 

a brief history of linguistics but then turned to a discussion of various ap-

proaches with which the linguist must be familiar: phonetics, psychology, 

logic. Th e other three sections of the book deal with einzelsprachliche For-

schung (the analysis of individual languages), ‘genealogical-historical’ lin-

guistics, and fi nally General Linguistics (allgemeine Sprachwissenschaft). 

Here the subjects discussed are the human capacity for language, the lan-

guage of animals, etc., the analysis of discourse, the organization of mor-

phological material, word order, intonation, grammatical categories, etc. 

– all this with reference to a number of non-Indo-European languages. In 

the arrangement there is an inescapable air of modernity ...14

Morpurgo Davies rightly observes that Gabelentz was innovative in many re-

spects, and that the total design of the book reflects this. In the following subsec-

tion, I discuss this aspect of Gabelentz’s modernity in more detail. Other aspects 

are dealt with in two additional subsections.
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 General linguistics as a multiform science

More than other late-nineteenth-century general linguistics textbooks, Die 

Sprachwissenschaft bears witness to the author’s intention, not only to present 

a broad body of linguistic knowledge, but also to offer students of linguistics a 

number of basic conceptual tools and methods for research. Due to this broad 

approach, the book’s underlying framework is very similar to the framework of 

recent introductions to general linguistics: a combination of ‘encyclopaedia of 

linguistics’ (overview of approaches and sub-disciplines), ‘foundations of linguis-

tics’ (basic linguistic concepts) and ‘general linguistics’ in the narrower sense of 

‘research that generalizes over all languages’. This combination reflects a still-

existing duality of general linguistics as an auxiliary discipline for all language 

investigators and general linguistics as a separate area of research.

Gabelentz’s advanced approach is reflected in the arrangement of his book, as 

was observed by Morpurgo Davies in quotation (ii). After a general section on the 

scientific study of language, sections on the synchronic analysis of a single lan-

guage and on historical linguistics provide the basic knowledge and methods for 

research in these respective areas. The final section deals with general linguistic 

phenomena (e.g. word order, intonation) and especially with the language typol-

ogy programme.15

In order to elaborate such a broad design, Gabelentz had to acquire new 

knowledge. Whereas earlier textbooks mainly reflect the specializations of their 

authors, Gabelentz explicitly mentions his efforts to extend his original, mainly 

polyglot expertise into less exotic areas such as historical linguistics (traditionally 

focused on Indo-European languages) and his native tongue, the latter because he 

felt the necessity to illustrate his theoretical expositions for his German audience 

through maximally clear and accessible examples.16

With respect to the book’s general design, Gabelentz’s first section Allgemeiner 

Theil (General Part) is remarkable for various reasons. Firstly, its overview of the 

history of linguistics is by no means confined to Western scholarship as is usual 

in such overviews – the fruit of Gabelentz’s wide knowledge of exotic languages 

and cultures.17

Secondly, the subsection Schulung des Sprachforschers (Education of the Lan-

guage Researcher) heralds a new involvement in the didactic aim of general lin-

guistics. It is divided into four parts, devoted to education in phonetics, psychol-

ogy, logic and general linguistics itself respectively.18 It is unfortunate, from a 

present-day perspective, that there is an implicit restriction in this subsection to 

language research in the sense most familiar to Gabelentz: the empirical analy-

sis of new and mainly orally available languages. What is being presented as 

auxiliary sciences is actually a range of auxiliary practical skills, useful for such 
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an enterprise. Phonetics is discussed as a training in listening, articulation and 

transcription; psychological training comes down to a general alertness to subtle 

semantic phenomena; logic is discussed as a skill in practical reasoning, and gen-

eral linguistics training mainly consists of practical exercises in the acquisition 

of maximally different languages. It seems that Gabelentz considered these four 

areas irrelevant as theoretical disciplines. However, it would be self-contradictory 

to maintain this: the whole book is a theoretical introduction to general linguis-

tics, thought to be relevant to all language students. An important issue in such 

a theoretical introduction is the position of linguistics among other sciences. 

Gabelentz does not fail to include in his first section a subsection devoted to this 

subject (Stellung der Sprachwissenschaft), which discusses theoretical connections 

of linguistics with anthropology, history, natural science, psychology, logic and 

metaphysics. But this discussion does not reveal any implications for the training 

of language students in these related disciplines.19

In sum, Gabelentz presented an advanced and broad conception of general 

linguistics, although the new educational involvement borne out by Gabelentz’s 

Schulung subsection remained confined to a limited area within the entire field of 

language research.

 Saussure and Gabelentz

Gabelentz owes most of his ‘modernist’ reputation to his being a forerunner 

of Saussure. Reichling was far from the only observer to pinpoint similarities 

between these scholars. I will not go into the still unresolved controversy as to 

whether Saussure actually derived his ideas from Gabelentz.20

The similarities are striking, although one may be tempted to overemphasize 

them.21 The most important similarities concern the above-mentioned concep-

tion of languages as self-contained systems, the sharp distinction between syn-

chrony and diachrony, the prominence of synchrony over diachrony, defended by 

Gabelentz as vehemently as by Saussure, and the conceptual distinction langue/

parole/langage, which is similar to Gabelentz’s distinction Einzelsprache/Rede/

Sprachvermögen).

These are fundamental principles of general linguistics, but there are also 

equally fundamental principles on which Saussure and Gabelentz differ vastly. 

For example, Gabelentz’s above-mentioned advanced programme for language ty-

pology is absent from and even contradicts Saussure’s Cours, despite its starting-

point (presented in quotation (i)) in the very Saussurean idea of languages as 

self-contained systems. This programme, including its non-Saussurean aspects, 

will be elaborated on in the next two sections.
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 Other early insights

There are other, more isolated elements in Die Sprachwissenschaft that have 

prompted the conclusion that Gabelentz was well ahead of his time. In his spe-

cialty, polyglot knowledge, he was unequalled. But also his achievements in what 

may be called ‘pragmatics-avant-la-lettre’, are remarkable. In this respect, his sole 

basis is his ingenuity in observing subtle phenomena of language use, mainly in 

his native language. For example, his analysis of sentences in terms of a ‘grammati-

cal’ and a ‘psychological’ subject and predicate foreshadows the research area now 

called ‘information structure’. Also his semantic/pragmatic analysis of modal par-

ticles and interjections and his ideas on German word order anticipate insights 

developed further only in the second half of the twentieth century.22

 Th e ‘hypology/typology’ programme

Gabelentz’s ideas on language typology can be found in the last part of section 4 

of Die Sprachwissenschaft: Allgemeine Sprachwissenschaft (General Linguistics). It 

is contained in its sixth chapter titled Die allgemeine Grammatik (General Gram-

mar), which is preceded by chapters on general issues such as the human capacity 

for language, general linguistic phenomena (e.g. intonation, word order) and the 

evaluation of languages (Sprachwürderung). Chapter 7, on general aspects of the 

lexicon (Die allgemeine Wortschatzkunde), is the book’s penultimate one, only fol-

lowed by a very brief concluding chapter.

Additional details of the typology programme are presented in Gabelentz’s 

very last article, published posthumously in 1894.23 Publishers’ initial unfamiliar-

ity with the term ‘typology’ (cf. note 1) becomes very apparent from an error in 

the title of the published article: Hypologie der Sprachen. Eine neue Aufgabe der 

Linguistik (Hypology of languages: A new task for linguistics). Due to his sudden 

death, Gabelentz was unable to correct the proofs.

The central tenets of the programme are laid down in the passage from Die 

Sprachwissenschaft partially quoted by Reichling. Its first sentences were present-

ed in quotation (i); the rest of the passage runs as follows:

(iii) But it also seems that, in the physiognomy of languages, certain fea-

tures are more distinctive than others. We must trace these features, and 

investigate which other features regularly co-occur with the former ones. I 

am thinking of morphological and syntactic particularities, and of prefer-

ences with respect to grammatical categories. I also feel that these phenom-

ena interact with phonetic phenomena. Th e induction that I require may be 
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extremely diffi  cult, and if and as far as it will succeed, sharp philosophical 

thought will be required to recognize, behind the regularities, the laws, the 

active forces. But how gainful it would be if we could straightforwardly say 

to a language: you have this characteristic, consequently, you have those 

further characteristics, and that general character! – if, like the bold bota-

nists have tried to do, we could construct the lime tree from the lime leaf. 

If I were allowed to baptize an unborn child, I would choose the name ty-

pology. I observe here a task for General Linguistics, which can be fulfi lled 

already with the means now available. It will earn fruits that do not yield to 

those of historical linguistics in maturity and will be superior in scientifi c 

signifi cance. What was thus far said about spiritual relationship and simi-

lar features of non-related languages, will acquire a concrete form, and be 

presented in exact formulas; and subsequently, speculative thought should 

be added to these formulas, in order to interpret something observable as 

something necessary.24

This programme has been praised by later generations of linguists, who recog-

nized in it the idea of ‘implicational universals’, which was only reintroduced in 

the 1940s: if a language has feature B, it must also have feature A. After the nine-

teenth-century decline of earlier types of universal grammar, which proved to 

be biased in favour of European grammatical categories, this idea opened a new 

way to language universals: powerful restrictive generalizations became available, 

not through claims that all languages share specific substantial features (which 

had proved unsuccessful), but through claims that some features imply other fea-

tures. This approach allowed for a strong delimitation of possible combinations 

of properties and for a new way of classifying languages, apart from the familiar 

genetic classification.

In the 1894 article, Gabelentz gives away a few more details regarding the ‘exact 

formulas’ that could present the type of generalizations he envisaged. Here the ty-

pological programme reappears in a more elaborated form, in which several stages 

are distinguished. The first stage aims at drawing up a complete inventory of fea-

tures of as many languages as possible.25 The second stage is ‘purely mechanical’: 

a statistical analysis, resulting in exact correlations between features (example: A 

coincides with B in ¾ of all cases) and knowledge about features with a great pre-

dictive power. The result is that ‘from a dozen of well-known features, a hundred 

other features can be extrapolated.’

Gabelentz explicitly refers to the great palaeontologist George Cuvier (1769-

1832). Cuvier applied a comparable programme, which enabled him to ‘build an 

entire animal from one bone’ (see also the comparison in the above quotation (iii) 

with the ‘bold botanist’ who constructs the lime tree from a leaf ).26
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It is not surprising that later language typologists have recognized the progres-

sive thrust of this programme. Nor is it surprising that typology in this form was 

welcomed by Reichling and others as a central research area of general linguistics, 

which it has remained until now.

 ‘Th e last gasp of Humboldtian tradition’

Given this very exact and remarkably advanced programme, it is hard to imagine 

that Gabelentz’s work was condemned as ‘outdated’. This criticism was entirely 

due to the third and final stage of the programme, not discussed thus far: in the 

words of quotation (iii), the stage in which the ‘active forces’ behind the regu-

larities are recognized through philosophical thought, and in which ‘speculative 

thought should be added to these formulas, in order to interpret something ob-

servable as something necessary’. What are these ‘active forces’?

Gabelentz’s general view, emanating from throughout Die Sprachwissenschaft, 

is that all languages have organic characteristics that embody the collective men-

tality of their speakers. This Sprachgeist (spirit of the language) is mainly mani-

fest in overall structural characteristics, and directly reflects the language users’ 

Volksgeist (spirit of the people). Structural variation between languages and 

language types is thus causally connected to variation between mentalities and 

thought patterns. In Gabelentz’s words: ‘Every language embodies a world view, 

the world view of a nation’.27

In the third stage of the typology programme, the structural patterns discov-

ered in the former stages are explained in terms of these national mentalities. In 

his ‘Hypology’ article, Gabelentz emphasizes that observation, induction and sta-

tistical procedures yield impressive results, but these results only consist of what 

is called correlations of features. Correlations become real relations when they are 

interpreted in terms of national mentalities of the language users. These mentali-

ties cannot be observed directly: they are objects of speculation. The procedure 

necessarily appeals to what Gabelentz calls ‘the investigator’s subjectivity’, but he 

claims that this subjectivity is minimal, given the objectivity of the rest of the pro-

cedure. His conclusion is that, along these lines, the twentieth century will realize 

what the nineteenth century aspired to in vain: ‘a truly general grammar, entirely 

philosophical and yet entirely inductive’.

This ‘philosophical’ aspect of Gabelentz’s programme is a direct continuation 

of a typical nineteenth-century (mainly German) tradition of linking languages 

to national mentalities. Wilhelm von Humboldt was the most important rep-

resentative of this tradition. Main features of the tradition are its speculative 

character (there was a simple extrapolation from language features to thought 
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features) and its evaluative corollaries (for example the idea that ‘irregular’ lan-

guages embody muddled thought). Gabelentz’s huge chapter Sprachwürderung 

(almost 100 pages, one-fifth of the volume) contains many examples of this line 

of thought.28

This programme was soon declining after the turn of the century. The very 

idea of collective national mentalities was already severely criticized by Paul in 

his Prinzipien der Sprachgeschichte. Humboldtian claims about language-thought 

relationships were rejected, for example by Saussure, as entirely unwarranted.29 

Actually, the issue disappeared as a kernel subject of linguistics and returned later 

in a separate subdiscipline: linguistic anthropology.30

Sütterlin, the reviewer of Die Sprachwissenschaft, speaks of Gabelentz as the 

very last follower of Humboldt’s approach to General Linguistics.31 He claims 

that this approach died with Gabelentz. Ninety years later, Hutton, in the preface 

to his new edition of Die Sprachwissenschaft, used almost the same words, when 

he described Gabelentz as ‘the last gasp of Humboldtian tradition’.32

Hutton also mentions an additional negative aspect of Gabelentz’s pro-

gramme, namely theoretical incoherence. His claim is that Gabelentz was a 

thoroughgoing Humboldtian and thus belonged to the humanistic tradition. 

Gabelentz rejected the mechanical world view implicit in the views of linguists 

such as Bopp and Paul. But, incoherently, he also wanted to include the natural 

science point of view.

However, this incoherence is only apparent. It is an artefact of the current 

assumption of an unbridgeable gap between the nineteenth-century natural sci-

ences and humanities. True, this distinction was widely accepted. For several 

nineteenth-century linguists, it caused a bipartition of their discipline, be it in 

rather different ways. For example, Schleicher distinguished Glottik, the natural 

science of sounds and words, from Philologie, which was classed among the hu-

manities and covered syntax and stylistics.33 The criterion was (in)dependence 

on the free will. For Paul, the criterion was the ontological nature of the object 

of research: the study of sounds was regarded as a natural science (acoustics 

or physiology), the study of meaning was seen as belonging to the humanities, 

namely to psychology, which Paul considered to be the only ‘pure’ member of 

this category.

But such examples do not imply that unitary enterprises that combine ele-

ments of both areas are incoherent. Recent investigations show that there are, 

on the contrary, many examples of a coherent ‘mixed’ research style. In this case, 

methodological aspects of both approaches are applied, but at different levels: on 

the one hand painstaking empirical observation and inductive generalization, 

on the other hand explanation in terms of non-mechanical ‘forces’. Especially 

the life sciences and history exhibit this style. Prominent examples are Cuvier 
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and Humboldt himself (especially in his historical work). The approach now la-

beled ‘enlightenment vitalism’, prominent in the nineteenth-century life sciences 

(physiology and paleontology), is a case in point. History largely followed this 

example. It appealed to historical forces, which were thought to be on a par with 

natural forces. At the same time, there was a strong orientation towards objec-

tive data. The historical writings of Humboldt himself are examples of this ap-

proach. Rather than create a ‘counter-science’ apart from the natural sciences (as 

he is often believed to have done), he tried to translate data-gathering principles 

of the natural sciences into history and linguistics. The historian Droysen even 

described Humboldt as ‘the Francis Bacon of historical science’.34

Gabelentz, who admired both Cuvier and Humboldt, followed this ‘mixed’ 

approach. His appeal to induction and statistics as the only method to attain 

regularities and, at the same time, his ideas on world views as forces behind them 

fit in with a general pattern that can be observed in other nineteenth-century 

disciplines as well.35

There can be no doubt that, despite all modern elements scattered throughout 

the book, it was Gabelentz’s continuation of the Humboldtian programme, es-

pecially in his typology project, that doomed the book to oblivion soon after its 

appearance.

On the other hand, Gabelentz’s way of applying the program contains several 

germs of innovation. For example, two passages of the 1894 article hint at the 

requirement of empirical support for claims about national mentalities. The idea 

of pure ‘speculation’ is thus mitigated. Although Gabelentz does not elaborate the 

idea, he stresses the necessity of testing such claims against anthropological and 

historical data.

Moreover, the Sprachwürderung chapter contains many critical remarks about 

language evaluation as practised by colleague-linguists.36 In the first place, as a 

polyglot lover of all language types, Gabelentz sharply criticized unsound and 

biased ways of dealing with exotic languages. A striking example of this bias is 

the double-standard evaluation of languages with respect to abstract nouns: in 

‘civilized’ languages, a large number of abstract nouns is regarded as a signal of 

a capacity for abstract thought, in ‘primitive’ languages as a signal of vague and 

imprecise thought. Similarly, a small number is regarded as a signal of a capac-

ity for subtle distinctions and as a signal of an incapacity for abstract thought, 

respectively.

In the second place, Gabelentz’s sharp distinction between synchrony and 

diachrony kept him from resorting to unjustified appeals to etymology in ex-

trapolations from words to concepts. For example, when a language applies the 

expression ‘seeing hunger, fear, etc.’, this does not imply anything, according to 
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Gabelentz, about the way in which the sensation of hunger or fear is conceptual-

ized by its present speakers.

In the third place, Gabelentz stressed that one should never consider isolated 

phenomena; the idea of languages as self-contained systems implies that a whole 

language should be taken into account. For example, absence of a case system for 

nouns and adjectives does not imply ‘formless thought’: the system may contain 

other means instead of cases to express the same content.

In summary, despite Gabelentz’s acceptance of the almost obsolete idea of lan-

guage evaluation, his modern linguistic insights are reflected in his execution of 

this programme.

 Conclusion

The rise of general linguistics as an academic discipline was a multifarious pro-

cess in which various aspects (content, textbooks, journals, chairs) did not always 

keep pace with each other. Gabelentz’s Die Sprachwissenschaft was a milestone in 

this process. In his book Gabelentz presented a broad overview of general lin-

guistics as a basic introduction for all linguists and he gave an advanced typology 

programme a central position in general linguistics as a research area. In both 

respects, Gabelentz was ahead of his time. In addition, his theoretical insights 

anticipate ideas developed later by Saussure and others. However, due to the 

prominence of the Humboldtian programme, the book fell into oblivion rather 

soon after its appearance.

 Notes

 My translation, as in all German citations that follow. Reichling’s lecture (Dutch title: 

‘Wat is Algemene Taalwetenschap?’) was published in his Verzamelde studies over heden-

daagse problemen der taalwetenschap (Zwolle: Tjeenk Willink, ),-. The term ‘ty-

pology’, which is very commonly used nowadays, was coined by Gabelentz in the following 

Sprachwissenschaft passage: ‘If I were allowed to baptize an unborn child, I would choose 

the name “typology””. Cf. Georg von der Gabelentz, Die Sprachwissenschaft, ihre Aufgaben, 

Methoden und bisherigen Ergebnisse (), reprint, with an introduction by E. Coseriu 

(Tübingen: Narr, ),  (first edition ). 

 For example, in Hans Arens, Die Sprachwissenschaft: Der Gang ihrer Entwicklung von der 

Antike bis zur Gegenwart (Freiburg etc.: Karl Alber, ) and Robert H. Robins, A Short 

History of Linguistics (London etc.: Longmans, ), Gabelentz is mentioned only once 

or twice and in a marginal way.

 Medieval Grammatica Speculativa, the earliest example mentioned by Reichling, in many 

respects builds on ancient grammar. See e.g. Robins, A Short History, chapter .
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 See Van Hal’s contribution to this volume, ‘Linguistics ante litteram. Compiling and 

transmitting views on language diversity and relatedness before the nineteenth century’, 

for earlier ideas that anticipate historical-comparative linguistics. Bopp is discussed in 

Karstens’s contribution ‘Bopp the builder. Discipline formation as hybridization: the case 

of comparative linguistics’.

 Ferdinand de Saussure, Cours de linguistique générale (), édition critique preparée par 

Tullio de Mauro (Paris: Payot, ).

 Despite the term ‘organically’ in the Gabelentz quotation, he and Saussure both reject-

ed, for different reasons, the idea of languages as organisms, which was widely adopted 

throughout the nineteenth century (cf. Karstens, ‘Bopp the Builder’). The new saussurean 

view, anticipated by Gabelentz, is more radically holistic than earlier organicism: the sys-

tem is regarded as prior to its elements; hence the claim that any minor change affects the 

whole.

 Cf. Jan Noordegraaf, ‘Reichling revisited: Algemene taalwetenschap in Nederland, -

’, Voortgang  (), -.

 These textbooks, however, did not appear totally out of the blue; they were preceded 

by some earlier mid-nineteenth-century works on general aspects of language, such as 

Heyse’s System der Sprachwissenschaft (). Differences and similarities between these 

earlier works and the more didactic and encyclopaedic textbook generation to which Die 

Sprachwissenschaft belongs are discussed in Anna Morpurgo Davies, Nineteenth-Century 

Linguistics, vol. IV of G. Lepschy (ed.) History of Linguistics (London etc.: Longman, 

), - and -. Gabelentz, Die Sprachwissenschaft, , pays explicit tribute 

to several predecessors of the earlier generation.

 Hermann Paul, Prinzipien der Sprachgeschichte (Halle: Niemeyer, ); Berthold Del-

brück, Einleitung in das Sprachstudium (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Härtel, ).

 Actually, Die Sprachwissenschaft was reprinted as well, in  and in . However, 

these reprints were made from a mainly historiographic perspective, whereas the Chi-

nese grammar was reprinted because of its value for present-day research of classical 

Chinese.

 Ludwig Sütterlin, ‘Review of G. von der Gabelentz‚ “Die Sprachwissenschaft”’, Literatur-

blatt für germanische und romanische Philologie  (), -.

 Leonard Bloomfi eld, An Introduction to the Study of Language (), New Edition with an In-

troduction by J. Kess (Amsterdam etc.: Benjamins, ). In the history of linguistics Bloom-

fi eld is regarded as the ‘father of American structuralism’, the counterpart of Saussure, the 

‘father of European structuralism’. Also in standard historiographies such as Arens o.c., 

Paul’s book features much more prominently than Gabelentz’s.

 Morpurgo Davies, Nineteenth-Century Linguistics, .

 Morpurgo Davies, Nineteenth-Century Linguistics, .

 The size of the four sections is unequal:  p.,  p.,  p. and  p., respectively.

 With respect to historical linguistics, Gabelentz, Die Sprachwissenschaft, iv, mentions his 

‘uneasy feelings’ regarding scientific borrowing. With respect to his native language, how-

ever, he proudly believes that he can trust his own judgments as well as others’ judgments. 

Justifiably so, given his keen German observations in hitherto largely unexplored language 

areas (cf. . below).

 Even to the present day, historical overviews of linguistics exhibit a heavy focus on the 

Western tradition. Exceptions are Esa Itkonen, Universal History of Linguistics: India, 

China, Arabia, Europe (Amsterdam etc.: Benjamins, ) and Rens Bod, De vergeten 

wetenschappen: De geschiedenis van de humaniora (Amsterdam: Prometheus, ). In the 
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latter book, which covers the whole area of the humanities, linguistics is only one of the 

disciplines dealt with.

 Despite his serious involvement in the education issue, Gabelentz, Die Sprachwissenschaft, 

, seems to be nostalgic about the – then still recent – past situation in which linguis-

tics was not yet an academic discipline and scholars entered the linguistic field on the 

basis of being educated in, for example, medicine or law (examples of the latter: Hum-

boldt, Grimm, Gabelentz Sr.). Gabelentz regards the avoidance of professional routine 

(zünftlerischer Schlendrian) as an advantage of the earlier situation.

 Many recent introductions to general linguistics remain silent on this admittedly difficult 

question as well, for that matter.

 See Jörn Albrecht, Europäischer Strukturalismus: ein forschungsgeschichtlicher Überblick 

(Tübingen: Gunter Narr, ) for a recent summary of this controversy. Saussure’s work 

builds on some ideas of other scholars as well, for example those of the American lin-

guist William Dwight Whitney (-) and the French sociologist Emile Durkheim 

(-). These intellectual connections, especially the latter one, are much more 

well-known than the connection between Saussure and Gabelentz.

 Morpurgo Davies rightly observes: ‘Georg von der Gabelentz has both gained and suf-

fered from the attempts to connect him with Saussure. They have rescued him from the 

almost complete obscurity into which he had fallen, but at the same time have called at-

tention to particular parts of his work rather than to others which are equally deserving’ 

(cf. Anna Morpurgo Davies, ‘Language Classification in the Nineteenth Century’, in: T.A. 

Sebeok (ed.), Current Trends in Linguistics, . Historiography of Linguistics,  vols (The 

Hague etc.: Mouton, ), -). 

 Cf. Els Elffers, The Historiography of Grammatical Concepts: Nineteenth and Twentieth-

Century Changes in the Subject-Predicate Conception and the Problem of their Historical 

Reconstruction (Amsterdam etc.: Rodopi, ) for details about Gabelentz’s ‘double’ 

subject-predicate conception. Gabelentz’s other novel semantic/pragmatic ideas are dis-

cussed in Els Elffers, ‘Georg von der Gabelentz and the rise of General Linguistics’, in: L. 

van Driel & T. Janssen (eds.) Ontheven aan de tijd: Linguïstisch-historische studies voor Jan 

Noordegraaf (Amsterdam/Münster: Stichting Neerlandistiek VU/Nodus Publikationen, 

), -. 

 Georg von der Gabelentz, ‘Hypologie der Sprachen. Eine neue Aufgabe der Linguistik’, 

Indogermanische Forschungen  (), -.

 Gabelentz, Die Sprachwissenschaft, .

 Gabelentz acknowledges that such an inventory requires an organized cooperation be-

tween linguists, who must apply one and the same questionnaire. He is not too pessimistic 

about this project, although he realizes that ‘this programme requires more selfless obedi-

ence than can be expected of the majority of scholars’.

 In Frans Plank’s article ‘Hypology, Typology: The Gabelentz Puzzle’, Folia Linguistica  

(), -, arguments can be found to the extent that Gabelentz’s knowledge of 

Cuvier’s work was not direct but derived from his colleague and co-editor Friedrich Tech-

mer (-), who had a background in natural sciences. Plank also shows that some 

typological ideas of Gabelentz were not entirely new. However, Gabelentz was the first to 

elaborate them into a concrete step-by-step professional programme, ready to be carried 

out. ‘But death intervened before the search could begin in real earnest’, Plank, ‘Hypol-

ogy, Typology’, . See Karstens, ‘Bopp the Builder’ (this volume) for other influences of 

Cuvier on linguistic methodology. 

 Gabelentz, Die Sprachwissenschaft, .
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 For example, Gabelentz interprets Latin numerals such as duodeviginti, undeviginti (, 

; lit. ‘two/one from twenty’) and English time indications such as a quarter to ten o’clock 

as signals of general ‘hastiness’ (in the examples: for the next decade or hour) of the speak-

ers of these languages. ‘We have always to be alert to the fact that what is so deeply em-

bedded in the nature of races and peoples becomes manifest, also in the smallest details’, 

Gabelentz, Die Sprachwissenschaft, .

 Saussure explicitly refutes language-race connections (see note ) and language-men-

tality connections by presenting counterexamples. See Saussure, Cours de linguistique 

générale, part , ch. . Reichling, Verzamelde studies, , in his zeal to present Gabelentz 

as a Saussure-avant-la-lettre, tries to downplay Gabelentz’s Humboldtian side by chang-

ing the term ‘philosophical’ in quotation (i) into ‘theoretical’, claiming that this is what 

Gabelentz actually meant.

 The American anthropologist Franz Boas (-) was a pioneer in this new ap-

proach to what is now called ‘linguistic relativism’. Boas’s work was continued by Edward 

Sapir (-) and Benjamin Lee Whorf (-). In a  lecture, Boas explic-

itly describes the change at issue: ‘At the time of Humboldt and Steinthal the evaluation 

of languages was one of the main objectives of research. Today, this problem does not 

interest us, but we are attracted to psychological problems’ (quoted in Els Elffers ‘The 

History of Thought about Language and Thought’, in: C. Cremers & M. den Dikken 

(eds.), Linguistics in the Netherlands  (Amsterdam etc.: Benjamins,  -), ). 

There was, however, a neo-Humboldtian trend in German linguistics in the first half of 

the twentieh century.

 Sütterlin, ‘Review of “Die Sprachwissenschaft”’, .

 Chris Hutton, ‘Introduction‘, in: Georg von der Gabelentz, Die Sprachwissenschaft, ihre 

Aufgaben, Methoden und bisherigen Ergebnisse (reprint, with a new introduction by Chris 

Hutton, London: Routledge/Thoemmes Press, ), v-xvii.

 Cf. Karstens, ‘Bopp the Builder’ (this volume).

 For more examples of this ‘mixed’ style of research, see Peter H. Reill, ‘Science and the 

Construction of the Cultural Sciences in Late Enlightenment Germany: The Case of 

Wilhelm von Humboldt’, History and Theory , (), - and Irmline Veit-Brause, 

‘Scientists and the Cultural Politics of Academic Disciplines in Late Nineteenth-Century 

Germany: Emil De Bois-Reymond and the Controversy over the Role of the Cultural 

Sciences’, History of the Human Sciences  (), -. 

 In my  article (see note ), I argue that it should also be taken into account that even 

in the natural sciences of those days the epistemological difference assumed between ob-

servation and generalization (allegedly guided by Mill’s inductive rules) and explanation 

(i.e. explanation by theoretical terms, often interpreted as ‘convenient fictions’) was much 

greater than in our days of omnipresent ‘theory-ladenness’.

 Gabelentz, Die Sprachwissenschaft, -.
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Th e Mutual Making of Sciences and Humanities

Willebrord Snellius, Jacob Golius and the Early 

Modern Entanglement of Mathematics and 

Philology
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The making of the humanities was the making of the sciences at the same time. 

It is chiefly a story of reciprocal demarcation that gave, in the course of the nine-

teenth century, the sciences and the humanities distinct profiles. In early modern 

learning the distinction between the products of the human mind and of nature 

did not exist. The process of disentanglement may have started in the early mod-

ern period but it was driven by ‘scientific’ and ‘humanistic’ developments alike. 

In this article I will reflect upon the early modern relationship between the sci-

ences and the humanities from the perspective of the mathematical sciences. The 

starting point consists of two instances of philological work in mathematics in 

early seventeenth-century Leiden. The background is not entirely coincidental. 

By 1600 the University of Leiden had become a bulwark of humanism and this 

affected the academic pursuit of mathematics as well. In the work of Willebrord 

Snellius (Snel van Royen, 1580-1626) and Jacob Golius (Gool, 1596-1667) philol-

ogy was at the core of mathematics. I will take a closer look at the various pur-

poses their philological work served and then address the more general historical 

question how such pursuits came to be separated from mathematics ‘proper’.

 Ancient measures

In the summer of 1615 three men of mathematics were travelling through the Dutch 

province of Holland. Th e expedition was led by Willebrord Snellius, professor of 

mathematics at the University of Leiden. In 1613 he had succeeded his father Ru-

dolph Snellius (1546-1613), the university’s fi rst professor of mathematics, after 

having received a broad academic training at his alma mater and abroad.3 Snellius 

was assisted by two young noblemen, Erasmus and Casparus Sterrenberg, and 

they got help from several notables along the way.4 The goal of the expedition was 

a precise determination of the distance between Alkmaar and Bergen op Zoom, 
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Fig. 3: Engraving of the diagram representing the determination of the distance between 

Alkmaar and Bergen op Zoom on the basis of the triangulation web between the towns. 

From Willebrord Snellius, Eratosthenes Batavus (Leiden: Colster, 1617), p. 168
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two towns that were more or less at the same longitude. With the distance and 

the difference in latitude of both places, the length of the meridian and thus the 

circumference of the Earth could be calculated.

Snellius and his assistants used the new technique of triangulation. Instead of 

measuring distances directly, they measured angles between the towers of various 

towns. In this way they created a web of triangles over Holland, stretching from 

Alkmaar to Bergen op Zoom [Fig. 3].5 The distances between the various nodes 

in the web can be calculated with simple trigonometry: the base and the two base 

angles give the other sides. In this way all relative lengths in the web can be cal-

culated. In order to determine the absolute distances between the nodes, one or 

more lengths have to be measured directly for use as a baseline. With a surveyor’s 

measuring chain Snellius measured three baselines: one orthogonal pair in a field 

outside Leiden and a single one near Voorschoten [Fig. 4].6 From the endpoints 

of the baseline the web could be started by locating the towers of the city. The 

final network between Alkmaar and Bergen op Zoom consisted of 14 nodes being 

towers of intermediary towns and 53 measured angles.7 The distance between the 

endpoints was calculated to be 34,710.6 Rhineland rods (130,720.1196 metres).8 

With the latitudes of both points, Snellius found the length of a degree to be 

28,500 Rhineland rods, which is about 107,330 metres. The length of the merid-

ian is then 10,260,000 rods, or around 38,639 km. Snellius gave hyperexact values 

up to 20 decimals, clearly well beyond the errors of measurement.9 This does not 

alter the fact that his results were excellent for his time, being accurate to modern 

values by a few per cent.10

The results of the expedition were published in 1617 as Eratosthenes Batavus 

de terræ ambitus verâ quantitate: Batavian Eratosthenes, on the true quantity of 

Fig. 4: Diagram of the orthogonal set of baselines at Leiden and the determination of the distance 

between Leiden and Zoeterwoude. From Willebrord Snellius, Eratosthenes Batavus (Leiden: 

Colster, 1617), p. 157
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the circumference of the earth.11 Snellius presented his project as a Dutch ad-

vancement of the classical determination of the circumference by the Earth of 

the Alexandria astronomer Eratosthenes (c. 276 BCE-c. 195 BCE). The advance-

ment consisted of the method of triangulation. This method had been codified 

by a compatriot, the Leuven professor of mathematics Gemma Frisius (1508-1555) 

who was originally from the Dutch province of Friesland.12 Gemma had explained 

the method in an appendix ‘Libellus de locorum describendorum ratione’ of 1533 

to his Latin edition Cosmographicus Liber of Apianus’ cosmography and presented 

a triangulation network between Antwerp and Brussels.13 In 1579 Tycho Brahe 

(1546-1601) used the method to determine the exact location of his astronomical 

observatory at Hven in the Øresund. Although his geodetic methods were rather 

crude, Tycho’s measurements were quite precise and he added astronomical tech-

niques. Tycho used astronomical instruments of his own design that were far more 

accurate than the simple goniometrical circle of Gemma.14 Snellius had worked 

with Tycho in Prague in 1600/1 and was one of the many pupils who imported the 

Dane’s project of precision observation to his homeland.15 To determine the lati-

tudes of his network he used, for example, a quadrant of Tycho’s design that had 

been built by Tycho’s former assistant Willem Janszoon Bleau (1571-1638).

With Eratosthenes Batavus Snellius placed himself in a long line of mathe-

matical reputation. The first book was a comprehensive historical account of the 

measure of the earth from the earliest times. Snellius discussed Eratosthenes’s 

achievement in detail, followed by the contributions of Ptolemy (2nd century), 

al-Farghānī (9th century), and others. In the final chapter, he discussed recent 

attempts, most notably that of Jean Fernel in 1525 who had determined the lati-

tudes of Paris and Amiens and measured the distance directly by means of an 

odometer.16 The second book consisted of Snellius’s own determination of the 

circumference of the earth, presenting all of his measurements and calculations.17 

Snellius dedicated the second book of Eratosthenes Batavus to the Sterrenbergs 

and praised their expert contributions to the project.

Calling the book the Dutch Eratosthenes was not mere window-dressing. Phi-

lology was at the core of Snellius’s project and publication. Book one was a critical 

discussion of classical texts that provided the learned foundation of his project. 

Yet, the actual measurements of book two were also grounded in philological 

research. In order to establish the baseline, the very foundation of the triangula-

tion, Snellius used also philological methods. One of the challenges of metrology 

is to make measurements interchangeable by providing some standard length that 

transcends the embodied and local nature of measuring devices and techniques. 

In order for other mathematicians to know what measurements Snellius exactly 

had made at Leiden and throughout Holland, he had to make clear what exact 

size his unit of length was. For this he used his philological expertise.
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Snellius presented several means to communicate the exact size of the Rhine-

land foot he employed, comprising the first five chapters of book two of Eratos-

thenes Batavus.18 The most direct, but not very reliable means was to print a half 

foot in the book.19 He tried to prevent errors caused by the shrinking of paper 

in the printing process by determining the precise rate of decrease, but he later 

found out that additional errors had crept in.20 Secondly, he compared contem-

porary and ancient measures, arguing that the Rhineland and Roman foot were 

equal.21 Besides discussing classical texts he used archaeological evidence. On the 

beach of nearby Katwijk, remains of a Roman fort had appeared after a storm in 

1520.22 The Arx Britannica or Brittenburg aroused great learned interest, most 

notably of Abraham Ortelius (1527-1598) who made an engraving with elaborate 

comments in 1581 that was copied throughout the next century.23 Snellius dis-

cussed the dimensions of the ruins to acquire direct values of the Roman foot.24 

In addition he compared the Rhineland foot to the ells of various Holland towns 

that were fixed by specimens displayed in the community centre. For the third 

way of establishing his unit of length Snellius referred to weights. Weights had 

the benefit of being more standardized and thus provided a more universal means 

of reference. In coinage weights had of old been fixed and controlled by the value 

of coins. Snellius surveyed the value and weights of various currencies and related 

these to volume.25 He then described a carefully controlled precision experiment 

to determine the weight of a cubic Rhineland foot of water, employing a purpose-

built instrument and specially treated water to avoid density variations.26 By this 

remarkable combination of experimentation and numismatic philology, Snellius 

hoped to provide his readers a way to determine the exact unit of length he had 

employed to measure the Earth. It may be clear that the study of ancient texts and 

artifacts was at the very heart of Snellius’s geodetic project.

 Modern reconstructions

The Eratosthenes was not Snellius’s only ‘Batavus’. A decade earlier he had pub-

lished Apollonius Batavus, seu, Exsuscitata Apollonii Pergaei Περί διωρισμένης 

τομης Geometria (The Dutch Apollonius, or the re-awakened Geometry of Apol-

lonius of Perga of the Determinate Section, 1608). As the full title explained, 

the book was concerned with the work of classical geometer Apollonius (c. 200 

BCE), who was best known for the Conics, the founding treatise of the theory of 

conic sections (ellipses, hyperbolas and parabolas). A large part of the Conics had 

been lost, as were most of Apollonius’s smaller treatises on geometry that were 

only known from brief descriptions in the Collection of Pappus of Alexandria 

(c. 90-c. 168).27 This state of affairs created a grand challenge that mathemati-
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cians like Snellius took up. The goal of Apollonius Batavus was to resuscitate one 

of Apollonius’s geometrical treatises. Snellius made at least three other recon-

structions of Apollonius, two of which survive and were published in Περί όγου 

αποτομης, καί περι χορίου αποτομης resuscitata geometria (Revived Geometry of 

Cutting off of a Ratio and Cutting off of an Area, 1607).28 The subject of Snellius’s 

resuscitations was the plane geometry of proportions, determining points on a 

line in a specific ratio.29 For example, to draw a line through a given point that 

cuts two given lines in such a way that segments in a given proportion are cut off.

The goal of these reconstructions was to reinvent the geometry in the way 

Apollonius would have treated it. Resuscitating thus not only entailed fair com-

petence in geometry, it also required thorough understanding of the original 

language, the specific style and the approach of the classical master. In his re-

constructions Snellius displayed his full philological skills. For the ‘Cutting Off ’ 

he did not work from Latin translation of Pappus’s Collection by Frederico Com-

mandino (1506-1575), but from a Greek manuscript provided by Joseph Justus 

Scaliger (1540-1609).30 He published some fragments, editing them on the basis 

of his own philological analysis. Philology was thus at the heart of Snellius’s ge-

ometry as well. It probably also played a crucial role in Snellius’s discovery of the 

law of refraction. Snellius did not publish this and it only survives in manuscript 

notes that do not give the full analysis. In a searching analysis of these notes, 

Klaus Hentschel has reconstructed a possible road to the discovery.31 He argues 

convincingly that Snellius studied and reconstructed a passage in Alhazen’s op-

tics that concerns the refractaria, the locus of the images of points on a line seen 

through a refracting medium. This detour to medieval perspectiva led him to the 

correct relationship between angles of incidence and angles of refraction.

Resuscitating ancient geometry was not a personal hobby of Snellius, but a 

principal focus of Renaissance mathematics. In the wake of the humanist move-

ment, mathematicians had also started to search and study ancient texts.32 From 

Regiomontanus and Copernicus onwards the aspiration to revive the classical 

mathematical sciences had resulted in the discovery of wealth of manuscripts and 

a fundamental reorientation of mathematics.33 Most important were the works of 

Archimedes and Pappus. Archimedes provided an approach to mathematics that 

differed substantially from Euclidean geometry and inspired the new hydrody-

namics and mechanics of Stevin and Galileo. The Collection of Pappus initiated a 

quest for recovering analysis, the method of inventing geometrical problems and 

solutions, as contrasted to Euclidean synthesis that only provides the proof that 

a solution is correct. The analytical part of creating new mathematics was largely 

lost in the surviving texts and large parts of the works of Pappus and Apollo-

nius were known only through tables of contents and descriptions. Consequently, 

Renaissance mathematicians like Francesco Maurolico (1494-1575) and François 
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Viète (1540-1603) endeavoured to recover and reconstruct ancient methods and 

knowledge which directly led to the new geometry of Fermat and Descartes. The 

‘problem drawn from Pappus’ concerning the ratio of distances between given 

lines and a point, was at the heart of La Géométrie, that Descartes published in 

1637 as one of the essays of Discours de la méthode.34 Around 1600, humanism was 

a locus of innovation in mathematics.

For an up-and-coming talent like the young Snellius, philology was a perfect 

way of doing mathematics. Being in Leiden only confirmed this as it had be-

come a stronghold of humanism under Joseph Scaliger. Scaliger not only taught 

Snellius, but also provided him with mathematical manuscripts. In this way he 

became the humanist mathematician, as his biographer Liesbeth de Wreede has 

called him.35 Philology underpinned the metrological and astronomical empiri-

cism of Eratosthenes Batavus as well as the geometrical analysis of Apollonius 

Batavus. In 1624, Snellius added a third ‘Batavus’ in the same style. His work on 

navigation was entitled Tiphys Batavus, referring to the helmsman of the Ar-

gonauts. It would be an understatement to say that mathematics and philology 

are connected in Snellius’s mathematics. If such ahistorical categories should be 

used at all, we see here a symbiosis. For Snellius the use of philological methods 

did not raise any questions; providing classical foundations only reinforced the 

value of his results.

 Arabic wisdom

The humanist mathematics of Snellius – or should we say: mathematical human-

ism? – was developed further by his pupil Jacobus Golius. Golius came from a 

notable family of administrators and had studied mathematics from 1612 in Lei-

den with Snellius and Frans van Schooten Sr. (1581-1646). After pursuing private 

studies for some years in 1618 he returned to university to study Arabic with 

Thomas Erpenius (Van Erpe, 1584-1624).36 During the 1620s he got the opportu-

nity to serve as a diplomat for the Republic on two missions, first to the Maghreb 

from 1622 to 1624 and then to the Levant from 1625 to 1629. Golius collected a 

rich reward of Arabic manuscripts that lay the foundation of the famous Leiden 

collection. Among the mathematical manuscripts were an Alhazen, a Barulcus by 

Hero, a Menelaos on spherical trigonometry and the astronomy of al-Farghānī. 

Most valuable was a manuscript of Apollonius’s Conics, which contained three of 

the lost books in the Arabic translation of Thabit ibn Qurra (c. 826-901). This 

manuscript is regarded as the most original and complete version.37 Upon his 

return in 1629, Golius was hailed as a hero who had captured a ‘Silver Fleet’ of 

scholarly riches and his fame and that of his collection quickly spread through 
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Europe.38 After his first trip he had succeeded Erpenius as the chair of oriental 

languages, now he became the successor of Snellius as the chair of mathematics 

as well.

By combining mathematics with Arabic scholarship Golius carried on the 

work of Snellius while adding a new twist to it. Back in Leiden the philological 

labour on the manuscripts began: studying, editing, annotating and publishing 

the texts. Besides the bestselling Arabic-Latin dictionary and a new edition of Er-

penius’s grammar, Golius published poetical, historical, geographical and math-

ematical texts.39 The Conics was not among them, however. Although many urged 

him to make the important text public, Golius never made much progress on the 

manuscript. He effectively obstructed work by others on Apollonius by keeping 

the manuscript to himself.40 In 1696 the library of Oxford bought Golius’s copy of 

the manuscript from his heirs, which Edmond Halley (1656-1742) used to make 

the 1706 edition of Conics. Besides translating and editing the text, Halley in good 

humanist fashion included resuscitations of lost parts of Apollonius.41

Another edition of Golius barely escaped the same fate as Apollonius: the 

ninth-century compendium of astronomy by al-Farghānī (c. 797-c. 865).42 

 Golius’s Arabic text and Latin translation had already been printed when he 

died in 1667. His annotations were not finished but his heirs found them ad-

vanced enough to have them completed and published with the bilingual text in 

1669: Muhammedis, Fil. Ketiri Ferganensis, qui vulgo Alfraganus dicitur, Elementa 

Astronomica Arabicè & Latinè. Cum notis ad res exoticas sive Orientales, quæ 

in iis occurrunt.43 The edition directly tied in with Snellius’s Eratosthenes Bata-

vus. Al-Farghānī was the main medieval contributor to the determination of the 

measure of the earth; chapter eight contained his determination of the length of 

one degree of the meridian and the circumference and diameter of the Earth.44 

Working from medieval and contemporary translations, Snellius had discussed 

at some length the method and data of al-Farghānī and made a comparison with 

Ptolemy’s work.45 Golius had the advantage of having the Arabic text from which 

he could directly work. In addition, he made use of data and measurements he 

had collected himself during his journeys. Collaborating with local scholars he 

not only collected manuscripts, but also made astronomical and geodetic meas-

urements and geographic, natural historical and medical observations.46 Alleg-

edly Golius impressed his Ottoman hosts and he was offered a position as royal 

cartographer (which he turned down).47 Upon his return it was reported that he 

had gathered many exact tables of data from Syria, Arabia and Egypt.48 Com-

bining such data with the manuscripts he was studying worked two ways: to 

critically assess the texts and use the texts as a source for data useful for further 

astronomical and geographical study. This was exactly what the Elementa astro-

nomica did.
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Philology was not just subservient to astronomy and neither was the process-

ing of data purely aimed at editing texts. As Golius had interlaced diplomacy 

and scholarship on his travels, philology and mathematics were interlaced in his 

editions. The combination of philological and empirical purposes was not typical 

of Golius. Many orientalists gathered texts as well as data on their travels to the 

Arabic world. The notebooks Golius’s student and friend John Greaves (1602-

1652) kept on his journey to the Levant in 1637-1640 show that he collected and 

exchanged astronomical, geodetic and metrological information.49 Greaves’s plan 

to establish the latitude of Alexandria did not materialize, though. The astrono-

mers of the Paris Observatoire likewise searched for oriental data to improve 

their body of knowledge. Jean-Dominique Cassini (1625-1712) even put together 

a collection of Indian manuscripts, thus bringing to European attention Hindu 

mathematics.50 Prominent intermediaries in Europe like Nicolas-Claude Fabri 

de Peiresc (1580-1637) and Robert Boyle (1627-1691) considered the exchange of 

Arabic learning important for the sciences and the humanities alike.51 The Levant 

was considered the cradle of wisdom and oriental manuscripts to be relatively 

uncorrupted sources of classical knowledge. Golius contributed to this movement 

with his linguistic work that disclosed the sources as well as his historical, geo-

graphical and astronomical editions that made them public.

Golius did not only contribute to Snellius’s intellectual and institutional leg-

acy, but also to the material one by preserving his instruments and papers. He 

does not, however, have made much use of the instruments as no records of ob-

servational work in Leiden remain. Golius was the one who revealed in an early 

stage Snellius’s independent discovery of the law of refraction, reporting upon 

manuscript evidence.52 He did not, however, act upon the urging of Constan-

tijn Huygens to take up the study of optics and refraction himself. In retrospect 

and using presentist categories we may say that in the end Golius’s focus was on 

the philological study of ancient texts that included mathematical texts, whereas 

Snellius pursued philology as part of doing mathematics.

 Philology in the Scientifi c Revolution

The cases of Snellius en Golius show examples of philological work within math-

ematics serving various goals like data mining, standardization, advancement of 

geometry. Most of such philological work has nowadays vanished from the sci-

ences. Studying ancient texts no longer counts as a genuine mathematical activity 

and classical measures no longer gauge modern standards. For data mining an-

cient texts and artifacts are still used: old observations are still a valuable source 

in astronomy and require sophisticated criticism; more recently textual analysis 
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has become crucial to construct time series in climatology.53 In that case philology 

is in service of science. The case was different with Snellius and Golius: natural 

and textual inquiry was mutually serviceable. Humanities and sciences were in-

terwoven to such an extent that distinguishing them is a-historical at least. For 

Snellius and Golius collecting and studying ancient sources was a genuine math-

ematical activity and they were respected for it. They were no exception, in early 

modern learning the modern separation of sciences and humanities did not exist. 

How to handle this entanglement historiographically? What is the historical sig-

nificance of philological work in early modern sciences?

The role of humanities in the sciences is commonly presented in terms of a 

Scientific Renaissance of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Mathematicians 

joined the humanist movement relatively late but then the recovery of ancient 

texts became crucial to the transformation of the exact sciences. The renaissance 

in astronomy by Regiomontanus and Copernicus set the stage for Tycho and 

 Kepler, as the revival of Archimedes did for Stevin and Galileo in hydrostatics 

and mechanics. The new geometry of Viète, Descartes and Fermat was founded 

upon the recovery and reconstruction of the texts of Pappus, Apollonius and 

other classical geometers. The story then continues with a Scientific Revolution 

that set in around 1600 with Galileo, Kepler and Descartes who increasingly sev-

ered the ties with their classical models. Once the ‘nuove scienze’ had reached the 

new level of empirical and mathematical inquiry, the ladder that ancient texts had 

provided could be kicked away.54 They ceased to be a source of mathematical in-

novation and philology became an antiquarian pursuit.

This is the common story but it is not entirely unproblematic. To begin with, 

there is a gap of at least two hundred years between the ‘humanist’ and the ‘sci-

entific’ mathematician. The ‘humanist mathematician’ did not disappear immedi-

ately after the Scientific Revolution set in. The optical inquiries of Isaac Vossius 

originated from his edition and commentary on Pomponius Mela’s Chorographia 

and integrated the manuscript notes of Snellius. Friends like Christiaan Huygens 

were critical of his theories, but they did take him seriously.55 In the work of Lam-

bert ten Kate optical experiments and study of statues were two sides of the same 

coin, just as naturalia and artificialia sat effortlessly together in his learned col-

lection.56 Vossius and Ten Kate are not common names in the history of science 

but this is mainly because men like them are not regarded ‘scientists’.57 I suspect 

someone like Vossius has been written out of the history of optics mainly because 

he does not fit modern categories of ‘science’. After the sciences as disciplines took 

shape in the nineteenth century and began creating their own histories, discipli-

nary divisions were projected back on early modern times. Snellius and Golius 

are cases in point. Golius is usually seen as a philologist rather than as a math-

ematician and Snellius’s reputation as a mathematician is saved by his contribu-
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tions to optics and geodesy. De Wreede takes some trouble to point out his origi-

nal innovations in mathematics in order to assess his status as a mathematician 

proper.58 Trying to see whether men like Snellius and Golius come up to modern 

standards of mathematicianship, obscures our view of the early modern nature of 

their enterprise. They were early modern mathematicians, for whom the study of 

ancient texts was a part of mathematics.

From the viewpoint of the modern sciences philological work on ancient 

sources may be antiquarian. It is the domain of the historian, or the scientist 

in his or her spare time, but it is no longer considered genuine scientific work. 

For our historical understanding of the early modern sciences, the humanities 

are definitely not marginal. To understand how modern science came into the 

world we have to take into account the cultural context of early modern learning. 

The transformation of natural inquiry was first of all a transformation of natu-

ral philosophy, simultaneously reorienting cosmology, ontology, methodology and 

epistemology.59 The reshaping of the mathematical sciences, of natural history, 

and of medicine took place within this philosophical context. Newton’s Principia 

essentially is a ‘philosophia naturalis’, expounding a new, coherent view on mat-

ter, method, knowledge and the world. This revolution kept natural philosophy 

as a discipline intact; only after 1800 did natural inquiry lose its essentially ver-

bal nature. Protagonists of the Scientific Revolution considered their ‘humanist’ 

pursuits at one with their ‘scientific’ work – like Boyle’s orientalism en Newton’s 

chronology. In other words, the changing conceptions of nature, inquiry and 

learning were a matter of sciences and humanities combined.

Eric Jorink has argued that the new reading of nature was closely linked to 

new ways of reading the Bible. Reinterpretations of comets, he argues for ex-

ample, were not so much the effect of developments in astronomy, but rather of 

theological transformations.60 The Book of Nature was tightly bound with the 

Scripture. Jorink’s view can be extended to natural inquiry in general. The meth-

ods of textual criticism that were developed by people like Scaliger were equally 

applicable to the book of nature. And they were applied; witness the epistemo-

logical programmes of men like Bacon and Descartes. Nature is a text that ought 

to be read critically, taking into account the way the text has come about, the way 

it is read, and comparing your reading to other instances. The parallels between 

the new philology and empirical philosophy are evident. Avoiding the presentist 

distinction between sciences and humanities – and thus between nature and cul-

ture – will enrich our understanding of the making of both the sciences and of 

the humanities.

I suspect that historians of science have adopted a large part of the revolution-

ary rhetoric that set in from the late sixteenth century. It has become somewhat 

common place to speak of two distinct cultures, implying an epistemic and even 
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psychological difference between humanities and sciences.61 Grafton and others 

have shown that the leading lights of the new philosophies of the seventeenth 

century nullified the value of classical culture for human progress. Bacon dis-

missed the utility of antiquities downright and Descartes subordinated the con-

versation with dead men to the inquisitive action of the mind.62 The idea that the 

essence and impetus of natural inquiry has consisted of autonomous empirical 

and rational investigation, and that humanist pursuits are more likely to hamper 

than to help, has been adopted by historians of science. The separation of sci-

ences and humanities has become a principal ingredient of the history of early 

modern science. Like Descartes and Bacon made all traces of classical, scholastic, 

humanistic roots in their work invisible,63 the humanities have been largely hid-

den from the view of the Scientific Revolution.

 Battle of the Mathematical Books

The break with the classics that men like Descartes and Bacon propagated was 

neither exclusive to the natural sciences nor originating in the new philosophies 

of nature. To take a closer look at the changing attitude towards scientific classics 

during the early modern period, I return to the domain of mathematics. The de-

bate focused on the very foundation of mathematics: the Elements of Euclid. The 

debate was not so much about the mathematical value of ancient geometry but 

rather about its pedagogical value. As the Querelle des Anciencs et des Modernes of 

the late seventeenth century had literary roots, the debate over the Elements had 

humanist roots and they go back to the sixteenth century.

In 1676 the Amsterdam mathematician Abraham de Graaf (1635-1713) pub-

lished a comprehensive textbook on mathematics, De geheele mathesis (the whole 

of mathematics). Not only did the book comprise the whole domain of math-

ematical sciences, it also treated them in a new order, selecting and rearrang-

ing definitions, axioms, propositions and proofs. In the chapter on geometry he 

broke with Euclid, combining propositions according to subject rather than fol-

low the original order of the Elements. According to him, this was a natural order 

that followed the logic of geometry.64 In this De Graaf directly followed Antoine 

Arnauld (1612-1694), who in the anonymously published Nouveaux éléments de 

géométrie (1667) had proposed a new construction of geometry. According to Ar-

nauld the Elements are ‘... so confused and muddled, that far from bringing to the 

mind an idea and a taste for a true order, on the contrary, they only make the mind 

used to disorder and confusion.’65 De Graaf did not copy Arnauld but adopted the 

main ideas of his new take on geometry. In the preface of De geheele mathesis he 

quoted the Dutch translation of Nouveaux éléments at length.66
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The geometries of Arnauld and De Graaf were but a late product of a debate 

on the value of Euclid that had been going on since the sixteenth century. It was 

part of the programme of Petrus Ramus (1515-1572) for a complete pedagogical 

reform of both the trivium and the quadrivium. According to Ramus the original 

texts of classical authors should be replaced by modern textbooks that offered a 

well-considered selection of material, in a didactically rational order, and embed-

ded within the actual life-world of pupils.67 Mathematics was prominent in the 

programme of Ramus, resulting in new textbooks in arithmetic, geometry and 

optics. His views on mathematics spurred a heated debate over the value of Eu-

clid and many translations as well as adaptations of the Elements were published. 

Mathematics was but part of the whole of learning, standing side by side with 

grammar, dialectic and rhetoric. The break with the classics was inspired and 

driven by concerns central to learning in general and the proper way of dealing 

with texts in particular. The setting of this debate was pedagogy rather than natu-

ral inquiry.68 The rhetoric of revolution in the new philosophy was a reflection of 

such humanist debates. In other words: much humanist labour was involved in 

the separation of ancient and modern, and of texts and nature. The ‘Euclid with-

out Euclid’ of Arnauld and De Graaf had its roots in a pedagogic programme that 

much antedated the rise of the new geometry in the 1630s and 1640s.

The debate over the pedagogical value of the Elements was part of a broader 

sixteenth-century debate over mathematics, including the question whether it 

was a ‘scientia’ at all.69 Closely connected was the question to what extent the 

origins of mathematics ought to be traced to the Greeks or earlier to the Egyp-

tians or even Adamic times.70 Tracing the origin of mathematics was the Renais-

sance way of explicating the nature of mathematics. In this case too, the strong 

opinions of Ramus formed a principal focus of a fierce dispute that prolonged 

well into the seventeenth century. At the same time, the rediscovery of Archi-

medes and the rise of Arabic arithmetic gave rise to debates about the proper 

method in mathematics, focusing on the question to what extent analytic and 

algebraic methods were admissible in mathematics. In all these cases, humanist 

work was central to the debate. Simon Stevin (1548-1620) based his Arithmétique 

(1585) on the newly recovered work of Diophantos (200 to 214-284 to 298). In In 

Archimedis circuli dimensionem exposito et analysis (1597) Adriaan van Roomen 

(1561-1615) included the Greek text of Archimedes’s measurement of the circle, a 

Latin translation and two commentaries. His plan to publish an edition of Al-

Khwarizmi’s Algebra did not materialize beyond an introduction.71 As we have 

seen, this humanist labour on mathematics eventually gave rise to the new geom-

etries of Viète and Descartes.

In Leiden the young Willebrord Snellius was in the eye of the storm. His 

father Rudolph had been a fervent Ramist who spread the gospel at the newly 
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established university of Leiden from his appointment as mathematics profes-

sor in 1578. However, he met with fierce opposition when Joseph Scaliger came 

to Leiden in 1593. The superhero of humanism managed to mobilize students 

against the barbarous teaching of Snellius and turned Leiden into a stronghold of 

humanist learning.72 In Cyclometrica (1594) Scaliger criticized the algebraic and 

Archimedean methods by demonstrating the classical geometrical methods.73 In 

the other camp were two close acquaintances of Willebrord Snellius: Ludolph 

van Ceulen (1540-1610) and Adriaan van Roomen.74 Stevin in the meantime re-

sponded to Ramus’s account of the origin of mathematics with his exposition of 

the ‘Age of Sages’, which he published in Wisconstige gedachtenissen (Mathemati-

cal Thoughts, 1608). Snellius published Latin translations of both Stevin and 

Van Ceulen, introducing them to an international academic community. In his 

own works, Snellius passed on the heritage of both his masters. On the one hand 

he published Ramist works like the arithmetic and a Dutch translation of the 

geometry; on the other hand he was the philologist working on Apollonius and 

other classics. Maybe the Eratosthenes Batavus integrated the two faces, combin-

ing philological and utilitarian work.

 Th e fate of humanist mathematics

The humanist mathematics of Snellius and Golius gradually moved to the mar-

gins of mathematics in the course of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 

With the formation of the modern disciplines in the nineteenth century, the sci-

ences and humanities were separated and a break between classical texts and sci-

entific research developed. In the intervening period some groups propagated 

a break with the classics like Descartes and Bacon had done in the seventeenth 

century, but this was not common opinion. In the eighteenth century the enlight-

ened academies in particular showed little interest in studying ancient texts. The 

reasons were not strictly ‘scientific’, being often of a philosophical nature as in the 

case of the pedagogical debate over the Elements. The history of the history of 

mathematics is a case in question.

The Renaissance tradition of defining the nature of mathematics in terms of 

its ancient origins was carried on in the seventeenth century in textbooks like 

Elementa geometricae planae ac solidae (1654) by the Antwerp Jesuit Andreas Tac-

quet (1612-1660). This was reprinted well into the eighteenth century.75 Around 

1700 conceptions of the history of mathematics began to change. It began to be 

viewed as part of the general progress of the human mind in which the superior-

ity of contemporary science of ancient scholarship was emphasized. Accordingly 

history was told in order to explain the way the natural world had come to be 
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understood and the focus shifted from historical representation to the logical 

development of mathematical ideas.76 The main protagonists of the Enlighten-

ment approach to the history of mathematics were the secretary of the Académie 

Royale des Sciences Bernard le Bovier de Fontenelle (1657-1757) and Nicolas de 

Condorcet (1743-1794) but Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz (1646-1716) and Christian 

Wolff (1679-1754) voiced similar opinions. In this spirit Jean-Etienne Montucla 

(1725-1799) published the monumental Histoire des Mathématiques (1758) setting 

mathematics apart and generally considered as the defining moment of the his-

tory of mathematics.

The Enlightenment ideas about the history of mathematics did not completely 

put an end to philological studies. The employment of the Académie’s astrono-

mers of Indian astronomical data not only resulted in profound editorial work 

but also raised questions about the originality of Indian contributions to math-

ematics. In the early nineteenth century study of Arabic manuscripts gave rise to 

a heated debate about the Arab contribution to the development of mathemat-

ics. The leading académiciens tended to maintain the opinion that the Arabs had 

mainly passed on Greek wisdom. In the end the Académie decided – quite tell-

ing for its conception of research – it had no competence in matters historical.77 

This may suggest a contextual factor in the development of philological studies in 

mathematics: the setting of Enlightenment societies could have been less favour-

able for ‘antiquarian’ work. At any rate, humanist approaches kept flourishing in 

university settings in the eighteenth century. Most notably, Scottish mathemati-

cians like David Gregory (1659-1708) and Robert Simson (1687-1768) continued 

the work of Halley, preparing the stage for the nineteenth-century studies of an-

cient mathematics of Thomas Heath (1861-1940) and others.

I suspect that only with the nineteenth-century reform of the universities and 

the formation of the modern scientific disciplines the break with the classics be-

came commonly accepted. Only then did Latin disappear from the mathematical 

sciences where it had maintained its status as scholarly language. The experimen-

tal philosophies had begun to adopt the vernacular as early as the seventeenth 

century.78 When in the course of the nineteenth century the modern scientific 

disciplines crystallized, the historical study of mathematics found its contem-

porary place. On the one hand it became an antiquarian pursuit; on the other it 

functioned as source of cultural legitimatization of the new discipline.79 More 

than in other scientific disciplines the history of mathematics has maintained 

close connections to the discipline of mathematics, being part of mathematical 

departments and bibliographies.80 In that sense humanist mathematics is still 

mathematics, like it was in the days of Snellius and Golius.
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A ‘Human’ Science

Hawkins’s Science of Music

Maria SemiMaria Semi

Once upon a time science, learning and knowledge were synonyms. ‘Science’ was 

by no means a metonymy for what we nowadays call the ‘natural’ or ‘hard’ sci-

ences, and what was formerly called ‘Natural philosophy’. Rather, it stood for a 

particular kind of knowledge, as it was the translation for the Greek word epis-

teme, which – according to the Aristotelian system – was the enquiry into what 

cannot be different from what it is, leading ultimately to knowledge of the causes, 

of the principles of things. These are also the characteristics of that particular 

knowledge about music, which Sir John Hawkins – author of A General History 

of the Science and Practice of Music – intends in the second half of the eighteenth 

century as ‘Science of Music’:

To remove the numberless prejudices respecting music [...]; to point out its 

various excellencies, and to assert its dignity, as a science worthy the exer-

cise of our rational as well as audible faculties, the only eff ectual way seems 

to be to investigate its principles, as founded in general and invariable laws.1

Musicology, the discourse (logos) about music, which is the term that the Eng-

lish, French and Italians use to translate the German word Musikwissenschaft is 

traditionally said to have been born in the nineteenth century, founded by Guido 

Adler with an essay published in 1885 and entitled Umfang, Methode und Ziel 

der Musikwissenschaft (‘Scope, Method and Goal of Musicology’). And this is 

indeed the right way to view the birth of the discipline, from an academic point 

of view, as witnessed by the institution, already in 1875, at the University of Berlin 

of the first-ever professorship of Musikgeschichte und Musikwissenschaft (music 

history and musicology), held by Philipp Spitta.2 The use of the term ‘science’, 

Wissenschaft, in those days clearly denoted a specific way of intending the disci-

pline. As Kevin Karnes points out in a study on music history and criticism in 

nineteenth-century Vienna, quoting a lecture about the status of art history by 
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Moritz Thausing in 1884, ‘for the art historian as for the musicologist, the ques-

tion of his discipline’s academic legitimacy hinged upon his colleagues’ embrace of 

the spirit of “the most real of our sciences, the natural sciences”’.3

However, outside the academe, knowledge about music had a specific and 

well established structure long before the nineteenth century, and long before 

the natural-science model became the dominant one. The history which I will 

now briefly trace dates back to before this striving for academic legitimacy, and is 

mostly connected to the reorganization of knowledge in Europe that took place 

after the medieval system of the liberal arts collapsed.

Since Antiquity music has been an object of investigation for philosophers. Its 

connection with ethics and physics in the Greek world granted it a peculiar posi-

tion in the system of knowledge. During the Renaissance, knowledge about music 

came to be organized in ‘treatises’, which normally hosted a section that recounted 

its discovery, its inventors, its powers (i.e. a section mostly known as the ‘praise of 

music’4), its link with the micro- and the macrocosm; and then an extended sec-

tion about the theory of music (intervals, scales, counterpoint). The seventeenth 

century, which marks the end of the organization of knowledge according to the 

system of the liberal arts, sees the decline of the ‘treatise’ form and a growing dif-

ferentiation in the writings about music.5

Indeed, the seventeenth century saw an increasing interest in musical matters, 

especially in the field of Natural Philosophy.6 However, one could hardly claim 

that there was a conception of a structured discipline which had music and sound 

as its objects. The knowledge about music was, in fact, parcelled up in various 

sub-branches of other disciplines. This is evident if we consider the ingenious 

scheme of human learning which Lord Bacon presented in 1605 in his Advance-

ment of Learning. Bacon organized his tree of knowledge in three main branches, 

referring the parts of human learning to the three parts of human understanding: 

history to memory, poetry to imagination, philosophy to reason.

The learning about music and sound is to be found in several branches of this 

scheme. In the field of historical knowledge, which is divided into ‘natural history’ 

and ‘civil history’, one can find that sound is an object of the first,7 and what we 

nowadays call ‘music history’ would have been a part of the second, namely in the 

branch named ‘literary history’. I say that it ‘would have been’ a part of it, because 

literary history is one of the branches of knowledge which Bacon signalled as in 

a deficient state: the Lord Chancellor imagined what kind of knowledge ‘literary 

history’ should include, but such a discipline was not yet formed. This kind of 

learning was described as something different from memorials: it should have 

been a universal history that would take into account all the events which in some 

way had an influence upon culture.8 To come back to our scheme, we can notice 

that in the field of philosophical knowledge music is mentioned twice, and sound 
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Fig. 5: Sir Francis Bacon, ‘General Distribution of Human Knowledge: 

Memory, Imagination and Reason’
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once. Music is intended as a branch of natural philosophy, namely mathematics 

– heritage of the liberal arts tradition where music was in the quadrivium along-

side with arithmetic, geometry and astronomy; but it is also included in human 

philosophy, among the ‘arts of elegance’. Sound too is a part of this latter branch 

of human philosophy, as it is the object of the ‘Doctrine of the organ of Speech’, 

a branch of logic. Lastly, music is mentioned in the section of the Advancement 

of Learning dedicated to imagination, as the art of sounds – especially when al-

lied to poetry – enhances man’s pleasures. I indulged a bit in the description of 

Bacon’s tree, as I believe that it conveys an immediate perception of the absence, 

at this point, of a unitary field of knowledge that would embrace musical learning. 

At the same time, this scheme gives us a pretty clear idea about the richness of the 

possible approaches to music at that time.

The point I wish to make in the following pages is that between the seven-

teenth and the nineteenth century there have been some attempts at framing a co-

herent view of such a unitary field of learning, and that one of such attempts has 

been the one of Sir John Hawkins. Besides, I would like to suggest that at least 

two prominent features that characterize the British humanities of the eighteenth 

century have held a pivotal role in shaping Hawkins’s Science of Music, i.e. the 

philosophy of the human mind and historical knowledge.

The eighteenth century saw a huge debate throughout Europe about the na-

ture of historical writing, as the ideas of what history was, what its aims were, its 

meaning and how it should be written and organized were many. Philosophers, 

historians and antiquarians – battling over the primacy between the Ancients 

and the Moderns, fighting or supporting scepticism, creating private and public 

collections – shaped a new way of intending history, which was no more a col-

lection of facts, but an interpretation of mankind through the analysis of ‘events’, 

which were not only vicissitudes of kings and battles, but also cultural and eco-

nomic.9

The reflection on the human faculties, on the dynamics of thought, on the 

nature of belief is another way of interpreting mankind: the eighteenth-century 

philosophy of mind seeks to understand man from a cognitive point of view, his-

tory places man in a specific cultural and chronological milieu.

When Sir John Hawkins wrote his General History of the Science and Practice 

of Music, first published in 1776, he asserted, as I stated at the beginning, that ‘the 

only effectual way’ to build a science of music ‘seems to be to investigate its prin-

ciples, as founded in general and invariable laws, and to trace the improvements 

therein which have resulted from the accumulated studies and experience of a 

long succession of ages’10, and then he adds: ‘such a detail is necessary to reduce 

the science to a certainty, and to furnish a ground for criticism’. This statement 

makes clear that, in writing his work, Hawkins did not simply intend to narrate 
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the life of musicians of the past and the history of musical theory, but thought 

that the historical method was the best means for the construction of a science 

of music ‘reduced to certainty’. In this context, ‘historical method’ means above all 

‘genealogical method’. It is, for example, in this sense that John Locke at the very 

beginning of his Essay Concerning Human Understanding (1690) says that by the 

means of the ‘historical, plain method, I can give any account of the ways whereby 

our understandings come to attain those notions of things we have’. This method 

links chronology and causality, exactly as Bacon says about his description of lit-

erary history: it is the business of history to explain the causes of the periods of 

progress and decay, to explain why things have become as they are and in order to 

achieve that goal it uses a genealogical method, which infers effects from causes 

and builds a narration over an unfolding of events.

In my view, this way of justifying the use of the historical method makes Hawk-

ins’ history different from his competitor, i.e. Charles Burney’s General History of 

Music, whose first volume was published exactly the same year as Hawkins’s.

In trying to explain their decision to write a history of music, both authors re-

fer to a passage in Bacon’s Advancement of Learning, quoted at length by Hawkins 

but only hinted at by Burney. It is the passage about the afore-mentioned literary 

history, which we will now read at length:11

No man hath propounded to himself the general state of learning to be 

described and represented from age to age, as many have done the works 

of nature, and the state civil and ecclesiastical; without which the history 

of the world seemeth to me as the statue of Polyphemus with his eye out, 

that part being wanting which doth most shew the spirit and life of the per-

son. [...] A just story of learning, containing the antiquities and originals, 

of knowledges and their sects, their inventions, their traditions, their di-

verse administrations and managings, their fl ourishing, their oppositions, 

decays, depressions, oblivions, removes, with the causes and occasions of 

them, and all the other events concerning learning, throughout the ages of 

the world, I may truly affi  rm to be wanting.

Now, Hawkins quotes this passage to assert that the investigation of principles, 

together with the study of history is the only effectual way to ‘reduce the science of 

music to certainty’; whereas Burney simply states that:12

Th e feeble beginnings of whatever afterwards becomes great or eminent, 

are interesting to mankind. To artists, therefore, and to real lovers of art, 

nothing relative to the object of their employment or pleasure is indiff erent. 

Sir Francis Bacon recommends histories of art upon the principle of utility, 
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as well as amusement; and collecting into one view the progress of an art 

seems likely to enlarge the knowledge and stimulate the emulation of art-

ists, who may, by this means, be taken out of the beaten track of habit and 

common practice, to which their ideas are usually confi ned.

The history of music, then, is to Burney first of all a selection of some ‘feeble 

beginnings of what afterwards becomes great’ – i.e. it is a history read from its 

achievements – and a useful tool to take artists out ‘from the beaten tracks’. The 

difference between Hawkins and Burney in their recourse to history should 

be clear: for the former it is a method for the foundation of knowledge about 

music, for the latter it is a means to explain and guide modernity, by stimulating 

the artist to emulation and providing thus further paths for him to follow. From 

this point of view, I maintain that Hawkins’s Preliminary Discourse to the Gen-

eral History – which is a kind of introduction to the whole work – represents 

an attempt to set up and establish what we could call ‘musicology’, a thought-

out system of knowledge about music, and what in his words was the ‘science 

of music’.

To give an idea of what he intends such a science to be, he employs over twenty 

close pages, whose purpose is ‘to enter into a minute investigation of any particu-

lar branch of the science of which this work is the history; what is here proposed 

is the communication of that intelligence which seemed but the prerequisite to 

the understanding of what will be hereafter said on the subject’13. Thus he also 

implies that the function he attributes to the theoretical foundation of the science 

of music, the knowledge of its articulation, is a prerequisite to the understanding 

of the subsequent historical narration.

The very first words of the Preliminary Discourse speak the language of the 

contemporary British philosophy of mind and literary criticism:

Th e powers of the imagination, with great appearance of reason, are said 

to hold a middle place between the organs of bodily sense and the faculties 

of moral perception; the subjects on which they are severally exercised are 

common to the senses of seeing and hearing, the offi  ce of which is simply 

perception; all pleasure thence arising being referred to the imagination.

Hawkins’s opening with these words is highly relevant for our subject. Beginning 

a history of music with a theoretical discourse which starts from the powers of 

imagination, means placing the science of music amidst the philosophical dis-

courses on the arts, such as Joseph Addison’s Pleasures of the Imagination (1712), 

or Francis Hutcheson’s Inquiry into the original of our Ideas of Beauty and Virtue 

(1725). It means that the science of music is not only considered a specific branch 
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of knowledge which acts according to its own rules, but that it is a part of a wider 

species of learning. Hawkins therefore supplies the science of music with a pre-

cise cultural framework.

After this section, our author proceeds with the discussion of some pieces of 

literary criticism devoted to music (such as the works of Sir William Temple, 

John Dryden, Addison): his aim in dealing with these works is to reinforce the 

idea that historical knowledge about music is necessary, as it would have prevent-

ed many of these authors from making mistakes about the art of sound. In fact, 

he asserts, these men of letters do speak perfectly well of music when they have 

to describe its effects on the human mind, but when it comes to the description 

of aspects of the science itself, their words grow misty. Therefore, he says, ‘if any-

thing can be necessary to enforce arguments [in favour of a history of learning]; 

it must be instances of error, resulting from the want of that intelligence which it 

is the business of history to communicate’.14

This kind of historical intelligence is, according to Hawkins, to be provided 

for by ‘the masters of the science’. Which is why he proceeds to discuss in the fol-

lowing pages the authors who, before him, tried ‘to trace the rise and progress of 

music in a course of historical narration’ and also those ‘who appear to have made 

collections for the like purpose’15, i.e. the antiquaries. From this, he passes on to a 

synthetic account of ‘the progress of music’, that is, its history, dividing it in two 

branches: speculative music and the practice of music.16 Ultimately he presents 

the state of the art of music in his days, dealing mainly with opera and oratorio, 

and he discusses the topic of ‘taste’.

This picture shows that Hawkins had a fairly clear idea of a whole discipline 

that recognized ‘music’ as its object, and ‘history’ as its method of investigation. 

Whether or not the historian of music was thereafter successful in his attempt of 

describing the birth and vicissitudes of this ‘science’ is not relevant to the present 

communication. What I want to state here is that in the eighteenth century the 

time was already ripe for the birth of a musicological discipline that, in espousing 

the historical approach, and using the common language of philosophy, charac-

terized itself as a humanistic discipline. This, however, did not mean that the 

physical study of music was dropped. Rather, we have come at a polarization in 

the study of music: on the one side a ‘science of music’ bound to history; on the 

other side a science named ‘acoustics’, fostered by the huge amount of experiments 

performed and accounts published by such institutions as the Royal Society of 

London and the Académie des Sciences of Paris already during the seventeenth 

century. These two poles continued to cross during the following centuries, and 

they are not completely impervious and independent. However we can assert that 

the eighteenth century witnessed the foundation of two disciplines relative to 

music, which were born out of the collapse of the liberal arts system: acoustics 
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and a historical science of music, whose characteristics are very akin to what we 

nowadays call ‘musicology’.

So, if one was to ask why the Science of Music should be part of the humani-

ties – at least in the eighteenth century – and what it means for music studies to 

be part of this branch of knowledge, I think we might find several answers in the 

context I have dealt with. In volume I of The Making of the Humanities Rens Bod 

pointed out the difficulty of defining the term ‘humanities’ and of determining 

the disciplines which are part of it. First of all, I would like to say that some disci-

plines may be part of the humanities at some points in history, and not at others: 

which means that it is not only their object which makes them part of this branch 

of knowledge. It is also their ends and methods.

Hawkins’s science of music is part of ‘the making of the humanities’ also be-

cause of its purpose. In the Author’s Dedication and Preface the British attorney 

justifies his turning to music as a subject of study saying that if, indeed, music 

is a form of recreation, its being ‘a source of intellectual pleasure’ confers to it a 

particular dignity. This dignity comes to music from the fact that it can be in-

vestigated by means of the powers of reason, and that it is not subdued to the 

‘capricious arbiter’: taste. The end of the science of music is to use reason in order 

to understand an art to which mankind turns ‘for relief from the cares, the anx i-

eties and troubles of life [...], or under the pressure of affliction’, and to attend to 

an art whose greatest excellence is ‘its influence on the human mind’17. Thus the 

connection between Hawkins’s ‘Science of music’ and the humanities is at least 

justifiable from two points of view: first of all, the object of this science is an art 

useful to mankind, and second – as we have said – it is a science which speaks 

the language of the humanities (of that time), as its main tools are history and 

philosophy.

Hawkins’s attempt to anchor the Science of music to some fixed, rational 

principle could be interpreted – as it often has been – as a traditional and ‘an-

tiquary’ approach to music, which still looks back at the liberal arts tradition. If 

this is altogether likely, it is also true that, at the same time, the kind of reason-

ing advanced by Hawkins participates perfectly well in the modern definition of 

knowledge provided by Bacon and Descartes: a knowledge which interrogates its 

foundations and procedures of inquiry, a knowledge built on systematic princi-

ples, which lies on the assumption that the powers of reason, their exercise and 

their cultivation, are the characteristic feature of human beings. And in its being 

an ‘intellectual pleasure’, founded ‘in general and invariable laws’, music witnesses 

its commitment to the humanist ideal of self-improvement.
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Discipline Formation as Hybridization: 

Th e Case of Comparative Linguistics

Bart KarstensBart Karstens

 Discipline formation as hybridization

The historical study of discipline formation is a relatively underdeveloped re-

search area in the historiography of science. It questions how the modern aca-

demic system of disciplines has emerged and how differentiation in it has taken 

place by investigating the factors involved in the construction or breaking down 

of disciplinary boundaries. This research focus is interesting for at least four 

reasons. First, the process of discipline formation is an ongoing process. Thus, 

knowledge about discipline formation in the past can help us to gain a better 

understanding of the process of discipline formation in the present. Second, 

the search for historical foundations of knowledge claims can benefit from an 

understanding of the frameworks in which these knowledge claims have come 

about. Many attempts have been made to capture this relationship for example 

by Toulmin (fields), Kuhn (paradigms) or Lakatos (research programmes). Pref-

erence is given here to the notion of the discipline because the term is less broad 

than other larger unit terms and hence offers the most concrete guiding lines for 

historical exploration. Third, the study of the differentiation of disciplines leads 

to considerations of their interactions and may point to interesting similarities 

between current disciplines that are often thought to be oceans apart. Fourth, 

taking the discipline as a space in which social and epistemic dimensions of 

science are deeply interwoven may provide a useful solution to the problems 

* The title of this paper refers to the television programme Bob the Builder. It captures the 

constructivist efforts behind the new form of language study of which Franz Bopp was the 

main leading figure. In French the title of the same programme is Bob le Bricoleur which 

reminds one of Lévi-Strauss’ notion of bricolage which had an inroad into science studies 

mainly through efforts of Barry Barnes. I thank Dr Daan Wegener for suggesting me both 

this very apt title and the reference to the work of Lévi-Strauss after I presented an earlier 

version of this paper at the Descartes Centre in Utrecht.
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historiography of science started to face after the internal-external divide was 

given up.1

The present contribution to the study of discipline formation is twofold. First, 

a perspective on discipline formation is proposed that I have called ‘hybridiza-

tion’. Second, in the main part of the paper a case study is explored, namely the 

emergence of historical and comparative linguistics (henceforth comparative lin-

guistics). This case study is of interest both for the study of the history of linguis-

tics and for the understanding of the making of the humanities in the nineteenth 

century. Moreover, the generalizations on discipline formation were developed 

from the case study as well.

When we speak of discipline formation we must wonder what these disciplines 

are that are being formed. Defining the term ‘scientific discipline’ is however not 

an easy task. The German historian Hubert Laitko has suggested that in order 

to be called a scientific discipline the discipline should meet three conditions: 1) 

have an object of research that has to be specific enough; ‘Nature’ for example is 

too wide, the study of life and living organisms is suitable, 2) have a sophisticated 

level of method and theory and 3) show stability over a longer period of time. 

Here Laitko thinks of all aspects of institutionalization such as chairs, journals, 

training of students etc.2

This definition has some heuristic value but is hard to employ in practical 

historical research because of its static character. It is for example difficult to im-

agine a set of norms with which it can be determined whether a new field of study 

has achieved enough sophistication in terms of theoretical claims and methods 

of research to be called a discipline. Studying the stability of a discipline also 

requires more than just pointing at the existence of chairs and journals. In the 

case of Bopp we will investigate how his chair was created, what conditions were 

involved, who supported him, who objected to the new chair etc. Such dynam-

ics are more easily studied from the perspective of discipline formation. Perhaps 

these dynamics should be made part of the definition of scientific disciplines 

themselves which are never static units but always in motion.

Laitko’s definition also leaves room for the ‘naive’ view on discipline forma-

tion. Especially his first criterion fosters the idea that new disciplines emerge as 

a result of specialization in a field, for instance because certain problems proved 

to be so demanding that they required study of their own, yielding a separate 

discipline. In contrast to this naive view of discipline formation as specializa-

tion, it is argued here that new disciplines are always the result of a mixture of 

various elements. We may think of the interaction between aspects of existing 

disciplines out of which new ones emerge. These new disciplines break through 

existing boundaries and form new alliances consisting of parts of previously dis-

joint fields of study. It has been pointed out that new disciplines often start 
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out as interdisciplinary undertakings, and that afterwards this interdisciplinary 

character tends to become ‘forgotten’ and the discipline is seen as a separate and 

complete unit.3

The notion of hybridization however is intended to cover more than just a 

mixture of elements from existing scientific disciplines into new ones. My case 

study below shows that it is in addition essential to include social, cultural and 

institutional aspects as well in order to capture the new discipline in its entirety. 

These aspects are not just ‘external’ or extra-scientific factors exerting influence 

and steering discipline formation in particular directions but they become inex-

tricable elements of the disciplines themselves.4 Thus the notion of hybridization 

should be interpreted in the broadest sense possible.5 The new hybrid reflects 

ideas from the culture in which it emerges, the values that reign supreme at the 

place of its emergence (including its specific institutional setting) and from the 

various fields of study it has borrowed ideas from. All these aspects are put in a 

mixer and the new substance coming out of it is the new discipline.6

We may also view the hybrid as a junction on which many roads intersect. 

After all a hybrid is literally a bastard: genetic lines have crossed and have created 

a new life form that did not previously exist. The challenge for the historian is to 

find out the specific mixtures per discipline, for there may be differences between 

the importance of the determining factors from case to case. But these distinc-

tions can only be made afterwards. At the onset of research the historian who 

seeks to understand the formation of a new discipline should consider as many 

possible determining factors as he can think of.

This broad notion of hybridization bears strong similarities to Lévi-Strauss’ 

idea of ‘bricolage’.7 Lévi-Strauss used the term ‘bricolage’ to contrast it to me-

thodically planned research and thinking. ‘Bricolage’ consists of assembling giv-

en things by the environment or accumulated in the course of previous research, 

but not made especially for the new task at hand. The bricoleur simply makes 

do with what he encounters. In contrast to engineering there is much less plan-

ning going on in ‘bricolage’ which is much more intuitive. The engineer creates 

the means for the completion of his work, the bricoleur redefines the means that 

he already has. It is important to note that the role of the individual is central 

in assembling and assigning meaning to the assembled things. In our case study 

below it is justified to assign Franz Bopp the role of the individual doing the 

‘bricolage’, as he was indeed the central figure in the new discipline of compara-

tive linguistics.

For Lévi-Strauss such an analysis of Bopp would be impossible. He argued 

that ‘bricolage’ stood in sharp contrast to the scientific process: ‘Science brackets 

out events and secondary qualities to arrive at the essentials and primary quali-

ties.’8 Modern science for Lévi-Strauss was a well ordered endeavour and followed 
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clear rational trajectories. He made a difference between Neolithic and modern 

science to underline this point. To him wild and magical thinking (hence the title 

of his work) belonged to the pre-modern era. Modern engineers and modern sci-

entists by contrast engage in methodically planned research. ‘Bricolage’ therefore 

has no place anymore in the modernized world.

However, as Barry Barnes and others have argued, modern scientists typically 

do act as ‘bricoleurs’ and are thus still as Neolithic as ever.9 These authors see 

‘bricolage’, in full contrast to Lévi-Strauss, as the heart of modern science. It is fair 

to say that this constructivist view on science has gained the upper hand in both 

sociology and history of science in the past decades.10 While Lévi-Strauss’ sharp 

distinction between modern and pre-modern science was certainly incorrect I 

must add that I am not inclined to accept all the implications of the constructivist 

movement in historiography of science. Quite often constructivists put stress on 

the contingency and the discontinuity of scientific development. Hybridization 

is used here as a more restricted term than ‘bricolage’ because it is confined to 

discipline formation only. While disciplines are certainly not immutable they may 

still lend the scientific process more continuity and perhaps also more unity than 

many constructivists would grant it.

In another sense the notion of hybridization has a broader application than 

‘bricolage’ in its original use which required all the elements to be perfectly 

clear to the persons assembling them in new ways. By contrast, in unravelling 

the hybrids created in the past the historian should keep an eye on the role of 

factors that were not directly accessible to the historical actors as well, such 

as the subconscious influence of certain values, concepts or ideas. It is part of 

the job of intellectual historiography to uncover these ‘hidden’ aspects of past 

thinking.

Still the notion of ‘bricolage’ captures a lot of the spirit of the persons in-

volved in a discipline at its inception. Just as in creative thinking, which is ex-

pansive and inclusive, the discipline in its first steps is open and works in all 

kinds of directions.11 Later, disciplines become more restrictive and reduction-

ist and increasingly stronger boundaries with other disciplines are drawn.12 In 

this paper, the focus will be primarily on the expansive and inclusive phase in 

relation to the emergence of comparative linguistics. The idea of hybridization 

in a broad sense is perhaps a bit vague at the moment and naturally requires 

further sophistication, but hopefully the case study below serves to make the 

idea plausible and worthwhile for further application in the study of discipline 

formation.13
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 Introduction to Franz Bopp, the discovery of Sanskrit and 
Romantic ideas

Franz Bopp (1791-1867) was born in Mainz but later moved to Aschaffenburg, 

soon to become part of the Kingdom of Bavaria. His most important teacher 

there became Karl Windischmann (1775-1839) who taught history and philoso-

phy and who was a great admirer of Friedrich Schelling’s ‘Naturphilosophie’. To-

gether with Windischmann he studied Über die Sprache und Weisheit der Indier, 

by Friedrich Schlegel. This was one of the first comparative language studies after 

the discovery of kinship between European languages and Sanskrit.14 The work 

had a profound influence on Bopp and was in part responsible for his specializa-

tion in language studies. He went to Paris and London, where the specialists in 

the field were situated at the time. Bopp then returned to Germany and got his 

doctoral degree in Göttingen for which his Analytical Comparison (1820) served 

as a thesis. Via good contacts with the influential Wilhelm von Humboldt he 

then moved to Berlin and obtained a professorship at the relatively young Univer-

sity of Berlin (founded 1810). Bopp held this position for more than four decades 

until his death in 1867.

During his years at the Berlin University Bopp concentrated on two things. 

First there were the Eastern languages, among them most importantly the San-

skrit language which needed to be fully mastered by himself and subsequently 

by his students. Thus Bopp wrote a Lehrbuch des Sanskrits and he rewrote parts 

of Panini’s grammar of the language.15 This study of the Eastern languages was 

also related to the study of Eastern culture. Original Indian texts, mainly from 

mythology, were read and interpreted. Such cultural interests were however no 

more than a side effect of Bopp’s main occupation.16 This second occupation was: 

to demonstrate the relations between members of the group of languages which 

came to be known as the Indo-European language family. This was a huge project 

which Bopp laid down in his Die vergleichende Grammatik, first published in 1833 

and reworked two times in his life by adding new languages to the group, for ex-

ample the Slavic languages. He also expanded the detailed comparisons between 

the respective grammars and lexicons in each of the new editions.17

Bopp was not the only person who occupied himself with these studies. Al-

though attention waned in France and England there were a few others active 

in Germany namely the Schlegel brothers, the Grimm brothers and Wilhelm 

von Humboldt. In Denmark, the work of Rasmus Rask was prominent as well.18 

However, Bopp was the central figure for a number of reasons. First, Bopp took 

up everything there was to know first-hand from the specialists abroad. Second, 

he maintained good contacts with the other Germans who got interested in com-

parative linguistics. Of these the Grimm brothers and Humboldt were living in 
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or close to Berlin as well. Th ird, the other scholars, with the exception of A.W. 

Schlegel, never occupied a chair at the university. Bopp acquired such a chair in 

the early stages of his career in Berlin. It is also very signifi cant that he obtained 

the fi rst chair ever with a teaching commitment called ‘Allgemeine Sprachkunde’, 

which must be seen as the forerunner of what is now known as general linguistics.19

The new name indicated a disconnection of the comparative study of language 

from philology in which focus on textual explications is central and language is 

studied only in connection to historical and cultural research. The erected chair 

also created a platform for the continuity of Bopp’s studies into future genera-

tions. One of his students was Georg Curtius, who became an important figure 

in the attempts to reconcile comparative linguistics with philology which will be 

briefly discussed at the end of this paper.

For all these reasons it is thus justified to study the rise of comparative linguis-

tics by focusing on one scholar only. To be sure, before Bopp there had been forms 

of comparative study of language.20 However, the comparative study of language 

came to be seen in a completely different light for two reasons. Both of these were 

equally instrumental in upgrading comparative linguistics to a separate academic 

discipline.

The first of these was the very discovery of the kinship between the Sanskrit 

language and European languages such as Latin, Greek, English and German. 

This discovery was made by the Englishman William Jones in 1785. In his efforts 

to obtain more control over the local population in India he started studying 

their language and noted similarities in words as well as in grammar between 

Sanskrit and his own language (pitar-father, bhratar-brother, shta-stand etc.).21 

Van Hal (this volume) points out that this discovery did not engender a radical 

new approach to the study of the relations between languages. At first scholars 

tried to incorporate the discovery of the kinship between Sanskrit and European 

languages within existing models such as the Scythian theory. A fundamental 

rethinking of the ideas about kinship between languages only came about under 

the aegis of Bopp’s generation.

It is quite possible that the reason for this delay has to be found in the other 

great difference with the study of languages before the nineteenth century: the 

climate of Romanticism. Romanticism is an umbrella term covering many, often 

even contradictory ideas.22 Several of these ideas played an important role in the 

study of language that Bopp undertook. Many German intellectuals at the time 

had a longing for the East. They had a high respect for Indian philosophy and 

their mythical stories. It was believed that deep wisdom could be found in these 

texts, deeper than Western (Greek) thinking had ever produced. Ex oriente lux 

was the slogan: light comes from the East. This so-called ‘Eastern Renaissance’ 

was an important aspect of Romanticism: it was part of it but at the same time 
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shaped its content and direction. The study of the Indian languages fitted these 

orientations well, but at the same time increased their intensity.23

Friedrich Schlegel’s Über die Sprache und Weisheit der Indier was written in 

the spirit of the Eastern Renaissance. He classified languages in this work into 

two main groups: the inflectional and the non-inflectional languages. The inflec-

tional languages were spoken by people of higher cultures and of higher spirit.24 

Of the latter the people from ancient India represented the highest category and 

the Sanskrit language was the profound expression of this. Much of the book is 

filled with a great appreciation of Indian mythical stories and the lessons that 

can be drawn from them. The analysis of kinship between the languages was not 

very deep and profound. It cost Bopp considerable difficulty to wrest himself 

free of Schlegel’s authority, but eventually he had to abandon Schlegel’s linguistic 

ideas: most notably his classification in two language groups.25 Bopp also freed 

comparative study of language from speculative romantic preconceptions. The 

technical and empirical work he was engaged in for most of his life must in part 

be seen as a reaction to such ideas.

Nonetheless, several key romantic ideas played a profound role in Bopp’s view 

on languages too. They were perhaps less ‘mystical’ but still became cornerstones 

of his research programme which he never altered later in his life. The most im-

portant of these was his view of languages as separate organisms. It has been 

noted that the organic metaphor provided an ‘Erklärungsprinzip’ in many more 

areas during the Romantic period, to which we still owe words in our language 

such as ‘to organize’ or ‘organization’.26 This metaphor also had a profound impact 

on the study of language. Whereas some had seen language as an organ of think-

ing and thus as part of the organism of a person, the metaphor was taken a step 

further by scholars like Bopp.27 They saw the language itself as a complete organ-

ism in which all parts related to one another to create larger wholes (i.e. sentences 

and texts). This metaphor brought three further perspectives on language with 

it: the idea of decay, the notion of the inner life force and the search for primitive 

forms of language. These three notions are also often taken as being characteristic 

of Romanticism.

Since they were considered as living things, languages were believed to go 

through an initial period of birth and growth, followed by a period of decay. All 

languages would slowly become less perfect, less harmonious and finally decease. 

All the European languages that were part of the Indo-European language group 

such as German, English and French, but also Latin and Greek, were thought to 

be in a process of steady decay. An inner life force, the deep essence of a language, 

was seen as the motor of this process.28

This cyclical view of growth and decline of languages entailed the idea that 

there once had been a perfect form of language. Even Sanskrit, although much 
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higher rated than Latin or Greek, had already started to decay. It was thought 

that there must have been a Proto-Indo European language (PIE). PIE was the 

‘Urform’ of the whole group of Indo-European languages. In it, form and mean-

ing were related to each other in perfection, coupling simplicity to the highest 

form of expressivity. The goal of the whole comparative research project was 

to reconstruct this lost language. It was thought that if laws of decay could be 

found in accessible linguistic material, it would be possible to extrapolate these 

laws and backtrack beyond some of the Indian languages to PIE. Although every 

language was seen as a separate organism, the members of the Indo-European 

language group could also be seen as variations of one organism: PIE, only dif-

fering by distinct ways of decline. Bopp and others were not so clear about this 

distinction.29

What is clear is the effect that organicist thinking as applied to language study 

produced: it led to the study of language only for the sake of languages them-

selves. Up till then languages were always studied in relation to other concerns: 

cultural and historical ones as in philology, or the study of the workings of the 

mind and an investigation of (perfect) reasoning in philosophy, or theological 

considerations.30 These were not among the primary concerns of comparative 

linguists. They looked at languages solely for an understanding of the life of the 

linguistic organism.31 Biological metaphors were certainly not new in language 

study. Natural terms such as root, kinship, stem etc. had been applied to the study 

of language from Antiquity onwards.32 However, the metaphor of the organism 

went far beyond that and brought with itself a host of ideas and conceptions 

which guided research in new directions. Together with the discovery of Sanskrit 

and the kinship of this language to European languages this was the great renewal 

in language studies in the first decades of the nineteenth century.33

It is important to note that the study of language ‘an sich’ also fitted the model 

of the new Berlin University well. Wilhelm von Humboldt, together with Frie-

drich Schleiermacher, was the chief architect of this new university. The key idea 

was the search for knowledge as an end in itself and the way to enhance this search 

was to create an alliance between teaching and research (‘Einheit von Lehre und 

Forschung’).34 Modern universities follow this model, but at the time this was 

a novelty. Universities used to be institutions which for the most part prepared 

students to find a job in the higher echelons in one of the governments of the 

German states or as a doctor, lawyer etc.35 The restructuring of the academic sys-

tem in Berlin was unique and it is significant for the present study that Bopp very 

much wanted to be part of it. Thus he wrote in one of his letters to Humboldt: 

‘So sehr ich Baiern in anderer Beziehung liebe, so ziehe ich als Gelehrter bei wei-

tem Preussen vor. Die Preussische Regierung weiss die Wissenschaften ohne alle 

Vergleichung besser zu würdigen und zu befördern. Darum ist es angenehm ihm 
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anzugehörn.’36 To get to Berlin Bopp first had to convince Maximilian I Joseph, 

the king of Bavaria. The king argued that he had not invested so much money in 

Bopp’s training to see Prussia walk away with the profit. Bopp replied with a long 

letter containing interesting arguments why the king should not feel offended. 

The king had to understand that knowledge obtained in Prussia was also valid 

in Bavaria and that, consequently, the star of the Bavarian king would always be 

connected to the fruits of Bopp’s work no matter where this work was carried out. 

Secondly, Bopp offered to repay all the investments made by the Bavarian govern-

ment for his professional training. Bopp also told the king he would have been 

willing to further his career in Munich if the circumstances there were more suit-

able for him. But this was not the case. He could not be offered a serious research 

position and found the climate hostile to the directions in which he wanted to 

take his research. In reply to Bopp’s arguments, the king granted him a temporary 

occupation in Berlin, perhaps because the two states were befriended at the time. 

As it happened, this temporary grant was never withdrawn, and Bopp stayed in 

Berlin for the rest of his life.37

This little episode reveals how values concerning scientific research, training 

and the status of knowledge became inextricable parts of the new discipline Bopp 

created. We have already noted that Bopp was the only one who occupied a per-

manent chair with which comparative linguistics de facto got a foothold in the 

academic system. Iffy history is dangerous, but what if Berlin had not given him 

the opportunity? What if no research climate could have been found that fitted 

Bopp’s way of studying language? It might have been much more difficult to pur-

sue his research agenda and as a consequence, comparative linguistics would per-

haps not have emerged as a distinct discipline. The conclusion I draw is that the 

institutional values prevalent in Berlin were a factor in the success of comparative 

linguistics and became part of the new hybrid itself. The first few elements of this 

hybrid have now been dismantled. By investigating the various interpretations of 

the organic metaphor we can unravel further elements; we will do so mainly by 

looking at the relations of comparative linguistics to other fields of study.

 How to reconstruct PIE: Borrowing ideas from other 
disciplines

All the ideas that merged and constituted the new field of comparative linguistics 

found a place under one umbrella. The organic metaphor served as a guiding and 

overarching principle. Bopp used the metaphor in two main senses: synchronic 

and diachronic.38 These will be treated separately in turn.
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 Th e synchronic interpretation and the relation to comparative 
anatomy

The synchronic interpretation of the organic metaphor lacks a temporal aspect. It 

uses the idea of the organism to constitute a whole to which the parts then relate 

via the functions they perform with respect to the (functioning of ) the whole. 

Much of Bopp’s technical work was of this character. He compared languages 

with respect to the ways in which they performed various functions. For Bopp 

the central aspect of the organism was the conjugation system.39 To him, the verb 

was central to linguistic expressions and he attempted to study modifications of 

the verb’s basic form. Modifications express different grammatical categories such 

as tense, mood, aspect, voice, person, number, gender and case. He attempted to 

find patterns in languages with respect to these modifying systems. This was a 

difficult task, because one had to find out what exactly the basic forms, and what 

the modifications were and which functions the modifications expressed. When 

the modification system or ‘skeleton’ of a language was established, the rest of the 

language could be warped around it.

It is clear that this method of decomposition and comparison came from com-

parative anatomy. The great master of this, also relatively young, discipline was 

Georg Cuvier (1769-1832) of whom the story went that he could reconstruct a 

whole animal on the basis of one bone. Although no direct reference to Cuvier, 

nor to the German anatomist Blumenbach, can be found in the work of Bopp, it 

is present in Schlegel’s Über die Sprache und Weisheit der Indier. There Schlegel 

writes: ‘Jener entscheidende Punkt aber, der hier alles aufhellen wird, ist die in-

nre Structur der Sprachen oder die vergleichende Grammatik, welche uns ganz 

neue Aufschlüsse, über die Genealogie der Sprachen auf ähnliche Weise geben 

wird, wie die vergleichende Anatomie über die höhere Naturgeschichte Licht 

verbreitet hat.’40 The modifying systems Bopp worked on were baptized here 

as comparative grammar by Schlegel.41 As said Bopp was deeply influenced by 

Schlegel in the beginning of his career. He had to denounce some of Schlegel’s 

theories later on, but the characteristic comparative working style was main-

tained throughout his career. An interesting aspect of the quote above is the 

connection Schlegel makes between the work of comparative anatomists and 

diachronic study of languages (‘Genealogie der Sprachen’). These connections 

can indeed be found in the work op Bopp if we look at the diachronic interpreta-

tion of the organic metaphor.
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 Th e diachronic interpretation: regularities in the development of 
languages

In its diachronic interpretation the life cycle is central to the organic metaphor. 

We have already discussed this above in connection to the influence of romantic 

ideas on comparative linguistics. Especially interesting is the way scholars of 

Bopp’s time tried to find regularities with which the development of languages 

over time could be described and understood. There are thus forms of continuity 

here to be found with Enlightenment thinking which can be captured by the slo-

gan ex occidente lex: laws come from the West.42 Three types of laws can be found 

in Bopp’s work. The first is Grimm’s famous law of sound change (1822). Jacob 

Grimm (1785-1863) found regular patterns of sound change for the German lan-

guage. The development was always from voiceless to aspirative to voiced and 

again to voiceless. Thus p,t,k sounds became f,th,x/h later in German/Gothic.43 

The remarkable consistency of these patterns was striking indeed and Bopp was 

greatly impressed by them, although he did not do much work on sound change 

himself.44

Bopp devoted more effort to another regularity he found in languages over 

time. In a chapter of his Vergleichende Grammatik, ‘Gewichtsmechanismus der 

Personalendungen’, he put forward the theory that the heavier the vowel in the 

stem of the word the shorter the affixes tended to become. Bopp thought a pull of 

the centre was responsible for this effect and he saw a law of gravitation at work in 

languages. Clearly we find Newtonian physics as an inspiration here for theoreti-

cal explanations in comparative linguistics.45

Another general law can be found in Bopp’s agglutination theory. Where 

Schlegel had set inflectional languages apart Bopp no longer did so. The inflec-

tional languages were supposed to modify the verb according to some natural 

inner mechanism. Bopp found no evidence for this and claimed that all modifica-

tion initially had to be explained by a process of ‘gluing’ morphemes together, or 

in other words, the putting together of elements from the outside, i.e. by speakers 

of that language. This opened new research avenues for comparisons from the 

diachronic perspective, since one could try to distinguish between ‘original’ ag-

glutination and later language specific forms of agglutination.46

Bopp did not completely part with the idea of an inner life force. He saw it 

operating in the relation between form and meaning. Since the Indian languages 

were monosyllabic, he thought that in the perfect language each syllable or mor-

pheme had had a unique meaning. According to Bopp, this unique correspon-

dence relationship, which yielded a fully transparent language, was the result of 

a harmonious inner force. Obviously, other forces must have been responsible 

for later decay of the transparency, but Bopp has never been explicit about the 
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causes for the decline. The laws he used were of a more descriptive kind. Again 

Bopp’s empiricist attitude prevails but the ‘mixed style’ which combines both 

approaches: on the one hand painstaking empirical observation and inductive 

generalization and on the other hand explanation in terms of non-mechanical 

forces, that Elffers sees operative in Von der Gabelentz (this volume) was not at 

all alien to Bopp.

The heterogeneous blend exposed so far consists of aspects of Romanticism, 

methods and ideas borrowed from the natural sciences and a specific institutional 

niche that helped Bopp to carry out a threefold research programme. First, he 

wanted to create a coherent description of the organism of all Indo-European 

languages. Second, the physical and mechanical laws capturing the changes in 

languages over time had to be specified. Third, all this had to lead to the original 

forms of the language group which determined all the subsequent grammatical 

relations. To complete the picture, attention needs to be paid to the question how 

Bopp’s programme related to other fields in the humanities such as philosophy, 

history and above all the most nearby discipline philology.47

 Connections between comparative linguistics and the 
humanities

According to Olga Amsterdamska, comparative linguistics needed to legitimize 

itself through alignment with the natural sciences: ‘Although these multiple but 

vague references to various natural sciences do not testify to any direct influence 

of physiology, anatomy, physics, or chemistry on comparative grammar, they ap-

parently reflect a need to claim for the new discipline the methodological rigor 

of the natural sciences.’48 Such claims are made more often and are possibly the 

result of a present-day bias towards the natural sciences as the standard of sci-

entific scholarship.49 During Bopp’s lifetime the humanities were however still 

dominant and fields such as philosophy, history and philology were thought to 

be of prime importance. It is therefore unlikely that in order to gain credibility 

and legitimization the new study of language had to look like a natural science. 

As a matter of fact interesting and illuminating connections between compara-

tive linguistics and the humanities can be drawn which show that acceptance of 

the new discipline was also related to the discipline’s fitting in with views on life 

developed in the humanities.
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 Philosophy

Goethe, Schelling and others started to develop a modern kind of natural phi-

losophy in which some of the key romantic ideas found a place. There are striking 

resemblances between especially Goethe’s philosophy and Bopp’s views on the 

study of language.50 Goethe saw nature as a dynamic process that nevertheless 

obeyed mechanical laws. These mechanical regularities however were to be found 

operative within organic wholes. In Goethe we do not find evolutionary ideas yet. 

His view of nature was dynamic, but he saw the variations produced by nature 

limited by the primitive forms that underlay all organisms of a particular species. 

We found the same combination of the search for mechanical laws of develop-

ment within organic wholes and the search for primitive forms in Bopp’s study 

of the Indo-European language group. Moreover the idea of the inner life force 

was present in the work of Goethe too. He spoke of a ‘Bildungstrieb’ which was 

responsible for changes in the outward appearances of organisms. This is why 

Goethe attached great importance to the direct experience of phenomena and to 

the accurate description of these outward appearances. This too accorded well 

with Bopp’s empiricist attitude: for Bopp hypotheses could only be based on fac-

tual material, he hardly speculated beyond what he could see. Finally, Goethe 

attached great importance to the comparative way of study as can be seen in the 

following quote: ‘Die vergleichende Anatomie beschäftigt den Geist mannigfal-

tig, gibt uns Gelegenheit die organischen Naturen aus vielen Gesichtspunkten zu 

betrachten.’51

That Bopp was reluctant to enter into speculation is also shown by the fact 

that he rarely allowed himself to put forward theoretical, let alone philosophi-

cal comments. Thus we do not possess an explicit statement of Bopp’s theoreti-

cal preoccupations.52 This has led scholars to conclude that Bopp was merely a 

technician who did not work with nor towards much theory. On this view, Bopp 

only left a mark on linguistics through his very technical working style.53 Since 

romantic ideas were prevalent and professionally elaborated in various fields at 

the time, and since the resemblances between above all Goethe’s and Schelling’s 

‘Naturphilosophie’ and Bopp’s linguistic research programme are so striking, my 

hypothesis is that Bopp did not feel the need to articulate his theoretical claims 

and underpin these philosophically, because there was such a strong philosophi-

cal system present in the background. The few hints in some letters of Bopp and 

the ‘Vorredes’ in the first two editions of the Vergleichende Grammatik we do find 

support for this hypothesis.54
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 History

‘Vergleichen wir mit diesen vergangenen Zuständen die gegenwärtige Zeit, so 

dürfen wir uns freuen, geschichtlicher Sinn ist überall erwacht...’55 With this sen-

tence Friedrich Carl von Savigny perhaps captured the spirit of the times best 

of all. The nineteenth century is known as the century of history and I believe 

Koselleck rightfully indicated that a major change in thinking about time in the 

period between 1750 and 1850 occurred. Historical research can be carried out 

in various ways. At the time of Bopp three ideas stood out which were opera-

tive in his linguistic work. First, there was the idea that history follows patterns 

and that these can be captured in a lawlike manner. The diachronic use of the 

organic metaphor clearly led to the search of laws of decay in languages. Second, 

historical research may also be synonymous to empirical research in the sense 

of pure fact gathering. As some have noted, such fact ‘hunting’ was present in 

comparative linguistics.56 Third, there is the hermeneutical approach to history, 

aimed at understanding specific places and periods. This approach was theoreti-

cally worked out for the first time by one of Bopp’s colleague’s in Berlin, Friedrich 

Schleiermacher.57

The hermeneutical approach seems most distinct to Bopp’s work but it was 

however not fully absent from his research and teaching. He agreed with Hum-

boldt, who started to investigate languages out of an anthropological interest, 

assuming that every people (‘Volk’) had shaped a language according to the work-

ing of their spirit.58 In spite of the gradual process of decline from PIE the Indo-

European languages were in, the working of this spirit was something to admire. 

Bopp was also not too dogmatic about the supposed laws and regularities that 

could be found in the history of languages. ‘Kein Regel ist ohne Ausnahme,’ and 

‘Mathematische Beweise können die Sprachwissenschaften nicht liefern,’ are two 

quotes that illustrate this.59 Moreover, we should not forget that Bopp also taught 

Asian literature and culture.

 Philology

In this ‘cultural’ way of approaching history via language study Bopp appeared to 

be close to philology. Still, his comparative work meant a huge challenge to (clas-

sical) philology. First, the monopoly of the philologists on the study of language 

was challenged. Second, and more importantly, the cornerstone of the world view 

of the philologists was overthrown. They had always worked with the idea that 

the cradle of humanity lay in Greece and the Roman Empire, and they saw it as 

their business to show that German culture was a worthy heir to this tradition. 

The comparativists however shifted the focus of attention, and also of apprecia-
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tion, towards the Far East. Thus we could expect conflicts in Berlin where phi-

lology was a strong discipline, guided by scholars such as August Boeckh (1785-

1867) and Karl Lachmann (1793-1851).

Comparative linguistics was indeed met with a hostile attitude among philolo-

gists. For a number of reasons they believed that if language was studied in the 

new way, scholarship would give way to dilettantism.60 First, the comparativist 

working style was descriptive rather than normative. Where philologists sought 

to establish standards for good language use, the comparativists merely described 

the data they could find. Second, it was argued that one could not possibly master 

so many languages in sufficient detail to make sophisticated comparisons. Both 

morphological comparisons and etymological derivations appeared to be specula-

tive and full of mistakes. Furthermore, syntax, one of the cherished fields of study 

of the philologist, was neglected by the comparativists. Not everyone was happy 

with the Eastern Renaissance either, since some thought the East was dark and 

dangerous rather than enlightening.61

Bopp personally had to deal with a few sharp reactions. One commentator 

wrote: ‘Die Boppard ist ein Ort am Rhein, die Bopp-art sind Pedanterein,’62 and 

as we can infer from a letter of Bopp to Humboldt at the beginning of his profes-

sorship his lecture series ‘Lateinische und Griechische Etymologie’ was blocked.63 

Students were discouraged to visit his lectures and indeed did not show up. It 

lasted until 1835 before Bopp offered another course in etymology: ‘Griechische 

Etymologie mit Vergleichung des Sanskrits.’64 Some of these sharp reactions can 

possibly be explained by the fact that philology itself was still busy finding its 

proper place in the academic system and hence was very sensitive to legitimatiza-

tion challenges.65 It may therefore seem surprising that a real clash between Bopp 

and the classical philologists did not come about. On deeper inspection, a num-

ber of reasons can be found to explain this.

First, Bopp enjoyed support by the dean of the faculty: August Boeckh. 

Boeckh saw philology as the mother discipline of all disciplines and in this 

broad conception any new ‘science’ that could contribute to the understanding 

of the workings of human culture and above all human spirit was welcome. 

Moreover, Boeckh had a strong historical interest and thus he highly valued the 

historical aspect of comparative studies of language.66 Bopp could initially also 

lean on the support of Wilhelm von Humboldt and ministers of the government 

with whom he got acquainted via Humboldt. As a person, he was very capable 

of building and maintaining good social contacts.67 Gentleman-like conduct was 

also in part dictated by the social rules of behaviour of the Prussian elite, to 

which university professors belonged. The boundaries between formal meetings 

and informal club gatherings were not strict at the time. This meant that Bopp 

and his ‘opponents’ met each other regularly, sometimes several times a week at 
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lectures, banquets and the like outside university walls.68 Polite behaviour was 

needed to keep occupying a place in these club meetings. Personal characters 

suited for this obviously helped but behaviour was also shaped to fit the social 

demands.69

Apart from these social considerations, recognition of the usefulness of com-

parative linguistics grew with the years. Bopp was a serious and hard-working 

man who proved to be a fine scholar not just in Eastern languages but also in the 

classical ones. Further, it is interesting that Lachmann developed a system for 

finding original texts (‘Urtexts’) out of later distorted versions and interpreta-

tions. This bears a similarity to Bopp’s attempts to reconstruct an undistorted 

PIE.70 Philologists noted that there was a normative element in comparative 

studies after all since the whole project was aimed at finding a perfect language 

that presumably had existed a long time ago. Lachmann eventually even con-

tributed to this research project when he developed a sound law for Latin! The 

original hostility had in most cases given way to an appreciation of two forms of 

studying language. Although this appreciation was not always easy to deal with, 

as Grimm noted: ‘Es gibt zwei Arten von Sprachstudiums, die auch wohl in mir 

zu Zwiespalt gekommen sind.’71

While legitimatization for the new discipline was achieved by hard work 

within a favourable environment, engendering respect for the achievements of 

the new discipline and showing its usefulness for the rest of philology, a ten-

sion remained between two distinct styles of research, in which language was 

treated in fundamentally different ways. This tension came about during the sec-

ond stage of institutionalization of the discipline, when disciplinary boundaries 

became much more contested than under Bopp.72 A student of Bopp’s, Georg 

Curtius (1820-1885), pleaded on several occasions, in Boekchian style, for in-

tense cooperation between the study of language for its own sake and the study 

of language for cultural understanding.73 August Schleicher (1821-1868) on the 

other hand, advocated a complete division between the two fields. For him com-

parative linguistics should be seen as a natural science which he called Glottik, 

in analogy with Physik and Botanik. The methods and theoretical claims of 

Glottik belonged to natural science and should not be mixed with philological 

methods at all.74

Both Curtius and Schleicher came up with reasons for the decline of language, 

an issue neglected by Bopp. They explained this with reference to economic prin-

ciples. Humans invariably prefer simplification and abbreviation of expressions. 

However, in Schleicher’s theory the role of individual speakers in language change 

came to reside far in the background, whereas Curtius allowed more room for the 

psychology of individual speakers or groups of speakers in his explanations of 

language development. Curtius’ approach was thus closer to the cultural study of 
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language than Schleicher’s. The latter’s position is striking from a Humboldtian 

perspective, in which the study of the development of languages is the prime tar-

get for humanistic studies. To hold the position that this development is not due 

to the actions of individual speakers, but should be seen as completely natural 

scientific phenomenon appears very strange indeed. This is a good point to stop 

our account of the formation of the discipline of comparative linguistics since 

with Schleicher general linguistics has nothing to do anymore with the making of 

humanities! How it could have come about that such a radical position was taken 

up, can however only be understood by appreciating the hybrid formed by Bopp 

in the first decades of the nineteenth century.75

 Conclusions

A lot of issues have merely been touched upon in the present paper and much 

more can be said about all of them. Still, I believe it is possible to draw a number 

of conclusions from the material presented here. First, the thesis of discipline 

formation as hybridization has been underpinned by a case study. The hybrid 

that came to be known as comparative linguistics consisted of ideas stemming 

from Romanticism, most notably the metaphor of the organism, and ideas bor-

rowed from natural science fields such as comparative anatomy and physics. It 

had strong connections to philosophy and the awakening of modern historical 

understanding. It also shared the new academic values of the Berlin university 

model. All these aspects somehow united into one whole. It is difficult to describe 

this whole otherwise than by using the word ‘discipline’.

Three interpretation issues that stand out with respect to Bopp in the second-

ary literature can also be applied to the hybrid comparative linguistics. Was the 

work done in this discipline of a purely technical kind or did it have a theoretical 

side as well? Was the research done just comparative or really historical compara-

tive? And should we place the new discipline firmly within the period of Roman-

ticism or was it no more than a continuation of many ideas that were already 

formed in the Enlightenment?

With respect to all three issues I believe it was a bit of both. First, Bopp used 

the organic metaphor in both synchronic (pure comparisons) and diachronic 

(adding the historical dimension) ways. Second, his work does indeed look very 

technical but that does not mean a theoretical background was absent. Third, 

there was indeed continuity with the Enlightenment, but Romanticism brought 

new elements to the study of language: the idea of language as an organism, the 

view on historical development as a process of decay and the use of the concept 

of an inner life force deeply influencing language change. These ideas retained a 
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firm hold on general linguistics, at least throughout the nineteenth century in 

Germany. No attention has been paid to an assessment of these novelties. I have 

suggested that the level of disciplines as a category of historical analysis may lend 

just enough structure to study the development of knowledge claims over longer 

periods of time. With sufficient care further analysis of the knowledge claims 

made in Bopp’s time in light of the current state of the art in comparative linguis-

tics should be possible.76

Finally, I would like to draw some generalizations with respect to discipline 

formation from the case study of comparative linguistics. What circumstances or 

what factors are needed to make the discipline get a hold in the academic system? 

From this study three of these factors stand out.77 First, there was relatively little 

pressure on the new discipline and therefore not much time was lost in fighting 

for legitimization. Bopp could set himself to work on the comparisons and the 

scholarship he showed in doing so earned him respect and as a consequence the 

new discipline gained credibility.78 This total devotion of a leading scholar to one 

field of study is a second factor in the success of a discipline.79 For the period 

that has been discussed, the focus on one individual to study the genesis of a 

discipline is justified. We have not just unravelled an artifact because in Bopp’s 

work ideas of others were incorporated and because of the institutionalization 

of comparative linguistics continuity of this form of language study into future 

generations was guaranteed. But there is no need to be dogmatic about this. In 

many other periods it might be more useful to look at groups of scholars when 

the formation of disciplines is studied. Third, Bopp had a strong overarching 

concept at his disposal, namely the idea to view language as an organism. Almost 

all ideas of the hybrid he created could be arranged under the umbrella of this 

broad concept. Such a sense of coherence is perhaps necessary for a new disci-

pline to succeed.80

However, the organic metaphor, and the comparative method as well, were 

extremely broad and flexible. The application of them by Bopp therefore left ten-

sions and unresolved issues which came strongly to the fore in the work of his 

successors. Perhaps the fight between a broad and a narrow conception of a field 

of study is a more recurrent pattern in the formation of disciplines.81 It is strik-

ing that in the case of comparative linguistics this type of debate was conducted 

in terms of an opposition between natural sciences and humanities. The narrow 

conception defended by Schleicher made comparative linguistics a pure natural 

science while the broad conception defended by Curtius was aimed to fit com-

parative research in with philology. To which of these fields, the natural sciences 

or the humanities, the study of language belongs is an old question that goes back 

to Plato which was put into new light in the nineteenth century. Since this is such 

a perennial issue the history of linguistics may prove to be a useful field to study 
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the interaction between various disciplines from both the humanities and the 

natural sciences in further depth. Much of such research still has to be done. The 

same holds in general for many cases of discipline formation. I have argued that 

for such research a broad hybridization perspective is needed. If this at present 

may still seem to be a ‘wild’ idea, I can only hope future research will tame it and 

channel it in fruitful directions.
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mann (ed.), Bopp Symposium  der Humboldt Universität zu Berlin. Akten der Konferenz 

vom ---  aus Anlass von Franz Bopps zweihundertjährigem Geburtstag (Heidel-

berg, ), -.

 Van Hal’s paper in this volume clearly shows that before the nineteenth century genealo-

gical study of languages had to be legitimized with arguments that this research would be 

fruitful for other domains of learning. 

 Wilhelm von Humboldt, ‘Über die innere und äußere Organisation der höheren wissen-

schaftlichen Anstalten in Berlin’, in: Ernst Müller (ed.), Gelegentliche Gedanken über Uni-

versitäten von Engel, Erhard, Wolf, Fichte, Schleiermacher, Savigny, v. Humboldt und, Hegel 

(Leipzig,  []).
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 On the expansion of the Humboldt model see Christoph Rainer Schwinges (ed.), Hum-

boldt International. Der Export des deutschen Universitätsmodells im . und . Jahrhundert 

(Basel, ).

 Bopp to Humboldt,  July . The correspondence between the two can be found in 

Salomon Lefmann, Franz Bopp, sein Leben und seine Wissenschaft (Berlin, -).

 Pätsch, ‘Franz Bopp und die historisch-vergleichende Sprachwissenschaft’, .

 The exact use of the metaphor is one of the thorny interpretation issues with respect to 

Bopp. Both Van Hal and Elffers in this volume connect him to the diachronic approach 

only. I side here with Reinard Sternemann, a distinguished Bopp scholar, who writes: 

‘“Organisch” ist bei Bopp fraglos in mehrfachen Sinn zu verstehen.’ Sternemann, ‘Franz 

Bopp und die vergleichende indoeuropäische Sprachwissenschaft’, . Morpurgo-Davies 

seems to be of the same opinion when she calls Bopp’s use of the organic metaphor ‘ill 

defined’. This is explained from the fact that it was such an omnipresent principle of ex-

planation: Anna Morpurgo Davies, ‘“Organic” and “Organism” in Franz Bopp’, in: Henry 

M. Hoenigswald & Linda F.Wiener (eds.), Biological Metaphor and Cladistic Classification: 

an Interdisciplinary Perspective (Philadelphia, ), .

 Hence the title of his earliest work: Über das Conjugationssystem der Sanskritsprache in 

Verbindung mit jenem der griechischen, lateinischen, persischen und germanischen Sprachen, 

Nebst Episoden des Ramayan und Mahabharat in genauen metrischen Übersetzungen aus 

dem Originaltexte und einigen Abschnitten aus den Veda’s (Frankfurt, ).

 Schlegel, Über die Sprache und Weisheit der Indier, .

 In fact his brother August Wilhelm coined the term in : Kuzarchik, Der Organismus-

begriff, .

 I have pointed out that Romanticism brought a lot of new things to the study of language. 

Others have been sceptical about this. For example P.A. Verburg, ‘The background to the 

linguistic conceptions of Bopp,’ stresses continuity with the Enlightenment and explains 

Bopp’s ‘failure’ by the romantic conceptions which guided his research in the background. 

Although I am inclined to see much continuity between the Enlightenment and Romanti-

cism as well, Verburg’s analysis is at odds with the present one since he denies any pro-

found effects of Romanticism on linguistics.

 See John T. Waterman, Perspectives in Linguistics: An Account of the Background of Modern 

Linguistics (Chicago, ) and F. P. Dinneen, An Introduction to General Linguistics (New 

York, ).

 Lefmann, Franz Bopp, .

 Newton also used the word ‘inflection’ for bending of light beams. It might be the case that 

the use of this term in linguistics is also due to influence of physics. Note that the current 

consensus is that the contraction phenomenon Bopp observed is genuine but has to be 

explained by differences in stress. 

 Reinhard Sternemann, ‘Franz Bopp und seine Analytical Comparison’, in: Reinhard Ster-

nemann (ed.), Bopp symposium  der Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin. Akten der Kon-

ferenz vom ..-..  aus Anlass von Franz Bopps zweihundertjährigem Geburtstag am 

.. (Heidelberg, ), -.

 The terms ‘natural sciences’ and ‘humanities’ are anachronistic as there was no sharp di-

vide between them at the time of Bopp. In Berlin both were represented in the same 

Faculty of Philosophy. It was not until the twentieth century that physics and chemistry 

dissociated themselves from it. On the other hand, the term ‘Geisteswissenschaften’ was 

already current at the time. But ‘Wissenschaft’ should not be confused with the notion 

of a scientific discipline. It could also be used to indicate some form of knowledge. For 
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example, ‘die Boppsche Wissenschaft’ was used on occasion to refer to Bopp’s work and 

scholarship. 

 Olga Amsterdamska, Schools of Thought: The Development of Linguistics from Bopp to 

Saussure (Dordrecht, ). As we have seen above, the references to the natural sciences 

were not vague but quite concrete. 

 Roy Harris, ‘History and Comparative Philology’, in: Nigel Love (ed.), Language and His-

tory: Integrationist Perspectives (Routledge, ), - is a good example. He is also one 

of the sceptics about the novelty of comparative linguistics, see note .

 Bopp knew Schelling and corresponded with him. He must have known Goethe’s work, 

perhaps through Windischmann, but Bopp probably never met him. Goethe visited Ber-

lin only one time in his life and Bopp did not leave the city very often. The ideas of 

Goethe are taken from J.W. von Goethe, Die Metamorphose der Pflanzen (), B. Muel-

ler, Goethe’s Botanical Writings (Honolulu, ), Dorothea Kuhn, Goethe und die Chemie 

(Goethe-Studien, Marbach ).

 Quoted in Kuzarchik, Der Organismusbegriff, . 

 Wilhelm von Humboldt for example produced a great abundance of philosophical writ-

ing.

 Morpurgo Davies sees him as ‘first and foremost of the technicians.’ Morpurgo Davies, 

‘“Organic” and “Organism” in Franz Bopp’, . Pätsch, ‘Franz Bopp und die historisch-

vergleichende Sprachwissenschaft’,  supports this characterization.

 We might not agree with Verburg’s ultimate assessment of Bopp (notes  and ), but 

the main point of his analysis, that a Romantically inspired natural philosophy figured 

in the background to Bopp’s linguistic work supports the idea of a covert philosophical 

backing put forward here. 

 Friedrich von Savigny, Vom Beruf unsrer Zeit für Gesetzgebung und Rechtswissenschaft 

(Heidelberg ). 

 Sternemann, ‘Franz Bopp und die vergleichende indoeuropäische Sprachwissenschaft’.

 Friedrich Schleiermacher, Allgemeine Hermeneutik (/) can be found in Kurt-Vic-

tor Selge (ed.), Internationaler Schleiermacher-Kongreß Berlin  (Berlin & New York, 

), -.

 See also note . Famous is Humboldt’s saying ‘Der Mensch ist nur Mensch durch Spra-

che.’ (Lecture ‘Berliner Akademie’  July ).

 Lefmann, Franz Bopp,  and .

 Ludo Rocher, ‘Klassieke Filologie contra Vergelijkende Taalwetenschap,’ Handboek e 

Vlaamse Filologencongres (Brussels, ), -.

 Edward Said, Orientalism (New York, ) deals with all stereotyped Western pictures 

of the East.

 According to Lefmann, Franz Bopp, , Heinrich Ewald wrote this in a devastating criti-

cism of Die Vergleichende Grammatik in the Wiener Zeitschrift für die Kunde des Morgen-

landes, Juliheft ().

 Lefmann, Franz Bopp, .

 In the appendix to Reinhard Sternemann, ‘Franz Bopp und die vergleichende indoeu-

ropäische Sprachwissenschaft. Beobachtungen zum Boppschen Sprachvergleich aus 

Anlaß irriger Interpretationen in der linguistischen Literatur’, Innsbrucker Beiträge zur 

Sprachwissenschaft  (Innsbruck, ), a complete survey of Bopp’s lectures can be 

found. 

 Kurt R. Jankowsky, ‘The Renewal of the Study of Classical Languages within the Univer-

sity System, Notably in Germany,’ in: Sylvain Auroux et al. (eds.), History of the Language 
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Sciences:  an International Handbook on the Evolution of the Study of Language from the 

Beginnings to the Present  vols. (Berlin, -), -.

 Boeckh’s visionary overview of philology is: August Boeckh, Encyclopedie und Methodolo-

gie der philologischen Wissenschaften (Leipzig, ), note the plural!

 Lefmann, Franz Bopp, . 

 Rüdiger vom Bruch, ‘Die Stadt als Stätte der Begegnung. Gelehrte Geselligkeit im Berlin 

des . und . Jahrhunderts’, in: Horst Kant (ed.), Fixpunkte. Wissenschaft in der Stadt und 

der Region. Festschrift für Hubert Laitko anlasslich seines . Geburtstag (Berlin, ), -.

 Lachmann, the key representative of classical philology, reportedly also had excellent so-

cial skills: Martin Herz, Karl Lachmann. Eine Biographie (Osnabrück,  []).

 Sebastiano Timpanaro, La genesi del metodo del Lachmann (Le Monnier, ).

 Third edition, Deutsche Grammatik (Göttingen, ).

 The division, accompanied by a feeling of deep resemblance, continued to be problematic: 

Ludwig Jäger,‘Philologie und Linguistik: Historische Notizen zu einem gestörten Ver-

hältnis’, in: Peter Schmitter (ed.), Zur Theorie und Methode der Geschichts schreibung der 

Linguistik: Analysen und Reflexionen (Tübingen, ) -, E.F.K. Koerner, ‘On the 

Historical Roots of the Philology vs. Linguistics Controversy’, in: E.F.K. Koerner, Practi-

sing Linguistics Historiography. Selected essays (Amsterdam, ), -, Hiroyuki Eto, 

Philologie vs. Sprachwissenschaft. Historiographie einer Begriffsbestimmung im Rahmen der 

Wissenschaftsgeschichte des . Jahrhunderts (Münster, ). Renate Bartsch and Theo 

Vennemann (eds.), Linguistik und Nachbarwissenschaften (Kronberg, ) offers a con-

temporary overview of the tense relations between all the disciplines and subdisciplines 

in language studies and the relevant adjacent disciplines.

 Georg Curtius, Die Sprachvergleichung und ihrem Verhältniss zur classischen Philologie 

(Berlin, ) and Philologie und Sprachwissenschaft (inaugural lecture, Leipzig, ).

 Highly interesting is August Schleicher, Die Darwinische Theorie und die Sprachwissen-

schaft. Offenes Sendschreiben an Herrn Dr. Ernst Häckel, Professor der Zoologie und Director 

des zoologischen Museums an der Universität Jena (Weimar, ).

 In Schleicher we can also see the ‘career’ that metaphors often follow. From a useful label 

that covers things that cannot be expressed in more exact terms, the metaphor ‘exactifi es’ 

and comes to be seen as something real. Both Christina Brandt, Metapher und Experiment: 

von der Virusforschung zum genetischen Code (Göttingen, ) and Christina Brandt, ‘Die 

kodifi zierte Ordnung der Dinge. Zum Gebrauch von Metaphern in den Wissenschaften,’ in: 

Matthias Michel (ed.), Wissenschaft und Welterzählung: Die narrative Ordnung der Dinge : 

Fakt & Fiktion . (Zürich, ) provide interesting material to illustrate this phenomenon.

 Heiner Eichner, ‘Zur Frage der Gültigkeit Boppscher sprachgeschichtlicher Deutungen 

aus der Sicht der modernen Indogermanistik’, in: Reinhard Sternemann (ed.), Bopp Sym-

posium  der Humboldt Universität zu Berlin. Akten der Konferenz vom ---  

aus Anlass von Franz Bopps zweihundertjährigem Geburtstag (Heidelberg, ) - is 

an example of such an analysis.

 In Lenoir, Instituting Science, a broader discussion on the success factors can be found.

 This is also noted for the early stages of genetics by Prof. Ida Stamhuis. She calls a dis-

cipline a weak structure. Especially at its inception too much pressure may break such a 

weak structure down. I thank her for pointing this out to me and also for references to 

some of the secondary material used in this paper. 

 It may be one of the reasons why musicology under Helmholtz did not become institu-

tionalized since Helmholtz devoted his attention to a wide variety of scientific fields, as 

Prof. H.F. Cohen pointed out in his contribution to the conference.
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 In R.E. Kohler, Lords of the Fly: Drosophila Genetics and the Experimental Life (Chicago, 

) it is argued that disciplines are not monolithic structures and that they may contain 

several disciplinary programmes. This might be the case in later stages of its development 

but at the very beginning it appears that there is no room yet for such diversity.

 In Thomas Schlich, ‘Making Mistakes in Science: Eduard Pflüger, his Scientific and Pro-

fessional Concept of Physiology, and his Unsuccessful Theory of Diabetes,’ Studies in the 

History and Philosophy of Science - (), - such a type of debate, within the 

discipline of physiology, is described in detail.
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The term ‘historicism’ has a wide variety of meanings. Karl Popper used this word 

to denote the view that the course of history is determined by transparent general 

laws and that knowledge of these laws makes it possible to predict social develop-

ments.1 Popper’s determinist notion of historicism is, however, highly idiosyn-

cratic. It is more customary to use the term ‘historicism’ as a label for a specific 

strand of historical writing that emerged in Germany in the early nineteenth cen-

tury and subsequently became a leading perspective in the academic historiogra-

phy of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, primarily in Germany, but also in 

other countries. It should be noted, however, that the word Historismus was not 

frequently used in German until the last quarter of the nineteenth century, when 

it gained currency in a debate on the historical relativity of values.2 In this debate, 

which continued in the first decades of the twentieth century, the historicist per-

spective on human culture as a fundamentally historical phenomenon became 

connected with the idea that human values were subject to change. For intellectu-

als such as Ernst Troeltsch this was a reason to speak of a ‘crisis of historicism’.3

It is disputed what exactly is involved in nineteenth-century historicism, but 

two core aspects could be singled out. The first is the belief in the fundamental 

historicity of man and culture, the idea that the essence of social and cultural 

phenomena lies in their history. This is the ontological dimension of historicism, 

which involves its fundamental assumptions about the nature of the historical 

process and the kind of things that matter in historical reality. The second cen-

tral aspect of historicism is the conviction that the study of history should be an 

empirical discipline, or a Wissenschaft – the English term ‘science’ is not quite ap-

plicable here, as it has a much stronger association with the natural sciences than 

its German equivalent. This is the methodological core of historicism, which was 

elaborated in a distinctive approach to historical research centred on the ideal of 

objectivity and the critical analysis of sources. It should be noted, though, that 

method and ontology are not two strictly separated domains. On the one hand, 
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ideas on historical method have an effect on the ontological construction of ob-

jects in the past. On the other hand, assumptions about the fundamental building 

blocks of historical reality impinge on views about the methods that should be 

employed in studying the past.

Research on historicism has been done from a wide variety of approaches, 

resulting in a broad spectre of interpretations. One of the earliest examinations 

of the basic ideas determining the character of historicism was undertaken by 

Friedrich Meinecke in the 1930s, partly in reaction to the discussions on the crisis 

of historicism in the previous decades.4 Meinecke’s analysis of historicism has 

two interconnected dimensions: he regards it as a specific mode of historical con-

sciousness, and he points out that it is based on certain ontological assumptions 

concerning the entities that determine the course of history. According to Mei-

necke, the emergence of historicism is one of the defining moments in Western 

intellectual history, since it involves a new kind of historical consciousness in 

which man, society and culture no longer have timeless essences, but should be 

understood in terms of their historical development. A similar view is brought 

forward by Karl Mannheim, who also claims that the acknowledgement of the 

fundamental historicity of human affairs is the core of the historicist Weltanschau-

ung.5 Meinecke furthermore argues that historicism involves the adoption of an 

individualizing instead of a generalizing perspective. This is connected with the 

ontological notion that the historical process is shaped by individualities. These 

individualities can be persons, but also higher-order phenomena such as states, 

which are regarded as individual entities governed by unique principles.6

In more recent studies other aspects of nineteenth-century historicism have 

come to occupy a central place. A very influential point of view is Jörn Rüsen’s 

analysis of historicism as a scientific practice that developed within a specific dis-

ciplinary matrix – or a paradigm, in Kuhnian terms. The fact that Rüsen focuses 

on the development of historicism as an academic discipline does not mean, how-

ever, that he is only interested in its research programmes and methodologies. 

The institutional and political context in which historicism emerged and devel-

oped is just as important in Rüsen’s work and in that of the scholars who share 

his orientation.7 A different interpretation is suggested by Wolfgang Hardtwig, 

who criticizes the tendency in the work of Rüsen and others to make a strict 

distinction between epistemology and historical ontology in the analysis of nine-

teenth-century historicism. By characterizing historicism as a Geschichtsreligion 

Hardtwig tries to bring these two dimensions together. In the work of historicists 

such as Humboldt and Ranke ‘ideas’ are the metaphysical heart of the historical 

process, where God’s plan with the world becomes visible. At the same time, they 

are objects of knowledge, which give rise to a specific epistemology.8 Daniel Fulda 

emphasizes the aesthetic dimension of historicism. In his book on the rise of 
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historicism he argues that the scientific historiography of the nineteenth century 

had its roots in the poetical theories of the late eighteenth century. What matters 

most, in his opinion, are the literary means by which historians create an image of 

the past.9 In a recent article Fulda modifies his position by describing historicism 

as a ‘cultural pattern’, a combination of interpretative schemes and practices that 

acquires durability through habituation. According to Fulda, the core of the cul-

tural pattern of historicism is ‘historicization’. This term denotes the meaningful 

integration of individual entities, such as periods of time, actors or beliefs, into a 

greater whole, such as history, society or culture. By looking at historicization as 

a cultural practice Fulda extends its scope beyond the narrow boundaries of aca-

demic historiography.10 This is not unlike Mannheim’s notion of historicism as a 

worldview that is of fundamental importance in modern culture as a whole, and 

not just in the limited setting of academic historiography. This wider prolifera-

tion of historicism has been examined in a range of recent studies, dealing with 

various aspects of nineteenth-century culture.11

A frequently made observation in the literature on historicism is that it does 

not emerge in the early nineteenth century as a completely new phenomenon, 

but that it is rooted in previous strands of historical thought and historical writ-

ing. Meinecke, for instance, extensively discusses the antecedents of historicism 

in eighteenth-century philosophy, and Rüsen emphasizes that important aspects 

of historicism can already be observed in German academic historiography in 

the second half of the eighteenth century.12 In this essay I shall argue that many 

central features of nineteenth-century historicism should indeed be seen as the 

product of earlier developments, but that the roots of historicism can be traced 

back further than the eighteenth century.13 Key aspects of the historicist concep-

tion of method developed out of humanist philology and its resonances in the 

early modern ars historica tradition. Furthermore, the philological perspective on 

sources involved a basic mode of historical consciousness, which was deepened in 

the Quarrel of the Ancients and the Moderns of the late seventeenth century and 

in the Enlightenment, and was eventually transformed into a more radical kind of 

historicization in the later eighteenth century.

In the first volume of The Making of the Humanities I discussed how in the 

Italian Renaissance Machiavelli and Guicciardini turned the past into an object 

of study.14 The starting point for this essay was Frank Ankersmit’s discussion 

of modern historical consciousness in his book Sublime Historical Experience. 

Ankersmit argues that the dramatic events that took place in Italy in the late 

fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries were catalysts for the emergence of a new 

kind of relation to the past. Due to the wars starting with the invasion of Italy by 

the French in 1494 and the sack of Rome by the German emperor Charles V in 

1527 authors such as Machiavelli and Guicciardini had the traumatic experience 
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that the old world of the Italian city-states in which they had played important 

roles was irretrievably lost. This is what Ankersmit calls a ‘sublime dissociation 

of the past’. A gap between past and present comes into being, and as a result the 

past becomes a potential object of study. According to Ankersmit, the French 

Revolution caused a similar sense of loss and rupture among historians in the 

years around 1800 as the events in Italy did 300 years earlier.15 In the present essay 

I intend to connect the emergence of historicism in the early nineteenth century 

with the historical revolution of Machiavelli and Guicciardini in two ways. In the 

first place, by showing that there are certain continuities in the field of historical 

method and historical thought between 1500 and 1800. In the second place, by 

examining whether the emergence of historicism can be meaningfully linked to 

Ankersmit’s claim about the radical modification of historical consciousness after 

the French Revolution. This would mean that, despite the continuities with the 

previous centuries, there is also something radically new in historicism, akin to 

the surfacing of a new way of relating to the past in the work of Machiavelli and 

Guicciardini.

 Historiography from humanism to historicism

The humanist historiography of the Renaissance was strongly oriented towards 

rhetoric. This involved in the first place an emphasis on stylistic matters and 

things such as the use of fictive speeches in the representation of the past. The 

historical writing of the humanists was also rhetorical in a different sense, draw-

ing on the practical dimension of rhetoric as a way of dealing with ethical and 

political ambivalences. Seen from this perspective, past and present were a con-

tinuous space filled with immediately relevant practical problems and moral 

examples. The tragic historical consciousness of Machiavelli and Guicciardini 

broke up this continuous space; they came to see the past as an object of study 

that differs from the present in important ways. In their view of history hu-

man agency played a central role, causing the historical process to take dramatic 

turns, such as the developments they observed in Italy in their own days. This 

did not involve, however, a radical historicization of the world as would emerge 

in the years around 1800. For Machiavelli and Guicciardini, the past differs 

from the present, but not to the extent that it becomes so fundamentally foreign 

that it can only be understood in its own terms. As a consequence, they did not 

experience the problem of historical interpretation as intensely as nineteenth-

century historians. What we do observe, however, is a certain methodological 

consciousness, although mainly in Guicciardini’s work and far less in Machi-

avelli’s writings.16
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A more explicit kind of reflection on historical method comes up in the second 

half of the sixteenth century, when the genre of the ars historica rapidly gains a 

considerable popularity, first in Italy, but almost immediately also in other Euro-

pean countries. There were no classical models of treatises dealing with the rules 

for writing history apart from a letter by Lucian, but fragmentary observations 

on this theme by classical authors could also serve as a starting point for the theo-

retical discussions in the artes historicae of the Renaissance. Especially influential 

were Cicero’s remarks that history is to be valued as magistra vitae and that the 

primary task of historians is to tell the truth and to be impartial. Cicero discussed 

historiography in the framework of rhetorical theory, and this perspective also 

dominated the early modern artes historicae. This meant that history was primar-

ily seen as an instrument of moral and political education, and that narrative 

structure and style were central themes in the discussion of how history should 

be written. It could be argued that the pre-eminence of this rhetorical approach 

to historiography involves a return to the humanist tradition that Machiavelli 

and Guicciardini had began to dismantle. Yet, in many artes historicae – though 

perhaps more in later treatises written in northern Europe than in sixteenth-

century Italian texts – we also find theoretical considerations of a different kind, 

focusing on the critical methods necessary to arrive at a true description of the 

past.17

On the one hand, these methods were embedded in the rhetorical perspective 

on history. They were the instruments of historical inventio, the ways of gath-

ering material that would enable the historian to comply with the Ciceronian 

demand to give a true account of the past.18 Another source of inspiration for 

the development of critical historical methods was humanist philology, which 

brought about a new sense of historicity ensuing from the linguistic analysis 

of ancient texts. Lorenzo Valla was an important figure in this development. In 

1440 Valla had shown that the Donatio Constantini was a forgery by pointing 

out that the language and the style of this text precluded its being written in the 

fourth century. Establishing the authenticity of ancient texts and reconstructing 

their original versions were the central concerns of humanist philology. This 

involved a view of texts and language that was fundamentally historical, in the 

sense that texts were seen as the products of specific periods, characterized by 

specific modes of writing. Seen from a philological perspective, the past was not 

primarily an unproblematic source of moral and political examples, as in the rhe-

torical tradition, but rather a terrain that differed from the present in important 

ways and that could only be accessed through meticulous critical work. Thus, 

the deployment of philological methods gave rise to a more historical view of 

the world involving an awareness of the context dependency of human thoughts 

and actions.19
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The influence of the philological approach on the genre of the ars historica 

is very clearly visible in the writings of the French scholars François Baudouin 

(1520-1573) and Jean Bodin (1530-1596). Both were trained as lawyers, and charac-

teristic of their artes historicae is that the study of history is discussed in conjunc-

tion with the study of the law, which they regarded as a historically variable phe-

nomenon. In his Institutio historiae universae (1561) Baudouin dutifully repeats 

the Ciceronian stock phrases of the rhetorical theory of history, but in reality he 

is interested in other matters. A central concern of his treatise is the methodol-

ogy of historical investigation, explored in extensive discussions of the ways in 

which historians are to handle their sources. Eyewitness accounts and accounts 

by later historians are assessed, and in an explicit comparison of the value of pri-

mary and secondary sources Baudouin argues that historians should always turn 

to the former.20 Jean Bodin’s Methodus ad facilem historiarum cognitionem (1566) 

is probably the best known treatise in the ars historica tradition, in the sixteenth 

century as well as in the modern period. Bodin attempts to turn the philological 

criticism of sources, elaborated by Baudouin and others, into a more or less for-

malized historical methodology, resembling the efforts of Petrus Ramus to build 

a structured framework for the organization of knowledge. In Bodin’s Methodus 

the emphasis on the writing of historical treatises of the early artes historicae is 

replaced by a focus on reading and critically assessing historical material. His 

theoretical ambitions are higher than those of his predecessors, which is visible 

in, for instance, his efforts to relate the historical development of a people to its 

national character – in Bodin’s opinion mainly determined by geographical fac-

tors, but also susceptible to the effects of cultural habituation.21

In his Discours de la méthode Descartes expresses strong doubts about the value 

of historical knowledge. He argues that people who are too much involved with 

history tend to know next to nothing of the present. Furthermore, even the best 

historical works are necessarily perspectival. As a consequence, Descartes consid-

ers the traditional view that the study of the past is a source of examples for the 

present to be untenable.22 This kind of scepticism about historical knowledge was 

an important challenge for historical theorists, who tried to meet this challenge 

by looking at historical writing in terms of the methods needed to arrive at reli-

able knowledge of the past.23 This happened in the genre of the ars historica, but a 

more significant turn towards methodical research can be found in the fields that 

would later be called the auxiliary sciences of history – chronology, diplomatics, 

palaeography, genealogy and other disciplines. Important contributions to chro-

nology were already made around 1600 by Joseph Scaliger, who used philological 

methods to question received views about the dating of events in ancient and 

biblical history.24 A landmark in the development of historical methods at the end 

of the seventeenth century was the publication of De re diplomatica in 1681 by the 
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French Benedictine monk Jean Mabillon. This book, which continued to be used 

by historians until the nineteenth century, provided an overview of the ways of 

examining the origin and authenticity of medieval manuscripts, extracting clues 

from things such as the material on which the document in question was written, 

the type of handwriting and the linguistic characteristics of the text.25

Mabillon’s work on medieval documents coincided with a rise of interest in 

medieval matters in France, connected with the Quarrel of the Ancients and the 

Moderns. In this dispute a new perspective on the past emerged that broke away 

from the humanist assumption that classical models could be unproblematically 

imitated in later periods. The position of the Moderns involved the idea that the 

literary and artistic norms of the ancient world were not necessarily applicable in 

the cultural context of the present. The present, in other words, is fundamentally 

different from the past. Here, we already find the traces of one of the core no-

tions of the Enlightenment: the view that the historical process was characterized 

by progress, culminating in the rational outlook of the modern age.26 Medieval-

ism is not something that we would normally associate with the position of the 

Moderns in the Quarrel or with the Enlightenment, but in fact it is based on the 

same reorientation towards history. The humanists of the Renaissance regarded 

the Middle Ages as culturally inferior in comparison with both classical antiquity 

and their own age. In the late seventeenth century, however, some authors began 

to defend the view that the Middle Ages should be regarded as a historical period 

in its own right, with cultural standards that could not simply be discarded in the 

light of classical norms. As a consequence, in the eighteenth century the Middle 

Ages became an object of intensive research, informed by the view of the Mod-

erns that the literary and artistic models of classical antiquity were products of a 

specific time and therefore not universally applicable.27

The notions of progress and modernity played a crucial role in the historiogra-

phy of the Enlightenment, especially in its French and Scottish versions. Authors 

such as Voltaire, Turgot and Ferguson described the historical process as a con-

tinuous increase of rationality and knowledge, culminating in the Enlightened 

culture of their own days. The mode of historical consciousness lying behind 

this historiographical approach has its roots in the Quarrel of the Ancients and 

the Moderns, and assumes that various periods in history have their own char-

acter, but can nevertheless be critically assessed from the advanced perspective of 

the present. Not unlike the historical writing of the Renaissance, Enlightenment 

historiography primarily has a pragmatic and didactic aim. It could be character-

ized as ‘philosophical history’, which means that historical writing is primarily 

seen as a critical analysis of society and culture. In comparison with earlier forms 

of historical writing the scope of Enlightenment historiography is significantly 

broader: it is not limited to political or religious history, but also covers areas 
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such as customs, social relations and modes of production – fields that we would 

nowadays regard as the objects of social and cultural history. Another important 

aspect of Enlightenment historiography is its emphasis on wide-ranging causal 

explanations and general patterns. Furthermore, it intends to be universal, in 

the sense that it expands the spatio-temporal horizon of historiography beyond 

the boundaries of biblical chronology and the world of Europe and the Mediter-

ranean.28 By engaging history in this particular way the Enlightenment inau-

gurated a new conception of time, or a new ‘regime of historicity’, in which the 

past could no longer serve as a source of examples for the present but came to 

be seen in the light of the privileged condition of the present and the even more 

magnificent future.29

It is sometimes argued that the historians of the Enlightenment were only 

interested in theoretical and philosophical generalizations and neglected the me-

thodical examination of sources. When we take a closer look at the historical 

works produced in the Enlightenment, this view seems to be rather biased, pos-

sibly as an effect of the negative stance towards Enlightenment historiography 

that was part of the self-definition of nineteenth-century historicism. The critical 

analysis of sources is a crucial element in the work of most Enlightenment histori-

ans. Especially in Germany, the Enlightened perspective on the past was strongly 

entangled with the tradition of historical research that had developed on the basis 

of philological methods in the previous centuries. In contrast with the situation 

in other European countries, where historians tended to be private scholars, in 

Germany historiography was primarily practised at the universities. In the course 

of the eighteenth century, the University of Göttingen, founded in the 1730s, be-

came the centre of a highly developed historiographical practice that combined 

the new sense of historicity of the Enlightenment with a thorough methodologi-

cal orientation. A key figure in the Göttingen school was Johann Christoph Gat-

terer, professor of history in the second half of the eighteenth century. Gatterer 

systematically instructed his students in the methods of historical research, and 

made important contributions to the development of the auxiliary disciplines of 

history, such as diplomatics and genealogy. We also find a certain hermeneutical 

consciousness in his work, visible in the way he tried to take account of the point 

of view of the historian in his theorizing about historical research and histori-

cal writing. At the same time, he shared the Enlightened preference for a broad 

cultural history in which causal explanations played a central role. Gatterer also 

played an important role in the institutionalization of academic historiography, 

by initiating the publication of historical journals and by establishing a historical 

institute at the University of Göttingen.30
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 Historicism, individuality and the modern regime of historicity

It could be argued that in late eighteenth-century Göttingen history was already 

established as an academic discipline. It was institutionalized in an academic 

school, in chairs and in journals, and it had a clear set of empirical methods, 

developed in the course of three centuries. Therefore, the view that history only 

became a discipline with the emergence of historicism in the early nineteenth 

century does not seem to be justified, although it could be argued that the de-

velopment of institutions and methods in the field of history greatly accelerated 

after 1800. The academic and cultural prominence of history in the nineteenth 

century was significantly greater than in the centuries before, but a renewal in the 

field of methods and institutions does not seem to be the crucial explanatory fac-

tor in this matter. A broader cultural modification and intensification of histori-

cal consciousness, connected with the rise of the nation state, is more likely to be 

the cause of this increase in the status of historiography.31

In the Quarrel of the Ancients and the Moderns the view emerged that each 

period in history has its own specific character. This view shaped the perspec-

tive on the past of the Enlightenment, but not to the extent that it was deemed 

impossible to express normative judgements about earlier periods in history. A 

deepened historical consciousness that also embraces a sense of moral relativity 

can be found in the work of Johann Gottfried Herder, who is often seen as an 

important philosophical precursor of historicism.32 In Auch eine Philosophie der 

Geschichte zur Bildung der Menschheit (1774) Herder polemically rejects the idea 

that history is a trajectory of progress to be measured against a universal standard 

of rationality. In his opinion, each historical period can only be judged in its own 

terms. The central entities in Herder’s view of history are nations, which have 

their own organic principles of development that cannot be subsumed under a 

global pattern, as was claimed by the leading historians of the Enlightenment.33 It 

should be noted, though, that these historicist elements in Herder’s thought are 

balanced by more Enlightened views, such as an emphasis on a universal human-

ity and a cosmopolitan orientation.34

Frank Ankersmit argues that the Renaissance and the French Revolution were 

the two crucial moments in the development of historical consciousness in Eu-

rope. In the Renaissance Machiavelli and Guicciardini experienced a tragic sense 

of loss due to the dramatic events in Italy in their days, which made them see the 

past as an object of research dissociated from the present. Without exception 

nineteenth-century historians regarded the French Revolution as a major rupture 

in the course of history. Ranke, for instance, speaks of the Revolution as the ‘welt-

beherrschende Ereignis unsers Jahrhunderts’, inaugurating a modern period that 

is totally different from the past.35 The political impact that the French Revolu-
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tion had on Germany is usually regarded as an important factor in the emergence 

of historicism. Iggers argues that the events between 1789 and 1815 shattered the 

Enlightened belief in universal values and transformed the cultural and cosmo-

politan nationalism of the late eighteenth century into a political nationalism 

that had the state as its focal point.36 To the German historians of the nineteenth 

century the world of the ancien régime was irreversibly lost, though without the 

tragic sense of personal culpability felt by Machiavelli and Guicciardini.

Historicism can be seen as a way of making sense of this loss by choosing a 

new way to turn the past into an object of research. This does not mean that older 

ideas about historicity and historical method were totally abandoned. In fact, the 

innovative character of historicism is not primarily situated in these domains, 

but in the realm of historical ontology. At the core of the historicist perspective 

on the past was a dual notion of individuality that made it possible to think of 

history as on the one hand a process shaped by intentional actions of individual 

people and on the other hand a coherent whole structured by the development of 

higher-order individualities, which nineteenth-century historicists almost exclu-

sively identified with nation states. This dual notion of individuality was closely 

connected with what François Hartog calls the ‘modern regime of historicity’. In 

this new perspective on historical time the present and the future became the 

point of orientation from which the past was to be understood. This means that 

the past was no longer seen as a source of examples for the present; instead, past 

events acquired a meaning by connecting them with the present situation and 

possible future stages of development of the historical process. To a certain ex-

tent, the modern regime of historicity already started to emerge in the Enlight-

enment. Historicism gave a different shape to the modern regime of historicity 

by postulating individual entities in the historical process that were conceived as 

developing from an origin to an inherent telos.37 Usually, this involved studying 

the history of a nation state in the light of a conception of its full development. 

This historical ontology made it possible to overcome the experience of rupture 

brought about by the French Revolution without recurring to things as the uni-

versal notion of rationality of the Enlightenment or Hegel’s overarching histori-

cal teleology – what mattered was the continuity between origin and telos of the 

individualities in the historical process. Concurrently, historical time became 

populated with objects of an inherently historical nature that could be turned 

into objects of historical research.

Wilhelm von Humboldt was not a practising historian, but he was neverthe-

less one of the main theorists of historicism in the early nineteenth century. Two 

short texts by Humboldt, ‘Betrachtungen über die Weltgeschichte’ (1814) and 

‘Über die Aufgabe des Geschichtsschreibers’ (1821), contain an early and influen-

tial formulation of the dual notion of individuality characteristic of historicism. 
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Humboldt rejects Hegel’s teleological philosophy of history, because it eventually 

reduces the richness of individual phenomena to the abstract end of the histori-

cal process. This does not mean, however, that he does not see any coherence in 

history, but this coherence is not a matter of rational teleology, but of organic 

development. In their study of the past historians should focus on individual peo-

ple and individual nations. In Humboldt’s opinion, each person and each nation 

has a unique organic principle of development, but people and nations are also 

organically connected, like leaves are connected to trees. These organic connec-

tions constrict historical developments and explain their coherence, but just as in 

nature the interplay of forces can result in unexpected novelties.38

According to Humboldt, individualities such as persons and nations should be 

understood as manifestations of ideas. He distinguishes three layers in the his-

torical process: first of all there are events, these events are caused by physical and 

psychological forces, and these forces get their direction from certain ideas that 

are not immediately visible. These ideas are the immaterial and timeless factors 

behind the dynamics of history and manifest themselves primarily in individu-

alities such as persons and nations. Historians should in the first place describe 

what happened in the past on the basis of critical and methodical research. Hum-

boldt argues, however, that a mere description of events is not all that there is 

to historical writing. In addition, historians should try to understand the ideas 

behind the historical process that shape its course. For the understanding of ideas 

Humboldt uses the term ahnden, which indicates that ideas are to be grasped in-

tuitively rather than analyzed rationally.39 Humboldt remarks that in this respect 

the activity of the historian bears some resemblance to that of the poet, but more 

important is that with his notion of ahnden he proposes a method of historical in-

terpretation that anticipates the more elaborated methodologies of authors such 

as Johann Gustav Droysen.40

In the preface to his first major work, Geschichten der romanischen und germa-

nischen Völker (1824), Leopold von Ranke argues that it is the task of the histo-

rian to show ‘wie es eigentlich gewesen’.41 With this statement Ranke rejects both 

the explicitly moralizing style of the Enlightenment and the abstract speculation 

of Hegelian philosophy of history. It does not imply, as is often claimed, that 

Ranke proposes a kind of historiography that merely consists of empirical de-

scriptions of past states of affairs. With the word eigentlich Ranke also points to 

the essence of the past, and not just to the reality of observable facts.42 Particular 

events play an important role in Ranke’s historical work, but describing them is 

not a goal in itself. In a debate with the Hegelian historian Heinrich Leo on the 

Geschichten der romanischen und germanischen Völker he defends his emphasis on 

particular events as a more effective route to discover essential truths about the 

past than speculative philosophy.43
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Just as Humboldt, Ranke understands the essence of the past in terms of a dual 

notion of individuality, although in a way that is more implicit and more open 

to various interpretations. According to Ranke the historical process is shaped 

by different kinds of individualities, persons and states in particular. These in-

dividualities should be regarded as embodiments of ideas. It is not quite clear, 

though, how Ranke conceives the relation between individualities of different 

levels. Meinecke argues that states, conceived as higher-order individualities, are 

the primary entities in Ranke’s historical ontology. This means that the actions 

of individual people are eventually shaped by the inner principles governing the 

development of the state to which they belong.44 Yet, at various places in his work 

Ranke also describes cases in which free choices by individual persons are deci-

sive factors in the course of the historical process, without relating these choices 

to the ideas embodied in individualities of a higher order.45

Ranke’s writings contain many paradoxes, but it could be the case that it is ex-

actly the paradoxical nature of his work that explains its appeal to its nineteenth-

century audience as an exemplary way of dealing with historical reality. Ranke 

claimed that his approach to the past was radically new, but, as Anthony Grafton 

has shown, the source criticism that he regards as a fundamental innovation is ac-

tually indebted to a much older philological tradition. What was without prece-

dent, though, was Ranke’s ability ‘to bring the flavour and the texture of the docu-

ments into his own text’.46 Ranke claims to be objective, but it is not obvious what 

he means by that.47 Impartiality is definitely part of Ranke’s notion of objectivity, 

but it should be noted that Cicero already regarded impartiality as one of the key 

virtues of the historian. On the one hand, Ranke’s notion of objectivity seems to 

imply a strictly empirical orientation towards sources and particular events, but 

on the other hand, there is undeniably a strong metaphysical dimension in his 

work. In the end, Ranke believes that the course of history is determined by God, 

but this belief evokes new tensions, for instance between necessity and freedom 

and between universality and particularity.48 Ranke’s dual notion of individuality 

is his way of addressing these tensions. This ontological assumption enables him 

to turn the past into an object of historical research.

Johann Gustav Droysen is the principal methodologist of nineteenth-century 

historicism. Partly in reaction to the rise of positivism in historical studies he 

develops an elaborate theory of historical interpretation. Droysen strongly op-

poses the positivist ideal of lawlike explanation; instead, he describes the task 

of historiography as ‘forschend zu verstehen’.49 According to Droysen, historical 

research consists of Heuristik and Kritik – the methods of finding sources and 

of critically assessing their value. His views on these matters do not entail a total 

departure from the philologically oriented tradition that also informs the work of 

other nineteenth-century historicists. Droysen’s views of interpretation, however, 
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can be seen as a major advance in historical methodology. Where earlier authors 

spoke of an intuitive process of ahnden, Droysen develops a systematic model 

of the various operations involved in historical interpretation. Droysen calls the 

first of these operations pragmatic interpretation, by which he means the recon-

struction of past events on the basis of the sources available to the historian. 

The interpretation of conditions establishes a connection between events and the 

circumstances in which they took place, such as the geographical setting or the 

mentality of a certain period. Psychological interpretation uncovers the inten-

tions of the individual historical actors who initiate a particular course of events. 

The fourth modality of interpretation is the interpretation of the ideas behind 

the sittliche Mächte playing a role in the historical process. With the term sittliche 

Mächte Droysen refers to things that we would now call institutions, such as the 

family, the state and the law. Each of these sittliche Mächte is the expression of an 

idea that determines the collective action of a group of individuals.50

Droysen’s methodology of historical research evidently depends on the dual 

notion of individuality characteristic of historicism, but it also reinforces this no-

tion and makes it more precise. Here we see, perhaps much more clearly than in 

the work of Humboldt and Ranke, how ontology and methodology are mutually 

interdependent. What the past is like and how it should be studied are questions 

that in the end cannot be answered separately. Droysen’s systematic outline of 

the process of historical interpretation seems to suggest that it would be possible 

to eliminate the metaphysical dimension from historical research. Nevertheless, 

Droysen holds the view that knowledge of the historical process is only meaning-

ful in relation to a comprehension of God’s intentions with the world. Just as in the 

case of Ranke and other historicists, Droysen’s metaphysics has an important reli-

gious component.51 Yet, we might abstract from this aspect of nineteenth-century 

historicism, and still maintain that ontology and method are two dimensions of 

a research practice that cannot be separated. As I have tried to show in this essay, 

working in an academic discipline does not only involve devising a set of methods, 

but also creating an object.

 Conclusion

Nineteenth-century historicism is a complicated phenomenon that has been ap-

proached from a multitude of angles. In this essay I have analyzed historicism as a 

complex of ideas about historical ontology and historical method fed by a specifi c 

kind of historical experience. In the work of Machiavelli and Guicciardini the tragic 

sense of loss caused by the dramatic events occurring in Italy around 1500 is clearly 

visible. In the writings of the historicists of the early nineteenth century we do not 
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directly observe a similar dissociation of the past in the wake of the no less dramatic 

events of the French Revolution. Ankersmit’s thesis about the role of such dissocia-

tions in the development of historical consciousness seems to be more compelling 

in the case of Renaissance Italy than in the case of the French Revolution.

Yet, the French Revolution does play a role in the emergence of historicism, 

although in a more hidden and less personally relevant way. In fact, nineteenth-

century historicism could be interpreted as an eff ort to overcome the gap in the 

historical process caused by the Revolution by positing individualities that develop 

towards an inherent telos. As a consequence, the past got populated with all kinds 

of individualities satiated with reality that could become the object of historical 

research. Often, historicism is seen as the breeding ground of historical method-

ology. Yet, as we have seen, most research methods used by nineteenth-century 

historicists already existed in the context of early modern philology and historical 

theory. Th e truly innovative aspect of historicism is its ontology. Its dual notion 

of individuality entailed a conception of historical reality that made it possible to 

see both the coherence of the historical process and the irreducible uniqueness of 

particular events. Michel Foucault developed a related argument in Les mots et les 

choses, although in more general terms and saying almost nothing about the fi eld 

of historiography. At the heart of Foucault’s analysis is the claim that in the years 

around 1800 a substantial ontological shift took place, resulting in a perception of 

the world as fundamentally historical.52

Historicism rapidly acquired a dominant position in nineteenth-century aca-

demic historiography, and deeply influenced the other disciplines of the humani-

ties as well. In fact, it could be argued that the entire domain of the humanities 

in the nineteenth century largely adopted a historicist approach. This involved 

a rearrangement of earlier hierarchical relations between the various disciplines 

of the humanities. As we have seen, in the early modern period history turned 

to philology in order to define its methods. In the nineteenth century, however, 

other disciplines turned to history, and the use of historical methods became a 

defining trait of the humanities as a whole. Behind this development lay a fun-

damental ontological reorientation. The world was not merely examined from 

a historical perspective, reality had become a space populated by individualities 

with an essentially historical character. 
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Historiography and Fiction

Th e Case of Macaulay and Roidis
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Every ‘zone of contact’,1 in Bakhtin’s terms, is a grey territory open to the interplay 

of a variety of genres and forms of discourse. The understanding and representa-

tion of reality has been a zone between the competing disciplines of historiogra-

phy and fiction. As a result, the defining space between the two has been slippery. 

As Angela Keane and many others before her have observed, this ambivalence 

about the limits and domains of these two disciplines was mirrored in the crisis 

about historical representation in the early nineteenth century, when the ‘Roman-

tic models of literary production [...] disturbed this always fragile equilibrium 

and produced an ethical and representational dilemma for historiographers’.2 In 

order to investigate deeper into this intricate relationship during the making of 

the humanities in the nineteenth century, I examine the work of two contempo-

rary writers: the English historian Thomas Babington Macaulay and the Modern 

Greek novelist Emmanouil Roidis. My choice is not random because both writers 

experimented with the uses of fiction in history and with the possibilities of in-

terweaving narrative order with historical fact. On the one hand, Macaulay, with 

his History of England (1848-1861), wanted to give to history those attractions 

which had been usurped by fiction and wished to supersede ‘the last fashionable 

novel on the tables of young ladies’.3 On the other hand, Roidis, in his Pope Joan 

(1866),4 an alleged ‘medieval study’ that examined the story of the purported she-

Pope who ruled Christendom in the middle of the ninth century, ingeniously 

combined history and legend, as well as brilliant wit, only to unmask the illu-

sion of verisimilitude on which realist fiction is based.5 Bearing this in mind, it 

comes as no surprise that Macaulay’s work aroused Roidis’ interest to such an 

extent that he undertook the prodigious task of translating it into Greek.6 When 

Roidis’ translation of Macaulay’s History was published in 1898, thirty-two years 

separated the writing of this translation’s preface from his Pope Joan. Some of 

Macaulay’s views on the writing of history, as distilled in Roidis’ preface of the 
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work, bear a striking resemblance to the ideas that Roidis, many years earlier, had 

himself expounded in the preface and the introduction to his Pope Joan.7 This is 

to be expected given that Roidis is the author of both texts, but even so, a com-

parative examination can be quite revealing of the ways he blurred the boundaries 

between history and fiction.

First, let us examine how Roidis perceived Macaulay’s history writing and 

which of the work’s features he adumbrated in his translation preface. Taking 

the work’s popularity as a starting point, Roidis judges Macaulay as an excellent 

craftsman, owing to the way he managed to blend history with other realms of 

human interest. In particular, Macaulay is praised because:

he managed to mix into his narration of historical events and political mat-

ters artistic descriptions of places, morals and customs, diverse anecdotes, 

the fi nest psychological studies and precise information on almost every 

thing thus successfully proving to be not only a historian but also a man of 

politics, an economist, a scholar, a moralist, a statistician and a jurist.8

This notion of the historian as a multi-scientist or a homo universalis is not far 

from Macaulay’s own idea about the ideal historian. In his essay entitled ‘History’ 

which appeared in the Edinburgh Review in 1828 and was ostensibly a review of 

The Romance of History by Henry Neele,9 he propounds his own view on histo-

riography:

Th e perfect historian is he in whose work the character and spirit of an age 

is exhibited in miniature. He relates no fact, he attributes no expression to 

his characters, which is not authenticated by suffi  cient testimony. But by ju-

dicious selection, rejection, and arrangement, he gives to truth those attrac-

tions which have been usurped by fi ction. [...] He considers no anecdote, no 

peculiarity of manner, no familiar saying, as too insignifi cant for his notice, 

which is not too insignifi cant to illustrate the operation of laws, of religion, 

and of education, and to mark the progress of the human mind.10

This particular viewpoint is not far from what Roidis himself had in mind when 

it first occurred to him to write down the curious story of the female Pope. In 

particular he admits: ‘Initially having as my purpose [...] the faithful and precise 

illustration of ninth-century religion, morals and customs, I made Joan the core 

of my narrative, because her life was the most curious episode of that era’.11

Furthermore, Macaulay’s preoccupation with wide-ranging projects distin-

guishes him from contemporary historians, and even though many English histo-

rians had attempted to write the history of their country before him, his is peer-
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less – according to Roidis – because of its encyclopaedic character: ‘Many other 

English historians attempted to write a similar encyclopaedic history of their 

country before he did, but none of them succeeded in creating a narrative whole 

out of the varied material, because they treated the political, moral, intellectual 

and social matters of the country in different chapters’.12

This concept of the encyclopaedia is of crucial importance to our understand-

ing of Roidis’ theoretical repertoire, since it is recurrent in his work and, more 

importantly, since he drew on it to classify his Pope Joan:

As soon as I started writing, I immediately realised how dry and unpleas-

ant the plain historical narration of Joan’s story would be for most readers, 

the majority of whom are ignorant of her existence. For this reason, I kept 

this part of the story for the introduction and made a narrative encyclopae-

dia of the middle ages, and the ninth century in particular, out of the rest 

of the book.13

Next in line in Roidis’ account of Macaulay’s history comes the praise for the 

historian’s descriptive faculties: ‘Before the narration of the illustrious deeds of 

the Scottish Highlanders comes an exceptionally vivid description not only of the 

country but also of the garb, diet and psychological disposition of this belligerent 

Celtic race’.14

In this respect, the following extract from the History of England is an excellent 

example of Macaulay’s descriptive artistry:

Th ere could not be equality between men who lived in houses and men who 

lived in sties, between men who were fed on bread and men who were fed on 

potatoes, between men who spoke the noble tongue of great philosophers 

and poets, and men who, with a perverted pride, boasted that they could 

not writhe their mouths into chattering such a jargon as that in which the 

Advancement of Learning and the Paradise Lost were written.15

This passage makes palpable the differences between the English and the Irish by 

focusing on details, or what Macaulay himself called ‘the minute touches’.16 It also 

demonstrates his predilection for a ‘chequered narrative’, a mode of writing that 

suited his conception of the past as an alternation of light and shade.17

This penetrating aspect of the historian’s art is once more highlighted by Ma-

caulay in his History, in which he preached the necessity for a ‘total’ view of the 

past, for a historiographical model that would combine political history with so-

cial anthropology and topography:
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Readers who take an interest in the progress of civilisation and of the use-

ful arts will be grateful to the humble topographer who has recorded these 

facts, and will perhaps wish that historians of far higher pretensions had 

sometimes spared a few pages from military evolutions and political in-

trigues, for the purpose of letting us know how the parlours and bedcham-

bers of our ancestors looked.18

Macaulay had previously communicated this view in his essay on ‘History’, where 

he specified those cultural aspects of past reality which should become objects of 

historical study:

To make the past present, to bring the distant near, [...] to call up our ances-

tors before us with all their peculiarities of language, manners, and garb, 

to show us over their houses, to seat us at their tables, to rummage their 

old-fashioned wardrobes, to explain the uses of their ponderous furniture, 

these parts of the duty which properly belongs to the historian have been 

appropriated by the historical novelist.19

Needless to say, the historical novelist Macaulay referred to in this case is Sir 

Walter Scott, as the next extract makes plain:

Sir Walter Scott, in the same manner, has used those fragments of truth 

which historians have scornfully thrown behind them, in a manner which 

may well excite their envy. He has constructed out of their gleanings works 

which, even considered as histories, are scarcely less valuable than theirs. 

But a truly great historian would reclaim those materials which the novelist 

has appropriated.20

Roidis, following in the footsteps of Scott and Macaulay, adopted an identical 

practice regarding the depiction of long gone eras and manners, as he explains in 

the preface of his Pope Joan:

thus I took as a token from each one of those volumes doomed to eternal 

oblivion extracts describing obsolete customs, weird beliefs, vulgar super-

stitions, remnants of paganism and anything else that eluded the attention 

of modern historians, who, dabbling in general theories, do not have time 

nor space for such details, and they do not aspire to anything other than the 

justifi cation of history through the aims and leanings of the political party 

they belong to.21
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To return to Macaulay, a brief illustration of what he might have meant when 

conveying his notions on historiography can be found in the next extract taken 

from the well-known third chapter of his History, on the ‘State of England in 

1685’, in which he fleshes out the image of the average squire of the seventeenth 

century:

He troubled himself little about decorating his abode, and, if he attempted 

decoration, seldom produced anything but deformity. Th e litter of a farm-

yard gathered under the windows of his bedchamber, and the cabbages and 

gooseberry bushes grew close to his hall door. His table was loaded with 

coarse plenty; and guests were cordially welcomed to it.22

Roidis also ventured a similar intrusion into the medieval bedchamber, but 

whereas Macaulay supplemented the picture from his recollection of historical 

sources and his imagination,23 he raided his collection of available historical mate-

rial for the picturesque details:

When the festival ended I was led by the Emperor himself to the fi nest bed-

chamber of the palace, giving onto the [garden] by a glass door. Awakening 

in the middle of the night, I opened this door in order to lessen the odour 

of the aloe and myrrh which Charles’s sisters had sprinkled about the room 

to honour me.24

More specifically, in the relevant endnote he explains that during the Middle 

Ages rich people burned Arabic balsam in silver lamps instead of oil,25 and we 

in turn can see that – even though he kept the gist of the original in his narra-

tive – he slightly altered the source text in the endnotes, substituting the form 

‘erigatur’ (erigo: raise, erect) occurring in the original by ‘ungatur’ (ungo: smear, 

dab): ‘Arabumque messe pinguis, Petat alta tecta fumus. Veniente nocte necnon, 

Numerosus erigatur, Laquearibus coruscis, Camera[e] in superna lychnus’.26 In 

this way, it becomes evident that both writers took liberties in their work, but 

whereas Macaulay posed few limits to his artistic licence, Roidis’ account was 

triggered by and closely followed his readings. The perfumed atmosphere in the 

chamber had already been created by Sidonius, all Roidis did was open the door 

to let some fresh air in. His creative contribution, in other words, consisted in 

the successful perusal of a vast corpus of medieval literature and in the seamless 

weaving of his findings into his own text. As can be expected, Roidis’ critical 

theory on imagination did not differ much from his historiographical practice. 

When it came to the uses of memory and imagination, whether in historiography 

or fiction, his views were quite radical. In his aphoristic essay on ‘Why modern 
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Greece does not have literature’ (1900), he stated that ‘there is not an essential 

difference between reminiscence and imagination’ and claimed that ‘it is an obvi-

ous misuse to talk about the creative power of an author, when in fact he never 

actually creates anything, but only feels, remembers and combines’. 27 As we have 

seen, Macaulay also employed his selective and combinatory logic while at work 

and the resulting description was more picturesque than Roidis’ was. In this sense 

the historian proved to be more liberal than the novelist.

It is worth mentioning though, that this whole emphasis on imagination 

was not a personal whim of Roidis but was completely consistent with needs 

presented in the early nineteenth century. As Mark Phillips noted, during that 

period ‘Romantic theories of the artistic imagination and the growing prestige 

of the novel, particularly the historical novel, posed a direct challenge to the tra-

ditional forms of historical narrative and understanding’.28 Leopold von Ranke, 

in particular, related in his autobiography that, after reading Scott’s Quentin 

Durward, he ‘took the resolution to avoid, in [his] works, all imagination and 

all invention and to restrict [himself ] severely to the facts’.29 This very anxiety 

to establish the distinction between anything invented and anything based on 

fact is in itself proof of Ranke’s desire to repress the rhetorical status of histori-

cal writing.30 As can be easily surmised, the path represented by Ranke – this 

new more scientific and objective mimesis as opposed to the one offered by the 

eighteenth-century historians, which was at the same time truthful, instructing 

and pleasing – was not the only direction for nineteenth-century historiogra-

phy. Macaulay, as we have already seen in his descriptions, took it for granted 

that: ‘A perfect historian must possess an imagination sufficiently powerful to 

make his narrative affecting and picturesque’.31 Macaulay’s aspiration that his-

tory should appeal to the imagination was a defence of the eighteenth-century 

perception of the historical narrative as both instructive and pleasing and at the 

same time an intimation of a new sense of history in which imagination would 

take a central place.32

This was – broadly speaking – equally true of Scott, although he allowed his 

imagination more liberty only when he thought that it would not seriously com-

promise his historical research.33 This perfect symmetry made Scott extremely 

successful as a historical novelist and therefore quite daunting for Macaulay as 

a popularity-craving historian: ‘Sir Walter Scott [...] united to the fire of a great 

poet the minute curiosity and patient diligence of a great antiquary’.34 Such was 

Macaulay’s faith in Scott’s meticulousness and effectiveness as a researcher that 

he admitted in a footnote: ‘It is said that the D. of Y. was reminded of the duty 

which he owed to his brother by P. M. A. C. F. I must own myself quite unable 

to decipher the last five letters. It is some consolation that Sir Walter Scott was 

equally unsuccessful’.35
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What is more, this was not the only time that Scott figured prominently in 

Macaulay’s history. Apart from being an implicit point of constant comparison he 

is also a reliable point of reference. For instance, Macaulay more than once cites 

Scott as the primary source of his narration:

Th e whole clan met under the roof of an ancient church. Every one in turn 

laid his hand on the dead man’s scalp, and vowed to defend the slayers. 

[Footnote:] Proclamation of the Privy Council of Scotland, Feb. 4, 1589. I 

give this reference on the authority of Sir Walter Scott. See the preface to 

the Legend of Montrose.36

Given that Macaulay’s research consisted chiefly of readings, heavily literary in 

nature, because they brought the lives and times of the past vividly before his 

imagination,37 it is not surprising that he consulted other novelists as well. Apart 

from Scott, Swift and Sterne are also among the authorities he invokes, and so 

does Roidis in his Pope Joan, albeit for different (mostly satirical) reasons. More 

specifically, Swift’s Journal to Stella provides Macaulay with crucial information 

on the characterization of Princess Anne,38 and Gulliver’s Travels supports a state-

ment he wishes to make about William the Third’s custom of counting the Eng-

lish population by sects.39

On the other hand, Sterne, and his Tristram Shandy in particular, assisted Ma-

caulay in presenting the history from below or the ‘under current’40 – as he him-

self phrased it in his essay on ‘History’ – as it was illustrated by ballads, popular 

sayings and political tracts.41 In addition, Sterne proved to be a valuable authority 

regarding everyday matters of life and death in the army. Therefore, where other 

historians offered charts or tables as supporting evidence, Macaulay offered as an 

authenticating footnote a ready-made and clearly delineated character, Corporal 

Trim himself:

Th e reader will remember Corporal Trim’s explanation of radical heat and 

radical moisture. Sterne is an authority not to be despised on these sub-

jects. His boyhood was passed in barracks; he was constantly listening to 

the talk of old soldiers who had served under King William, and has used 

their stories like a man of true genius.42

This cavalier and casual way of citing authorities was not unknown to Roidis. He 

too ‘mixes heterogeneous things in the same sentence, referring to writers of fic-

tion along with writers of history, fictional characters and historical personages’.43 

More specifically, when he wants to describe the festival at St. Angeles monastery 

that Joan and Frumentius attended, he parallels it with the ancient festival of 
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Parilia (Παλήλια) held in honour of the deity Pales. For this reason, his dialogue 

with the work of three Latin elegiac poets – Tibullus (Elegies), Ovid (Fasti) and 

Propertius (Elegies) – seems almost natural. In this way, not only does he deploy 

literary sources in his depiction of the Christian customs of the Middle Ages, 

but he also – by a clever subterfuge – ends up describing the pagan customs of 

Ancient Rome instead.44

Nevertheless, Macaulay did not restrict himself to citing literary sources but 

also thought of his history as a form of fiction/romance, as the next extract shows:

With a person of my turn [...] the minute touches are of as great interest 

and perhaps greater, than the most important events. [...] Precision in 

dates, the day or hour in which a man was born or died, becomes abso-

lutely necessary. A slight fact, a sentence, a word, are of importance in my 

romance.45

This was not only his own opinion but also what contemporary critics thought 

of his work. Hence in order to fully grasp Macaulay’s innovation, we have to as-

certain what he meant by using the term ‘romance’. Romance in Macaulay’s work 

had a threefold meaning. The first two uses of the word coincide with the mean-

ings that the word ‘fiction’ has today: a) it meant something utterly invented/

fictitious and b) it denoted a type of literature that describes imaginary people 

and events. The first meaning is at use in the next extract: ‘Among the upper and 

middle classes Gates had scarcely a friend left. All intelligent Whigs were now 

convinced that, even if his narrative had some foundation in fact, he had erected 

on that foundation a vast superstructure of romance’.46 The second meaning, that 

of fictional literature, is used in the following extract:

[Lord Mordaunt’s] life was a wild romance made up of mysterious intrigues, 

both political and amorous, of violent and rapid changes of scene and for-

tune, and of victories resembling those of Amadis and Launcelot rather 

than those of Luxemburg and Eugene.47

Furthermore, in the last example we can see how the third meaning of the word – 

that of an amorous relationship – gets intertwined with the second in Macaulay’s 

work: Lord Mordaunt’s life becomes a fictional tale of amorous exploits like those 

of Lancelot and Amadis.48

Roidis on the other hand, who wrote a story on the amorous exploits of a 

mythic Popess, was adamant that he was writing a history and not a romance. 

Even the love letter that Frumentius wrote to Joan while they were together at 

the monastery of Fulda was not a product of love and affection of a romantic soul, 
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but a pastiche of paraphrased biblical sources (Psalms, Song of Songs, Jeremiah and 

Isaiah), as the relevant footnotes in the text explicitly clarify:

As the hart panteth after the water-brooks so panteth my soul after thee, 

my sister. [...] Th e hungry dream of bread but I saw thee asleep, Joanna, yet 

waking found thee not. Going up then to my black ass I approached thy 

holy tabernacle. By the grave of St Bona I wait thee. Come, my love, chosen 

of the sun, come with thy rays overshadowing the moon.49

What is more, Roidis vindicated this unorthodox epistolary practice by follow-

ing a ‘historical’ argumentation: it was customary among lovers of those times to 

copy the Psalms and the Prophets in their letters, therefore were his account to 

be historically accurate, not only was he justified to follow the same practice but 

also bound to do so.

Consequently, if we are to take both Macaulay’s and Roidis’ generic charac-

terizations at face value, we face a paradox: in the context of the mid-nineteenth 

century a novelist professed that he wrote a history and a historian claimed that 

he wrote a romance/novel. Faced with a paradox like this, every reasonable in-

vestigator would naturally wonder: ‘Which, if any, of these claims are true?’ The 

concept of truth as an extrinsic criterion is what actually differentiates the two 

approaches, or in the words of Macaulay himself:

Th e talent which is required to write history thus bears a considerable affi  n-

ity to the talent of a great dramatist. Th ere is one obvious distinction. Th e 

dramatist creates, the historian only disposes. Th e diff erence is not in the 

mode of execution, but in the mode of conception. Shak[e]speare is guided 

by a model which exists in his imagination; Tacitus, by a model furnished 

from without.50

In this sense, true stories and fictional stories differ not only in their extrinsic 

relationship to the real world but in their intrinsic imaginative structure, which 

invites and requires the assumption of factuality or fictionality.51 During the nine-

teenth century this intrinsic structure became blurred, but the extrinsic criterion 

remained intact and kept the boundaries between factual and fictional narrative 

constructions.52

To recapitulate briefly, we have seen so far that Macaulay’s interest was primar-

ily in the descriptive and engaging manner in which a historical work is written.53 

In view of this, it is no wonder that the mature Macaulay defined his historical 

method along these lines:
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I try to get as fast as I can over what is dull, and I dwell as long as I can on 

what can be made picturesque and dramatic. I believe this to be the most 

instructive, as well as the most popular way to write history.54

Moreover, the instructive character of Macaulay’s history did not allow room for 

misunderstandings. According to his precepts, the historian’s style ought to be 

clear-cut and unambiguous and this preference is manifest in Macaulay’s disap-

proval of Gibbon’s ironic style: ‘We have also here and there remarked a little of 

that unpleasant trick which Gibbon brought into fashion – the trick, we mean, of 

narrating by implication and allusion’.55

Notwithstanding Macaulay’s overt distaste for Gibbon’s ironical techniques, 

in his translation preface Roidis seems to agree with Taine, who is able to discern 

a latent enlightening streak, an eighteenth-century ring, in Macaulay’s approach:

According to the most acute of the French critics, Macaulay seems to be 

making a bet with his reader, telling him: ‘Be as much inattentive, dumb 

and ignorant as you like, but no matter how inattentive you are, I will make 

you take notice of what I say; no matter how dumb, I will make you under-

stand; and no matter how ignorant, I will instruct you. I will go to great 

pains to enlighten you, so, even if you do not want to be, you will’.56

Furthermore, Roidis’ ambivalent description of Macaulay’s style as sonorous and 

overemphatic conspicuously echoes the characterization of his own method in 

Pope Joan as a quasi-swiftian one.57 In particular, he writes about Macaulay’s style:

I cannot say whether the author’s bent for contrasts, sonorous adjectives, 

well-wrought phrases and the abundance of sometimes peculiar similes in 

his work is a virtue or a fl aw of his style. It suffi  ces to notice that such deco-

rative elements are liked by many and are likely to have increased the popu-

larity of his work. One thing for certain, though, is that no other English 

historian managed to make such an instructive but also likable reading out 

of history.58

And then Roidis goes on to describe his own stylistic method in Pope Joan in the 

following way:

A British writer, I think it was Swift, recounts that the inhabitants of a 

place that eludes me now are so apathetic and inattentive that whenever 

somebody speaks to them he/she must fl ap their heads from time to time 

with a blown pumpkin bladder so as to keep them awake. I myself devised 
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a similar anti-soporifi c remedy against the apathy of the Modern Greek 

reader, but, not having a pumpkin bladder at hand, I tried to exorcise their 

yawns by having recourse to unexpected digressions, peculiar similes and 

incongruous groupings of words on every page.59

After all, it is not coincidental that both writers were attacked on account of their 

repetitive and monotonous style.60 Carlyle called Macaulay’s oratory like ‘living 

under Niagara’ while Lytton Strachey mocked its ‘metallic exactness’ and its ‘fa-

tal efficiency’ as ‘one of the most remarkable products of the Industrial Revolu-

tion’.61 His repetitions and antitheses resemble ‘revolving cog-wheels; and indeed 

the total result produces an effect which suggests the operations of a machine 

more than anything else a comparison which, no doubt, would have delighted 

Macaulay’.62 This connection between style and the repetitive bang effect as a 

wake-up call to the reader makes the connection between the two writers even 

more intricate. The essential difference between them, however, is that Macaulay 

used his style complacently, whereas Roidis used it self-mockingly, as is shown by 

the following extracts, both of which describe a hurried flight.63 Macaulay, by his 

cumulative use of gerunds, stresses the fact that the women had their hands full: 

‘Great numbers of women, many of them leading, carrying, suckling their infants, 

covered all the roads which led to the place of embarkation’;64 whereas Roidis 

achieves the same effect by a combination of past participles and prepositional 

phrases: ‘The scared monk slung a wallet over his arm and, taking his wife by 

the right hand, his staff in the left, and firmly clutching a prayer book under his 

armpit, followed the frowning men’.65 The playful tone in Roidis’ text becomes 

apparent, first, by the incongruous grouping of objects and people and second, by 

the change of preposition; instead of the expected ‘διὰ’ [by/in] comes ‘ὑπὸ’ [un-

der] in order to highlight the fact that Joan’s father was only human and therefore 

had only two hands.

Consequently, to recapitulate what we have seen so far, both in the preface 

and the introduction of Pope Joan Roidis seems to agree with Macaulay’s basic 

precepts for historiography. He adopts in his own work Macaulay’s encyclopaedic 

scope and follows his picturesque and affective narrative example. Furthermore, 

he favours literary works as sources for the medieval study he writes. Roidis, 

however, has a different view on the uses of imagination in historiography and 

fiction and his work is considerably more self-conscious, ironic and subversive 

than Macaulay’s, both in terms of rhetoric and internal coherence. Nevertheless, 

the fact remains that Macaulay was the historian who introduced romance into 

history, whereas Roidis was the novelist who parodically introduced historiogra-

phy into romance. For this reason, Macaulay pleased his readers so as to instruct 

them, whereas Roidis instructed them so as to please them.
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 Notes

 M. M. Bakhtin, ‘Discourse in the Novel,’ in: The Dialogic Imagination: Four Essays by 

M.M. Bakhtin, ed. Michael Holquist, trans. Caryl Emerson and Michael Holquist (Aus-

tin: University of Texas Press, ), -: . Bakhtin uses the term in order to de-
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Lionel Gossman, Between History and Literature (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard 

University Press, ). 

 Thomas Babington Macaulay, The Life and Letters of Lord Macaulay,  vols., ed. George 

Otto Trevelyan (Oxford: Oxford University Press, ), vol. II, . For this reason his 
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Routledge, ), . 

 Emmanouil Roidis, Ἡ Πάπισσα Ἰωάννα: Μεσαιωνική μελέτη (Athens: Typois Io. Kas-
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edition by Dimiroulis [Emmanouil Roidis, Η Πάπισσα Ιωάννα: Το αυθεντικό κείμενο 

του , ed. Dimitris Dimiroulis (Athens: Metaichmio, )]. The references to the 

first edition will be given first while the relevant pages in the later edition will be denoted 

by numbers in brackets.

 Roderick Beaton, An Introduction to Modern Greek Literature (Oxford: Oxford University 

Press, ), . 

 Thomas Babington Macaulay, Ἱστορία τῆς Ἀγγλίας ἀπò τῆς βασιλείας τοῦ Ἰακώβου Β΄, 

 vols., trans. Emmanouil Roidis (Athens: Typois P. D. Sakellariou, -). 
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translations are mine, unless otherwise specified): ‘In order to appreciate the magnitude 
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equal or similar terms in their own language and country and taking advantage of the 
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French translations in particular are rife with such English phrases, for example, bill of at-

tainder, warrant, misdimenour [sic], quo warranto, poll, gentry, Covenant, recorder, writ, 

attorney, etc.’, Emmanouil Roidis, Preface to Ἱστορία τῆς Ἀγγλίας ἀπò τῆς βασιλείας τοῦ 

Ἰακώβου Β΄, by Thomas Babington Macaulay (Athens: Typois P. D. Sakellariou ), 

vol. I, α΄- ζ΄: ς΄ and Emmanouil Roidis, Άπαντα,  vols., ed. Alkis Angelou (Athens: Er-

mis, ), vol. V, . In any case, it is still important to compare Pope Joan to Roidis’ own 
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preface in the translated edition of Macaulay’s work, because in the preface Roidis seems 
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 Roidis, Preface to Ἱστορία τῆς Ἀγγλίας, α΄ and Roidis, Άπαντα, vol. V, .
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 Roidis, Πάπισσα Ἰωάννα,  [].
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 Thomas Babington Macaulay, The History of England from the Accession of James II,  

vols., (Philadelphia, Chicago, Toronto: John C. Winston, ), vol. II, .

 Macaulay, Life and Letters, vol. I, .

 Margaret Cruikshank, Thomas Babington Macaulay (Boston: Twayne Publishers, ), 

. This contrasting narrative, however, resulted in a simple morality of good and evil, as 

Catherine Hall argued (‘At Home with History: Macaulay and the History of England,’ 

in: At Home with the Empire: Metropolitan Culture and the Imperial World, eds. Catherine 

Hall and Sonya O. Rose (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, ), -: ). 
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tions. Their progress is rarely indicated by what historians are pleased to call important 

events. They are not achieved by armies, or enacted by senates. They are sanctioned by no 
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 Quoted in Antoine Guilland, L’Allemagne Nouvelle et ses Historiens: Niebuhr – Ranke – 
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 Stephen Bann, ‘The Historian as Taxidermist: Ranke, Barante, Waterton,’ The Clothing 

of Clio: A Study of the Representation of History in Nineteenth-Century Britain and France 
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on Macaulay’s theory of imagination, see Terry Otten, ‘Macaulay’s Critical Theory of 

Imagination and Reason,’ Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism , no.  (), -.

 According to D.D. Devlin, The Author of Waverley: A Critical Study of Walter Scott (Lon-
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army from Crookstone Castle. Scott was later informed that he had mistaken Crookstone 

Castle for Cathcart Castle. He made no change in the subsequent editions of the novel, 

but acknowledged the correction in a note’.

 Macaulay, Critical and Miscellaneous Essays, vol. IV,  and cf. Frank Palmeri, ‘The Ca-
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John Milton’s Areopagitica and John Stuart Mill’s 

On Liberty
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The concept of liberty goes back to classical Greece and Rome, and is closely 

linked to the humanistic revival of classical letters in the Renaissance. The prob-

lem of liberty, however, became more acute with the invention of the printing 

press, that lead to a diffusion of texts far wider than anything known to the 

classical or the medieval worlds. The sixteenth century, during which the new 

techniques of printing became widely established throughout Europe, also co-

incides with an increasingly rigorous exercise of censorship on the part of both 

the political and the ecclesiastical authorities of the time. It is also necessary to 

bear in mind the collapse of the Roman Catholic Church as the unique religious 

authority throughout Europe at precisely this time. The rise of fragmented and 

aggressively Protestant forms of Christianity in the north of Europe led to a new 

religious pluralism, but also to widespread forms of intolerance on the part of 

most, if not all, the religious authorities, both Catholic and Protestant, involved 

in often violent forms of conflict.

Further developments served to exasperate the problem of liberty from the 

sixteenth century onwards. One was the rise of the so-called Scientific Revolu-

tion that often, as in the case of the post-Copernican cosmology, defied orthodox 

readings of the Bible. Indeed, the exercise of biblical criticism itself had already 

been subjected to a radical upheaval by the new philological and historical inves-

tigations into biblical antiquity by Lorenzo Valla, which, after being developed 

in different directions by a series of major sixteenth-century scholars such as Er-

asmus of Rotterdam, Joseph Justus Scaliger and Giordano Bruno, would reach a 

dramatic climax in the works of Spinoza. Furthermore, the gradual development 

of new forms of parliamentary debate often questioned the traditional centres of 

both political and ecclesiastical power, which tended to react with severe forms 

of oppression. In this complex cultural environment of early modern Europe, a 

number of prestigious humanists assumed the task of defenders of liberty, put-

ting their pens at the service of their communities in order to ensure that the citi-
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zens’ rights and liberties should not be completely erased. Such a tendency would 

be long-lived, and become embedded in the humanistic culture of the Western 

world, where, even today, the humanist intellectual tends to assume it as a duty to 

raise her or his voice in the name of the liberties of a whole society.

The contribution of Dutch intellectual centres such as Leiden or Amsterdam 

as places of particularly liberal printing practices and intellectual debate, especial-

ly in the course of the seventeenth century – or its ‘Golden Century’ as it is often 

called – has long been recognized. It has been the subject of numerous studies on 

the part of distinguished scholars such as Paul Dibon and Jonathan Israel, among 

many others.1 My own paper, however, will discuss the contributions made by 

two English essays of particular power and influence, John Milton’s Areopagitica 

of 1644 and John Stuart Mill’s On Liberty of 1859. The paper will take into con-

sideration two aspects which link these appeals for liberty, historically widely 

separate in time:

1 Their common insistence on Parliament as the proper framework for provid-

ing guarantees of liberty of discussion and debate;

2 The emphasis on the individual as the proper subject of liberty, as well as the 

limits which any society should impose on the individual’s rights and freedom.

Finally the paper will enquire into the strengths or weaknesses of these authors 

with respect to two aspects of the discussion of liberty that particularly concern 

us today: the question of women’s liberties and rights on the one hand, and the 

problem of colonial liberties and rights on the other.

Starting with the first major theme of this paper – the importance of Parlia-

ment as the proper context in which to develop a discourse on liberty of thought 

and speech – Milton emphasizes just this theme on the original frontispiece of 

his pamphlet, printed in London in 1644.2 Milton describes his Areopagitica as 

a ‘Speech’ to the Parliament of England for the liberty of unlicensed printing. In 

reality, the speech was never made, but is rather a rhetorical device: a speech that 

Milton, who was not a member of the English Parliament, imagines himself as 

delivering to that august audience while he is in fact only writing it down in his 

study at home. This situation poses a problem that Milton faces up to, and an-

swers, in the opening pages of his text. Does the common citizen have the right to 

address his representatives in Parliament, expressing criticisms of their laws, and 

offering advice on how they should proceed? We might want to see an analogy 

between Milton’s position in 1644 and that of the political commentator or jour-

nalist in our own times. Milton, who lived when political journalism was still in 

its infancy, makes the important claim that he does have such a right. He supports 

his argument in still humanistic terms with a classical reference. He is only doing 
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what the ancient Greek rhetorician Isocrates did in Athens in the fourth century 

B.C., in the time of Plato, when he addressed an imaginary speech to the Greek 

Areopagus, or political meeting place, pleading for a return to more democratic 

government. This Greek root to Milton’s idea of liberty is further stressed on the 

frontispiece by a quotation from Euripides, written in Greek but translated into 

English by Milton himself: ‘true liberty is when freeborn men having to advise the 

public may speak free’. This quotation, from Euripides’ play The Suppliants, comes 

from a speech where Theseus is praising the rights of the people in Athens to 

speak their criticisms freely, while comparing them with the restrictions against 

free speech imposed by the oligarchy that ruled ancient Thebes.

Although he remains silent on the subject in Areopagitica, Milton was clearly 

aware that the English Parliament, dating from its origins in the Middle Ages as a 

form of defence against the unlimited power of the King and his feudal lords, had 

made important progress in the sixteenth century towards becoming a forum for 

free speech. Two canonical moments are commonly recognized in that progress: 

the first when Sir Thomas More, as Speaker of the House of Commons, made a 

famous appeal to Henry VIII in 1523 to let every member of Parliament declare 

himself as he thought fit, beseeching the King ‘to take all in good parte, interpret-

ing every man’s word [...] to proceed yeat of good zeal towards the profit of your 

realm’. Later, in the reign of Elizabeth I, the lesser known Peter Wentworth of 

Cornwall developed in the House of Commons a seven-point defence of freedom 

of speech beginning: ‘Sweet is the name of Liberty, but the thing itself a value be-

yond all inestimable Treasure’. Sir Thomas More, as everyone knows, ended up by 

being beheaded by Henry VIII for defending his liberty to remain within the Ro-

man Catholic church rather than swearing his loyalty to the new Anglican faith. 

Wentworth, for his part, was immediately arrested and imprisoned on orders 

from the Queen.3 Nevertheless, these sixteenth-century stands for Parliamentary 

freedom of speech remained as guiding lights for those, like Milton, who sup-

ported Parliament in the following century in its struggle against the absolutist 

tendencies of Charles I. They lie behind Milton’s own claim in the opening pages 

of Areopagitica that when complaints are freely heard in Parliament, deeply con-

sidered, and speedily reformed: ‘then is the utmost bound of civil liberty attained 

that wise men look for’.4

The irony of Milton’s situation lay in the fact that, although an ardent sup-

porter of the so-called Long Parliament that in 1642 had ousted the King from 

power, exiled him from London, and taken over the government of the coun-

try, he was indignantly protesting against that same Parliament for introducing, 

only a year later, a stringent law of censorship. Such a law, in Milton’s opinion, 

threatened to drag England back into the dark shadows of those parts of Europe 

dominated by the threat of the Roman Catholic Inquisition. How could a radi-
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cally Protestant, liberal-minded, anti-monarchical Parliament do such a thing? It 

is in his answer to this question that Milton introduces the idea of the individual 

person as the proper subject of a liberty that Parliament should not humiliate but 

defend. For the text of Areopagitica makes it quite clear that Milton considered 

the new law reintroducing censorship to Britain as deriving from the corporate 

interests of the Presbyterians, or the radical Protestants of Scottish derivation 

who held a majority in the Long Parliament of 1642. Against such corporate in-

terests, Milton celebrates the rights of the individual, and particularly of the in-

dividual author whose book, although legitimately subject to condemnation or 

praise after its publication, should never be the subject of preventive censorship 

by authorities interested only in propagating their own faith or ideology. ‘For a 

good book,’ Milton writes in a much celebrated passage of English prose, ‘is the 

pretious life-blood of a master spirit.’ For Milton it is worse to kill a good book 

than to kill a man: ‘who kills a man kills a reasonable creature, God’s image; but 

he who destroys a good Booke, kills reason itself, kills the image of God, as it 

were, in the eye’.5

A sensitive subject with respect to any treatise on liberty is always the question 

of what limits are to be placed on the liberty that is being so eloquently extolled. 

For it is clear that no reasonable defence of liberty will go so far as to tolerate 

actions that Milton himself calls ‘absolutely evil’, or against the most basic natu-

ral laws. However, much recent critical attention has been focused on another 

passage towards the end of his text in which Milton claims that a law concern-

ing censorship is a betrayal of the very values underlying the parliamentary idea 

itself. For if all cannot be of one mind (and, Milton asks, why should they be?), 

then he finds it more wholesome, more prudent, and more Christian that many 

be tolerated, rather than all compelled. But then he goes on to add the much dis-

cussed distinction: ‘I mean not tolerated Popery, and open superstition, which as 

it extirpates all religions and civill supremacies, so itself should be extirpat’.6 So is 

Milton in the end, underneath all his remarkable rhetoric, just another religious 

extremist, concerned to stamp out all remnants of Roman Catholicism from an 

increasingly Protestant Britain?7

Although a number of commentators have dismissed Milton as being far from 

a true liberal on the basis of this passage, it can, and in my opinion, should be ar-

gued that this part of his text needs to be read with particular care. For in the very 

next sentence Milton states quite clearly that he is not referring to differences 

in points of faith or doctrine, on which (although himself always Protestant in 

his own convictions) he believes it is possible to arrive at what he calls ‘a bond of 

Peace’. This, indeed, would be a coherent position in the light of Milton’s impor-

tant journey to Italy some years previously. For in Italy, Milton had met a number 

of Italian humanists whose Catholicism had not impeded him from considering 
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them as colleagues and friends, and for whom he publicly expressed his respect.8 

It is true that the great Italian rebels against the intolerance of the Roman Catho-

lic church in its long years of militant inquisitorial dominion, Galileo in Florence 

and Paolo Sarpi in Venice, are explicitly remembered and praised by Milton in the 

Areopagitica. Galileo is remembered as ‘a pris’ner to the Inquisition, for thinking 

in Astronomy otherwise than the Franciscan and Dominican licensers thought’, 

while Sarpi is present as ‘Padre Paolo the great unmasker of the Trentine Coun-

cel’. Yet Milton knew that neither Galileo nor Sarpi, in spite of their differences of 

opinion with the ecclesiastical authorities in Rome, had renounced their Catholic 

faith; and there is no sign in his text that he wished to criticize them for that. So 

it seems that the key word in the phrase quoted above is ‘to extirpate’, meaning 

to eliminate or to destroy. What Milton is complaining about is the mission of 

the Catholic Church in its militant inquisitorial phase to destroy (‘extirpate’) all 

those authorities, civil as well as religious, which refused to recognize its domin-

ion. Some groups of fundamentalist Protestants were similarly inclined, and Mil-

ton, in other parts of his text, had been harsh in his judgement of them as well. 

Indeed the Long Parliament itself, in which Milton had placed so many hopes, is 

being roundly criticized in the Areopagitica for introducing a law of censorship 

that he saw as compromising all the new freedoms it had recently attained. So the 

problem that is being raised here is not so much one of Catholics versus Protes-

tants, but rather the perennial problem of how a free society should behave when 

faced by groups in its midst intent on destroying it precisely because it is a free 

society. And that is certainly a problem that is still engaging our attention today.

If we now turn to the two final subjects proposed in the abstract – that is, 

the specific problems of women’s liberty, and of colonial liberties – it becomes 

more difficult to defend Milton from criticism. He was certainly not alone in 

the early modern world in simply assuming, without any need of excuse, that to 

write about liberty meant writing primarily if not exclusively about male liberty. 

In this context the classical influence on early modern discussions of liberty may 

be seen as an impediment rather than a support. Quentin Skinner, in a chapter 

on ‘Republican Virtues in an Age of Princes’, where he is discussing the pervad-

ing influence of Cicero on early modern writings on liberty, has remarked that 

‘although the humanists liked to boast that they spoke for humanity, the qualities 

they most of all valued and celebrated were associated in their own minds with 

only one half of humankind’: meaning, of course, the male half.9

Women simply make no appearance in the Areopagitica, as indeed they are 

equally absent from the treatise on education that Milton was writing at this 

time. As for his numerous publications pleading for the introduction of divorce 

laws into England, which also date from this period, they undoubtedly present an 

advanced concept of matrimony as concerned primarily with ‘civil conversation’ 
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between spouses, and only in a secondary sense with reproduction of the species. 

Nevertheless, Milton makes it quite clear that the law he envisages should be 

orientated towards freeing the husband from an unhappy marriage, rather than 

allowing a similar initiative to the wife.10 The later Milton of the great Biblical 

epic poems such as Paradise Lost, in which the protagonist becomes womanhood 

itself represented by the figure of Eve, has been the subject of much recent dis-

cussion, especially on the part of feminist critics.11 But it is too complex – and 

Milton’s treatment of Eve too ambiguous – to be treated here in any depth. Suf-

fice it to say, as many critics have pointed out, that the arguments in favour of 

free thought and expression elaborated by Milton in Areopagitica reappear there 

in the mouth of Satan. They become the voice of the Devil, precisely when he is 

tempting Eve to rise above the station assigned to her by God by eating the fruit 

of the tree of good and evil. Female liberty, it would seem, is seen by Milton as 

dangerous indeed.

Coming to the problem of colonial liberties, it may be noted that they too 

are nowhere mentioned explicitly in the Areopagitica. Milton starts off with a 

powerful criticism of the specific law of censorship introduced into England by 

the Long parliament in 1643. However, he then goes on to universalize his theme; 

and the books whose existence he is concerned to defend against unjust laws of 

censorship are seen implicitly to be in need of defence always and everywhere. 

For it is the concept of censorship itself that Milton is attacking here, whether at 

home or abroad. This clearly does not mean that Milton was at no time in his life 

concerned with colonial dominion, or the problems relating to the liberty of the 

subjects living in those territories; although it seems fair to claim that his primary 

political concern was always with England herself. Quentin Skinner’s important 

pages on ‘John Milton and the Politics of Slavery’ in the second volume of his Vi-

sions of Politics show quite clearly that slavery for Milton meant the submission 

of the English people to the arbitrary rule of kings rather than colonial slavery.12

It is, of course, impossible to ignore the question of the English Parliament’s 

dominion of Catholic Ireland, or of the terrible violence with which it would 

proceed in the following years to crush the Irish rebellions against its rule. Mil-

ton would become directly involved in this during his period of active politi-

cal collaboration with Oliver Cromwell and his followers, when, in 1649, he was 

asked to write a series of Observations on the Irish question. He has been bitterly 

criticized by some, both for a number of extremely unpleasant remarks he makes 

about the Irish in that text, as well as for his later silence on the brutal massacres 

in Ireland that would stain the reputation of England’s standing army during the 

final period of the interregnum.13 This brings us back once more to the militant 

religious struggles of those times, which Milton, in the Areopagitica, had been 

trying to rise above. Clearly even he was unable to do this with complete success. 
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Nevertheless, it is perhaps only fair to him to conclude on this subject with two 

comments that show him at least trying to do so. Firstly, in his Observations on 

the Irish question, Milton makes it clear that he considers it a right of the English 

Parliament to defend itself against the armed rebellion of the Irish Catholics, but 

he does not think that this includes a right to oppress them in their individual 

religious beliefs. Finally, it is of some interest to note an undated comment in his 

personal diary, or Commonplace Book, where, quoting Machiavelli, Milton writes: 

‘It is not the duty of every state to enlarge the boundaries of its power to bring 

other nations under its rule. On the contrary, Machiavelli wisely shows that it is 

dangerous to do so unless that state is wisely ordered and unless the addition of 

that new realm is justly administered.’14

As we have seen, consideration of sensitive subjects for us today, such as wom-

en’s liberties or colonial liberties, has led us inevitably to consider Milton in his 

historical dimension, as a man caught up in the turmoil of his times. But an essen-

tial part of Milton’s defence of books in the Areopagitica is his claim that a good 

book looks above and beyond the life of its author. If we consider Milton’s text 

within its times, it does not seem to have enjoyed a very brilliant reception. It was 

published in defiance of the licensing laws it attacks, without approval from the 

new boards of censorship, and with no publisher’s name on the frontispiece. Mil-

ton was called to Parliament to defend himself, and was reprimanded, although 

neither arrested nor detained. On the other hand, the licensing laws were not 

repealed as he had hoped – at least not at once – nor does the text seem to have 

been widely read. Yet the afterlife of this brief pamphlet, only forty pages long, 

has been prestigious indeed. We have documented evidence that it was on the 

desks of the men who wrote the text of the American Declaration of Independ-

ence. We know that on the eve of the French revolution it circulated in a transla-

tion by Mirabeau. An important edition was published in India in the late years 

of the nineteenth century when the movement for independence against British 

occupation and oppression was beginning to gather strength.15

Finally, it is of interest to note that the first Italian translation of Milton’s 

Areopagitica was published in 1933 at the height of the fascist era. The name of 

the translator, Salvatore Breglia, is relatively unknown: he studied and taught 

Italian literature, and had finished up in England, far from the fascist regime. But 

he was a brother-in-law of the prestigious philosopher Guido de Ruggiero who 

proposed the translation to the publisher Giuseppe Laterza of Bari.16 Laterza was 

closely linked to the internationally famous figure of Benedetto Croce, who, in 

the Italy of those years, was opposing the fascist ideology with a determination 

and a literary fervour of which Milton would surely have approved. Croce’s pri-

vate correspondence with Guido de Ruggiero shows that he was aware of Breglia’s 

translation of the Areopagitica, and even attempted (unsuccessfully, it seems) to 
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find a suitable reviewer for this Italian publication of Milton’s text.17 The book 

apparently never caught the attention of the fascist censors, in spite of the fact 

that their power had been much increased in 1930 by a new penal code, known as 

the ‘Codice Rocco’ after the name of the Minister of Justice at that time. Had the 

censors paid more attention to the slim volume quietly released by Laterza in Bari 

in 1933, they would have found themselves faced by a powerful attack against laws 

of censorship of a kind that they themselves were applying in Italy with increas-

ing severity. But with the help of De Ruggiero and Croce, Milton broke free, in 

1933 as in 1644, raising his voice to claim that: ‘many a man lives a burden to the 

Earth; but a good Booke is the pretious life-blood of a master spirit, imbalm’d and 

treasur’d up on purpose to a life beyond life’.18

The essays on liberty by John Milton and John Stuart Mill are separated by 

just over two centuries of European history rich in both political and cultural de-

velopments, as well as being fraught with new problems and forms of intolerance. 

Above all, in the context of this enquiry, a far more mature parliamentary form 

of governance in most European countries during the nineteenth century renders 

the situation in which the two men were writing significantly divergent, although 

not to an extent that prevents some comparison between the two essays from be-

ing meaningful, especially with respect to the aspects of the liberty discourse that 

are here being subjected to particular emphasis.

It needs to be borne in mind that, after the restoration of the British monar-

chy in 1660, the centrality of Parliament as the principal governing body of the 

country had been forcefully sanctioned by the so-called Glorious Revolution of 

1688. In that year, Parliament had intervened in the tense political situation cre-

ated by the death of Charles II, ousting his brother, the Catholic James II, from 

the throne and replacing him with the Dutch William of Orange and his English 

wife Mary. After this successful initiative, parliamentary rule went on to develop 

significantly in Britain, boosted as it was by a famous Letter on toleration pub-

lished by John Locke in 1689.19 Parliamentary rule strengthened throughout the 

eighteenth century, surviving the trauma of the French revolution, although not 

without difficulty. Indeed it was the rigid period of conservative and stringently 

repressive policy with which Britain responded first to the revolution in France 

and then to the Napoleonic hegemony of Europe that finally gave rise to the Re-

form Act of 1832, long requested by the more progressive part of the population. 

Designed to right the numerous corrupt practices and outdated traditions that 

were by then hindering the development of parliamentary rule in Britain, the Re-

form Act extended and modified male representation in Parliament, significantly 

shifting it from a predominantly rural representation to an urban one, in recogni-

tion of the increasingly evident effects of the industrial revolution. In the follow-

ing decades, Britain became a prosperous and modern parliamentary democracy, 
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inducing some of John Stuart Mill’s contemporaries to ask whether his Essay on 

Liberty of 1859 was really to be considered necessary.20

Mill however, for his part, had at once become an enthusiastic reader of Alexis 

de Tocqueville’s Democracy in America, of which he wrote detailed reviews imme-

diately after the publication of its two parts in 1835 and 1840.21 Mill is concerned 

to point out that Tocqueville is writing as an admirer of American democracy, de-

claring that from the moment of its constitution, power in America ‘was divided 

among many hands, to the end that the office might be powerful and the officer 

insignificant, and that the community should be at once regulated and free’. On 

the other hand, democracy, according to Tocqueville, has not ensured the free-

dom of the individual, and at times has even impeded it, because the individual 

is expected to bow down to the opinion of a majority. ‘In America,’ he writes in a 

significant passage quoted by Mill in his review, ‘the majority traces a formidable 

circle around the province of thought. Within that boundary the writer is free, 

but woe to him if he dare to overstep it’. And Mill, who clearly has Britain in mind 

as well as America, goes on to note that the courtier-spirit does not disappear in 

democracies. Rather, it tends to become universal because the sovereign majority 

is everywhere to be felt, and freedom easily degenerates into intellectual forms 

of servitude. In the Essay on Liberty, Mill quotes Tocqueville on precisely this 

subject of the standardization of individuality in democracies which, according 

to Mill, tend to render the European and American individual as much a servant 

of conformity as those of Eastern populations (he mentions specifically China) 

where democracy is still unknown.22 Mill’s Essay on Liberty thus proposes to es-

tablish the fitting adjustment between individual independence and political as 

well as social control – a subject, he claims, on which nearly everything remains 

to be done.

Like Milton before him, Mill also takes ancient models as examples of political 

excellence, in particular Athenian democracy, with Socrates as his philosophical 

hero. Mill shared Milton’s admiration of the agonistic and deliberative character 

of the institutions and political practice of ancient Athens, as well as its assertion 

of the sovereignty of individual judgement.23 That an Athenian tribunal should 

have condemned Socrates – the philosopher who had accepted it as his mission 

to teach his society the art of reasoned discussion and debate – to be put to death 

as a criminal for corrupting its youth, seemed to Mill an example of judicial iniq-

uity, within one of the most admirable political systems yet devised, that needed 

to be constantly remembered as a warning. Individual liberty then, as the example 

of Socrates shows, stands in need of support and protection even within a demo-

cratic society. This is the principal theme of Mill’s Essay on Liberty.

The subject is treated by Mill in terms defined by Isaiah Berlin as ‘negative lib-

erty’: the idea that there must be an area of individual freedom in which the indi-
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vidual need obey no law but his own.24 This idea clearly raises the pressing ques-

tion: where and how are the limits to such an area to be defined? Mill is intent 

on finding an abstract principle that answers this question, and he finds it in the 

idea of ‘acts injurious to others’. For as long as one contains one’s behaviour within 

an area where any harm done is limited only to oneself, there must be complete 

individual liberty and moral responsibility. Only outside such an area is society 

justified in intervening, either legally or through the pressure of public opinion. 

Mill recognizes that such a principle will inevitably mean that, for example, if 

someone wants to put themselves to death in a way that does no harm to others, 

there will ultimately be no way of stopping it. However, he also claims that such 

an area of ‘negative liberty’, if well administered by the individuals concerned, 

will give rise to the development of exceptional gifts and on occasions to acts of 

genius, to the undoubted benefit of the society as a whole. It is this freedom to 

develop one’s specific individuality without interference from outside that Mill 

sees as lacking in the modern world. He prefaces his Essay on Liberty with a quote 

from Wilhelm von Humboldt’s Sphere and Duties of Government: ‘The grand, 

leading principle, towards which every argument unfolded in these pages directly 

converges, is the absolute and essential importance of human development in its 

richest diversity’.25

As well as freedom of action, Mill’s essay is also intimately concerned with 

freedom of opinion and of speech, which he considers in the light of what has 

become known as his ‘assumption of infallibility argument’.26 In its simplest form 

this states that attempts to restrict, or to silence altogether, public debate on any 

subject necessarily involve an assumption of infallibility on the part of the si-

lencer, whether an individual or a public authority. Mill sees such an assumption 

of infallibility as conflicting with the possibility of the human faculties of reach-

ing any valid conviction of being in the right, which can only be obtained through 

rational discussion and debate. Freedom of opinion and freedom of the expres-

sion of that opinion are therefore seen by Mill as necessary to the well-being of 

the individual and of society. Indeed, it is on them that all their other forms of 

well-being depend.

Mill’s beliefs, then, to use the words of Stefan Collini, ‘were those of an ad-

vanced Radical – secular, democratic, egalitarian’. Furthermore, his hostility to 

privilege, injustice and moral callousness led Mill to write a number of militantly 

polemical pages in favour of both the equality of women’s rights and the equality 

of the rights of colonial populations, especially those still subjected to the injus-

tices of slavery. In particular two major essays signed by Mill are relevant here: 

The Negro Question of 1850 and The Subjection of Women of 1869.27

The Negro Question, in spite of its use of a terminology that today would be 

considered politically incorrect, was actually the title of a spirited letter of pro-
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test sent by Mill to the Editor of Fraser’s Magazine, which had just published an 

essay by Thomas Carlyle entitled Occasional Discourse on the Negro Question. In 

his youth, Mill had been a friend and admirer of Carlyle, who shared his belief in 

the decadent uniformity of the masses in modern democratic societies. But Mill 

was soon frightened off by Carlyle’s conviction that the rule of the strongest was 

sanctioned by Divine decree. This conviction led Carlyle to consider coloured 

slaves as an inferior race justly ruled over and exploited by white populations. 

This opinion is rejected indignantly by Mill who attacks the cruelty, tyranny and 

wanton repression of slave-owning societies: ‘I have yet to learn that anything 

more detestable than this has been done by human beings towards human beings 

in any part of the earth’. Later, in 1862, during the American civil war, Mill would 

write in favour of the abolitionist north, launching another indignant protest 

against those who enjoy ‘the spectacle of irresponsible power exercised by one 

person over others, which has no moral repugnance to the thought of human be-

ings born to servitude for life’.28

This decisive refusal of any form of colonial slavery is not necessarily to be seen 

as a refusal of all forms of imperial occupation or government. Mill’s life spanned 

the period of maximum expansion achieved by the British Empire; and it is well 

known that he was employed by the East India Company, the administrative body 

of the British Raj. His father James Mill had published in 1818 a major work on 

The History of British India that his son praises in his celebrated Autobiography as 

extremely instructive, and a book that had an important influence on his educa-

tion. Mill describes his father’s book as ‘saturated with the opinions and modes 

of judgement of a democratic radicalism then regarded as extreme; and treating 

with a severity, at that time most unusual, the English Constitution, the English 

law, and all parties who possessed any considerable influence in the country’.29 

Surprisingly, it nevertheless obtained for Mill’s father a remunerative post in the 

East India Company, which Mill himself would later enter in his wake. Mill re-

mained there until 1858 when the Company handed over the rule of the Raj to the 

government in the name of the Crown. In Mill’s opinion, nothing good came of 

this change. The East India Company had enjoyed considerable autonomy with 

respect to government pressure, and it is generally conceded that both Mill and 

his father had attempted, within its confines, to implement a policy of enlight-

ened colonial administration.30 Mill states quite clearly in the introductory chap-

ter to his essay on Liberty that he believes in the necessity for colonial rule while 

a society remains underdeveloped in its political institutions, although he was 

equally convinced of the necessity for emancipation once political maturity had 

been attained. Today we are likely to consider such an attitude as an enlightened 

form of colonial paternalism, falling far short of the rigorous anti-colonialism 

in all its forms professed by more modern progressive opinion. However, added 
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to Mill’s decided refusal of all forms of slavery, it shows him at least moving in 

the direction of full freedom from colonial rule. It is significant that in his years 

as a Member of Parliament, from 1865 to 1868, Mill voted repeatedly in favour 

of Irish interests, roundly denouncing, from his earliest parliamentary speeches, 

the English mode of governing the island, and proposing a settlement of the land 

question by giving existing tenants a permanent tenure.31 Mill may thus be seen in 

this context as proclaiming in enlightened terms opinions on colonial liberty with 

respect to which Milton had been considerably more reticent.

However, the context in which Mill most satisfactorily fills a glaring gap in 

Milton’s discourse on liberty is undoubtedly that of women’s subjection and 

rights. Here it becomes necessary to refer to the important influence on Mill’s 

private life and personality, but also on his intellectual views, exercised by the 

figure of Harriet Taylor, an ardently radical thinker and the great love of his 

life. Between 1832 and 1833, Harriet wrote some manuscript notes on ‘Marriage’. 

They represent a vibrant protest against the legal restrictions on the liberty of 

wives sanctioned by the British laws of the period. Later on, between 1847 and 

1851, Harriet and Mill together wrote at length on ‘Women’s Rights’. These writ-

ings, which also remained in manuscript, were dedicated to Queen Victoria, and 

include an important section on ‘Enfranchisment of Women’, written by Harriet 

herself.32 It contains a bitter denunciation of the majority mentality of the time 

that claimed: ‘The proper sphere of women is private life’. The text then goes on 

to claim that ‘one reason why there is scarcely any social feeling in England, but 

every man, entrenched within his family, feels a kind of dislike and repugnance to 

every other, is because there is hardly any concern in England for great ideas and 

the larger interests of humanity’. Harriet then goes on to ask whether votes are 

not given as a means of fostering the intelligence of the voters, and enlarging their 

feelings by directing them to a wider class of interests. That being so, the reason 

is particularly strong in the case of women, who should be able to vote because 

otherwise they will never be the equals but always the inferiors of men.

Harriet significantly influenced the essay on Liberty, as Mill himself unasham-

edly declares in an introductory note to his text. Published only shortly after 

Harriet’s death, commentators have long been discussing the extent and nature of 

this influence, which is not easy to assess. In the case of the Subjection of Women, 

although published some years later, the presence behind the text of Harriet and 

her militant views on female emancipation is clearly of primary importance.33 

Much of the text echoes the ideas on women’s rights already present in the manu-

scripts discussed above, beginning with Mill’s succinct statement of his purpose 

in writing the essay: his intention of claiming ‘that the principle which regulates 

the existing social relations between the two sexes – the legal subordination of 

one sex to the other – is wrong in itself, and now one of the chief hindrances to 
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human improvement; and that it ought to be replaced by a principle of perfect 

equality, admitting no power or privilege on the one side, nor disability on the 

other’.34

With the combined efforts of Harriet Taylor and John Stuart Mill, the dis-

course on liberty introduced into the early modern world by the sixteenth-cen-

tury humanists is emphatically extended to include the other half of humanity, 

at least in gender-orientated terms. Their achievement is in no way diminished 

by the fact that they could found their discourse on a number of distinguished 

precedents. In the eighteenth century, the French revolutionaries had already 

dedicated attention to the problem of women’s rights, and in England Mary Wol-

lstonecraft’s classic A Vindication of the Rights of Woman, first published in 1792, 

had advocated the necessity to include women in programmes of national edu-

cation. Harriet Taylor and John Stuart Mill for their part placed the question 

of women’s right to the parliamentary vote at the centre of their polemic with a 

traditional male-dominated culture: a development neither of them would live 

to see, but which would become a major subject of animated discussion from the 

second part of the nineteenth century until universal suffrage for all women was 

finally granted by the British parliament in 1928. The problem of colonial liberties 

would also build up into one of the major issues of the late nineteenth century, 

given the energetic imperial impetus of most of the major European powers of the 

time, and would be passed on to the twentieth century and even beyond. Milton, 

and to some extent also John Stuart Mill, may have failed to give a definitive an-

swer to this particular aspect of the liberty discourse; but there can be no doubt 

that whenever liberty, in its wider connotations, is in danger in the modern and 

contemporary world, their voices continue to command attention and respect.
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At a time when the countries of the Far East are rapidly becoming future world 

powers, when China is surpassing Germany as the most important export nation 

in the world and India is vying to rise up from the level of a developing country, 

it is sometimes necessary to remind us of the paucity of information on this part 

of the world in the not so distant past. And while the travelogue of the Venetian 

Marco Polo stands out as the one account that became widely known in the Mid-

dle Ages as it chronicled the journeys of the members of Marco Polo’s family to 

the Middle Kingdom under Kublai Chan during their two separate voyages from 

1260 to 1266 and anew from 1271 to 1295, there were rare earlier official contacts 

with this empire apart from trade relations that followed the silk routes: Chinese 

sources report of a Roman ‘mission’ that reached China in 166 A.D. There is a 

record in the Hou Hanshu (‘History of the Later Han Chinese Dynasty’) that 

a Roman delegation arrived at the Chinese capital Luoyang in 166 – during the 

reign of Marc Aurelius (161-180 A.D.) – and was greeted by Emperor Huan of 

the Han Dynasty.1

In an analysis that focuses on the impact on the European humanities of early 

reports from missionaries in the Far East, there is one discovery that more than 

anything else strengthened the resolve of the Catholic Church to pursue its mis-

sion: In 1625 a stele was unearthed that miraculously documented the presence 

of early Christian congregations in China. It chronicled that in 635 Alopen (or 

Aluoben), a Syrian monk and a group of other religious men from Persia were 

officially escorted from the Western outposts to the court of the T’ang dynasty at 

its capital, Ch’ang-an (= Xi’an) on the Yellow River.2 Alopen and his fellow trav-

ellers were Nestorian Christians, members of a religious group that the Roman 

church considered heretic until Pope John Paul II readmitted them in 1994. They 

came to a court that was surprisingly open to foreign influences as the Chinese 

empire enjoyed a period of peace that is now called the Buddhist Golden Age. 

For over two centuries Nestorians gained a strong foothold in China until severe 
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domestic and foreign problems toward the end of the T’ang dynasty resulted in 

virulent anti-foreign sentiments, and in 845 an edict dissolved all monasteries – 

primarily Buddhist but also Nestorian congregations. And for hundreds of years 

this early Christianization of China was all but forgotten until the ‘Nestorian 

Stone’ – as the stele is sometimes called – gave new impetus to the Jesuits in their 

efforts to convert the Chinese, as we shall see.

While the mission of Alopen was thus virtually unknown in the West in the 

Middle Ages, there were several other Christian travellers whose accounts were 

documented toward the end of this period, such as those of the Franciscan Plano 

Carpini to the Mongol ruler from 1245 to 1247; of Friar William of Rubruck’s 

travels to the Great Khan at his new capital, Karakorum, from 1253 to 1255; of 

Friar John of Montecorvino’s journey to Beijing via Madras, India, at the end of 

the thirteenth century; or of the travels of Odoric of Pordenone and his party, 

who reached their destination in 1342. Most of them were Franciscans, and they 

all profited from the relative openness of the ruling Mongols to religious beliefs, 

be they Buddhist or Christian. In their reports back to Rome the friars men-

tioned that they had to contend with Nestorian Christians among the Mongol 

elite whose way of life they seriously questioned. Nonetheless the Franciscans 

managed to establish small footholds in the vast Mongol empire before the Mon-

gols were ousted by the Ming dynasty between 1368 and 1387, which for all practi-

cal purposes ended the second flowering of Christianity in China. And while the 

reports of these early missionaries back to the Vatican and European courts were 

taken rather seriously, it is surprising that the narratives that reached the public 

were often met with the same disbelief that Marco Polo’s account evoked after he 

had dictated it in a Genovese jail to a fellow prisoner in 1298 – and after it became 

widely known in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.3

 Th e Portuguese Empire: Trade and secrecy

The renewed Chinese hostility toward most foreigners – trade was still allowed 

with Persian merchants along the Silk Road – was the most serious stumbling 

block when the new era of sea voyages began at the end of the fifteenth century. 

Columbus’s westward exploration in 1492 intensified the rivalry between Spain 

and Portugal over the allocation of new territories, which culminated in 1494 

in the Treaty of Tordesillas. It promulgated that all undiscovered non-Christian 

lands to the West of the Cape Verde islands were to become Spanish possessions 

while those to the East belonged to Portugal. Vasco da Gama’s discovery of the 

maritime route to the Indian subcontinent around the Cape of Good Hope in 

1498 not only ushered in the establishment of Portuguese settlements in India 
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– Portugal’s spice monopoly greatly contributed to the country’s wealth in the 

sixteenth century – but also meant that Portuguese ships were the only means 

of transportation for the renewed missionary efforts in India, China and Japan.

For such efforts began as the Spaniards and Portuguese discovered or occu-

pied more and more lands on both sides of the globe. Portugal, in particular, tried 

to prevent the dissemination of information on its exploits in the Far East, and 

little relevant information became known in print for decades. In 1540, after suc-

cessive appeals to the Pope asking for missionaries for the Portuguese East Indies, 

Francis Xavier – one of the founding members of the Society of Jesus created 

in 1534 – decided to heed this call. He established missions in India and Japan 

and died in 1552 on an island off the coast of the Chinese mainland. And while 

Franciscan monks continued missionary work in Japan with some success, it took 

another half a century until the first Catholic priests – again Jesuit fathers – were 

finally allowed to present themselves in Beijing.

 Th e Jesuit mission and the rise of Oriental studies

It is fair to say that the advent of Jesuit missionaries in China more than any other 

element left a lasting imprint on the European humanities of the sixteenth and 

seventeenth centuries and ushered in the curiosity and increasing awareness of 

this enormous realm among Western scholars. One of the earliest Jesuits to re-

ceive permission to set foot on the Chinese mainland and the fi rst to gain access to 

the imperial court in Beijing was the Italian Matteo Ricci (1552-1610). Despite all 

his intellectual prowess, his linguistic skills and technical know-how Ricci owed 

much of his success to the inordinate amount of time he devoted to the prepara-

tion of his journey to Beijing beginning with his arrival at Goa in 1578. When he 

reached the Jesuit mission in the Portuguese trading port of Macao four years 

later, some of his peers were still overcoming their objections to the kind of accom-

modation that the total immersion in the Chinese language and customs of the 

newly arrived, progressive Jesuits proposed.4 Surprisingly enough some of these 

progressive missionaries received permission to establish residence in the city of 

Chao ch’ing (Zhaoquing) upstream from the Portuguese trading port of Macao, 

and Ricci was one of the four fathers whose letters to the Jesuit General in Rome 

catalogued the years 1583 and 1584 in this outpost. Th e missionaries were well 

received, in part at least since they assented to wearing robes that resembled those 

of Buddhist monks – which blurred the diff erences between the two religions, of 

course. (Nonetheless this ‘assimilation’ marks the beginning of the so-called ac-

commodation with Chinese customs and cults that was to dominate missionary 

eff orts a century later and ended with the dissolution of the Jesuit order in 1773.)
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The texts of the communications of these four priests were published in a 

1586 Jesuit letterbook5 and were certainly used for propaganda purposes by the 

order as they contained valuable information on the Chinese people and their 

political system. Returning to Macao when the outpost was closed by Chinese 

authorities a couple of years later, Ricci not only spent the next decade perfect-

ing his mastery of the Chinese language and customs but published extensively. 

Balancing his skills in the sciences with his training in the humanities, Ricci 

produced his earliest version of a Chinese world map in 1584 and in 1595 his 

first book in Chinese, On Friendship. In this way he set a pattern that many of 

the later Jesuits tried to follow: Their extensive training both in Europe and in 

Jesuit stations on the fringe of the Middle Kingdom meant that upon having 

gained access to the imperial court their ultimate goal of converting the Chinese, 

especially the ruling class, involved their engagement both in the natural sciences 

and in the humanities. Many publications in both areas can be taken as proof of 

this approach that of course never lost sight of the ultimate goal, the Christiani-

zation of China.

Ricci’s initial visit to Beijing in 1598 failed after a few months as the Japanese 

invasion of Korea made foreigners suspect. Only after the publication of a greatly 

improved second world map in 1600 was Ricci finally permitted by decree to 

submit his credentials – and priceless presents – to representatives of Emperor 

Wan-li (1563-1620). (Ricci never met the reclusive ruler face to face.) The Jesuit 

was elevated to the rank of an imperial mandarin and spent the remaining nine 

years of his life in the house on the palace grounds that the Emperor made avail-

able for him and his companions.

Ricci’s publications during this period are highly informative; one of the later 

versions of his world map, produced at the behest of Wan-li, reveals the astute 

graphic adjustment of the representation of China during the two decades Ricci 

devoted to the improvement of his geographical knowledge of the host coun-

try [Fig. 6 (pages 190-191)]. When he died in mid-1610, the Emperor donated a 

piece of land for the burial plot and stele of the one foreigner the Chinese have 

revered to this day. In 1615, five years after his death, a fellow Jesuit, Nicolas Tri-

gault, translated the Italian text of Ricci’s Journals into Latin.6 This voluminous 

material, together with a growing number of similar publications on China, un-

dercut Portugal’s efforts to limit information on the Far East: As early as 1586, 

two years before Valignani’s collection of letters, the first book illustrating the 

Chinese writing system with reproductions of ideographs appeared. Juan Pedro 

González de Mendoza (1545-1618), a Spanish Augustinian monk in the service of 

Philipp II, spent three years in China. His experience – based on earlier accounts 

by Martin Ignacio de Loyola – provided material for the Historia de las cosas más 

notables, ritos y costu[m]bres del gran reyno de la China,7 the first history of China 
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in the West. It was almost immediately translated into English by Robert Parke 

as The Historie of the great and mightie kingdome of China. The second edition 

of Richard Hakluyt’s widely read Principal Navigations, Voyages, Traffiqves, and 

Discoveries of the English Nation of 1599 relied heavily on these sources in the 

section dealing with the Middle Kingdom.8 By the end of the sixteenth century, 

European scholars began to discuss some of the intriguing aspects of this remote 

part of the world. One of the earliest was Sir Francis Bacon, who in his 1605 Of 

the Proficience and Aduancement of Learning9 analyzed the tonal language of the 

Chinese and proposed to build a universal language on ‘real characters’ that could 

be similar to what he mistakenly considered the ‘hieroglyphs’ of Chinese writing. 

Despite these somewhat erroneous assumptions Bacon’s ideas influenced linguis-

tic discussions for the rest of the century.

Beyond early factual accounts it was again the Jesuits who tried to make avail-

able to the West some important Confucian works – which Ricci had already 

described in his Journal – and translate them into European languages. (In fact 

the Italian saw the greatest Chinese philosopher, Confucius, at the same level as 

the European philosophers of Greek and Roman antiquity, but he explicitly fa-

voured the ‘original Confucianism,’ which lacked the religious elements found in 

the later neo-Confucianism that conflicted with Christianity.)10 There were also 

attempts at translating the Four Books, the introduction to the Confucian canon; 

they culminated in 1687, when several Jesuit fathers published Confucius Sinarum 

philosophus11 (‘Confucius, the Philosopher of the Chinese’) in Paris. Along with 

further Jesuit accounts of the so-called Eight Trigrams used in Taoist cosmol-

ogy to represent the fundamental principles of reality and their relationship with 

the Yin/Yang principles this body of information had a considerable impact on 

European philosophers of the later seventeenth century, such as Leibniz. More 

perhaps than any other material on China such newly acquired insight into the 

philosophical and linguistic world of thought of this ancient civilization influ-

enced pre-Enlightenment discussions in the humanities of the West.

While Ricci had suspected that the mystical Cathay of Marco Polo and other 

earlier writers was identical with the China he was now describing, the ultimate 

proof only came when Trigault’s edition of Ricci’s Journals narrated the 1602-1605 

journey of Brother Bento de Goës. This fellow Jesuit died on the far western 

borders of China, which he reached in search of the mysterious Cathay following 

orders from his superior in Agra, India. Fortunately de Goës managed to send his 

travelogue on to Ricci in Beijing. This account greatly contributed to the identi-

fication of Marco Polo’s mysterious Cathay with the China that was now being 

discovered.12

For the West, this was perhaps the most intriguing piece of information on 

China, the elusive realm in the East for centuries. More than his various suc-
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cessors, Ricci’s extensive stay in China allowed him to characterize the men and 

women of his host country as ‘a people both intelligent and learned,’ as Ricci 

wrote in 1609 in his last letter to Rome. The Jesuit described the written Chinese 

language as one consisting of ‘ideographs resembling the hieroglyphic figures of 

Fig. 6: Matteo Ricci, with Zhong Wentao and Li Zhizao, Six-part map of China 

(Kunyu Wanguo Quantu), 1602, woodblock print, 152 x 366 cm, Vatican Library, Rome
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the ancient Egyptians,’13 an incorrect comparison by modern standards that an-

other Jesuit, Athanasius Kircher (1602-1680), would dramatically exploit when 

he proposed a direct linkage between these two systems in his 1667 standard 

work on the Far East, China [...] illvstrata.14 Ricci identified ‘the use of accents 

and tones [...] to lessen [...] the difficulty of equivocation or doubtful meaning’ 

and properly spoke of ‘five different tones or inflections.’ Much of this linguis-
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tic information – while not unknown by the time Trigault published it in 1615 

– led to intense discussions of the Chinese system and was used by European 

scholars ranging from Francis Bacon to Descartes, Mersenne, Hermann Hugo 

all the way to Kircher and Leibniz in their attempts at creating some sort of uni-

versal written communication.15 Overall the most striking characteristics of the 

Chinese, Ricci summarized, were their peaceableness; their efficient means of 

self-control; the strict hierarchization of government and society; isolationism; 

and xenophobia.16 Yet despite these various contrasting identifications and their 

discussions in learned circles, it may be true – as Nigel Cameron put it some 

twenty years ago – that ‘the Western world remained obstinately faithful to the 

China of Marco Polo and of that inspired literary robber and romancer Sir John 

Mandeville.’17

Ricci – who relied heavily on Western know-how and technical expertise 

when he tried to gain access to the highest levels of Chinese bureaucracy – early 

on identified areas where Jesuit fathers whose schooling initially would focus 

on the humanities were then to be especially trained in the natural sciences in 

order to demonstrate the superiority of the West and thereby promote their 

missionary work. Such points of attack were Chinese astronomy, which used an 

obsolete lunar-solar calendar system whose inadequacy Ricci’s Jesuit assistant 

proved a few months after his master’s death when his calculations pinpointed 

a solar eclipse much more precisely than the Chinese astronomers. Another 

area where the Jesuits enjoyed absolute mastery was the production and/or re-

pair of watches and technical instruments, such as telescopes – for more than 

a century they literally held the monopoly in these skills. Ricci’s own expertise 

in cartography made him indispensable; later generations of Jesuits trained in 

surveying and mapmaking were similarly highly regarded. In return, Ricci’s and 

later missionaries’ reports from China greatly influenced European humani-

ties in areas such as comparative religion, philosophy, or linguistics, as we have 

seen. However, the court appointments of Ricci or, after him, Johann Adam 

Schall von Bell and Ferdinand Verbiest, meant that the oaths of allegiance to 

the Emperor they had to swear automatically entailed a promise to remain in 

China for the rest of their lives. All three of them died there and were buried 

with high honours.18

 Early Jesuit assessments of the potential success of their China 
mission

One letter sent to the Jesuit General Aquaviva and printed in 1601 may serve as a 

representative assessment of the chances a Catholic mission would have in China, 
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as seen in the very beginning of such efforts. Nicolò Longobardi listed a number 

of points in his 1598 communication:19 (1) The Chinese realm is built on the high-

est degree of unity and conformity – an important factor in any future missionary 

work as top-down conversion should facilitate mass baptisms. (2) Uniformity of 

written language, which should also facilitate proselytization. (3, 4) The Chinese 

work hard, are rich, highly civilized and educated. (5) Even the common man 

knows how to read and write – which should facilitate the preaching of the gos-

pel. (6) The numerous laws are strictly observed; government follows the teach-

ings of Confucius. Christianity should be able to step right in. (7) The Chinese 

are immune to idleness. (8) But the people do not easily accept innovation. Lon-

gobardi fears that Confucianism might remain deeply rooted among the people. 

(9) The Chinese love domestic peace and tranquility; they live up to high moral 

standards and worship their ancestors. (10) But they are atheists, especially the 

scholars. Nonetheless this latter group, in particular, should be open to the ac-

ceptance of a single God and of the gospel.

This catalogue of information, and similar reports reaching the Jesuit Gen-

eral in Rome, clearly determined some of the missionary tactics that the order 

identified over the following years. Overall such lists may have been self-serving 

and too optimistic – at least when judged by modern standards. One of the 

Jesuits’ prime goals was the conversion of high mandarins, something that Ricci 

had been attempting in vain; pandering to the common people, however, such 

as wearing Buddhist-type robes, was soon abandoned as the newly chosen gar-

ments of the literati put the Jesuits in a much higher social class, much closer to 

the target groups of the intelligentsia.20 It is ironic that the potential conversion 

of the last Ming Emperor Chong Zhen (1611-1644) in the beginning of his short 

reign (1627-1644) may have been due to gratitude that he felt for the Jesuits who 

– much against their liking – were drafted into the production of Western-style 

cannons that proved superior in the repulsion of a Tartar attack on Beijing in 

1629.21 And while later Jesuits elevated to the rank of Mandarins enjoyed excel-

lent working relationships with the respective emperors, their conversion re-

mained an elusive goal.

Jesuit missionary efforts gained tremendous credibility in a different, totally 

unexpected way: In 1625 a nine-foot tall marble stone tablet or stele was un-

earthed in the outskirts of Xi’an.22 Its inscription told the story about a group 

of early Christians in China for whom the Jesuits had been searching ever since 

their arrival. There were legendary reports of an evangelization of St Thomas 

the Apostle in these lands, and Marco Polo and some of the thirteenth-century 

Franciscan travellers had talked about many sightings of the Nestorian Chris-

tians. But now this stele – engraved with a large Syrian cross and dated 781 – 

described the ‘Luminous Teaching,’ in other words, Christianity, in Syriac and 
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Chinese [Figs. 7-8]. It chronicled 

the arrival of Alopen and his group 

of Syriac-speaking missionaries in 

635 and recorded an imperial edict 

of 638 granting permission for the 

building of a church in Xi’an. The 

stone tablet – still preserved in 

the so-called Forest of Steles in 

this former Chinese capital – es-

tablished proof of the existence of 

the Catholic faith in a land that the 

Jesuits were therefore now trying to 

re-Christianize. Within a decade 

Athanasius Kircher, the most pro-

lific Jesuit writer of the seventeenth 

century, published a first transla-

tion in his work on the Coptic 

language, Prodromus Coptvs sive 

Ægyptiacvs;23 in 1667, he returned 

to this material in his handbook on 

the Middle Kingdom, China [...] il-

lvstrata, where he reproduced the 

stele on a stunning fold-out page 

[Fig. 9 (pages 196-197)]. In many 

ways this large folio work is part 

of the Jesuit propaganda aimed 

at demonstrating how the Jesuit 

order with all the expertise at its 

disposal was privileged to spread 

the gospel in this land – more 

than some of the other, competing 

Catholic congregations that had 

entered on the Chinese scene.

Fig. 7: Th e Nestorian Tablet or Stele, dating back to 

781, found near the former capital of Xi’an in 1625, 

Beilin Museum, Xi’an (rubbing)
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 Jesuit success at the Imperial Court due to their expertise in 
technical disciplines

One of the experts in the fields of mathematics and astronomy that the Jesuit 

superiors sent to Beijing on Ricci’s request one generation later was Schall von 

Bell (1592-1666). Like Ricci before him, he spent several years in Macao prepar-

ing for this arrival in Beijing in 1622, and like Ricci he had undergone a thorough 

training in the humanities but was specifically ‘groomed’ in the sciences in order 

to maintain the Jesuit foothold at the imperial court. Thus he published the first 

description of the Galilean telescope in Chinese in 1626 that the Italian had be-

gun to assemble in 1609. Never at a loss for words, Schall claimed that ‘now with 

the telescope there is no longer either small object or distant object. [...] Both 

heaven and earth become part of our visual field.’24 The ultimate proof of this new 

technology came when the Jesuits predicted a 1629 eclipse of the sun to the very 

minute while the Chinese Bureau of Astronomy missed it by a full hour. A few 

months later an imperial edict entrusted the calendar reform to the Jesuits, and 

in 1638 Schall assumed complete responsibility, all the while working under the 

direction of a Chinese Director of the Astronomical Observatory.

Fig. 8: Detail of Fig. 7: Crucifi x on top of the nine Chinese ideograms
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Fig. 9: Fold-out illustration of the Nestorian Tablet from Athanasius Kircher, 

China monumentis qua sacris qua profanis (Amsterdam: Van Waesberge, 1667)
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Th e violent end of the Ming dynasty in 1644 did not, however, change Schall’s 

position, as Shun Chih, the new Manchu Emperor and founder of the Qing (Ch’ing) 

dynasty, soon became aware of the advances in Western science and technology. Af-

ter Schall – who had presented his reformed calendar as early as 1641 – predicted 

yet another solar eclipse to the minute in 1644, he was appointed Director of the 

Imperial Observatory and elevated to the level of a Mandarin of the Fifth Class. 

Finally, in 1658, he received the highest honour of becoming a Mandarin of the 

First Class – which did not prevent the powerful enemies of the Jesuit scientists to 

accuse them of high treason when upon the death of Shun Chih his six-year-old 

son Kang-h’si ascended the throne in 1661. Th e Jesuits suff ered terribly during the 

long trial, were fi nally exonerated – but Schall had been weakened so much that he 

died a few months later in 1666. One of his faithful collaborators was Flemish-born 

Ferdinand Verbiest (1623-1688), who was jailed along with Schall. When Kang-h’si 

assumed full power in 1666, Verbiest on several occasions challenged the Chinese 

accuser of the Jesuits and new Director of the Observatory in the presence of the 

emperor, who in 1669 fi nally appointed Ver biest as the second Jesuit Director, a 

post he held until his death in 1688. Apart from several important astronomical 

publications, Verbiest also replaced Schall’s older instruments on the platform of 

the observatory, where they have survived to this day [Fig. 10].25 An exceedingly 

Fig. 10: Th e Beijing Observatory, image from J.B. du Halde, Th e General History of China 

Containing a Geographical, Historical, Chronological, Political and Physical Description of the 

Empire of China (London: Watts, 1741) © Hulton Archive/Getty Images
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well-trained engineer, Verbiest – quite possibly like earlier Jesuits in Emperor 

Chong Zhen’s short reign – was drafted to design and produce cannons for 

Kang-h’si’s army, which performed well and enabled the emperor to put down a 

long-festering rebellion.26 Despite the preponderance of his technical work Ver-

biest also published books in the field of theology and may have rearranged the 

Chinese grammar originally prepared in 1652 by Martino Martini (1614-1661), 

a South Tyrolean fellow Jesuit and long-time travelling companion.27 Verbiest 

excelled in the Manchu language, the idiom still spoken at the Manchu court of 

Kang-h’si, and opened the field of Manchu studies by authoring the first Gram-

matica tartarea, also titled, Elementa linguæ tartaricæ, which was printed in Bei-

jing.28 Mastery of this language further facilitated his communication with the 

emperor.

 Th e eight-year-long Jesuit exploration of a land route to China 
and Tibet

At about the same time the journeys to China that Western missionaries had to 

undertake on Portuguese vessels had become so dangerous, and so many lives 

were lost due to the increased harassment of these ships by Dutch and English 

warships and privateers, that the Jesuit General decided to send an explora-

tory party overland from Rome to Beijing to ascertain whether a land route 

might be a viable alternative. The newly published atlas Novvs Atlas Sinensis 

by Martino Martini29 greatly facilitated such plans [Fig. 11]. Thus in early 1656 

the Jesuit General sent detailed instructions for an overland journey to two 

young Austrian Jesuits, Bernhard Diestel (1623-1660) and Johannes Grueber 

(1623-1680).30 They were to take the northerly route, the old Silk Road, and 

had to document their itinerary so that mission stations could subsequently be 

established. However, border wars between Persia and Afghanistan prevented 

them from pursuing their overland search; they were forced to travel on the 

well-known caravan route to Hormus and from there took boats to Macao. 

After three years they finally reached Beijing in August of 1659, where Grueber 

began his work as a mathematician for the imperial court while Diestel soon 

died from exhaustion.

Thanks to the intercession of Adam Schall, Grueber and a new travelling 

companion received imperial letters of protection that were to facilitate their re-

turn to India via Tibet and Nepal. And indeed Grueber and the Belgian Albert 

d’Orville (1621-1661) reached Lhasa after a six-month trek on 10 October 1661. 

Emperor Shun Chih’s protection enabled them to remain in the Tibetan capital 

for one month and observe life and customs there. It was during this period that 
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Fig. 11: Martino Martini, representation of China in Novius Atlas Sinensis (Amsterdam: Blaeu, 1655)
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Grueber – well trained as a draftsman – produced the sketches that were used 

upon his 1664 return to Rome in Kircher’s summary account of this eight-year-

long journey in the 1667 China [...] illvstrata. Unfortunately the vast majority of 

Grueber’s sketches were lost, and the summary in Kircher’s publication remains 

the first written and illustrated record of this epic journey31 as Grueber’s further, 

detailed accounts sent to Rome from his new post in Transylvania never reached 

Kircher. Nonetheless, for 200 years Grueber’s documentation in the China [...] 

illvstrata contained the earliest illustrations of Lhasa, the costumes of Tibetan 

men and women and even of the Dalai Lama – drawn from a half-size bust as the 

Jesuits were not allowed to see him face to face [Fig. 12].

Of particular interest within the purview of this analysis is Grueber’s assess-

ment of the apparent similarities between Tibetan-style Lamaism and Catholi-

cism. Some of these had first been described in 1625 by another Jesuit, Antonio 

de Andrade (1580-1634), the earliest European to set foot on Tibetan soil in the 

west of the country. On several occasions Andrade spent a total of two years 

in Tsaparang, where on Easter Day 1626 the cornerstone was laid for the first 

Fig. 12: Th e Potala Palace in Lhasa, from Athanasius Kircher, China monumentis qua sacris qua 

profanis (Amsterdam: Van Waesberge, 1667), p. 74
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Christian church in Tibet.32 On 6 November 1625, he sent a letter to his supe-

rior in Portuguese Goa that was printed a couple of years later but – despite 

several translations – remained relatively unknown.33 Both he and forty years 

later Grueber noticed the following specious similarities: (1) They (the Tibetan 

Lamaists) celebrate holy mass with bread and wine; (2) they administer the ex-

treme unction; (3) they bless marriages; (4) they pray for the sick; (5) they have 

processions; (6) they revere relics; (7) they have monasteries and nunneries; (8) 

they sing in choirs according to the customs of our faithful; (9) they fast several 

times a year; (10) they elect bishops; (11) they donate generous offerings and 

are well disciplined; (12) they send terribly poor barefoot monks all the way 

to China. Nonetheless, Grueber concluded, all of these similarities could only 

be the work of the devil since they were strikingly similar to rites and customs 

in the Catholic Church even though no European or Christian had ever been 

in this corner of the world. These observations were further confirmed by the 

members of the Capuchin order34 to whom the Pope entrusted the Christianiza-

tion of Tibet in 1704, which for about forty years led to a mission in Lhasa. (It 

goes without saying that seventeenth-century interpretation of such surprising 

similarities also surmised the influence of early Christians, such as the Nesto-

rians, and even theorized that the elusive Prester John could have taken refuge 

in Tibet.)

 In closing: Th e impact on the West of some other aspects of the 
Chinese civilization

Let me add a few concluding remarks. While this analysis has highlighted the im-

pact on the European humanities of some of the early reports from the Far East, 

primarily from China, it has not touched upon many other aspects of the Chi-

nese civilization that influenced the West during the Early Modern Period. Apart 

from efforts to commercialize silk production at just about every European court, 

the most salient one is the import and ultimate production of porcelain, initially 

in Germany. Less well known is the fact that the Chinese were early masters of 

bridge construction – at the end of the sixteenth century, Portuguese travellers to 

China described suspension bridges for the first time. In the 1683 edition of his 

Relationes Curiosæ Eberhard Werner Happel reports on chain bridges that the 

Chinese built across a deep ravine;35 in 1741, the Austrian architect Fischer von 

Erlach (1656-1723) proposed to build the first such bridge in the West, specifically 

referring to Chinese models.

We have reached the end of the seventeenth century, the period under investi-

gation. Two last references: On several occasions, we have encountered the most 
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important handbook on China published in the last third of the seventeenth cen-

tury, Athanasius Kircher’s China [...] illvstrata of 1667. This folio-size tome was 

the outlet for much of the material that Catholic missionaries sent to Rome from 

their various stations, especially the Far East; Grueber’s account was featured just 

as much as that of one of his travelling companions, Heinrich Roth, who was the 

first to describe Sanskrit, the language of the Indian Brahmans.36 But any further 

analysis of Kircher’s compendium and some of his other relevant work would go 

beyond the pale of this investigation.

At the close of the century, Kircher’s China [...] illvstrata, but also his earlier 

Œdipvs Ægyptiacvs [...]37 with its section on Chinese writing were some of the 

sources that Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz (1646-1716) used in his extensive delib-

erations of an Ars combinatoria. They led to his interest in the Chinese writing 

system, which – as he hoped – could lead to a clearer differentiation between 

signum and notio and could pave the way to an analysis of a logical structure 

of this system. Ultimately this would connect with his combinatorial work, for 

which the Chinese Yijing and its hexagrams provided a possible model. After 

more than two decades of keen interest in matters Chinese Leibniz published an 

analysis of information related to the Middle Kingdom in the Novissima Sinica 

of 1697.38 He documented his extensive knowledge in a preface that presented 

his astute interpretation of the situation in China. It showed his long-cherished 

goal of a Sino-European exchange of knowledge ‘in which Europeans taught 

Chinese geometry, First Philosophy and revealed religion while the Chinese in 

turn taught natural religion and practical philosophy – ‘practica philosophia [...] 

id est Ethicæ et Politicæ,’39 as David Mungello characterized Leibniz’s approach. 

In some ways like Kircher in his China [...] illvstrata a generation earlier, Leibniz 

provided a forum not only for an extended report on the history of the Jesuit 

mission in China up to 1692 by the rector of the Jesuit College in Peking but 

also included a brief account of an astronomical work in which Ferdinand Ver-

biest discussed stellar observations carried out on behalf of Emperor Kang-h’si 

in preparation of the new Chinese calendar.40 Despite the small print run – a 

second printing occurred two years later – this book, in particular the detailed 

prefatory material that Leibniz prepared, provided yet another impetus for re-

newed scholarly discussions of China, its political system, philosophy and its 

civilization in eighteenth-century Europe. In some ways Leibniz summarized 

the lasting impact that one hundred years of ever more reliable information on 

the Middle Kingdom had on the West, an impact clearly felt in the humanities 

where – as had become quite evident over the years – China had the most to 

offer.
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 ‘In the ninth yanxi year [ CE], during the reign of Emperor Huan, the king of Da Qin 

(the Roman Empire), Andun (Marcus Aurelius Antoninus), sent envoys from beyond the 

frontiers [...] to offer elephant tusks, rhinoceros horn, and turtle shell. This was the very 
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might be exaggerated.’ John H. Hill (transl.), The Western Regions According to the Hou 

Hanshu. The Xiyu juan ‘Chapter on the Western Regions’ from Hou Hanshu . nd, 

revised ed., . URL: http://depts.washington.edu/silkroad/texts/hhshu/hou_han_

shu.htmlsec (accessed //). The Roman Emperor ‘Andun’ or ‘An tun’ (thus 
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 Nigel Cameron, Barbarians and Mandarins. Thirteen Centuries of Western Travelers in 

China (Hong Kong, Oxford, NY: Oxford University Press, ), -; Catholic Diction-

ary: Alopen. URL: http://dictionary.editme.com/Alopen (accessed //). 
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hopeless enterprise,’ was the verdict that a fellow Jesuit pronounced who preferred to rely 

on translators and pursued the Europeanization of the Chinese. Quoted by Michele Rug-

gieri, who upon arrival at Macao in  was freed from all other duties in order to focus 

on the learning of the language. See ‘Introduction’ to M. Howard Rienstra (ed., transl.), 

Jesuit Letters from China - (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, ), -

.
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 Madrid: Pedro Madrigal,  (=). English translation London: Edward White 
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 London: Bishop, Newberie and Barker, .
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tate et augmentis scientiarum [...] (London: Haviland) of the  Of the Proficience and 

 Aduancement of Learning (London: Tomes).

 David E. Mungello, The Great Encounter of China and the West, -. nd ed. (Lan-

ham, MD, et al.: Rowman & Littlefield, ), -.

 Confucius Sinarum philosophus, sive Scientia sinensis [...], transl. into Latin by Philippe 

Couplet S.J. et al. (Paris: Horthemels, ).
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 China in the Sixteenth Century: The Journals of Matthew Ricci: -, transl. from the 

Latin by Louis J. Gallagher, S.J. (New York: Random House, ), esp. -. Ricci 

narrated that during Bento de Goës’ way east from Afghanistan as part of a caravan, he 

met merchants on their return from ‘the so-called Cathay. There, in Peking, they had lived 

in the same House of Ambassadors with the Fathers of the Society of Jesus, and so they 

were able to give Brother Goës first-hand information about Father Matthew Ricci and 

his companions. It was in this way that Bento first learned [...] that China was, in truth, 
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 Journals, -.

 China Monumentis quà sacris quà profanes [...] (Amsterdam: Jansson and Van Waesberge, 

). See also Hartmut Walravens, China illustrata. Das europäische Chinaverständnis im 

Spiegel des . bis . Jahrhunderts. Catalogue of the Herzog August Bibliothek Wolfen-
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 Cameron, Barbarians, .
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Th e Middle Kingdom in the Low Countries

Sinology in the Seventeenth-Century Netherlands
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China is a ‘noble diamond, sparking divinely in the eye’, according to Joost van 

den Vondel (1587-1679).1 The Dutch ‘Prince of Poets’ was not alone in esteem-

ing the Middle Kingdom so highly. Not only was Amsterdam a staple market 

of Chinese goods and works of applied art. Various efforts of early European 

scholarship on China were products of the Netherlands as well. The earliest il-

lustrated books, printing types, discussions of Chinese history, and editions of 

Confucius originated in the Low Countries. We may call this the ‘proto-sinology’ 

of the seventeenth century, as Chinese studies became an academic discipline 

only in 1876 when a chair was established at Leiden’s university, followed by 

Louvain in 1884.2

This chapter will explore how the efforts of individual scholars, linked 

through networks of trade and correspondence that joined Amsterdam, Ant-

werp and Beijing, resulted in cross-cultural exchanges of knowledge. Even 

though taking place in the margin of the academic curriculum, they sparked 

new ideas in the humanities. As Timothy Brook observes, ‘ Though regarded as 

a minor academic discipline today, sinology in the seventeenth century played an 

important role in the formation of the modern European disciplines of geogra-

phy, history, and social theory’.3 We may add different branches of the humani-

ties to this list. Exchanges moved along four related fronts. The first focused on 

the Chinese language and its script. The second front, building on Renaissance 

practices of philology, involved the translation of the Chinese classical works 

into Latin. The third related to music and the visual arts. Finally, knowledge 

of Chinese history impacted Biblical criticism, paving the way for the role that 

China (or rather, European images of China) would come to play in the Euro-

pean Enlightenment.

Even though recent scholarship has observed that the Netherlands were ‘Eu-

rope’s primary entrepôt for information about Asia’ and that the Dutch per-

ception of China has ‘considerable significance for understanding early modern 
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European culture generally’, the impact of this exchange on the humanities has 

been neglected.4 The seventeenth-century Low Countries were not only en-

gaged in global trade but also a centre of the printing, translation and engraving 

business. As such they formed a major hub of sinological information before 

it reached Paris, London, Berlin and Saint Petersburg. The images of China 

that developed during this period gained wider acceptance throughout Europe 

in the eighteenth century, resulting in ‘Chinoiserie’ in art and literature from 

Frederick of Prussia’s Sanssouci utopia to Voltaire’s vision of an ‘Enlightened’ 

China.5 Paradoxically, European conceptions of China and Chinese scholarship 

became increasingly determined by stereotypes over the years. The seminal ap-

proach of the seventeenth century, characterized by the varied aims of obser-

vation, imagination, and rhetorical opportunism geared towards a European 

agenda, offered a more open-ended and fluid cultural exchange than what fol-

lowed afterwards.

 Th e importance of the Low Countries: Religious and 
commercial missions to China

The role of the Low Countries depended on a fortuitous combination of factors.6 

In seventeenth-century Europe, knowledge about China was limited to the inter-

continental networks established by the trading companies and by the Society of 

Jesus. The Dutch United East India Company established the fastest and most 

efficient route of communication with China. It helped a small group of Jesuits 

from the Southern Netherlands, which reached inside the Forbidden City, to be-

come extraordinarily successful.7 One of them, Ferdinand Verbiest (1623-1688), 

even became private tutor to the Emperor. The missionaries, in turn, provided 

publishers, scholars and artists in the Netherlands with first-hand information 

from their privileged position. Dutch colonial settlements in East Asia some-

times played intermediary roles in this exchange.8

Linguistic and cultural affinities apparently trumped religious differences; 

Jesuits could move relatively freely in the Dutch Republic where there was a large 

Catholic population. Three visits by members of the Chinese mission made a large 

impact throughout the Netherlands. The first was Nicolas Trigault (1577-1628) 

from Douai, the successor of the founder of the Jesuit enterprise in China, Mat-

teo Ricci (1552-1610).9 In 1614, Trigault returned from China to the Low Coun-

tries. During a meeting in Antwerp, the painter Rubens portrayed him wearing a 

Chinese silk robe and scholar’s hat: the missionary apparently made sure to pre-

sent himself to greatest effect [Fig. 13].10 His edition of Ricci’s papers was trans-

lated widely as the first popular source of information on China. This interest 
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Fig. 13: Pieter Paul Rubens, Portrait of Nicolas Trigault in Chinese Costume, 1617, 

black, red, and white chalk, blue pastel, and pen and brown ink on light brown 

laid paper, 24.8 x 44.6 cm. Image © Th e Metropolitan Museum of Art
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was reinforced when in 1653 another Italian Jesuit, Martino Martini (1614-1661), 

arrived in the Dutch Republic from China, accompanied by a Chinese assistant. 

He stayed in Amsterdam for some time to prepare the publication of detailed 

Chinese maps with the famous printer Johannes Blaeu (1596-1673). Martini’s sub-

sequent visit to the university of Louvain inspired a generation of students to join 

the mission. Noël Golvers has recently identified over two hundred requests by 

‘Indipetae’ (those desiring to go to Asia) from the Low Countries, of which only 

eight received a positive response. A young teacher of rhetoric, Antoine Thomas 

(1644-1709) from Namur, wrote seventeen petitions between 1663 and 1675 be-

fore he could finally sail Eastward in 1678.11

When Martini set out to return to China in 1657 he was accompanied by 

Philippe Couplet (1622-1693) from Mechlin and, from the Northern Nether-

lands, François de Rougemont (1624-1676) and Ignatius Hartoghvelt (1629-

1658). In preparing for their exotic expedition, the three young missionaries first 

went to Amsterdam in civilian clothes to preach in the condoned Jesuit mis-

sion.12 After arriving in China, Couplet became a particularly successful strat-

egist, sometimes acting as a political and commercial informer for the Dutch 

traders.13 Eventually it was his turn to travel from Beijing to Europe in order 

to further propagate the importance of the mission. In 1683 he disembarked in 

Holland where he worked for some time on an explanation of the writings of 

Confucius and a text on Chinese chronology, a topic that greatly attracted schol-

ars in the Netherlands.14

The select group of Jesuits from the Low Countries played a dispropor-

tionately large role in exchanges of knowledge.15 In many cases they acted as 

intermediaries between Rome, Northern Europe and Beijing. One example is 

the Dutch connections of the famous scholar Athanasius Kircher (1602-1680), 

based at the Jesuits’ Roman College, who was seen as the expert on China even 

though he never visited the country. When the Dutch Jesuit Godfried Henskens 

(1601-1681) considered printing Latin translations of Chinese philosophy, made 

by an Italian missionary, Kircher intervened and took the manuscripts to Rome 

where they remained in the Museo Kircheriano for some years.16 Couplet and 

the Antwerp-born librarian of the Vatican, Emmanuel Schelstrate (1649-1692), 

were the first to discuss publication again.17 Another Antwerp Jesuit, Daniël 

van Papenbroeck (1628-1714), an active supporter of Couplet during his stay 

in Europe,18 eventually acted as an intermediary between Rome and the Dutch 

publisher of Kircher’s China Illustrata (in Latin and Dutch versions), the most 

popular book on China of the age, lavishly illustrated by a collective of artists 

from the Low Countries.19

‘Missionary sinology’, to use Geoffrey Gunn’s term, depended on the fact that 

from the order’s foundation onward the Jesuits were geared towards education, as 
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has been amply documented.20 The Ratio Studiorum (1599) outlined a complete 

training in the arts and sciences.21 Among the artes, it gave pride of place to study-

ing Hebrew and ecclesiastical history whereas poetry, rhetoric and grammar were 

included in the studia inferiora. Other branches were taught under the name of 

‘accessories’, including history and antiquities. The missionaries from the Belgian 

Provinces all worked as teachers of the humanities before going to China (Tri-

gault taught rhetoric in Ghent for eight years; Couplet taught Greek in Mechlin; 

Verbiest taught Latin, Greek and rhetoric in Brussels; Thomas taught rhetoric 

and philosophy in Douai).22 This scholarship focusing on language and letters 

and the strict selection criteria prepared the missionaries for the confrontation 

with the Chinese literati. In their foothold at Macao, a Portuguese colony, the 

Jesuits established the fi rst European university (‘Collegium’) in East Asia. Here, 

they envisaged to introduce the Chinese to the higher truths of Christianity by 

convincing them of the correctness of Western reasoning in the arts and sciences.23 

They set up an equivalent of the ratio studiorum that incorporated indigenous 

study methods.24

Moreover, the Jesuits used their erudition to legitimize, for a European audi-

ence, their costly and intellectually challenging missionary work. The Congrega-

tio de Propaganda Fide, founded in 1622, requested the missionaries to report to 

Rome on a yearly basis. Their letters were often printed (Trigault, for instance, 

published with the Antwerp printer Verdussen) and although officially restrict-

ed literature in Protestant countries, these were widely available in pirated edi-

tions.25 As we shall discuss below, not only did the Jesuits present their own work 

in the positive light of humanistic scholarship, but they also portrayed Chinese 

civilization favourably.

It seems that the Jesuits of the Provincia Flandro-Belgica had an added incen-

tive for studying China: they expected it would benefit their mission in the Prot-

estant Netherlands. The association of the Jesuits with the Chinese was often 

used to discredit the order in Protestant countries. In effect, however, tradesmen 

in the Dutch Republic were greatly interested in any information the missionar-

ies could provide about this remote part of the world. When Martini travelled 

back to Amsterdam from Brussels, his expenses were paid by the magistrates of 

the Dutch East India Company. Martini, in turn, tried to ensure financial ben-

efits and privileges on the Company’s ships.26

Finally, we should note that besides the Catholic orders, there were also Prot-

estant missionaries in East Asia. As shall be argued below, studying their efforts 

completes our picture of the interwoven scholarly exchanges between the Middle 

Kingdom and the Low Countries.
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 Studying Chinese: Guanhua, Sinkan and Manchu

The year 1600 marks the beginning of the Chinese century in the Netherlands. 

A Chinese visitor, known as Impo, was baptized in Middelburg. There may also 

have been anonymous others who, like him, replaced Dutch sailors on trading 

ships from East Asia.27 At the same time, the arrival of the first porcelain cargo 

in Middelburg in 1602 sparked the fashion for Chinese curios that would soon 

spread throughout Europe. Chinese books arrived in the collections of Dutch 

scholars such as Ernst Brinck (1582-1649), Jacob Golius (1596-1667), Otto Heur-

nius (1577-1652), Johannes de Laet (1581-1649), Joseph Scaliger (1540-1609), 

Gerard Vossius (1577-1649), and Bonaventura Vulcanius (1538-1614).28 Alongside 

the fascination with exotic objects, many were attracted to speculations about the 

antiquity of these writings and the nature of the Chinese characters.

Trigault’s visit provided an initial source of reliable information on the Chi-

nese language. He was among the first missionaries to have excellent knowledge 

of Guanhua, the variant spoken by the elite. At the end of the sixteenth century, 

the Jesuits had realized that mastering spoken and written Guanhua was essential 

for being taken seriously by the Chinese class of literati. The missionaries from 

the Netherlands became particularly active in pleading for the introduction of a 

liturgy in Chinese rather than in Latin.29 Trigault (helped by native assistants) 

translated Catholic theological and philosophical texts – and some of Aesop’s 

fables –, while he also assembled an extensive library for the Chinese’ future in-

struction that included modern authors such as Erasmus and Lipsius.30 His ef-

forts culminated in a system of Romanization of Chinese.31 According to Hsia, 

this was ‘the most important lexicon and guide for the learning of Chinese prior 

to the modern era. The Xiru ermu zi (A Source for the Eyes and Ears of the West-

ern Literati) published in 1626, consisted of a dictionary and language tool with 

Chinese characters arranged by vowels, consonants, and diphthongs.’ It remained 

in use until the nineteenth century.32

Trigault’s visit to the Netherlands sparked theories about the nature of Chi-

nese writing. In Antwerp, the polyglot Herman Hugo (1558-1629) elaborated the 

idea that the Chinese characters were ideograms that were universally understood 

throughout East Asia. His De prima scribendi origine (Antwerp 1617) repeated 

some of the missionaries’ observations, to which Hugo connected the ideal of a 

universal script: 33 ‘When individual letters are qualified to denote not words, but 

the things themselves, and when all these [letters] are common to all people, then 

everyone would understand the writing of the various peoples even though each 

one would call those things by very different names’.34 In 1635, the first professor 

of Amsterdam’s Athenaeum, Gerard Vossius, formulated the same ambition. He 

used Trigault’s accounts for a statement in De arte grammatica (Amsterdam 1635) 
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that ‘The Chinese and Japanese, although their languages differ just as much as 

Hebrew and Dutch, still understand one another if they write in this manner. For 

even if some might pronounce other words when reading, the concepts would 

nevertheless be the same.’ Vossius was farther off the mark when he wrote that 

‘for the Chinese, there are no fewer letters than there are words: however, they 

can be combined together, so that their total number does not exceed 70,000 or 

80,000’.35 This number was clearly an exaggeration.36 In fact, the quantity of the 

characters fascinated Dutch scholars, one of them even rating it at no less than 

120,000.37

Vossius’s younger colleague Jacob Golius, professor of Arabic at Leiden’s uni-

versity, fanatically collected Chinese books of which he, however, understood 

nothing.38 When Martini arrived in 1654, Golius therefore asked his superiors 

permission to go to Antwerp ‘in order to speak and confer with a certain Jesuit or 

a Chinese, both come from China, and thereby to obtain the knowledge of certain 

characters and secrets of the Chinese language.’39 They met in the collection of 

Chinese objects, grandly named ‘Musaeum Sinense’, of the Antwerp elderman Ja-

cob Edelheer (1597-1657).40 Golius must have been especially excited by speaking 

in Latin to Martini’s ‘certainly not unlettered’ Chinese companion, Cheng Ma-no 

(1633-1673).41 The exchange resulted in Golius’s short treatise ‘De regno Cattayo 

additamentum’, to be included in Martini’s Atlas Sinensis (Amsterdam 1655). In-

cidentally, this involved the first properly printed Chinese characters in Europe 

and seems to have established Golius’s fame as a sinologist: Kircher sent him his 

book on China in 1665 (for which Golius, in exchange, sent the Jesuit some ex-

otic rhubarb seeds).42 Golius was probably responsible for another discussion of 

China as well, which was included in 1668 in an account of a Dutch trade mission 

to Beijing.43

Martini presented Golius with additional Chinese books which made his col-

lection one of the most important in Europe (about eighty volumes). After Golius’s 

death, some of them came in the hands of Adriaan Reland (1676-1718), a famous 

scholar of Judaism and Islam.44 His Dissertationum miscellanearum ( Utrecht 1708) 

discussed the diffi  culties of the Chinese language. Echoing Hugo and Vossius, 

Reland explained how the script was also used for unrelated languages in neigh-

boring countries, which he demonstrated in a glossary of characters and their 

pronunciation in Chinese, Japanese and Vietnamese.45 In his commentary, Reland 

seized the opportunity to underscore that all these languages originally derived 

from Hebrew, which he saw as the mother of most languages, of Europe, Asia and 

Africa, excluding only those of America.

Reland reacted implicitly to a heated debate originating in the 1640s: the 

philosopher Hugo Grotius (1583-1645) and the linguist Johannes de Laet had 

discussed the putative Hebrew origin of all languages, including the American 
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ones.46 The debate was so touchy because it impacted the validity of the Bibli-

cal account. Circumventing the issue of Hebrew, the Harderwijk-based profes-

sor Georg Hornius (1620-1670) argued for an Egyptian origin even for Chinese. 

He based this idea on the observation, already expressed by Golius, that the an-

cient forms of the Chinese characters bore some resemblance to Egyptian hiero-

glyphs.47

As I have discussed elsewhere, the purported ‘hieroglyphical’ essence of Chi-

nese greatly attracted scholars in Northern Europe. Authors from Hugo and 

Vossius to Jan Amos Comenius (1592-1670) and John Wilkins (1614-1672) used 

the Chinese characters to discuss the possibility of writing in signs that could 

be universally understood and its consequences for the philosophy of language. 

Ultimately the Chinese script contributed to Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz’s (1646-

1716) search for a characteristica universalis, a language that could be read with-

out a dictionary.48 The development of this linguistic discussion, from Trigault’s 

first-hand expertise to fanciful speculations that eventually involved Biblical and 

philosophical questions, typifies how many ideas about China fared during the 

first century of their European reception: they became increasingly stereotypical 

and fantastic. The discussions about pictographic writing were more revealing 

about European preconceptions than about China.

Yet the Protestant mission accompanying the trade expeditions resulted in a 

few accurate linguistic works. In 1624, the Calvinist minister Justus Heurnius 

(b. 1587) departed for the Dutch East Indies, where the city of Batavia (modern 

Jakarta) had a thriving Chinese community. After a few years he had compiled 

a dictionary ‘with the aid of a Chinese who understands Latin ... in which the 

Dutch and Latin words are placed first and alongside the Chinese characters’ (a 

copy remains in the British Library). This was one of the first of its kind (Tri-

gault had worked on a Portuguese-Chinese dictionary, but the manuscript disap-

peared after it was misplaced on the shelves of the Vatican Library).49 Although 

he added a synopsis of the Christian religion in Chinese, the minister seems to 

have had commercial opportunities in mind in particular: ‘it is a work which will 

be of great usefulness to posterity, as soon as the Chinese trade is opened, as we 

hope’.50

Other Protestant missionaries studied the language of Sinkan (or Xingang), 

a now extinct precursor of the Siraya language spoken in Taiwan. From 1624 

onwards, the Dutch in their colony on Formosa (present-day Taiwan) had pio-

neered the Romanization of the local tongue (in fact an Austronesian language).51 

The minister Daniël Gravius ordered two bilingual books to be published in Am-

sterdam,52 written, according to the introduction, ‘In Dutch and Formosan ... in 

order to ascertain the successful dispersion of the Dutch language.’53 In 1659, the 

missionaries founded a college for Formosan youths with Sinkan and Dutch as 
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working languages. As their model they used Comenius’s innovative pedagogi-

cal work, Portael der saecken en spraecken (Gateway to Things and Languages, 

Amsterdam 1658).54 Yet when the pirate Zheng Chenggong captured Formosa in 

1662, the Dutch presence came to an end.55

In regard to China’s linguistic varieties, Ferdinand Verbiest’s efforts were of a 

more lasting nature. Even though the Jesuits’ main works in Chinese concerned 

the sciences and scholastic philosophy, his sizeable volumes, which created ac-

curate terminology in Guanhua, were feats of linguistic rigor in themselves.56 

Furthermore, the change from the Ming to the Qing dynasty had meant that the 

Manchu language had now become the court’s official tongue: Verbiest mastered 

this too to converse with the Emperor. He compiled the first Manchu grammar 

(Grammatica Tartarea, Paris 1676).57 When his position as court engineer even-

tually involved casting a great number of cannon for the Emperor, inscriptions 

in Manchu documented that Verbiest was the maker.58 His successor Antoine 

Thomas found it hard to live up to the standard he had set, lamenting that the at-

tempts at handling ‘the Chinese characters and books’ left little time for spiritual 

matters.59

 Philology: Publishing the Chinese classics

Travelling on a Dutch ship, Philippe Couplet arrived in Europe to import Chi-

nese knowledge and advertise the mission in Papal, aristocratic and intellectual 

circles. He brought with him four hundred Chinese Christian books donated by a 

convert noblewoman, Candida Xu (1607-1680).60 Moreover, he was accompanied 

by a young Chinese, son of Christian converts from Nanjing, Michael Shen Fu-

zong (c.1658-1691). Thoroughly educated in the Confucian texts, he was to help 

Couplet with various literary projects.61 These included the first publication in 

Latin of three of the four Classics attributed to Confucius (The Great Learning, 

The Doctrine of the Mean and Analects).62 Assisted by De Rougemont, Couplet 

had made a compilation of all translations by different Jesuits from the sixteenth 

century onwards that he called Confucius Sinarum philosophus, sive scientia Sinica 

(Confucius, the Philosopher of China, or the Chinese Learning).63 Couplet fin-

ished a lengthy preface to this book during his stay in the Dutch Republic.64

This publication was the missionaries’ chief scholarly accomplishment, dem-

onstrating their linguistic and philological skills. The Jesuit involvement with 

Confucius had initially been a practical one: they had started translating the Four 

Books for the immediate purpose of teaching the Chinese language to newly ar-

rived recruits. They had recognized that the education of the Chinese elite began 

with the Confucian Classics. Without mastery of at least some of them, the mis-
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sionaries would fail in converting the literati.65 Meynard concludes, however, that 

by the 1670s ‘clearly what [Couplet and De Rougemont] intended was no longer 

a primer in Chinese language for missionaries, but a manual introducing future 

missionaries to a certain reading of Chinese thought. The Confucian Classics 

were called upon to testify to the legitimacy of the Jesuit missionary policy’.66 The 

Jesuits hoped to demonstrate that Chinese thought shared some essential tenets 

with Christianity, on which a project of mass conversion could be based.

Printing this book was no simple matter. Although the missionaries’ diaries 

had found a large audience, publishers apparently backed off when confronted 

with this unprecedented and exotic work of Oriental philosophy. It did not help 

that Couplet, using Shen’s expertise, wanted to include the main terms printed in 

Chinese characters.

It typifies the interwoven nature of scholarly contacts throughout the Low 

Countries that the Jesuits first envisaged a Dutch Protestant publisher. Already 

in the 1670s, they planned on working with Blaeu (who had printed Martini’s 

Atlas) for some philosophical texts. He had proven to be an effective patron for 

the Jesuits and a faithful go-between for letters via the Dutch trading company. 

Blaeu, for his part, counted on the privilege of being the first in Europe to publish 

important Chinese sources and studies.67 For the Confucius Sinarum philosophus, 

De Rougemont again suggested involving Blaeu, the Ypres poet Willem Becanus 

(1608-1683), and the Antwerp architect Willem Hesius (1601-1690) to make the 

frontispiece.68 Yet the deal fell through, thwarted by Athanasius Kircher who, 

although confirming the choice for the Dutch Republic, preferred Janssonius in 

Amsterdam as a printer (with whom Kircher had signed a contract for his own 

books).69 In any event, funding for Couplet’s idiosyncratic project proved to be a 

problem. When a different publisher was finally found in Paris in 1687 (a Dutch-

man recently converted to Catholicism, Daniël Horthemels), he did not want to 

include the Chinese characters, even though the notation numbers for these had 

already been set in type in the first few chapters [Fig. 14].70

The book deserves our interest: Couplet’s extensive introduction frames the 

translation as a philological project similar to those dealing with the Latin and 

Greek classics of Europe. Chapter one establishes the Confucian texts’ ‘First 

 Authorship’. It places Confucius in his historical context and laments the difficul-

ty in reconstructing ancient Chinese history due to the paucity of written docu-

ments. Another chapter is on additional ‘Evidence Drawn, Not from the Mod-

ern Interpreters, but, as Much as Possible, from the Original Texts’. By including 

comments from other Chinese authors, Couplet highlights that his interpretive 

work is confirmed by Chinese authorities.

The book’s introduction tries to separate the oldest text from later additions.71 

Couplet apparently adheres to what Rens Bod has termed the ‘principle of the 
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Fig. 14: Title page of Philippe Couplet, Confucius Sinarum philosophus, sive Scientia sinensis 

(Paris: Horthemels, 1687) 
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oldest source’ in philology, even though the Jesuit uses stylistic and biographical 

arguments rather than those of stemmatic philology.72 For one, he attempts to 

explain differences in style by connecting them to different periods in Confucius’s 

life.73 This leads to the hypothesis that the sage himself had planned writing an 

elucidation but his death had prevented this. ‘Such ancient obscurity and such 

obscure antiquity!’74 Couplet portrays the later Daoists and Buddhists as bad 

interpreters of Confucius because they failed to use the right sources in the right 

manner; their false religious assumptions apparently derived from false philologi-

cal practices. Yet, essentially for the survival of Confucius’s ideas, eventually ‘law 

forbade altering or changing any word in those texts, at any time’.75

To back up his approach, Couplet quotes Chinese writers who have them-

selves criticized the corrupt Buddhist interpreters. This enables him to argue that 

Confucius Sinarum philosophus presents pure Chinese thought. He highlights not 

only that the interpretation of Chinese philosophy should depend on the oldest 

Chinese sources, but also that the Chinese themselves are the best interpreters of 

Chinese philosophy:76

I assure you that the most learned Chinese Doctors ... have always shared 

the same opinion:77 we missionaries should not pay any attention to the 

commentators of the ancient books, but should adhere only to the ancient 

texts ... and if we fi nd something unclear, hopefully we will be able to fi nd 

among the Chinese ... some men of prime erudition and authority who can 

explain to us the most diffi  cult passages.

Th e ideal missionary apparently excels in linguistic prowess and philological rigor:

A prudent man ... [w]hen he has reached the region where he wants to con-

vert the natives to Christ, if that people has many records of literature and 

wisdom inherited from their ancestors, then he should not decide for or 

against them by a quick and rash decision, nor should he blindly condemn 

or approve the interpreters, whether foreigners or locals, of their ancient 

books. ... [B]esides asking for God’s support, he should fi rst try to care-

fully master their language and literature. Th en, he can continually read 

the most important books as well as their interpretations, and examine and 

evaluate them thoroughly. Meanwhile, he can zealously investigate wheth-

er the sincerity and truth of the ancient text is confi rmed, or, on the other 

hand, whether it has been corrupted by the mistakes and negligence of the 

later interpreters. He can investigate again whether those who work as in-

terpreters have steadily followed the steps of their ancestors or whether 

they have distorted their teaching and twisted it to fi t their errors ... Finally 
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he should judge whether it was the unanimous mind and doctrine of all, or 

whether they contradicted themselves and fought each other.78

By presenting his book emphatically as a work of philology, Couplet intends to 

legitimize the Jesuit missionary work as something grounded on a sound basis in 

the European humanities. Apparently, only the philological search for the old-

est sources can uncover the hidden, yet fundamental relations between Christian 

and Confucian texts. Couplet’s reasoning depends implicitly on an invalid syl-

logism: ‘All Christian books are pure; Some Chinese texts are pure; Therefore 

some Chinese texts are Christian texts.’ This twisted reasoning allows the author 

to call on the authority of the Chinese themselves to plead for the similarities 

between Confucius’s original writings and Christianity. He concludes that every 

missionary should focus on those elements in the Chinese texts that correspond 

to Christian teaching:

if [the missionary] realizes that nothing fi rm and true can be found in the 

above mentioned books and records, he should not touch them and should 

not make mention of them. But if on the contrary the kings and teachers 

of the ancients, led by nature, have reached many things which are not op-

posed to the light and truth of the gospel, but are even helpful and favorable 

so that it seems that they open the way for the early dawn of the Sun of Jus-

tice, then surely the preachers of the gospel ... will not despise these things 

at all but shall use them regularly, so that they can instill in the tender 

minds of the neophytes, the foreign ambrosia of a heavenly teaching with 

the original sap of native teaching.79

This stress on philology seems to have been directed not just at prospective mis-

sionaries themselves, but rather at the Republic of Letters in Europe. By claiming 

that philology had allowed him to unveil Christian elements in Chinese philoso-

phy, Couplet gave Confucius the same status as some of the Greek and Roman 

authorities. Humanists in Europe would have recognized this procedure: it was 

identical to how pagan antiquity had been incorporated in Christian scholarship. 

As had been argued, some pagan texts had even prophesied the New Testament. 

Allegedly, the authors had had knowledge of prisca philosophia, primeval Chris-

tian wisdom before Christ’s actual birth. Confucius, now, could be given a place 

in the same typology, on a par with the Hebrew prophets or, more radically, with 

the pagan Sibyls, the female soothsayers from places other than the Middle East 

who had preceded Moses.80

Even though Couplet himself did not explicate these ultimate conclusions,81 it 

is clear that he tried to fit Confucius into the scholarly framework that linked the 
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philological principle of the oldest source to the quest for the most ancient wis-

dom. In fact, Couplet’s most original addition to standard humanistic practices 

in Europe was not his search for proto-Christian elements but his stress on the 

Chineseness of his account. This latter emphasis was obviously a central tenet of 

his visit to Europe, staged as a display of authenticity with its cargo of Chinese 

books, Shen Fuzong’s presence, and his ambition to print Chinese characters.

Unsurprisingly in the light of the Low Countries’ engagement with China, 

what purported to be a vernacular version of the Analects appeared first in a 

Dutch translation. Pieter van Hoorn (b. 1619), who had chaired a trade mission 

to Beijing in 1665, was a good friend of Couplet, Blaeu and Joost van den Vondel. 

He saw a manuscript of the Confucius Sinarum philosophus twelve years before its 

appearance in print. He published an excerpt in Batavia in 1675: Eenige vorname 

eygenschappen van de waren deugdt, voorsichticheydt, wysheydt en  volmaecktheydt, 

getrocken uyt den Chineschen Confucius (Various Outstanding Properties of True 

Virtue, Wisdom and Perfection drawn from the Chinese Confucius). It was soon 

followed by French and English imitations.82 All three works were not, in fact, lit-

eral translations: they presented the Analects as a series of moral truisms, without 

the stress on philological and linguistic integrity that marked Couplet’s edition. 

Yet lettered circles in Amsterdam were confronted with a serious scholarly reac-

tion to Chinese thought in December 1687, when the monthly journal  Bibliothèque 

universelle et historique published a sixty-eight-page review of  Couplet’s book. 

The Amsterdam-based Calvinist scholar Jean le Clerc (1657-1736) gave a precise 

summary of Confucius’s views including passages translated from the Latin into 

French. In striking contrast to Couplet’s view, Le Clerc interpreted Confucius’s 

role as one of transmitter rather than as primary author.83

Even though Couplet’s efforts did not have the wide impact on the Western 

humanities that he may have expected, his visit did not fail to impress scholars 

throughout Europe. Arriving in Paris in 1686, Couplet and Shen aided Melchisé-

dech Thévenot (c.1620-1692) in putting together a clavis sinica (‘key to Chinese’) 

and in describing Chinese books in Louis XIV’s library. Shen then left for Eng-

land in 1687, where he sat for Rembrandt’s pupil Godfried Kneller (1646-1723) 

and catalogued the Sinica in Oxford’s Bodleian Library [Fig. 15].84 Robert Boyle 

(1627-1691) interrogated the foreign guest on the nature of the Chinese script 

and its characters, which fascinated Protestant scholars so much as they pon-

dered the possibility of a philosophical language.85 Furthermore, Couplet himself 

eventually inspired ‘proto-sinologists’ in Germany and England: Christian Ment-

zel (1622-1701), Andreas Müller (1630-1694), Andreas Cleyer (1634-c.1698), and 

Thomas Hyde (1636-1703).86

In the Netherlands, Couplet was a special source of information for Nico-

laas Witsen (1641-1717), a former student of Golius and mayor of Amsterdam, 
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Fig. 15: Godfried Kneller, Portrait of Michael Alphonsus Shen Fuzong (c.1658-1691), 1687, 

oil on canvas, 212 x 147 cm, London, Royal Collection
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who had been appointed governor of the United East-India Company. Witsen 

had already spoken to a traveller from China in Amsterdam in 1670 to discuss 

a topographical question.87 In 1683 he met Couplet in Amsterdam, apparently 

in order to confirm the details of his book Noord- en Oost-Tartarije (North and 

East Tartary, Amsterdam 1692).88 The former mayor also seems to have envisaged 

continuing the work on translating Confucius. For this, he arranged a subsequent 

meeting with the travelling Chinese doctor Chou Mei-Yeh in 1709, who stayed for 

six weeks in the Dutch Republic before returning to China.89

Finally, we should note that the most significant Chinese impact on European 

belles-lettres at the time may have been Couplet’s and Shen’s meeting the play-

wright Vondel in Amsterdam, inspiring the latter to write the first European 

tragedy set in China, Zungchin of ondergang der Sineesche heerschappye (Zungchin 

or the Downfall of Chinese Rule, Amsterdam 1667). It would soon be followed 

by another one, Trazil of overrompelt Sina (Trazil or the Conquest of China, Am-

sterdam 1685), by Johannes Antonides van der Goes (1647-1684).90

 Th eories of music and the visual arts

From Matteo Ricci’s work onwards, translated sayings by ‘ancient saints and sages’ 

of the West had played a role in attempts at converting the Chinese.91 These edi-

tions were facilitated as in contrast to the other missions territories, the Chinese 

had a thriving indigenous press. Moreover, the Jesuits combined their publica-

tions with the arts of spectacle, including music and painting.

Verbiest’s writings in Chinese, which were probably the most important intro-

duction of Western learning in China, reflect the activities at the imperial court 

where he held a special position with more than a hundred Chinese pupils.92 

His sizeable books for the Emperor included excerpts (now lost) from Kircher’s 

Musurgia (Treatise on Music, Rome 1650), optical and acoustical theories, and 

explanations of mathematical perspective and the camera obscura.93 Musical the-

ory returned in the writings of Verbiest’s successor, Antoine Thomas, likewise 

recruited from the Belgian Provinces.94 We should understand these books, some 

of which were carefully illustrated, not simply as aimed at humanistic exchange 

but rather as elucidations of the instruments and other curios that the Jesuits im-

ported from Europe as gifts, the organs and bell chimes they made for the court 

and the paintings in their chapels.95

The China mission exploited innovative techniques to impress the foreign 

audience. Verbiest demonstrated projection devices to Emperor Kangxi, giving 

him ‘insight into opticks by making him a present of a semi-cylinder of a light 

kind of wood; in the middle of its axis was plac’d a convex-glass, which being 
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turned towards any object, painted the image within the tube to great nicety.’ 

The new invention of the ‘Magick-Lanthern’ was particularly effective: a ‘ma-

chine which contained a lighted lamp, the light of which came through a tube, 

at the end whereof was a convex-glass, near which several small pieces of glass 

painted with divers figures were made to slide’.96 These same devices were used 

in Europe to present the Jesuit mission. Martini illuminated the Netherlands’ 

understanding of China by projecting slides.97 Most of these images, intended 

at ephemeral display, do not survive; we do have, however, various Vue d’optique 

images (coloured engravings viewed through a convex lens for a seemingly three-

dimensional scene) based on Dutch drawings of Chinese scenes.98 In China and 

in Europe, the Jesuits apparently staged their mission as a visual spectacle of 

knowledge.

Even though the Jesuits saw the arts of spectacle as essential to proselytiz-

ing, they failed to appreciate Chinese music and painting. Trigault wrote that 

‘the whole art of Chinese music seems to consist in producing a monotonous 

rhythmic beat as they know nothing of the variations and harmony that can be 

produced by combining different musical notes.’99 In regard to the visual arts, 

Ricci’s authoritative criticism had a long afterlife (extending to the nineteenth 

century).100 Even the Dutch trade missions to Beijing which in one case included 

an artist, Johan Nieuhof (1618-1672), to document China visually, repeated Ricci’s 

view that the Chinese ‘do not understand how to make shadows ... and how to 

temper their colors with oil. This is the reason why their paintings appear very 

dead and pallid, and look more like dead corpses than like living figures.’101 Sup-

posedly, the Chinese had attained competence only after the Jesuits taught them 

to work with the oil medium.102

This failure to appreciate Chinese art mirrored the Chinese scholars’ point 

of view. The Jesuits confronted them with prints from the Netherlands and oil 

paintings, but the Chinese (unlike the Japanese) remained unimpressed. To quote 

one of the literati, ‘Students of painting may well take over one or two points from 

[Europeans] to make their own paintings more attractive to the eye. But these 

painters have no brush-manner whatsoever; although they have skill, they are 

simply artisans and cannot consequently be classified as painters’.103 In short, the 

literati regarded naturalistic art as mechanical and trivial, while the Jesuits had a 

blind spot towards calligraphy. Both factors limited the Jesuit artistic venture in 

China.104

The only Western scholar who formulated a positive view of Chinese art was 

Isaac Vossius (1618-1689), son of the Dutch Republic’s literary ‘emperor,’ Gerard 

Vossius.105 He did not visit China but knew its paintings and applied art through 

the many imports in Dutch households; it is probable that he himself collected 

Chinese objects.106 Isaac’s uncompromising enthusiasm for China has been said 
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to surpass even Marco Polo’s.107 In any event, it inspired him to criticize European 

painting for its dependence on dark tones, and praise the Chinese for their clear 

draftsmanship:

Th ose who say that Chinese paintings do not represent shadows, criticize 

what they actually should have praised. ... Th e better the paintings, the less 

shadow they have; and in this respect they are far superior to the painters 

from our part of the world, who can only represent the parts that stand out 

by adding thick shadows. Th e [European painters] obey in this matter not 

nature, nor the laws of optics. For these laws teach that when any object is 

put in diff use light, so that no shadows catch the eye, the aspects that are 

most close at hand and stand out most must be shown with rather clear 

lines, but those aspects that are farther away and recede must be shown less 

distinctly. When someone obeys this rule of painting, his art will emulate 

nature, and the more outstanding parts will appear to come forward even 

without conspicuous shadows.108

Vossius was unique in praising the Chinese for their failure to represent shadows. 

In his view, spatiality should not be constructed with exaggerated contrasts that 

are not found in nature, but only with subtly fading contours. We should note that 

he discusses Chinese art by using a central dichotomy of Western artistic theory: 

line versus tone (or design versus colour). This division was particularly relevant 

in the seventeenth-century Netherlands, where painters of strong chiaroscuro 

were pitted against those who preferred a clear language of classical forms.109

Vossius stated that the Chinese were in fact superior to the Europeans in al-

most all arts and sciences – they needed the West only for mathematics and as-

tronomy. He concluded that China was better not only at painting, sculpture, 

architecture and music but also at medicine, botany, pharmacology and technical 

inventions (such as the compass, the manufacture of gunpowder and the art of 

printing). Vossius’s main contribution to the Western appreciation of the Middle 

Kingdom, however, related not to art but to history.

 Th e impact of Chinese history

A key element of Western interest in China was the suspicion that the country had 

older written documents than Europe. Th e philologists’ search for fi rst sources and 

the fascination with prisca philosophia made this an irresistible topic of speculation. 

Moreover, humanists in the Netherlands had already been studying chronology 

ever since Joseph Scaliger had realized that Biblical history could not accommodate 
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the antiquity of Egyptian accounts.110 Dutch interest in China was therefore auto-

matically interwoven with calculations of the origin of the world, a serious matter 

in which historians, theologians and astronomers held stakes.

Duyvendak has traced the earliest discussion of the Chinese calender to three 

scholars based at Leiden: Scaliger, Golius and Claudius Salmasius (1588-1653). 

They had come across the Chinese system of identifying certain years with the 

names of certain animals.111 Yet the chronology’s full extent was only disclosed 

by Martini’s visit. He had read Chinese sources such as the official Annals that 

documented an uninterrupted Chinese civilization from 2900 BC onwards. 

This feat planted a seed that would blossom in the climate of philosophical and 

religious scepticism fostered by Dutch Cartesianism from the 1650s onwards. 

After all, sacred history could not accommodate Chinese texts and monuments 

that were apparently untouched by the Flood (which according to the Hebrew 

Bible occurred in the year 2349 BC). Isaac Vossius came to the radical conclu-

sion that the Biblical text was unreliable, as he argued in De vera aetate mundi 

(The Hague 1659).112

Unsurprisingly, more orthodox scholars reacted appalled, first among them 

Georg Hornius (whose musings on the Chinese script we have mentioned above). 

His own Dissertatio de vera aetate mundi (Leiden 1659) pointed out the danger of 

Vossius’s theory which implied ‘that until now no church in the West has admit-

ted a true version of the Holy Scriptures’.113 Taking aim at Vossius’s preference 

for exotic authorities above the Church Fathers, he asked rhetorically: ‘What do 

we think of the Seres, commonly called Chinese, whose precise chronology an-

tedates the Flood by seven or eight centuries? ... We think that their chronology 

is false, even though they speak about the eternity of the world and about Pan-

zonis and Panzona, Tanomus, Teiencomus, Tuhucomus, Lotzizanus, Azalamus, 

Atzionis, Usaonis, Huntzujus, Hautzibona, Ochentejus, Etzomlonis’. China’s an-

tiquity was apparently ‘contaminated by monstrous fables’.114 Yet this altercation 

only seems to have strengthened Vossius’s belief in the superiority of Chinese 

scholarship. Afterwards he even developed a utopian vision of Chinese society, 

a political and ideological unity starkly contrasting with Europe – no less than a 

realization of the Platonic Republic.115 Vossius’s stance that connected China to 

radical thought would soon become a commonplace among philosophers of the 

early Enlightenment (inspiring, for instance, Pierre Bayle’s identification of Spi-

noza with Confucius).116 By that time, the assumption of primeval wisdom shared 

by the ancient Chinese and the Hebrew prophets was replaced by another argu-

ment, foregrounding natural religion – shared by all rational human beings – as 

more important than revealed doctrine.

Whether Vossius’s Sinophilia was merely a cover for his libertine ideas or 

whether he was inspired by genuine interest in a foreign culture, is a moot point. 
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Jonathan Israel, studying Vossius in the context of Spinozism in the Dutch Re-

public, calls his remarks a rhetorical ploy for promoting a radical agenda. As I 

have argued elsewhere, this may be only partly true.117 In any account, Vossius’s 

writings made clear once and for all that Western scholars should take China 

seriously. It was probably in reaction to his heretical ideas that Philippe Couplet 

decided to add a discussion on chronology to the masterpiece of Chinese learning 

in Latin, the Confucius Sinarum philosophus. This ‘Tabula chronologica monar-

chiae Sinicae’ (1686) was a 109-page chronology listing all Chinese emperors from 

the mythical king Huangdi to 1683.118 The text, which Couplet finished during his 

stay in the Dutch Republic, defended the orthodox view of sacred history and 

highlighted similarities between the Chinese chronology and calculations based 

on the Septuagint.

 Conclusion

Rens Bod’s overview of the history of the humanities has argued for a compara-

tive approach of Europe, Asia and the rest of the world to chart structural paral-

lels.119 There were, indeed, strikingly similar developments in, on the one hand, 

the European humanities from the late-sixteenth century onwards and, on the 

other, seventeenth-century Chinese civilization. To quote Standaert, ‘the means 

of reproduction of knowledge were more or less similar.’120 Both areas witnessed 

an increasing flood of printed books. In China and Europe, vigorous intellectual 

discussions, backed by a well-established educational system, took place in public 

meetings at academies, where scholars greatly respected classical learning, books 

and antiquities.121 Yet this chapter has tried not just to point out such parallels, 

but rather to analyze the explicitly cross-cultural efforts established by the seven-

teenth-century scholars themselves.

It is particularly noteworthy that within decades of the first European attempts 

to master the language of the Chinese literati, the ideals of European humanism 

in ‘defending the text’ and establishing the original source were applied to Chinese 

studies. In the field of comparative linguistics, however, the search for origins 

gave rise to misguided theories about a Hebrew or even Egyptian provenance for 

Chinese. When it came to the visual arts, Western and Eastern scholars formu-

lated their mutual incomprehension. It seems that Biblical history and criticism 

ultimately benefited the most from confrontation with the Chinese accounts.122

The Low Countries deserve special attention when analyzing this cultural en-

gagement. The area was obviously a cradle of European ‘Chinoiserie’ as the visual 

imagery, imported porcelain and its imitations in particular, determined Chinese 

themes and styles in the applied arts throughout Europe – so much so that the 
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words ‘Dutch’ and ‘Chinese’ were eventually used interchangeably.123 The ubiquity 

of East Asian material culture formed the backdrop for the interest in Chinese 

civilization. Eventually, the tradesmen’s unique infrastructure and their hunger 

for information on China, paired to the scholarly ambitions of the Netherlandish 

missionaries as relatively independent from Portuguese and French doctrines, 

made possible many ‘firsts’ in terms of printing, translation and interpretation – 

at least for individuals who were able to benefit from their mediating position like 

Trigault, Couplet and Verbiest. Combined with the willingness of a scholar such 

as Isaac Vossius to explode accepted European opinions, this could result in the 

radical Sinophile stand that would become commonplace in eighteenth-century 

France, Germany and England.

At the turn of the century, however, it turned out that the Low Countries’ es-

sentially intermediary role meant that interest in China had not taken root. In 

1689, the greatest Sinophile philosopher of the age, Leibniz, formulated the ideal 

of a mutually beneficial exchange of knowledge between Europe and the Middle 

Kingdom: ‘a commerce of doctrine and mutual light’ which inspired his own ex-

tensive interest in China.124 The groundwork for this notion had been laid by old-

er scholars: Leibniz depended on Verbiest and Vossius.125 Yet in the eighteenth-

century Dutch Republic itself, this legacy was soon forgotten. Witsen’s projected 

continuation of the Confucian texts came to nothing. When François Noël (1651-

1729) eventually finished translating the last of the four Chinese Classics, Men-

cius, in 1711, he had to find a publisher in Prague.126 After Vondel, Van Hoorn and 

Van der Goes, no one continued writing in Dutch on Chinese topics in a serious 

manner.127 Whereas the end of the seventeenth century saw information on China 

being discussed increasingly in the context of specialized academies such as the 

Parisian Académie Royale des Sciences and the Royal Society of London, no 

such institution was founded in the Low Countries.128 As Duyvendak concludes, 

scholars ‘failed to take advantage of the enormous lead given to the Dutch by the 

excellent exchange of information in the seventeenth century’.129

For reasons that merit additional research, ‘Holland had lost its interest in 

China’.130 As a final note, we may again point out a Chinese parallel. In the Middle 

Kingdom, the initial interest in European learning waned outside the Emperor’s 

close circles. Hsia speaks of the Confucian literati’s ‘disenchantment’ with the 

West in the late seventeenth century.131 In 1692 Emperor Kangxi, under Verbiest’s 

guidance, had issued an edict of toleration of Christianity. Yet when news reached 

him of the Papal condemnation of the Jesuits’ Sinophile stance, he annulled the 

edict and banned the foreign missions. A century of mutual exchange drew to a 

close.
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geset inde Formosaansche tale, voor de inwoonders van Soulang, Mattau, Sinckan, Bacloan, 

Tavokan, en Tevorang (The Gospels of Matthew and John ... Translated in the Formosan 

Language for the Inhabitants of Soulang etc., Amsterdam: Hartogh, ). This was fol-

lowed by the bilingual Declaration of Christianity, Patar ki tna-’msing-an ki Christang, ka 

tauki-papatar-en-ato tmaeu’ug tou sou ka makka sideia: Ofte’t formulier des Christendoms, 

met de verklaringen van dien, inde Sideis-Formosaansche tale [door Dan. Gravius] (Amster-

dam: Hartogh, ).
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 ‘[B]eyde in Duytsch en Formosaans: het welcke voorwaar sulcken gezegenden voortganck 

nam, dat’et, by naerstig achtervolgh vry wat groots beloofden: gelijck ick oock t’sedert 

hebbe verstaan, dat’et oogmerck tot voortplantinge van de Nederduytsche tale aldaar seer 

geluckelyck wordt bereyckt’. See E.L. Macapili and Huang Chun, Siraya Glossary: Based 

on the Gospel of St. Matthew in Formosa (Sinkan Dialect), A Primary Survey (Tainan: 

Tainan Pepo Siraya Culture Association, ).

 J.A. Comenius, Eerste deel der schoolgeleertheyd, genoemt het Portael: inhoudende de grond-

veste der dingen, en onser wijsheyd omtrent de dingen, als mede der Latijnschen tael met de 

moedertael (Amsterdam: Roy, ).

 John E. Wills, Pepper, Guns, and Parleys. The Dutch East India Company and China, -

 (Los Angeles: Figueroa Press, ), -.

 Cf. Verbiest’s fourteen-volume Yi xiang zhi (Beijing ). He also rearranged a Guanhua 

grammar written by Martini (see Gerhard Strasser’s chapter in the present volume, note 

).

 Printed as ‘Elementa Linguae Tartaricae’ in: Melchisedech Thévenot (ed.), Rélations des 

divers voyages curieux, qui n’ont point esté publiées (Paris: Moette, ). Translation in 

Pentti Aalto, The ‘Elementa linguae Tartaricae’ by Ferdinand Verbiest, S.J. (Wiesbaden: 

Harrassowitz, ); see also N. Golvers, ‘The “Elementa linguae Tartaricae” by Ferdi-

nand Verbiest, S.J. (-), Some New Evidence,’ in: Mirko Tavoni and Roberta 

Cella (eds.), Italia ed Europa nella linguistica del Rinascimento: Confronti e relazioni, vol. II 

(Ferrara: Panini, ), -.

 Giovanni Stary, ‘The “Manchu Cannons” Cast by Ferdinand Verbiest and the Hitherto 

Unknown Title of His Instructions’, in: John W. Witek (ed.), Ferdinand Verbiest (-

). Jesuit Missionary, Scientist, Engineer and Diplomat (Nettetal: Inst. Monumenta 

Serica, ), -.

 Brockey, Journey to the East, .

 See P. Couplet, Historie van eene groote, christene mevrouwe van China met naeme mevrouw 

Candida Hiu ... beschreven door ... Philippus Couplet ... ende in onse Nederlandtsche taele 

door H.I.D.N.W.P. overgheset (Antwerp: Knobbaert by Franciscus Muller, ).

 T.N. Foss, ‘The European Sojourn of Philippe Couplet and Michael Shen Fuzong, -

’, in: J. Heyndrickx (ed.), Philippe Couplet, S.J. (-), The Man Who Brought 

China to Europe (Nettetal: Inst. Monumenta Serica, ), -. 

 In Chinese, Daxue, Zhong Yong and Lunyu.

 They used the translations of Confucius by Prospero Intorcetta in particular, who is cred-

ited on the title page; Couplet speaks in the introduction in the first person plural to 

highlight the collaborative nature of his work.

 Meynard, Confucius, .

 Brockey, Journey to the East, -, has called attention to the Jesuits’ appropriation of 

indigenous methods of scholarship.

 Meynard, Confucius, .

 Prospero Intorcetta had already wanted to print his Politico-Moral Learning of the Chinese 

in the Dutch Republic, see Golvers, ‘Unobserved Letter’.

 Meynard, Confucius, ; De Rougemont and Couplet may have become acquainted with 

Blaeu during their stay in Amsterdam, see N. Golvers, ‘The Development of the “Con-

fucius Sinarum Philosophus” Reconsidered in the Light of New Material’, in: R. Malek 

(ed.), Western Learning and Christianity in China: The Contribution and Impact of Johann 

Adam Schall von Bell, S.J. (-) (Nettetal: Inst. Monumenta Serica, ), vol. , 

-: .
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 Janssonius van Waesberghe paid Kircher , scudi for the publishing rights in the Holy 

Roman Empire, England, and the Low Countries; see Daniel Stolzenberg, The Great Art 

of Knowing. The Baroque Encyclopedia of Athanasius Kircher (Stanford: Stanford Univer-

sity Libraries, ), . Kircher, after hearing from the ‘Padri fiamenghi’ in China on 

their projected publication, was uncompromising: ‘non vorria io che il Blaeu le [i.e., the 

manuscripts] trattenesse’, Archive Pontifica Università Gregoriana, Misc. Epist. Kircher, 

, f. r. As early as , Kircher wrote to Janssonius proposing that he would publish 

some of the Confucius translations; in  Van Papenbroeck became involved too. See 

Golvers, ‘Confucius’, -, .

 The numbers can still be seen in copies of the first edition. According to Golvers, the 

choice for Horthemels was inspired by Couplet’s being ‘attracted to his Flemish-Dutch 

countrymen’, Golvers, ‘Confucius’, .

 Meynard, Confucius, .

 Rens Bod, De vergeten wetenschappen: een geschiedenis van de humaniora (Amsterdam: 

Prometheus, ), .

 For instance, Couplet sees the Yijing as a less authentic text without the status of a clas-

sic arguing that ‘though these poems have great authority, the style is quite difficult and 

obscure because of their always-laconic shortness, of their usual metaphorical style and 

also because of their ornamentation with very old proverbs’, Meynard, Confucius, .

 Meynard, Confucius, .

 Meynard, Confucius, .

 Meynard, Confucius, .

 This was a true statement: the rejection of modern interpretations of Confucius was a 

Chinese tradition, see Mungello, Curious Land, .

 Translation from Meynard, Confucius, .

 Meynard, Confucius, .

 Kircher had already interpreted Egyptian wisdom in this manner and used this approach 

as the basis for his Chinese studies. Th e French Jesuit Joachim Bouvet (-) was 

most explicit in linking Egyptian proto-Christianity to the ancient Chinese wisdom, using 

the hieroglyphical origin of Chinese writing as an argument. His main work was translated 

into Dutch: ’t Leven en bedrijf van den tegenwoordigen keizer van China (Utrecht, ).

 Couplet provides the framework for Bouvet’s ‘Hermetic’ arguments pointing out that ‘the 

holy Writers and Fathers ... familiar with pagan testimonies remote from human reason 

but revealed by God, such as the prophesies of the Sibyls or the statement by Trismegistus 

... or the image of Serapis which is thought to show an image of the Most Holy Trinity’, in 

Meynard, Confucius, .

 Pierre de la Brune, La Morale de Confucius, philosophe de la Chine (Amsterdam: Pierre 

Savouret, ); The Morals of Confucius, A Chinese Philosopher, who Flourished above 

Five Hundred Years before the Coming of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, Being one of the 

Choicest Pieces of Learning Remaining of that Nation (London: Randal Taylor, ). The 

English translation seems to be made from the French, as De la Brune is again named as 

the author. Couplet himself also envisaged making a French translation, which did not 

materialize; see Golvers, ‘Confucius’, .

 The review fills pages - of the December  issue, the statement on Confucius 

is on p. . The citations from the Analects are in pp. -. Other reviews appeared 

in Basnage histoire des ouvrages des sçavans (Rotterdam, September ) and Journal des 

sçavans ( January ), probably by Pierre-Sylvain Régis. See Mungello, Curious Land, 

-.
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 The painting is now in the British Royal Collection.

 See J. Spence, ‘When Minds Met: China and the West in the Seventeenth Century’, Jeffer-

son Lecture in the Humanities, delivered  May , in Washington DC. URL: http://

www.neh.gov/whoweare/Spence/lecture.html. Accessed  November .

 For instance, Couplet provided Latin translations from Chinese medical books for Cley-

er’s Specimen medicinae sinicae, sive opuscula medica ad mentem Sinensium (). See P. 

Begheyn, ‘A Letter from Andries Cleyer, Head Surgeon of the United East India Com-

pany at Batavia, to Father Philips Couplet, S.J.’, Lias  (), -. Couplet himself 

sent his Confucius to Mentzel and others in ‘England and Holland’; letter to Mentzel of 

 November , see Golvers, ‘Confucius’, .

 Witsen (Amsterdam) to Vossius (London),  November [], ‘hebbe hier met een per-

soon gesprooken, die uit Sina of Katai komt welke des menings mede is als myn Heer’ on 

a topographical question. Leiden University Library, UBL Ms Bur F, fol. r.

 Golvers, Ferdinand Verbiest and the Chinese Heaven, .

 The doctor accompanied Johan van Hoorn, Governor-General of the Dutch East Indies, 

to the Netherlands. See Leonard Blussé, ‘Doctor at Sea: Chou Mei-Yeh’s Voyage to the 

West (-),’ in: Erika de Poorter (ed.), As the Twig is Bent ..: Essays in Honour of 

Frits Vos (Amsterdam: Gieben, ), -.

 For Vondel see above, note . J. Antonides van der Goes, Trazil of overrompelt Sina (Am-

sterdam: J. Rieuwertsz., P. Arentsz. and A. Magnus, ). Duyvendak has suggested 

that Vondel met Martini during his visit in the s, see J.J.L. Duyvendak, ‘China in de 

Nederlandsche letterkunde’, Jaarboek van de Maatschappij der Nederlandsche letterkunde 

(Leiden, ), -: . The best study of Zungchin to date is Gregory Blue, ‘Johann 

Adam Schall and the Jesuit Mission in Vondel’s Zungchin’, in: Roman Malek (ed.), West-

ern Learning and Christianity in China: The Contribution and Impact of Johan Adam 

Schall von Bell, S.J. (-) (Sankt Augustin: Monumenta Serica Inst, ), vol. , 

-. Perhaps Vondel’s work was a source of inspiration for Eberhard Happel’s novel 

Der Asiatische Onogambo (), which, in any event, based its Chinese descriptions on 

Nieuhof ’s travelogue. See Adrian Hsia, ‘Literarische Darstellung der Jesuitenmission in 

China insbesondere des Wirkens von Johann Adam Schall von Bell’, in: Roman Malek 

(ed.), Western Learning and Christianity in China: The Contribution and Impact of Johan 

Adam Schall von Bell, S.J. (-) (Sankt Augustin: Monumenta Serica Inst, ), 

vol. , -.

 Chiefly the writings of Cicero, Seneca and Aesop, see Standaert, Handbook, -.

 Verbiest’s was ‘the most ambitious project in the field of sciences and (natural) philoso-

phy’, according to Nicolas Standaert, ‘Jesuits in China’, in: T. Worcester (ed.), The Cam-

bridge Companion to the Jesuits (Cambridge & New York: Cambridge University Press, 

), -: ; Libbrecht confirms that ‘One of the most important facts in the 

introduction of European and [sic] Chinese astronomy in the seventeenth century was ... 

the building of the new instruments for the observatory in Peking by the Flemish Belgian 

Jesuit Ferdinand Verbiest’, U. Libbrecht, ‘What Kind of Science did the Jesuits Bring to 

China?’ in: F. Masini (ed.), Western Humanistic Culture presented to China by Jesuit Mis-

sionaries (th-th Centuries) (Rome: Institutum Historicum Societatis Iesu, ), -

: . 

 F. Verbiest, Astronomia Europaea sub imperatore Tartaro-Sinico Cám Hý appellato ex umbra 

in lucem revocata à R.P. Ferdinando Verbiest Flandro-Belga e Societate Jesu Academiae Astro-

nomicae in Regia Pekinensi Praefecto anno M.DCLXVIII (Beijing, ), documents the 

author’s presentation of Western music and optical devices at the imperial court. Verbiest 
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also expanded on Giulio Aleni’s effort to explain the European system of disciplines in the 

arts and sciences to the Chinese, see Standaert, Handbook, . F. Verbiest, Kunyu tushuo 

(Illustrated Explanation of the Entire World, ) has many illustrations derived from 

Netherlandish and German engravings; see Standaert, Handbook, .

 Robert Halleux, Carmélia Opsomer and Jan Vandersmissen (ed.), Geschiedenis van de 

wetenschappen in België van de Oudheid tot  (Brussel: Gemeentekrediet/Dexia, ), 

.

 Th e respective specialists were Filippo Grimaldi and Tomé Pereira. Th e Jesuits sent at least 

four artists from the Low Countries to China. Albert Brac (b.) from the Dutch Republic 

and Ignatius Lagot (-) and Henri Xavier (b.) from the Southern Netherlands 

all worked as painters in Macao. Th e Maastricht-born artist Henrik van Vlier den (b.) 

departed for China in . See Dehergne, Répertoire des Jésuites de Chine.

 J.B. du Halde, The General History of China Containing a Geographical, Historical, Chrono-

logical, Political and Physical Description of the Empire of China (London: Watts, ), 

-.

 Golvers, ‘De recruteringstocht’, -.

 For instance Georg Balthasar Probst after P. van Blankaert after Johan Nieuhof, Vue 

d’optique of the interior of the Imperial Palacein Beijing, -, The Getty Research Insti-

tute, Los Angeles. Image in M. Reed & P. Demattè (eds.), China on Paper: European and 

Chinese Works from the Late Sixteenth to the Early Nineteenth Century (Los Angeles: Getty 

Research Institute, ), .

 Standaert, Handbook, , referring to P.M. d’Elia (ed.), Fonti Ricciane (Rome: Libreria 

dello Stato, -), Vol I, , .

 Gauvin Alexander Bailey, Art on the Jesuit Missions in Asia and Latin America: - 

(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, ), . See also Nicolas Trigault, De christiana 

expeditione apud Sinas (Cologne, ), -, and d’Elia, Fonti Ricciane, -. Ricci’s 

criticism returns unmodified after  years in M. Corner, China: Pictorial, Descriptive, 

and Historical (London: Bohn, ), : ‘The defects of the Chinese as sculptors and 

painters are sufficiently known from specimens of their works which abound in Europe. 

Their painters have no notion of perspective, and very little idea of chiaro-scuro, or light 

and shade’.

 ‘Tot de Schilderyen en Schilderkunst, die zy doorgaans veel in hunne kunsten gebruiken, 

toonen deze volken een groote genegentheit en begeerte: doch mogen evenwel in’t maken 

van eenige uitmuntende kunst-stukken tegen d’Europers geenszins op; want eensdeels 

verstaanze zich noch niet op ’t maken van schaduwen, en ten andre wetenze de kleuren 

niet te temperen en met olie te mengen. Dit is d’oorzaak waarom hunne Schilderyen zeer 

doots en bleek zich vertoonen, en veel meer na dode lijken dan levendige beelden zwe-

men,’ Joan Nieuhof, Het gezantschap der Neêrlandtsche Oost-Indische Compagnie, aan den 

grooten Tartarischen Cham, den tegenwoordigen keizer van China... Beneffens een naukeurige 

beschryving der Sineesche steden, dorpen, regeering (Amsterdam: Van Meurs, ), Part II, 

. Cf. Olfert Dapper, Gedenkwaerdig bedryf der Nederlandsche Oost-Indische Maetschap-

pye op de kuste en in het keizerrijk van Taising of Sina: behelzende het tweede gezandschap 

... en het derde gezandschap ... beneffens een beschryving van geheel Sina (Amsterdam: Van 

Meurs, ), .

 Nieuhof, Het gezantschap, Part II, p. ; Dapper, Gedenkwaerdig bedryf, .

 The court artist Zou Yigui is quoted in M. Sullivan, The Meeting of Eastern and Western 

Art (revised ed.) (Berkeley: University of California Press, ), . Cf. Baily, Art on the 

Jesuit Missions, . 
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 This becomes clear from the fact that the main Chinese Jesuit artist, Wu Li (-), 

who instigated a completely new genre of Sino-Christian poetry, remained true to the 

style of the literati in his paintings. Wu accompanied De Rougemont on one of his mis-

sion tours in the Guangzhou area.

 Vossius is called ‘Emperor’ in Franciscus F.N. Junius’s introduction to G. Vossius, De qua-

tor artibus popularibus (Amsterdam: Blaeu, ), no pagination.

 See my ‘Vossius’s Chinese Utopia’, in: E. Jorink & D. van Miert (eds.), Isaac Vossius (-

) and the European World of Learning (Leiden and Boston: Brill), -.

 Virgile Pinot, La Chine et la formation de l’esprit philosophique en France (-) (Ge-

nève: Slatkine Reprints,  [Orig. Paris: ]), .

 ‘Cum vero inquiunt umbris fere carere Serum picturas, carpunt quod laudare debuerant. 

Parce admodum sunt illi in exprimendis umbris, & quidem quanto meliores sunt pictu-

rae, tanto minus umbrantur; in quo longe peritiores sunt nostri orbis pictoribus, qui non 

nisi additis densis umbris partes magis exstantes norunt repraesentare. Qua quidem in 

re nec naturae, nec optices observant leges; illae nempe docent, si quod corpus aequale 

fere lumine aspergatur, ita ut nullae conspicuae sint umbrae, partes magis vicinas aut ex-

stantes distinctioribus lineamentis, recedentes vero & remotiores minus distincte esse 

exhibendas. Hanc si quis in pingendo observet rationem, erit pictura naturae aemula, & 

etiam absque umbris conspicuis magis extantes apparebunt partes,’ I. Vossius, ‘De artibus 

et scientiis Sinarum’, in: Isaaci Vossii variarum observationum liber (London: Scott, ), 

-: .

 See Weststeijn, ‘Vossius’s Chinese Utopia’.

 Anthony Grafton, Joseph Scaliger: A Study in the History of Classical Scholarship, vol. II, 

Historical Chronology (Oxford: Clarendon Press, ), -.

 Duyvendak, ‘Early Chinese Studies’, -.

 In fact, Vossius prefers the Greek Septuagint which states that the world was , years 

older than the Hebrew Bible suggests. The Septuagint states that the world was created 

in the year  BC, the Vulgate in the year  BC; the deluge was computed to have 

happened in the years  and  respectively; see Jack Finnegan, Handbook of Biblical 

Chronology (Princeton: Princeton University Press, ), , .

 ‘[C]consequitur in nullis hactenur Ecclesiis occidentalibus veram Sacram Scripturam 

versionem receptam fuisse’, Georgii Hornii dissertatio de vera aetate mundi, qua sententia 

illorum refellitur qui statuunt natale mundi tempus annis minimum . vulgarem aeram 

anticipare (Leiden: Elsevier & Leffen, ), .

 Hornius, Dissertatio, , . Hornius identified the Flood with a natural disaster in the 

time of emperor Yao and proceeded to associate Chinese rulers with figures from the Old 

Testament.

 See Weststeijn, ‘Vossius’ Chinese Utopia’.

 See my ‘“Spinoza sinicus:” An Asian Paragraph in the History of the Radical Enlighten-

ment’, Journal of the History of Ideas / (), -.

 Weststeijn, ‘Vossius’ Chinese Utopia’.

 ‘Tabula Chronologica Monarchiae Sinicae’ (), bound with Confucius Sinarum Philoso-

phus (Paris: Horthemels, ). The text ranges from Huangdi to Kangxi’s campaign to 

pacify the western Mongols in . According to Meynard, Confucius, , Couplet fin-

ished the text in  during his stay in Holland. He first published it as an independent 

work entitled Tabula genealogica (Paris, ), see Golvers, ‘Confucius’, .

 Bod, Vergeten wetenschappen, , pleading for a ‘future world history’ of the humanities.

 Standaert, ‘Transmission of Renaissance Culture’, .
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 Cf. John E. Wills, ‘Brief Intersection: Changing Contexts and Prospects of the Chinese-

Christian Encounter from Matteo Ricci to Ferdinand Verbiest’, in: John W. Witek (ed.), 

Ferdinand Verbiest (-). Jesuit Missionary, Scientist, Engineer and Diplomat (Net-

tetal: Inst. Monumenta Serica, ), -. On the Chinese respect for books in par-

ticular see Standaert, ‘Transmission of Renaissance Culture’, -.

 Vossius’s ideas contributed to a respected English school of Biblical criticism, see David 

S. Katz, ‘Isaac Vossius and the English Biblical Critics -’, in: R.H. Popkin and 

A. Vanderjagt (eds.), Scepticism and Irreligion in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries 

(Leiden & Boston: Brill, ), -. 

 Two examples: the Countess of Arundel’s ‘Dutch’ cabinet in London contained Chinese 

porcelain and August the Strong built a ‘Holländische Palast’ in Dresden to house his 

East Asian ceramics. By  the Dutch had imported over three million pieces of Chi-

nese porcelain and Amsterdam had become ‘the hub for the accumulation and dispersal 

of knowledge about the non-European world’, according to D. Odell, ‘Porcelain, Print 

Culture and Mercantile Aesthetics’, in: A. Cavanaugh a.o. (eds.), The Cultural Aesthetics of 

Eighteenth-Century Porcelain (London: Ashgate, ), -: .

 ‘Commercia inquam doctrinae et mutuae lucis’, Leibniz to Giovanni Laureati,  No-

vember . See G.W. Leibniz, Leibniz korrespondiert mit China (Frankfurt am Main: 

Klostermann, ), .

 For Verbiest and Leibniz, see Gerhard Strasser’s chapter in the present book. Part of Ver-

biest’s Astronomia Europaea is included in Leibniz’s Novissima sinica (). For Leibniz 

and the chronological issues sparked by Vossius, see Li Wenchao, ‘Leibniz, der Chro-

nologiestreit und die Juden in China’, in: D.J. Cook et al. (eds.), Leibniz und das Judentum 

(Stuttgart: Steiner, ), -. Van Papenbroeck informed Leibniz on the publica-

tion of Confucius Sinarum philosophus, see Mungello, Curious Land, .

 Sinensis imperii libri classici sex (Prague: Kamenicky, ). The manuscript is presently 

in Arras library. Noël was born in Hestrud in the Spanish Netherlands.

 China was treated in a satirical manner by Jacob Campo Weyerman and others; see A. 

Pos, Het paviljoen van porselein: Nederlandse literaire Chinoiserie en het westerse beeld van 

China, -, PhD Dissertation, University of Leiden , - (commercial edi-

tion forthcoming). 

 Louis XIV sent six Jesuits to Beijing as correspondents for the Académie Royale des 

Sciences (while the Académie des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres studied the Chinese lan-

guage); the Royal Society proposed to include the Jesuits in China among their corre-

spondents in ; the Imperial Academy of Sciences in Saint Petersburg maintained 

links with the French missionaries. See Standaert, Handbook, -. In , Naples saw 

the foundation of a specialized Collegio dei Cinesi.

 Duyvendak, ‘China in de Nederlandse letterkunde’, . Over time, this even resulted in 

the Amsterdam-born philosopher Cornelis de Pauw (-) refuting the previous 

positive images of China in Recherches philosophiques sur les Egyptiens et les Chinois,  vols. 

(Amsterdam & Leiden: Vlam and Murray, ).

 Duyvendak, ‘China in de Nederlandse letterkunde’, . This was obviously related to 

the decline of the Dutch East-India Company, see Lach & Van Kley, Asia in the Making 

of Europe, Vol. III, . After , the Dutch concentrated their direct trade on Java 

and relied for contacts with China on Chinese and Portuguese intermediaries, whereas 

European commercial interest in East Asia became increasingly focused on the large-

scale production of certain products for export; see Wills, Pepper, Guns, and Parleys, 

-.
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 R. Po-chia Hsia, ‘The Catholic Mission and Translations in China, -’, in: P. 

Burke & R.P. Hsia (eds.), Cultural Translation in Early Modern Europe (Cambridge: Cam-

bridge University Press, ), -: . According to Wills, Pepper, Guns, and Parleys, 

, by  ‘[b]oth sides in the Sino-Western trade were reasonably content with their 

profits, and the eighteenth century passed with little political contact between Europeans 

and Chinese’. 





Th e Oriental Origins of Orientalism

Th e Case of Dimitrie Cantemir

Michiel LeezenbergMichiel Leezenberg1

He was as good a sovereign of the sort

As any mention’d in the histories

Of Cantemir, or Knolles, where few shine

Save Solyman, the glory of their line.

Lord Byron, Don Juan, V: 147

 Introduction: Post-orientalism and beyond

Edward Said’s Orientalism continues to set the tone for debates about the po-

litical roles and implications of the academic study of the Islamic, and more 

generally the non-Western, world in the Western humanities, even though its 

shortcomings have long been known. Specifically, and influentially, Said argues 

that there is a direct link between knowledge of the Orient and colonial domina-

tion; he mostly bases his case on detailed discussion of orientalist scholarship on 

the Arab-speaking regions of the Ottoman empire in France and England in the 

nineteenth century, and in the United States in the twentieth. Much can be said 

about this argument; but for the present discussion, three kinds of problems are 

most directly relevant.

First, as was already noted at an early stage, Said’s argument has a very re-

stricted geographical basis, as he does not take German and Russian orientalism 

into account; indeed, some have presented the German case as a refutation of his 

main thesis.2 Although German orientalism had a dominant position for much 

of the nineteenth century, German colonial projects would not materialize until 

well after the 1870 unification under Bismarck. The Russian case is even more 

complex: from the sixteenth century onward, the Russian empire incorporated 

Muslim subject populations that were not necessarily, or unambiguously, seen as 

radically different from the recently converted Russian peasantry, or from other 
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subject nations; it was not until the later eighteenth century that a more self-

conscious expansion into the Caucasus and Central Asia and a concomitant form 

of orientalist knowledge developed. In many ways, the Soviet Union reproduced 

‘bourgeois’ orientalist knowledge that had been produced in, particularly, impe-

rial Russia and Germany; but it cannot simply be said to be an empire or colonial 

enterprise in any but the widest sense. Likewise, scholars in the Ottoman empire 

and its successor states also developed something like an orientalist tradition of 

their own.3 Neither in the 1978 edition nor in the Afterword to the 1995 edition 

of Orientalism does Said address the specifics of German, Russian, or Ottoman 

orientalism at all. In the original edition, he acknowledges the pre-eminent status 

of German oriental and other scholarship in the nineteenth century, but adds 

that ‘the German Orient was almost exclusively a scholarly, or at least a classical 

Orient’ (1978: 19), that is, an imagined locus that never became really actual as did 

the French and English colonial Orient; moreover, he adds, German, French and 

English orientalism all had the same kind of textual or epistemological authority 

over the Orient in Western culture. That claim, however, leaves open the more 

general question of how knowledge produced in a particular region, and language, 

can acquire – or lose – a more universal, or hegemonic, status.

A second problem concerns possible ruptures or discontinuities in orientalist 

knowledge, and in the humanities more generally. Said himself notes the close 

conceptual link between oriental scholarship and other branches of the humani-

ties, in particular historical and comparative linguistics as created by the likes of 

William Jones and Sylvestre de Sacy (1978: 18). Basing himself in part on Fou-

cault’s genealogical approach, he then sets out to expose the intimate, or internal, 

relation between orientalist knowledge and colonial power. In doing so, however, 

he not only links knowledge much more closely to state power than Foucault 

ever does; he also, and quite unlike Foucault, appears to assume that the other-

ing of the Orient as something radically different from the West remained es-

sentially unchanged from ancient Greece until the present, claiming that ‘certain 

associations with the East – not quite ignorant, not quite informed – always seem 

to have gathered around the Orient’, and accordingly seeing the first emergence 

of orientalism in Homer, Aeschylus and Euripides (1978: 55-56). In contrast to 

this apparently timeless character of Said’s orientalism, Foucault famously, and 

controversially, argued for a radical epistemological rupture in the sciences of 

man; less contentiously, one may observe a discontinuity of some sort in the nine-

teenth-century rise of the professionalized modern humanities based on philo-

logical methods and the simultaneous growth of political nationalism. Put differ-

ently, the interrelations between modern orientalism, and the modern humanities 

more generally, the rise of the nation state, and the transformation from early 

modern empires into modern imperialisms largely remain to be explored.
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A third question left open by orientalism studies, and a very substantial one in 

connection with the history of the humanities, is the changing interrelationships 

of Western and non-Western traditions of learning. It is tempting to view orien-

talism as a kind of hegemonic discourse, or as an ideology in the Marxist sense 

of the word, without exploring exactly how this discourse became hegemonic; 

but doing so threatens to deprive non-Western subjects of all agency.4 Classically 

orientalist texts present local interlocutors as at best playing the role of – gener-

ally anonymous – ‘native informants’, that is, as sources of oral information whose 

opinions do not in themselves carry any epistemological authority. It is only re-

cently that early modern non-Western knowledge traditions have started to re-

ceive due attention. In the Islamic world, for example, there was a long-standing 

tradition of learning, ranging from logic and grammar to theology, philosophy 

and alchemy; moreover, different authors have argued for different forms of in-

novation and change in these traditions in the early modern era. The advent of 

modern Western scholars and scientists, schools and universities, and textbooks 

and curricula did not simply mark the end of these local traditions of learning; 

but it did profoundly transform them. It is not at all clear how one should assess 

these developments; but, obviously, one should resist reducing them to the mere 

passive reception or absorption of a hegemonic Western discourse, as this pre-

cludes even the raising of the questions of local agency and the universalisation of 

locally produced knowledge that are at stake here.

In this contribution, I will address these broader questions through the prism 

of a single figure, the early eighteenth-century scholar Dimitrie Cantemir. Born 

and educated in Ottoman lands, he eventually became a major intellectual and 

political figure in both the Ottoman and Russian empires, and was a precursor of 

Romanian (and Moldavian) nationalism. As will appear below, he was far more 

than a native informant, and his work on Ottoman history would come to have a 

dominant status in Western orientalist scholarship for almost an entire century. 

Thus, apart from being a fascinating figure in his own right, Cantemir’s Werde-

gang also inspires questions of a broader and more theoretical character, concern-

ing, among others, the origins of modern philological orientalism, and the history 

of the humanities beyond national and religious confines. Indeed, it reminds us 

of just how recently these boundaries have been drawn.

 Cantemir’s political and academic career

The regions with Romance-speaking populations straddled the border between 

the Ottoman and Habsburg empires. The Christian populations of the Ottoman 

provinces of Wallachia (Turkish Eflâq) in the South, and Transylvania (Erdel in 
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Turkish, and Siebenbürgen in German) in the Northwest, and Moldavia (Bog-

dan) in the Northeast, were generally adherents of the orthodox Byzantine-Slavic 

church, in which Church Slavonic had long been the liturgical language; but in 

the wake of the Reformation, the Uniate church also had made inroads here. The 

Ottoman rulers made few if any concerted efforts to convert the Christian and 

Jewish subject population of the Balkans to Islam. Instead, the Danube prov-

inces knew a largely autonomous and quasi-feudal rule by so-called hospodars 

or voyvodes, generally elected from the local landowning and/or military elites, 

the boyars.

It was into such a boyar family that Dimitrie Cantemir was born, in 1673. In 

1685, his father Constantin, himself illiterate, became voyvode of Moldavia.5 In 

his Latin works published in Russia, Cantemir claims that his ancestors were 

Crimean Tatars who had converted to Christianity in the fifteenth century; in his 

Romanian-language writings, however, he emphasizes his humble origins, pos-

sibly in an attempt to distance himself from the unpopular local boyar elites. The 

emphasis on a Turkic or Tatar genealogy may have been intended to ingratiate 

himself with readers in Russia, where it was common practice among the nobil-

ity to claim Tatar descent, and take on Tatar names, until the eighteenth century.

After spending his younger years in the Moldavian capital Iaşi, he stayed in Is-

tanbul as a hostage from 1687 to 1691. Upon the death of his father in 1693, he was 

elected the new ruler by local supporters; but after a mere three weeks in power, 

he was dethroned by the Ottoman authorities. When his brother Antioch was 

granted the Moldavian throne, Dimitrie returned to the Ottoman capital, where 

he was to stay until 1710. Only once, in 1699, did he return, for his betrothal to 

Cassandra Cantacuzino (1682-1713), a daughter of the former voyvode of Wal-

lachia, in what was clearly a political marriage.

Reflecting enduring rivalries between Moldavian and Wallachian hospodars 

more generally, the Cantemir family had a long-standing enmity with Constantin 

Brancovanu, the voyvode of Wallachia. Also during his years in Istanbul, Dimi-

trie appears to have been very much involved in the customary court intrigues. 

He enjoyed the support of several grand viziers and maintained good relations 

with, among others, the French, Dutch and Russian ambassadors. Cantemir had 

a high reputation as a court musician; reportedly, upon hearing that he had been 

named voyvode of Moldavia, he composed a tune to show his gratitude, which 

he also performed in front of the sultan. His gratitude was not translated into 

political loyalty, however: shortly after his return to Iaşi, he entered into secret 

negotiations with the Russian tsar Peter the Great, and in Peter’s 1711 Pruth cam-

paign, an ill-fated military offensive against the Ottomans, he openly sided with 

the Russians. It was a gamble, and it did not pay off: Peter was defeated in battle, 

and Cantemir had to flee for his life along with the retreating Russian troops. 
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Cantemir’s defection had far-reaching political consequences, as the failure of the 

Russian-backed revolt spelled the beginning of the so-called Phanariot period, 

when the Danube provinces came to be ruled by Greek-speaking families more 

closely linked to the central Ottoman authorities.

Cantemir’s role in Moldavia and the Ottoman empire had ended abruptly, but 

his career in the Russian empire was about to begin. Soon, he moved among the 

St Petersburg elites with ease, subsequently remarrying into the Russian nobil-

ity. Academically, too, his life in Russia proved successful. In 1714, he was made a 

member of the Berlin Academy of Sciences; in the early 1720s, he was proposed 

as the first president of the Russian Academy. Peter the Great had corresponded 

about the idea of a Russian academy with the German philosopher Leibniz (who 

had also been instrumental in the creation of academies at Berlin and Vienna); 

by the time the St Petersburg Academy held its fi rst session, however, both Peter 

and Cantemir had died. In 1722, Cantemir had joined Peter’s expedition headed 

for the Caucasus and Iran, being in charge of the printing press used to print the 

tsar’s proclamations in Turkish and Persian translation; but he increasingly suf-

fered from diabetes, to which he eventually succumbed in 1723. Peter died in early 

1725; rumour had it that he had been romantically involved with Dimitrie’s daugh-

ter Maria (cf. Lemny 2009). One of his sons, Antioch, would subsequently become 

one of the most important eighteenth-century innovators of Russian as a language 

of poetry. As a Russian diplomat, he was also to reside in England and France, 

where he established friendly contacts with the likes of Montesquieu and Voltaire.

 Cantemir as a man of letters

By any standard, Cantemir had an exceptional knowledge of languages, scholarly 

and literary traditions, musical theory and practice, and – last but not least – 

politics. According to the Life appended to Cantemir’s history of the Ottoman 

empire, he was fluent in Ottoman Turkish, Persian, Arabic, Modern Greek, Lat-

in, Italian, Russian and Moldavian, and had an understanding of ancient Greek, 

Church Slavonic and French. He received his initial education from the Greek 

monk Jeremiah Kakavelas, a Cretan-born theologian who had also studied in 

Cambridge and Leipzig. In Istanbul, he reportedly studied at the Academy of 

the Orthodox Patriarchate, where Alexander Mavrocordatos, the Great Drago-

man, following his studies in Italy, had propagated neo-Aristotelianism.6 Thus, 

Cantemir was brought up in an environment that blended reformed Orthodox 

learning with Western European humanism; moreover, and more exceptionally, 

he also acquainted himself with Islamic learning, in particular concerning music 

and historiography.
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Two of Cantemir’s early works have a special status, in being among the earli-

est literary works in Romanian; in fact, Cantemir marks the rise of Romanian as 

a language of learning and literature. A number of chronicles had already been 

written in the local Romance vernacular, and in 1688 a Romanian translation of 

the Bible had been printed in Bucharest (reportedly, Cantemir kept a copy of this 

work with him all his life); but Cantemir’s writings are among the first exercises 

of a more strictly literary character. His first major work, the Divanul sau Gâl-

ceava Înţeleptului cu lumea sau Giudeţul sufletului cu trupul (The Divan or The 

Wise Man’s Discussion with the World, or The Judgement of the Soul with the 

Body) was published in 1698, in a bilingual edition ‘in the Greek and Moldavian 

tongues’, as the Life has it, with the Moldavian (i.e. Romanian) being printed in 

Cyrillic script. It is not clear how wide a Romanian-reading audience the book 

commanded; but it is signifi cant that already in 1705, the work was translated into 

Arabic, apparently for the benefi t of Arabic-speaking orthodox monks in the Le-

vant.7 Th e fi rst part of this work closely follows medieval European disputes be-

tween the soul and the body on the relative merits of the worldly and the ascetic 

life; the second part presents a commentary on the fi rst; and the third part consists 

of a translation of Andreas Wissowatius’s theological treatise Stimuli virtutum.8

In 1705, he wrote the Istoria Ieroglifica, an allegorical tale of how the bees (sub-

sequently revealed to be the poorer rural population) are exploited by the raven 

(i.e. the boyars). The Istoria was not published until long after Cantemir’s death, 

and it is not difficult to see why: not only is it openly critical of the Ottoman 

rulers, it also expresses sympathy for the local population’s uprisings against the 

oppressive rule and financial extortion by the boyars.9 The literary merits of these 

Romanian-language works have been fiercely disputed, in particular by national-

ist authors of the late nineteenth century. Thus, the famous late-nineteenth-cen-

tury historian and future prime minister Nicolae Iorga considered the Divanul 

a ‘clumsily written and aimless compilation,’ and the Istoria a ‘poor imitation of 

Heliodorus’s Aethiopica’.10 Other Romanian authors of the late nineteenth cen-

tury were equally dismissive of Cantemir’s literary merits, in part because of the 

many Slavonic, Greek, Latin and Turkish elements in his vocabulary and syntax, 

which they saw as ‘alien to the Romanian language’.11 The latter remark in par-

ticular indicates that one should perhaps not read such statements as authorita-

tive aesthetic judgements but rather as indications of the enormous intervening 

changes in the assumed ideologies of what the Romanian language is and what 

it should be.

These early works appear to have been shaped by local orthodox and Islamic 

traditions as much as by Western European humanism.12 They betray a familiarity 

with ancient Greek, and to a lesser extent Latin, with historians like Herodotus 

and Thucydides, with Stoic thought, and with popular narrators from antiquity, 
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like Aesop and Heliodorus; but Cantemir is equally familiar with the Persian 

poet Saadi. Although Cantemir rarely if ever mentions any Western European 

contemporaries, he occasionally refers to Renaissance humanists, in particular 

Erasmus. Far more important than these, however, is the Lithuanian-born Socin-

ian theologian monk Andreas Wissowatius (1608-1678), whose Stimuli virtutum 

is reproduced, as noted, in the third part of the Divanul. The irony that a radical 

protestant author should be incorporated into a work of Orthodox convictions 

has not gone unnoticed; but Unitarian beliefs in fact had a wider currency among 

speakers of Romanian and Hungarian, despite Habsburg efforts to spread or en-

force Catholicism on both groups.

Cantemir’s literary works mark an early stage in the rise of Romanian as a lan-

guage of religion, learning and literature.13 The philosophical and ethical vocabu-

lary of the Divanul appears to be shaped less by Greek or Latin than by Church 

Slavonic (Bochmann (1973: 66); but already in the Istoria Ieroglifica, written less 

than ten years after the Divanul, the number of Greek-borrowed neologisms has 

increased sharply. It is impossible to tell whether this increase reflects a difference 

in genre or rather a linguistic or intellectual development on Cantemir’s part. Ap-

pended to the Istoria is a lexicon, the Scara, which is important for the history of 

Romanian even if it was never published. Giosu (1973) finds 212 Greek loans in 

the Istoria, versus a mere 42 borrowings from Latin; following Petrovici, he plays 

down the number and importance of Turkish borrowings.

Remarkably few of Cantemir’s coinages have survived into present-day Ro-

manian; in many respects, his linguistic concerns are not quite the same as those 

of later Romanian-language authors. Cantemir, like the 1688 Bible translation, 

wrote Romanian in Cyrillic script; in later years, the Latin alphabet would be 

adopted. At this early stage, his main concern appears to have been the emanci-

pation of Romanian from the influence of Church Slavonic, as witnessed by the 

increasing number of Greek neologisms in his work. Because of this predomi-

nance of Greek-origin neologisms, Cantemir differs from the linguistic reformers 

of the later eighteenth century, in particular the so-called ‘Transylvanian School’, 

who consciously modelled written Romanian on Latin in an effort to approach or 

assimilate the latter’s prestige, and to increase the distance with Greek. In turn, 

the Romanian romantic nationalists of the 1820s onward, were to take as their 

models the modern Romance languages, in particular French and Italian, in part 

in reaction against the Habsburg empire’s efforts to impose Latin – seen as the 

language of the Catholic church – as the language of higher education.

Cantemir’s analytical political vocabulary has proved more enduring: it in-

cludes coinages for politics (politie) (II.204) and democracy (dimocratie) (I.11) 

that are still in use today. Remarkably, however, no term like liberty (libertate in 

present-day Romanian) occurs in either work; only once does the notion appear 
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in the Istoria, significantly, as the Greek loan elefterie (II: 156); and this occur-

rence is not political in character. Generally, it seems, Cantemir speaks of human 

dignity rather than human liberty. Thus, Cantemir appears to share neither the 

civic Republicanism of Renaissance authors like Machiavelli, nor the liberalism 

of later Western European authors; rather, he appears to presume, and share, a 

number of specifically Byzantine and Ottoman conceptions and beliefs about 

kingship. A detailed discussion of these matters, however, falls outside the scope 

of the present paper.

It would be instructive to compare Cantemir’s literary works with those of his 

contemporary, Nicholas Mavrocordatos (1670-1730), who would eventually be-

come voyvode of Moldavia and Wallachia.14 It remains an open question in how far 

political rivalries between the Cantemir and Mavrocordatos families also found a 

literary refl ection, or expression, in works like Dimitrie’s Divanul and Istoria iero-

glifi ca, and Mavrocordatos’s Filotheou parerga, and especially the latter’s infl uential 

Peri kathekonton (published in Bucharest in 1716).15 It is intriguing to see, how-

ever, that whereas Mavrocordatos’s tale expresses praise of the Ottoman rulers, 

the Istoria is openly critical of them. It seems self-evident to present-day readers 

to see Cantemir as an early Romanian author, and Mavrocordatos as part of a 

Greek tradition; even this way of phrasing things, however, risks projecting back 

traditions that were constructed much later onto earlier figures. Thus, for both 

authors, Greekness (Hellenismos in Mavrocordatos, eliniza in Cantemir) appears 

less a matter of birth or national belonging than one of education and refinement. 

Both Cantemir and Mavrocordatos, then, belong to early modern Ottoman elites 

that only in retrospect have been claimed by nationalist historiographies.

 Cantemir as a scholar

Cantemir also wrote an introduction to logic and a metaphysical study; but these 

works do not seem to have gained a wider circulation. More important, also for 

the purposes of the present paper, are his several books on the geography, history 

and customs of the Romance-speaking peoples of the Danube provinces.16 Here, 

I will focus on the names that Cantemir uses for these peoples and on his charac-

terization of their language.

Names appear to be of some importance for Cantemir: in fact, he devotes an 

entire treatise, De antiquis et hodiernis moldaviae nominibus (On the ancient and 

present names for Moldavia), to the diff erent names for the inhabitants of the 

Danube provinces.17 Strikingly absent among these are terms like ‘Romanians’ 

or ‘Romanian’ as a generic indication. Instead, Cantemir generally uses Valachi 

(‘Vlachs’) as a superordinate term for the Romance-speaking inhabitants of these 
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regions, and as virtually synonomous with Dacoromanii (e.g. p. 356). Likewise, he 

has no consistently used general geographical term like România. Although Neacşu 

Lupu’s 1521 letter from Câmpulung, the oldest document written in a form of Ro-

manian, already speaks of Ţeara Rumânească, ‘Romanian land’, the term România 

is in fact a neologism that does not appear to have been used before the nineteenth 

century. For the geographical regions, Cantemir generally uses terms correspond-

ing to the Ottoman Danube provinces, like Moldavia, Valachia and Transylvania. 

In the Historia moldo-vlachica, he also notes the contemporary Turkish terms ifl âq 

and qarafl ah, ‘Vlach’ and ‘Black Vlach’ (cf. Modern Greek mavrovlakhía).

Throughout the Historia, Cantemir makes brief comments on the modern ver-

naculars. A more extended discussion on the contemporary Romance vernaculars 

and their historical background appears in chapter IV of the third part of the 

Descriptio (pp. 362-367), where he emphasizes that Romanian is derived not from 

Italian, but rather from the most ancient forms of Latin, and preserves Latin 

expressions that do not appear in Italian.18 Thus, he is among the first Romanian 

authors who emphasize the Latinity of Romanian.

The idea that there is an affinity between ancient Latin and the modern ver-

naculars of the Danube regions was not a discovery of nineteenth-century histor-

ical linguistics. Sixteenth-century humanist travellers and scholars had already 

observed the affinity of the dialects spoken in the Danube provinces with Latin 

and concluded that their speakers must be descendants of the Romans who had 

settled in the region in the wake of Trajan’s conquests.19 It is unclear to what 

extent Cantemir’s own speculations on these matters rely on these early modern 

authors, rather than on ancient accounts of the Roman conquests of the Danube 

provinces.

Throughout these works, Cantemir emphasizes not only the continuity of the 

Romance-speaking populations of the Danube provinces with the Roman period, 

but also their ethnic unity.20 The Historia defends the thesis that modern-day Ro-

mance speakers are of purely Roman descent rather than the offspring of Roman 

intermingling with native populations like the ancient Dacians, which he believes 

to have been completely annihilated. This Romano-Valacha gens, he continues, 

was subsequently dispersed to the regions of Moldavia, Muntenia, Bessarabia, 

Transylvania and Epirus (Historia, p. 420). He continues by claiming that the 

dialects spoken by these groups changed as a result of interference from neigh-

bouring languages; thus, the dialect spoken by the Moldavians freely uses Greek 

and Albanian expressions.21

Cantemir, in other words, displays no sense of language change as involving 

a process of organic growth; instead, he treats Romanian as a corrupted form of 

Latin, resulting from contacts with Greeks, Turks, Slavs and others. Likewise, 

Cantemir’s writings are not informed by any sense of the common people as the 
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main locus of a pure national culture or spirit, let alone sovereignty. Although he 

shows attention for folkloric traditions, it would be anachronistic to see this as 

a kind of Romantic-nationalist glorification of folk culture. In short, Cantemir 

cannot be said to be a Romanian nationalist in the present-day sense of the word; 

yet, his work on the history and customs of the Danube regions would in time be-

come a source of inspiration for later generations of authors of a more unambigu-

ously Romanian national character, in particular the abovementioned Transylva-

nian school that was active in the late eighteenth century regions under Habsburg 

control. It was only in the nineteenth century that romantic nationalism made 

substantial inroads among the Romanians: from the 1820s onwards, Romanian 

was primarily seen as a modern Romance language alongside – and, increasingly, 

modelled on – French and Italian.22

Next to these works on the history and customs of the Romanians/Walla-

chians, Cantemir also wrote a Turkish-language book on musical theory, the 

Kitâb-i ‘ilm al-musîqî (Book of the science of music). The manuscript of the 

Kitâb is followed by a Mecmûa or Collection of melodies, transcribed with his 

own alphabetical system of notation, and specifying the mode, rhythm and – if 

known – composer of each piece. Together, these two works are also known as the 

Kantemiroglu edvâri or the Edvâr23 According to Popescu-Judetz, one of the major 

innovations of Cantemir’s work on music is its attempt to reformulate music as a 

script-based practice; this attempt, incidentally, did not meet with much response 

among Cantemir’s Ottoman contemporaries. Generally, in the Ottoman empire, 

and in the Muslim world at large, music was orally transmitted rather than writ-

ten down. It may well have been this specific kind of literate practice, rather than 

any kind of uniquely Western process of ‘rationalization’, as argued for by the 

likes of Max Weber, that facilitated the development of Western art music with 

its particular forms of contrapuntal polyphony.24

Another innovation was the transcription used. Although Cantemir is likely 

to have been familiar with Byzantine psaltic notation, and although it is quite 

probable that he was familiar with the Western European staff notation intro-

duced into the Ottoman empire by the Polish convert Ali Ufki, the transcription 

he developed for this work appears to have been largely of his own making. Next, 

he based his discussion on the tanbûr, a typically Ottoman instrument, rather 

than the ‘ud, as had been usual in earlier Arabic-language treatises on music. 

Popescu-Judetz (1999: 38-39) argues that Cantemir, in basing himself on specifi-

cally Ottoman musical practices, was self-consciously innovative in both theory 

and practice; indeed, he calls his own approach a ‘new theory’(kavl-i cedîd) as op-

posed to the ‘old theory’ (kavl-i kadîm) of his predecessors. Apparently, it was not 

only individual innovation: his systematic emphasis on the differences between 

Turkish (Rûm) and Persian (Acem) styles of performance, Cantemir’s work may 
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reflect broader cultural patterns in the seventeenth-century Ottoman empire, like 

the emancipation of Ottoman music from hitherto dominant Persian styles.

Remarkably, here and elsewhere Cantemir repeatedly states his conviction 

that Ottoman music in some respects is superior to Western European styles:

I may certainly venture to say, that the Turkish Music for metre and pro-

portion of words is more perfect than any European, but withal so hard to 

be understood, that in [the] spacious city of Constantinople, you will scarce 

fi nd above three or four, who understand the grounds of this Art.25

That is, Cantemir displays no sense of superiority of Western European cultural 

practices. In fact, during this period, unlike later times, there was little economic 

or military reason for such beliefs; it was only towards the end of the seventeenth 

century that the military balance between the Ottoman, Habsburg and Russian 

empires was slowly starting to shift, in the wake of the failed Ottoman siege of 

Vienna in 1683. The 1699 Karlowitz peace treaty marked a watershed in Ottoman 

history: it not only marked the official recognition that the province of Transylva-

nia was lost to the Habsburg Empire, but also ushered in the so-called ‘Tulip Age’, 

which saw an unprecedented interest in foreign ideas. But, unlike the nineteenth 

century, during this era neither the Ottomans, nor the Russians, nor any Western 

European power had any notion of an inherent or inevitable superiority in mili-

tary, economic, cultural or civilizational terms.

 Cantemir as an orientalist

Strictly speaking, the Edvâr, in its theoretical and practical focus on Ottoman 

music, is not an exercise in the humanities in a generic sense, but already a work 

of orientalist scholarship. This brings us to the question of Cantemir’s works on 

the Orient. These include, next to his book on music, his two books on Moldavia, 

an Arabic grammar, which apparently has not been published, and a study of 

Islam as a religion; but the most important among them is undoubtedly his Ot-

toman history, the Historia incrementorum atque decrementorum aulae othomaniae 

[History of the rise and decline of the Ottoman Empire]. There had, of course, 

been several earlier accounts and histories of the Ottoman Empire in various 

European languages, but Cantemir’s work was unprecedented in its systematic 

reliance on Ottoman sources. The latter chapters, moreover, contain much obser-

vational information personally gathered by Cantemir during his lengthy stay in 

Istanbul. The work is also remarkable for its numerous and often extensive foot-

notes that provide a wealth of information about contemporary Ottoman society; 
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some later scholars have even described these footnotes as the most valuable part 

of Cantemir’s history. Generally, apart from occasional vitriolic asides, such as 

remarks that ‘the Ottomans’ words are good, but their deeds are evil’, or claims 

that the Turks are superstitious, mendacious and hungry for wealth (e.g. History, 

35n), the Incrementa are remarkably free from polemics.

The Incrementa was written under less than ideal circumstances: reportedly, 

Cantemir started work on it while still in Istanbul, but he wrote the bulk of it 

while in Russian exile, where he had no access to his personal library – which 

must have been impressive – or to any extensive local library collections of ori-

ental manuscripts or printed works. In his preface, Cantemir castigates earlier 

Christian historians of the Ottoman empire for their failure to use Ottoman 

sources: ‘From these troubles Streams of Christian Historians, ignorant, as we 

observ’d, of the Turkish Learning, have been forc’d to draw what should have 

been taken from the Fountain-Head’ (History, p. 2). He claims to have based 

his own account on the chronicles of authors he identifies as ‘Sadi Effendi’ and 

‘Heshri’ (History, p. xii-xiii); but Franz Babinger has argued that a good many of 

Cantemir’s Ottoman sources are impossible to identify, concluding that either 

the Incrementa relies on a number of hitherto unknown or unidentified works, 

or Cantemir quotes his sources from a faulty memory – or perhaps even freely 

invents them. Babinger prefers to postpone judgement on Cantemir’s merits as a 

source on Ottoman history and religious customs, however, until the Latin origi-

nal of both the Incrementa and the Sistemul is published.26

More intriguing than the question of which authors Cantemir used appears 

to be the question of which authors he did not use. Rather surprisingly, he makes 

no mention of reformist authors of the seventeenth century, such as Koçi Bey or 

the encyclopedist Hajji Khalifa, among whom the notion of Ottoman decline had 

become a commonplace, and who argued for reforms in the empire. It is unlikely, 

however, that he was wholly unfamiliar with reformist ideas; and the idea of Ot-

toman decline already appears in the very title of his work. Lemny (2009: 140) 

sees the topos of growth and decay in the Incrementa as inspired by Western-

European humanists; but as seen, Cantemir rarely mentions any such humanists, 

other than Erasmus. There is just as much reason to trace it, even if indirectly, to 

Ibn Khaldûn, whose cyclical view of history had become well known in the Ot-

toman empire by the seventeenth century and informed the seventeenth-century 

reformers’ writings. I have found no indication that Cantemir was familiar with 

Ibn Khaldûn’s more specific doctrine of strengthening and weakening of asabiyya, 

or tribal solidarity, as the main underlying cause of the rise and demise of states. 

It should be noted, though, that the imagery of the rise and decline of states did 

not originate with Ibn Khaldûn, and indeed was thoroughly conventional by the 

time of the major Ottoman historiographers.27
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The topic of decline should also caution us to keep in mind that the Incre-

menta is not only a descriptive work, but in part also an apology for Cantemir’s 

1711 defection to Russia: if, as he argues, the Ottoman empire was in decline, if 

not on the verge of disintegration, the secession of the Danube principalities 

was not only feasible but also legitimate. Cantemir makes some more general 

remarks on the topic of rise and decay in his short Monarchiarum physica ex-

aminatio [Inquiry into the nature of kingdoms], which, among others, predicts 

the fall of the Ottoman empire and a glorious future for Russia.28 This work ex-

plicitly relies on Aristotle (referred to as the princeps philosophorum) rather than 

Ibn Khaldûn. In fact, this short text complicates the geographical imaginary of 

orientalism: claiming the authority of Aristotle’s division of the world into four 

corners in De caelo (and, implicitly, of Aristotle’s idea on generation and cor-

ruption), Cantemir argues that the first monarchies arose in the East, among 

the likes of the Indians, the Assyrians and the Persians; these were followed by 

Southern monarchies, like those of the Egyptians and the (Macedonian) Greeks, 

and Western ones like that of the Romans; but now, he continues, the moment 

has come for a ‘Northern monarchy’, and in particular Russia, to rise. According 

to Cantemir, the emergence of Peter the Great, ‘the most wise and most warlike 

ruler’, is sanctioned both by divine grace and by the ideas of the philosophers; at 

the same time, he describes the growth and persistence of the Ottoman empire 

as ‘unnatural’.29

Whatever its sources of inspiration, the Incrementa has had a substantial im-

pact in Western Europe. In 1734, Nicholas Tindal published an English transla-

tion, thanks in no small measure to the lobbying efforts of Cantemir’s son Anti-

och. This English rendering, in turn, served as the basis for a French translation 

published in 1743. A German version appeared in 1745, which was to serve as the 

basis of the Romanian translation published in 1876. Italian and Russian transla-

tions were also prepared, but these were never printed.

The large number of editions of these translations gives some indication of 

Cantemir’s status and influence; another indication is the praise expressed by lat-

er Western European authors. Famously, Lord Byron twice mentions Cantemir 

as an authoritative source of information on the Ottoman empire, in canto V:147 

and VI:31 of his Don Juan; but he was neither the first nor the only one to do 

so. Thus Gibbon, in his Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, displays a general, 

if by no means uncritical, admiration for Cantemir, arguing that his History has 

rendered all earlier Western-language sources outdated. Voltaire disapproves of 

Cantemir’s 1711 switch of allegiance, but he respects him as a historian; thus, in 

the preface to his Histoire de Charles XII, he notes: ‘hundred historians repro-

duce these miserable fables, and the dictionaries of Europe repeat them. Con-

sult the true Turkish annals as collected by prince Cantemir, and you will see 
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just how ridiculous all these lies are.’30 Likewise, William Jones, the pioneer of 

comparative linguistics, writes that Cantemir’s history ‘far surpasses, in author-

ity and method, every work on the same subject in any European dialect.’31 In a 

lengthy footnote, Jones further castigates Voltaire for ‘deviating knowingly from 

the truth’ in his criticism of Cantemir’s political disloyalty to the Ottomans, 

adding: ‘it must have cost this ingenious writer some pains, to have crouded [sic] 

so many errors into so few words’.32 He considers the Incrementa almost complete 

as a history, perfect as a literary performance, and rendering earlier Ottoman 

histories of Knolles and Rycaut ‘entirely useless’. Incidentally, Jones expresses 

doubts about the edifying usefulness of Ottoman history in general: among ‘the 

numerous events which must be recorded in the general history of any nation,’ 

he writes, ‘there are very few which seem capable of yielding either pleasure or 

instruction to a judicious reader who... hopes to derive from them some useful 

lesson for the conduct of his life.’33 These remarks clearly reflect a pre-nineteenth 

century view of historiography as a source of eloquent edifying literature rather 

than objective, source-based knowledge; apparently, the historicization and pro-

fessionalization of knowledge concerning things human, which Jones helped to 

bring about in linguistics, did not simultaneously change his views on the writ-

ing of history.

Earlier enthusiastic reports about Cantemir’s paramount importance for lat-

er Ottoman historiography, if not Enlightenment political theory, have recently 

been called into question. Thus, Hugh Trevor-Roper discusses Nicolae Iorga’s 

claim that Cantemir’s work on the Ottoman empire shaped Montesquieu’s study 

of the causes of the decline of the Roman empire, arguing that this is rather un-

likely for chronological reasons alone, as Montesquieu’s study appeared in the 

very same year that the French translation of Cantemir’s history was published; 

moreover, it was not until 1738 that Antioch established contacts with Mon-

tesquieu, and there is no evidence of the latter being familiar with Dimitrie’s 

work at an earlier stage. Trevor-Roper gives a rather more sober assessment of 

Cantemir’s effective influence: concrete evidence of his influence on English his-

torians, he concludes, is surprisingly hard to demonstrate, and appears relatively 

later than is often held.34

Nonetheless, until Joseph von Hammer-Purgstall published his ten-volume 

Geschichte des osmanischen Reiches, Cantemir’s Incrementa was widely seen as the 

standard reference; indeed, in a 1824 discussion of the Incrementa, Von Ham-

mer seems to have made a conscious effort to discredit Cantemir with the aim 

of making room for his own undertaking, opening his polemic with the remark 

that Cantemir has a quite undeserved reputation.35 Von Hammer brushes aside 

the praise heaped on Cantemir by the likes of Gibbon and Jones. More specifi-

cally, he blames Cantemir for his faulty use of Ottoman and Byzantine sources 
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– a complaint not altogether surprising, and perhaps not altogether fair, in light 

of the fact that Cantemir had to work largely from memory, having been forced 

to leave behind his personal library in 1711, and complaining about the near-total 

absence of Turkish and Persian books in Russia. Cantemir, Von Hammer con-

cludes, is hardly familiar with the ‘true sources of Ottoman history’, and infinitely 

less familiar, or ‘eminently ignorant’, with the grammar of Turkish and other ori-

ental languages like Persian and Arabic. Apparently, it was unknown to him that 

Cantemir had written an entire book in Turkish, and composed an entire work 

on Arabic grammar.

Is this a purely personal polemic intended to make room for Von Hammer’s 

own approach to Ottoman history, or should we see it as reflecting the ascendan-

cy of a text-based or philological orientalism over a scholarship based on personal 

experience as much as on written sources? Although he castigates Cantemir for a 

faulty knowledge of things, languages and texts Islamic, Von Hammer’s remarks 

do not reflect a substantially different approach to Ottoman history, either in 

terms of a radically different methodology or of an awareness of new kinds or 

ranges of source material, like, most importantly, the Ottoman state archives.36 

Thus, Von Hammer’s polemic does not appear to involve any paradigm shift to-

wards historiography as a hard science of historical facts to be unearthed dur-

ing prolonged searches in archives, towards modern conceptions of history as a 

unilinear progress towards liberty or civilization, or of the historicity of human 

phenomena at large.

Equally intriguing, even if historically less influential, is Cantemir’s System of 

Muhammadan Religion, first drafted in Latin, although the original draft was not 

published until 1999.37 In 1722, it was printed in a Russian translation, reportedly 

in the face of protests of local Orthodox clergymen, who read an attack on their 

own church in the work; tsar Peter personally intervened in order to secure the 

book’s being printed. ‘Publication’ may not be the right word in this context, as 

the System does not appear to have been written for a wider audience, but much 

more specifically for the tsar and his staff, and perhaps for the members of the 

Prussian academy.

Given this blending of scholarly and political aims, it is tempting to infer that 

the System aims at providing a theological justification for the eighteenth-century 

Russian expansion into Muslim-inhabited lands; but this reductionist reading 

does not do justice to the fact that the Incrementa, like Cantemir’s works on the 

geography and history of the Vlachs, had also been written for a German audi-

ence with no apparent (and, more specifically, imperialist) political interests. In 

fact, it was the Berlin Academy which had repeatedly emphasized the importance 

of studies of the Balkans, the Ottoman empire, and the Muslim world, and asked 

Cantemir to write works on these topics. Further, Cantemir was not simply a 
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native in the service of Russia: he himself wanted to return to Moldavia and reoc-

cupy the throne. It was not until 1718, that is, five years before his death, that these 

hopes of return were finally dashed.38

The preface of the System reproduces some points from medieval orthodox po-

lemics against Muhammad as the Antichrist, alongside Arius and Nestorius; but 

the main body of the text appears rather less shaped by such polemical concerns. 

In various places, such as his discussion of the sciences in the contemporary Otto-

man empire, Cantemir even expresses a certain admiration for the achievements 

of the Islamic world. In subsequent chapters, the System describes, respectively, 

the prophet Muhammad; the Qur’an; Islamic eschatology; theology; the main re-

ligious rites; and the main sects, Sufi orders, and heterodox groups, or, as he calls 

the latter, ‘heresies’ (yeresi). The latter chapters, in particular, await a balanced ap-

preciation; being based on personal observations during his stay in Istanbul, they 

contain much valuable information that is not easily found elsewhere.

Although the character and impact of Cantemir’s orientalist writings remain 

to be assessed, a few points stand out.39 Vaida argues that Cantemir’s orientalist 

work is informed by a humanist conception of civilization, or more correctly, 

cultus or paideia, which he sees as universal.40 Equally remarkably, it is shaped by 

Ottoman traditions of learning as much as by Renaissance humanism, let alone 

any budding modern Western sciences of the Orient. Thus, the introduction to 

the System quotes from Cicero, Saadi and the liturgy of John Chrysostom with 

equal ease. The System and the Incrementa display some interesting differences 

with later orientalist scholarship. Further, despite his humanist background, 

Cantemir hardly takes textual sources as his main authorities on either Ottoman 

history or Islamic religiosity; he even appears to quote the Qur’an from memory 

rather than from any text or translation. Further, he displays a critical but serious 

appreciation of his Ottoman sources, and does not elevate the textual realm of 

the scholar to a higher epistemological status than his own lived experience, dis-

playing a confidence in his own observations with respect to the textual authority 

of others: when the Orthodox synod asked him to supplement his own remarks 

with written sources, he replied: ‘I don’t see any necessity to confirm my remarks 

with the writings of others.’41 Finally, although Cantemir freely reproduces the 

topos of military and political decline that was common among reformist Otto-

man authors, he does not yet betray any of the generic talk of cultural stagnation 

or moral decadence of the empire (or of the early modern Islamic world at large) 

that was to serve as a legitimization for both colonizing powers and national lib-

eration movements – and the orientalist scholarship informed by them – in the 

later nineteenth century.
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 Conclusion

It is far too early to even attempt to characterize Cantemir’s contribution as a 

whole, and to assess his place in the development of oriental studies. Indeed, his 

various writings variously call to mind different traditions and periods of learn-

ing; it may well be a serious oversimplification to reify these different strands as 

Byzantine, Ottoman and Western European (or in religious terms as Greek Or-

thodox, Islamic, Uniate, Catholic, Protestant and humanist), as these traditions 

have never been wholly isolated from each other, and have themselves undergone 

qualitative changes in early modern times. Nevertheless, a few preliminary con-

clusions may be stated.

As a humanist, Cantemir was shaped by Orthodox and Ottoman traditions as 

much as by Western European learning. One should be careful, of course, to avoid 

projecting back present-day nationalist assumptions, or even the nineteenth-

century categories of historical and comparative linguistics, onto earlier authors. 

Nonetheless, Cantemir’s literary writings mark an important phase in the eman-

cipation of Romanian as a language of literature and learning; as such, they may 

be seen as an example of the vernacularization that generally preceded the rise of 

nationalisms in the strict sense of the word.

As a scholar, Cantemir paved the way for the subsequent unification, and Lati-

nization, of the Romance-language speakers of the Danube provinces; as such, 

he may be said to anticipate the later preoccupations of romantic-nationalistic 

research into historical language change and folkloric traditions allegedly pre-

serving a nation’s most authentic self-expression; but he did not himself share 

these concerns.

As an orientalist, Cantemir produced work that is still valuable as a source 

on the early modern Ottoman empire and Balkans; but his writings also inspire 

more general theoretical concerns. His account of Ottoman history is much more 

detailed and based on local sources than the works by contemporary Western Eu-

ropean historians and travellers; as such, it is an intriguing example of orientalist 

knowledge produced by an ‘oriental’ actor in the Ottoman empire and in Russia 

well before Western Europe became dominant in terms of (military, political, 

or economic) power, human-scientific knowledge, and culture. Cantemir hardly 

qualifies as a ‘native informer’, as he was not an anonymous and oral source of in-

formation, but a written authority for a long period; rather, his Ottoman history 

was itself an authoritative orientalist text for almost a century.

It remains to be seen to what extent Cantemir’s contributions were eclipsed 

by romantic philological methods, or rather by romantic nationalisms: the nine-

teenth century saw not only the rise of imperialism, but also the rise of romantic 

nationalist movements that were shaped by internal dynamics as much as Euro-
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pean influences. At this stage, neither the Ottoman nor the Russian empire, of 

course, qualified as ‘imperialist’ in the modern sense which the term has acquired 

since the writings of Hobson and Lenin. In the eighteenth century, however, both 

empires showed changing attitudes to the role of knowledge in both governing 

their own populations and managing relations with other empires. This point, 

which remains to be explored in more detail, suggests that Cantemir reflects the 

rapidly changing relations between, on the one hand, knowledge and empire, and, 

on the other, language and nation that occur during the eighteenth and nine-

teenth centuries. At present, he is hailed as a scholarly pioneer, if not claimed as 

a national hero, by Romania, Moldavia, Russia and to a lesser extent Turkey. One 

should not dismiss these later appropriations as nationalistic abuse, as they re-

flect the crucial shift that the humanities at large underwent long after Cantemir’s 

death: the nineteenth century witnessed not only the professionalization of the 

humanities, but also their nationalization.42
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Th e Role of Emotions in the Development of 

Artistic Th eory and the System of Literary 

Genres

Mats MalmMats Malm

Closely connected to the development of the humanities is the concept of the fine 

arts as it developed during the eighteenth century. While the classical liberal arts, 

including rhetoric, had been defined pedagogically, the ‘fine’ arts were defined by 

their ability to give pleasure, as opposed to the ‘useful’ arts. Precisely which arts 

should be defined as ‘fine’ has varied, but Charles Batteux in his influential Les 

Beaux arts réduits à un même principe, 1746, explained that the fine arts consist 

of music, poetry, painting, sculpture and dance.1 One essential condition for the 

fine arts, les beaux arts, die schöne Künste, was that not only poetry and the other 

arts were understood and arranged in a new manner, but also the genres of poetry 

were defined in new ways. By focusing on the interaction between literary genre 

theory and theory of the arts as a whole, this paper aims to elucidate a set of ne-

gotiations of the emotions which laid the ground for the development of the fine 

arts and the discipline of aesthetics.2 The point of focus is the role attributed to 

emotion in poetics. The history of theories about the emotions is indeed diversi-

fied, but at the heart of the matter, in the words pathos and passio themselves, 

resides an anxiety concerning the lack of control, the suffering and even sinful-

ness of being subjected to emotions, or, rather, passions.3 It is a well-known fact 

that the rise of aesthetics in the eighteenth century comprised a new appraisal 

of sensual impression (aisthêsis) and sensuality. This appraisal of sensation and 

emotion could hardly have taken place earlier in history, since it depends part-

ly on scientific progress not least within psychology, and partly on an apparent 

change of moral values connected with emotions. About that time, lyric was also 

appointed a major genre beside epic and drama, and lyric obviously was closely 

associated with emotion. The tripartite genre theory had been suggested earlier, 

but its breakthrough came with the theory of the fine arts.4

Within the system of poetics, the development can be described as a continu-

ous negotiation of categories. Room is made to transfer the emotions from the 

role of instrument and effect to the role of object of poetry. In parallel, the shift 
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from an instrumental function of emotions to a place as object of poetry seems 

to be the result of different attempts to categorize the arts as analogous to one 

another. The Renaissance had offered the attempt to define painting through 

the categories of rhetoric, while the eighteenth-century fine arts and aesthetics 

embodied the attempt to describe poetry not through the categories of rhetoric 

as before, but rather in the light of painting and music. The incongruity between 

word and image effects dislocations between content and form, with aesthetic’s 

discarding of rhetoric as a kind of inverted result of a long period of attempts to 

define the other arts through rhetoric. This development toward the concept of 

the fine arts appears to be most visible concerning the treatment of emotions.

 Th e instrumental emotions

In the very beginning of his Poetics, Aristotle makes room for the opinion that 

one important object of poetry is emotions. He does so by comparing poetry 

with the art of dancers: ‘they too, through rhythms translated into movements, 

create mimesis of character, emotions (pathê), and actions’.5 It is not quite obvious 

that this should be understood as meaning that poetry is mimesis of character, 

emotion(s), and actions: the comparison could be referring to music, which has 

been mentioned just before. However, the whole context is a comparison with 

poetry and the correspondence with the following description of poetry’s objects 

makes it obvious to believe that the sense here is that emotions can be an object of 

poetry. This, of course, contradicts the rest of Aristotle’s Poetics, not least the dis-

cussion of the influential sixth chapter, where tragedy’s objects are distinguished 

as fable (muthos), character and thought.

In the introduction then, pathê is placed in a central position, substituting po-

etry’s thought as a main object – ‘actions’ being considered equivalent to muthos, 

which is later said to be the mimesis of actions. This lays the ground for two as-

sumptions: one is that in dance, the counterpart to thought is pathos, the other 

is, that pathos must be an object of poetry although it is not further discussed in 

that way: very clearly, the objects of poetry that Aristotle wishes to dwell upon are 

muthos, character and thought.

The meaning of pathos is not self-evident. The word can be associated with 

emotion, affectation and that to which one is subjected. In the first chapter, the 

comparison with dance makes ‘emotions’ plausible, but elsewhere in the Poetics, 

pathos mainly means ‘suffering’. This is most obvious in the definition of chapter 

11, where Aristotle describes pathos as a component of the plot, on a par with 

reversal (peripeteia) and recognition (anagnorisis): ‘suffering is a destructive or 

painful action, such as public deaths, physical agony, woundings, etc.’6 This mean-
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ing applies to other occurrences as well, and in the same vein Aristotle can speak 

of a work as pathêtikos or apathês, meaning that it portrays or does not portray 

suffering.7 On one occasion, 1455a31, pathos is said to be conveyed by gestures 

and is exemplified as distress or anger: here, the word seems to mean ‘emotion’ 

rather than suffering. On the other hand, here pathos is not a part of muthos, not 

an object of tragedy, but rather an instrument. Thus, on the whole and especially 

considered as an object, pathos means ‘suffering’ or ‘infliction’ in the Poetics. It is 

clearly part of the content, that is, an object, and it thus seems that when pathos is 

mentioned as an object in the first chapter, its meaning might be ‘suffering’ or ‘in-

fliction’ rather than ‘emotion’. Aristotle certainly takes interest in the emotions of 

the audience, that is as effect of poetry, but then he does not use the word pathos. 

In the well-known discussion of katharsis, the purifying of emotions, he uses the 

qualifier pathêma, related to but apparently not the same as pathos:

Tragedy, then, is mimesis of an action which is elevated, complete, and of 

magnitude; in language embellished by distinct forms in its sections; em-

ploying the mode of enactment, not narrative; and through pity and fear 

accomplishing the catharsis of such emotions (pathêmatôn katharsis).8

Central to the definition of tragedy in the sixth chapter, then, are the emotions 

of eleos and phobos, pity and fear. This is part of Aristotle’s focus on the didactic 

value of poetry, one might say: these emotions are a response to the sufferings 

portrayed and, as Stephen Halliwell puts it, ‘The combination of pity and fear 

[...] represents tragedy as tapping a deep and quasi-universal sense of human 

vulnerability [...]. Tragedy, in this view, contains patterns of suffering which ex-

plore the experience of limitations upon human control of life.’9 The meaning of 

katharsis is ever controversial, but it seems probable that Aristotle, in contrast to 

Plato’s critique, expressed in the Republic, of the emotions effected by tragedy, 

viewed katharsis in accordance with his overall positive opinion that emotions 

are connected to experience and learning.10 The foundation of this was Aristotle’s 

way of defining emotion as supporting reason, in contrast to earlier theories ac-

cording to which emotion was opposed to reason.11

While Plato thought that the emotions aroused by tragedy made people more 

susceptible to such emotions in real life, Aristotle’s katharsis could thus be under-

stood as a ‘resistance both to the idea of emotions as dangerous and to the notion 

of increased susceptibility.’12 The kind of emotions appears to have been central: 

fear and pity are the least sensual and pleasurable emotions, and thus the emo-

tions most readily legitimized. In other places, Plato severely criticized aspects of 

representation that concern poetry more connected with lyric than with drama 

and epic. Especially in Gorgias, rhetoric is described as hêdonê, implying exagger-
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ated pleasure and lust, flattery, feigning, make-up and short-term delights. This 

expressly applies to poetry, and theatre is mentioned, but the exaggerated pleas-

ures and voluptuousness condemned by Plato certainly regard any sensual delight 

in words.13 In the Republic, his words are not so harsh, but when the imitator 

poet is said to know nothing of reality, only of appearance, it is not only his de-

gree of knowledge but also his seductive instruments that are highlighted: words, 

phrases, colours, rhythm, metre, harmony, adornment, seeing things only through 

words (Republic 10, 601B). This is not said specifically about drama, but concerns 

all seductive verbal representation. So, also in the Republic, Plato transfers lin-

guistic desire to bodily craving:

[I]n regard to the emotions of sex and anger, and all the appetites and pains 

and pleasures of the soul which we say accompany all our actions, the eff ect 

of poetic imitation is the same. For it waters and fosters these feelings when 

what we ought to do is to dry them up, and it establishes them as our rulers 

when they ought to be ruled [...].14

Plato had criticized poetry for ‘creating illusions and distracting listeners from 

the right paths, he had connected mimesis with malign and demeaning feigning, 

he had criticized rhetoric for indulging in sensuous voluptuousness not least 

through pleasing language, thus seducing the audience. Although much less 

clearly expressed than the delight in the power of words, this ‘fear’ of voluptuous 

language seems to have been more or less commonplace within the rhetorical tra-

dition, and it created a need to distance oneself from being associated with such 

voluptuousness.15 When Aristotle tries to establish poetry as something good, 

it is thus natural that he does not speak of the pleasures of poetry or emotions 

related to pleasure.

Aristotle does use hêdonê, ‘pleasure’ and hêdus, ‘pleasurable’, several times in 

the Poetics, but he clearly makes it dependent on the legitimate emotions pity 

and fear, and on a general aspect of learning. In counting tragedy’s advantages 

before epic, he does conclude that music and spectacle add pleasure to the trag-

edy, but this statement comes at the very end of the treatise.16 Early, in chapter 

4, he relates that images may give pleasure because of their colour, which echoes 

Plato’s overall critique of representation in words and painting.17 However, the 

sentence is introduced by heavy stress on the real pleasure of mimesis: ‘under-

standing gives great pleasure not only to philosophers but likewise to others 

too’.18 The pleasure of poetry thus comes mainly from understanding, and from 

pity and fear which are means of understanding. In this way, Aristotle moves 

poetry very far from Platonic critique of linguistic voluptuousness and deca-

dence. Probably, this should be understood as part of Aristotle’s apologetic pro-
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ject. This cautious stance may also be the explanation why Aristotle dissociates 

poetry from the actors’ histrionic activities and why he does not discuss lyric 

together with tragedy and epic: lyric was associated with voluptuousness and 

could have caused Platonic critique.

It would be difficult to argue strongly that Plato’s critique of linguistic hedon-

ism was the reason for Aristotle’s negligence toward lyric, pleasure and emotions, 

but it appears to be a relevant background to his Poetics. And it is apparent that 

the subsequent tradition as a whole displayed a great interest in giving emotions a 

place in poetical theories. Aristotle’s early words on pathos as an object of art, re-

placing thought, were sometimes interpreted as ‘suffering’, sometimes as ‘emotions’ 

or ‘passions’. So, for example, Robortello in 1548 translates pathê as perturbationes, 

disquieting emotions, while Castelvetro in 1570 underlines the element of suffer-

ing when he uses tormenti.19

If we interpret Aristotle’s pathê in the first chapter as ‘emotion’, it is an object 

which is not further discussed. But if we interpret it as ‘affliction’ or ‘suffering’, it is 

an object forming part of the plot as stated in chapter 11. More significant, how-

ever, are the emotions pity and fear: importantly, they are not objects of poetry, 

but effects. Thus, the important emotions in Aristotle’s Poetics are instrumental: 

effects on the audience, means of influencing, manoeuvring, achieving reactions 

and insights. This is entirely in accordance with the rhetorical view of emotions, 

and this aspect was to be very much stressed. After disappearing for a long time, 

Aristotle’s Poetics was introduced to Western Europe in the thirteenth century 

in the form of a translation of Averroës’ commentary on the Poetics: this was 

the only known Aristotle for some centuries. In essence this Arabian Aristotle 

viewed not only emotions but poetry as a whole as a means: poetry’s aim, just as 

rhetoric’s, is to persuade, but while rhetoric uses rational argument, poetry uses 

imaginative persuasion. The imagery which becomes the soul of poetry to Aver-

roës is much influenced by the notions of Aristotle’s deliberations On the Soul. 

Aristotle knew that affect is effective, but it was not the central point to him in 

his Poetics. To Averroës, it was.

 Th e emotions turned into objects of poetry

After the sharpened instrumentalization of emotions in Averroistic theory – as 

it was received in learned Europe – they gradually came to be considered not as 

instruments but as a matter central to human interest. One illustrative example is 

Antonio Sebastiano Minturno’s L’arte poetica of 1564. Minturno speaks of poetry 

on the whole as imitation of people – an imitation which is done in different 

ways. In accordance with Aristotle, Minturno initially speaks of what is imitated, 
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with which means, and how, but he then concludes: ‘The things we imitate are 

customs (costumi), emotions (affetti) and actions (fatti) of people.’20

While Aristotle in his main discussion stated that fable, character and thought 

were poetry’s objects, Minturno thus picks up the comparison with dance that 

Aristotle had made in passing before explaining the parts of poetry. Minturno’s 

‘actions’ correspond with Aristotle’s fable, his ‘customs’ correspond with Aristo-

tle’s character, but he simply swaps Aristotle’s thought for ‘emotions’. Actions, just 

like in Aristotle’s first chapter, can be understood as the material of muthos, and 

accordingly Minturno later says that fauola is the central issue.21 The significant 

change is that Aristotle’s words on dance have become the overarching defini-

tion of poetry, pathê being understood as emotions, not suffering. The emotions, 

which can be pleasant affetti as in the poems of Petrarch, or passiones which are 

fairly equivalent to sins, are important not least as means of portraying customs, 

costumi (not entirely equivalent to Aristotle’s êthê).22 In that respect, emotions are 

used instrumentally here, too, but in an indirect way. The emotions taken up by 

Minturno belong to content: they are defined as objects of poetry.

Another interesting trait in Minturno may be connected to his view on emo-

tions as an object of poetry. His L’arte poetica is a very early example of the tripar-

tite genre theory which would have its breakthrough in the eighteenth century. 

While Aristotle’s system made drama and epic the main genres, tripartite genre 

theory added lyric. The tripartite genre theory is closely associated with the de-

velopment of the fine arts, but Minturno offers an example 200 years earlier. He 

elaborately discusses the lyric, or ‘melic’ poetry and evidently associates it with 

emotions, both positive ones and those which are sins, the ‘pathetic’ ones. How-

ever, he does not define lyric as a genre defined by emotions, at least not directly. 

Instead, he underscores that lyric comes from God and relates it to prayer.23 Thus, 

he can be said to tie lyric to emotions, but to such emotions as are guaranteed to 

be legitimate, deriving from love for God. At this stage in history, it may not have 

been possible to appreciate emotions more unreservedly, not even after having 

divided them into good ones and bad ones.

By associating lyric with emotions, but both making them – in the origin of 

lyric – derive from God and subordinating them under the intention to display 

customs – Aristotle’s ‘character’ –, Minturno is able to introduce emotions as an 

object of poetry and, at the same time, to place lyric as a genre on a par with epic 

and drama. The role of emotions is not entirely clear, since they become a means 

for portraying customs, and the need to legitimize them by connecting lyric’s 

emotionality to divine love seems considerable.

Minturno demonstrates a first attempt in this direction, but it was during the 

eighteenth century that lyric gained the status of the unquestioned third genre: 

with Charles Batteux’s work on the fine arts, Les Beaux arts réduits à un même 
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principe (1746). Batteux claimed tho have found a way to define the fine arts, 

that is, the pleasurable arts, from one common principle: imitation in the sense of 

representation.24 Batteux developed Aristotle’s definitions further and made the 

subject matter become the distinctive criterion separating lyric from the other 

genres. While the primary object of epic and drama is actions, that of lyric is 

emotions.25 Emotions thus appear as the object of poetry, specifically belonging 

to the genre of lyric. Being a comprehensive examination of the fine arts and a 

comprehensive discussion of genre where lyric is defined as a distinct genre, Les 

Beaux arts réduits à un même principe at the middle of the eighteenth century 

marks a crucial turn. Before, emotions had primarily been seen as instruments 

for persuading and influencing, and it was as instruments that they could not 

be alotted an independent place in the system of genres. At best, it seems that 

they could be subordinated under the objects of poetry like Minturno did, but 

then only as instruments to portray customs and people. The definition of a lyric 

genre, it appears, could only take place by redefining emotions from instruments 

into objects, and this could take place when emotions were not associated with 

vice so strongly. Another precondition, within the theoretical system, appears to 

have been that poetry now became considered from the vantage point of painting 

and music.

 Emotions, literature and painting

Before the eighteenth century, the rhetorical system dominated not only the com-

mon view of literature, but also the view of painting and music. Batteux is highly 

representative of the theory of the fine arts and the tripartite genre theory. In 

order to structure the tripartite genre theory, Batteux had to place emphasis on 

emotions and lyric. His emphasis makes it possible to draw a simplified historic 

line which shows that emotions were redefined from instruments to objects, and 

his definition was fundamental for the establishment of the fine arts. This redefi-

nition was fulfilled at a stage when rhetoric was being discarded as an explana-

tory model – and yet, it appears to have been a result of the (purported) value of 

rhetoric as explanatory model.

By definition, rhetoric’s theory of figures is based on the human body – quite 

naturally, as rhetoric was from the beginning developed for oral situations. The 

nucleus of the art of pleasant and effective formulation, elocutio, is the body. 

Schêma, the Greek word for Latin figura, means ‘gesture’: the rhetorical figure 

should thus be understood as a recreation of the speaker’s gesture.26 The rhetori-

cal devices together should function in the same way as the speaker’s corporeal 

expressions. Large parts of rhetoric deal with the possibility of exploiting the 

audience’s emotions in order to win the case: these parts are mainly the physi-
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cal expressions and the verbal ones, the figures. Within the rhetorical concept, 

emotions are an essential instrument to conquer in argumentation. Quintilian’s 

description is striking:

[...] where force has to be brought to bear on the judges’ feelings and their 

minds distracted from the truth, there the orator’s true work begins. [...] Of 

course, Proofs may lead the judges to think our Cause the better one, but 

it is our emotional appeals that make them also want it to be so; and what 

they want, they also believe. For as soon as they begin to be angry or to feel 

favourably disposed, to hate or to pity, they fancy that it is now their own 

case that is being pleaded, and just as lovers cannot judge beauty because 

their feelings anticipate the perception of their eyes, so also a judge who is 

overcome by his emotions gives up any idea of inquiring into truth; he is 

swept along by the tide, as it were, and yields to the swift current.27

Th e emotions are instrumental, they are part of the physical performance and the 

verbal fi gures, i.e. form. If one considers the art of painting from this perspective, 

it too imitates the gestures and expressions of living bodies. However, it does so in 

a much more direct manner than literature: it represents the gestures and expres-

sions of the speaking or acting body in a portrait or historical scene. Th e rhetoric 

of the image will be to represent characters and gestures which, in turn, represent 

emotions, and this means that the emotions turn into objects. Whoever interprets 

an image rhetorically will have to read gestures, facial expressions etc. as parts of 

content (even if they also concern form). Th e mechanism is this: that which in 

poetry lies in verbal representation, or form, in painting moves toward content. To 

rhetoric and poetry viewed from a rhetorical point of view, emotions are instru-

ments and hence form; in painting, by contrast, they become object and content.

Evidently, this is a generalization and there are certainly exceptions. Painting 

can, for instance, use colours and light to affect the public’s emotions. And the 

rhetorical view of poetry entails that one way of using emotions instrumentally 

is to represent them in content: exemplary visualizations of what happens to the 

choleric, greedy, etc. Still, the following proposition seems reasonable: the repre-

sentation of man’s inner life, i.e. how emotions are made into objects, was more a 

matter for painting than poetry. For literature – seen through rhetoric’s lense – 

the issue was rather how to use emotions as instruments. In the former case emo-

tions are primarily objects, in the latter instruments. These are tendencies, not 

all-encompassing truths. They are important, since the question of how emotions 

were defined – explicitly or implicitly, consciously or unconsciously – is vital to 

genre theory and thus to the development of the fine arts. This becomes clearer 

in the theory of painting proposed by Leon Battista Alberti.
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The analogy between poetry and painting is impossible to avoid, and during 

the Renaissance a number of attempts were made to define painting – and mu-

sic – from the categories of rhetoric.28 Rhetoric was simply the system closest at 

hand. In comparing poetry and painting it became natural to identify rhetoric’s 

inventio and dispositio with the plan and outline of the painting, while elocutio 

corresponds to colour – entirely in accordance with the notion of colores rhetorici, 

the ornaments of language.29 When Leon Battista Alberti writes his De pictura 

in 1435, he models it on the structure of Quintilian’s rhetorical treatise with a 

remarkable consistency.30 He speaks of the painting’s compositio, corresponding 

to rhetoric’s dispositio, and historia, corresponding to rhetoric’s inventio – corre-

sponding to, but not identical with it.31 A passage distinctly relating to rhetoric’s 

inventio, dispositio and elocutio is this:

We divide painting into three parts, and this division we learn from Nature 

herself. As painting aims to represent things seen, let us note how in fact 

things are seen. In the fi rst place, when we look at a thing, we see it as an 

object which occupies a space. Th e painter will draw around this space, and 

he will call this process of sketching the outline, appropriately, circumscrip-

tio. Th en, as we look, we discern how the several surfaces of the object seen 

are fi tted together; the artist, when drawing these combinations of surfaces 

in their correct relationship, will properly call this compositio. Finally, in 

looking we observe more clearly the colours of surfaces; the representation 

in painting of this aspect, since it receives all its variations from light, will 

aptly here be termed receptio luminum.32

Circumscriptio structurally corresponds to inventio, compositio to dispositio and 

receptio luminum, the reception of light which comprises colour,33 to elocutio. Cir-

cumscriptio concerns the lines drawn,34 sketching what shall then be ordered and 

clothed in colours. To these, Alberti adds historia, which can be broadly understood 

as the subject matter, the story to be related. In that respect historia resembles in-

ventio, but Alberti links it to compositio, since it concerns the order of the whole.35

Alberti compares elocutio with colour and posits, somewhat vaguely, circum-

scriptio and compositio as the equivalents of inventio/dispositio. It may thus seem 

that literature and painting correspond rather well regarding the distinction be-

tween content and form. However, one fundamental difference between the arts 

causes an important dislocation. Many Renaissance theoreticians considered the 

manipulation of emotions, movere, highly important within rhetoric as well as 

painting, and it was as important to Alberti as it had been to Quintilian. But the 

emotions are treated in different ways. The above quotation of Quintilian can be 

compared to the following words by Alberti:
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A historia will move spectators when the men painted in the picture out-

wardly demonstrate their own feelings as clearly as possible. Nature pro-

vides – and there is nothing to be found more rapacious of her like than 

she, – that we mourn with the mourners, laugh with those who laugh, and 

grieve with the grief-stricken. Yet these feelings are known from move-

ments of the body. We see how the melancholy, pre-occupied with cares 

and beset by grief, lack all vitality of feeling and action, and remain slug-

gish, their limbs unsteady and drained of colour. In those who mourn, the 

brow is weighed down, the neck bent, and every part of their body droops 

as though weary and past care. But in those who are angry, their passions 

afl ame with ire, face and eyes become swollen and red, and the movements 

of all their limbs are violent and agitated according to the fury of their 

wrath. Yet when we are happy and gay, our movements are free and pleas-

ing in their infl exions.36

Quintilian would have consented to the instructions as to how the body shall 

express emotions. Brian Vickers and Jacqueline Lichtenstein have demonstrated 

how Alberti uses prescriptions from Quintilian and Cicero on the orator’s deliv-

ery and applies them to the characters within the painting.37 In our line of argu-

ment, the central issue is that while Quintilian spoke of emotions in physical de-

livery, Alberti transfers them to a discussion of content, that which is portrayed: 

to Alberti, that is where the emotions are located. Quintilian on the other hand 

was speaking of the presentation of the content, i.e. form: the physical perfor-

mance primarily, secondarily the transmission into text: the figures, which are the 

emotional expressions of the text. Manipulating emotions is central to Quintil-

ian, but to him emotions have practically no place as objects, only as instruments. 

Alberti is certainly interested in affecting the public’s emotions and his objec-

tified emotions obviously serve instrumental functions, but when he transfers 

rhetoric’s discussion of emotions he has to dislocate them from actio and – not 

to forget – elocutio to inventio, and maybe to an extent to dispositio. The impact 

of this dislocation from, roughly speaking, form to content seems to have been 

considerable.

 From instrument to object

Classical rhetoric transferred the expressions of the body to the word and adopted 

the word for ‘gesture’, schêma, for rhetorical figure. The function of the figures was 

not least to move the audience’s emotions in order to cause effect – and rhetorical 

figures are part of form. Aristotle was part of this tradition, and in his analysis 
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of poetry he paid a lot of attention to emotions in the sense of their effect on the 

audience. Aristotle did make room for the emotions as objects of poetry, but not 

very much. While pathos in the sense of ‘suffering’ and ‘infliction’ is a central object 

for him, the emotions – pity and fear – are mainly interesting as instrument and 

effect on the audience. The instrumental view on emotions lived on, but gradu-

ally emotion gained a status as an object of poetry. Minturno exemplifies an early 

attempt to introduce emotions as the object of lyric, but this ambition was only 

fulfilled by Batteux, in his attempt to find the common denominator of poetry 

and the other fine arts.

The change appears to be dependent on the efforts to define painting through 

rhetoric, and then poetry through painting. When Alberti in the fifteenth century 

tries to structure the art of painting, rhetoric is his natural model. However, one 

category where word and image do not match is the emotions. While his model, 

Quintilian, speaks of the orator’s use of emotions as an instrument in his perfor-

mance, Alberti transfers these emotions and their expressions to content, making 

them objects instead. This mechanism appears to be vital to the development of 

genre theory. Alberti is one part of the development, and by the first half of the 

eighteenth century genre theory has advanced so far that lyric can be defined as a 

structural parallel to epic and drama: the difference is that it represents emotions 

instead of actions.

One of the conditions for making emotions an object of poetry thus seems 

to be the early attempts to define painting using rhetoric’s categories – not be-

cause Batteux relied explicitly on Alberti, but because it was theoreticians such 

as Alberti who allocated emotions to content, making them into objects, and this 

dislocation of categories made way for the definition of lyric as a genre. Attempts 

are made to forward lyric’s and emotion’s place in literature, but it first succeeds in 

the eighteenth century when instead of applying rhetoric’s definitions to painting 

and music, poetry is to a greater extent interpreted in the light of painting and 

music.

Writing the history of the development of genre theory also needs to be sup-

plemented with several other factors, especially the changing appreciation of 

emotions – from destructive affect to creative and positive emotion. The fact 

that the fine arts developed at this moment in history is obviously tightly con-

nected with circumstances such as the changing social and economic status of 

artists and the growing influence of institutions like the French Royal Academy 

of Painting and Sculpture (founded already in 1648). Even though Batteux used 

painting, music and acting as parallels in order to describe lyric, he does not ap-

pear to have needed them for claiming authority. Nor did he mention theoretical 

predecessors such as Minturno or Alberti: instead, such circumstances and ideas 

form a general background. Batteux claimed authority through his own theoreti-
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cal construction and its adherence to Aristotle. To be sure, the transfer of the 

emotions into objects neither meant that their effect became less interesting, nor 

that they were in any sense confined to the place of objects. Jean-Jacques Rous-

seau certainly took a keen interest in the use of emotions, but not in the same 

instrumental way of rhetoric. And by the turn of the eighteenth century, the 

development had reached a point where emotions simply could be proclaimed 

the soul of poetry.

The impact of this dislocation of the emotions from, roughly speaking, pres-

entation and form to content seems to have been considerable, and it was Bat-

teux who successfully transposed the dislocation onto literature in the eight-

eenth century. When describing the uniting principle of the fine arts as imitation, 

he was looking backwards, but when positing emotions as an object which de-

fines the lyric genre he substantially contributed to the emerging view of both 

emotions and poetry as something else than instrumental, as objects in their 

own right.
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A truly critical philology must acknowledge

the claims the past is making upon us,

making us thereby attend to it.

Sheldon Pollack, Future philology? (2009), 958. 1

This essay examines several notable affinities between philological rationality 

and the history of art. It stems from my underlying endeavour to draw the out-

lines of a philological art history, which could be termed figural philology.2

In order to achieve that aim, a definition or redefinition of philological ration-

ality would be necessary,3 a task to which the following pages are mostly dedi-

cated. This redefinition of philological rationality highlights and underlines the 

plastic aspects of philological inquiries. In the framework of the present endeav-

our, the notion of ‘plasticity,’ drawn both from the Greek word plasis (πλάσις) 

and from modern applications of this term in the history of art,4 stands for the 

spatio-temporal deployment of forms, referring to the transfiguration of things 

which happens when they come in contact with other things, as well as by mere 

change of place. The plastic dynamics encompass all of the human domains of 

production, and it regards especially the meeting and transference points between 

the various domains; it could mean the points of contact between painting and 

architecture, but it could also mean contacts between painting and written texts.

Within this framework, the crucial issue standing at the possible construction 

of an affinity between art history and philology would be a bilateral one: On the 

one hand, we should ask in what manner plastic aspects are imbued in philologi-

cal rationality, and on the other hand, we should make clear in what manner phil-

ological issues have been part and parcel of art-historical investigations, even if in 

an implicit and unwitting manner. Towards closing, I point to the notion of the 
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‘figure,’ as a possible binding medium between the two distinguished discourses. 

That capacity of the figure stems from the fact that the concept of the figure 

holds both philological and plastic aspects. Finally, I point to Erwin Panofsky’s 

iconology as having an explicitly philological tenet.

 Philological certainty, from Vico to Spitzer

According to the early eighteenth-century Italian Giambattista Vico,5 philology 

is interested in the deeds of man, and moreover in things made by man. Erich 

Auerbach, one of Vico’s eminent translators and commentators and an avowed 

philologist himself, emphasized that the deeds of man possess an essential histori-

cal reality.6 The deeds of man can be narratives, texts, laws, documents, buildings, 

paintings etc., and it is because they are made by man that they can be known 

by the latter with certainty; the science which is able to attain that, according to 

Vico, is philology, retitled by him as the ‘new science.’ We can say that philology 

holds two ‘objects;’ (a) A teleological object (‘objective’), and (b) an epistemologi-

cal object (‘object’ tout court). (a) ‘certum’ is the objective of philology, in the sense 

of ‘what can be attained by philological inquiry;’ it is the validity which can issue 

from the human mind studying human deeds; (b) ‘factum’ is the epistemological 

object of philological inquiry, in the sense of ‘that which is to be examined,’ which 

is the human deed itself, understood as a thing or a reality, i.e. as a fact. Both ob-

jects appear together in Vico’s articulation of philology to replace philosophico-

theological ‘verum;’ i.e. the knowledge of things created by God and not by man, 

whose nature cannot be fully comprehended by the human mind.7 In Aristotelian 

terms, products of man, as well as human making at large, should be considered 

under the rubric of ‘making’ (Ποιειν, which can also be translated as to produce, 

create or do).8 A synthesis of Aristotelian and Vichian terms will give us an un-

derstanding of philology as the method of adherence to the poietic past. The 

philological impulse strives to hold, to have, to possess (equivalent to the Aristo-

telian category of ἔχειν and to the Latin habere) the poietic past, and therefore it 

is a conservative, restorative enterprise.

According to Auerbach, Vico’s philology was above all a science concerning the 

human.9 Nevertheless during the nineteenth century, philologists tended to em-

phasize philology’s interest with culture (Kultur), nation (Volk) and even race 

(Rasse).10 It was the furnishing of philology as an investigation of the organic-

cultural totalities which facilitated the dubious affiliation of philology with the 

study of race and nation.11 What can be referred to as the last wave of modern 

philology, encompassing the work of scholars as Auerbach, Leo Spitzer and Ernst 
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Robert Curtius, tried to oppose this racist affiliation of philology by emphasiz-

ing its universal, humanist vocation. The present endeavour follows that lead, 

and tries to differentiate between philology and cultural history, arguing that the 

deeds of man hold primarily a historical reality [‘Geschichtliche Wirklichkeit,’ in 

Auerbach’s terms12], rather than primarily a cultural one. If indeed philological 

rationality is interested in culture it is not as an organic whole that culture makes 

a philological object, but rather as the sequences of transition between different 

cultures and ages.13

Thereafter, I would like to suggest a reading of the term ‘Φιλολογία.’ I suggest 

that the philological adherence to the poietic past takes the form of a search for 

a definition of the poietic thing, ‘definition’ being one of the possible references of 

the Greek λογος.14 It is while searching for the definition of a deed that the phi-

lologist engages in a regressive voyage into traditions, generations and mentalities, 

and it is in the midst of this longue durée of regressive voyage that the philologist 

may distill genres (stemming from the aristotelian γένος) of historical realities. 

As I will explain below, the distinction of the deed, achieved as a placement in a 

series of human-historical realities, creates a figure.

The above-mentioned Vichian principles of certum and factum, leading to the 

argument that humans are capable of knowing things that humans have made, 

turned in the nineteenth century into the philologist August Boeckh’s principle 

of ‘Erkenntnis der Erkannten,’15 the knowing of the (already) known. This version 

of the philological dictum collapses the distinction between certum and factum; 

the made is the known; and therefore knowing and not making (as in Vico’s case) 

stands at the heart of philological method. Indeed this epistemic understanding 

of philology by Boeckh points in the direction of affiliating philology with mem-

ory; for what is memory, if not the knowledge, conscious or not, of the already 

known?16 In the twentieth century, this principle was transformed once again into 

Spitzer’s formulation: ‘[...] to read is to have read, to understand is equivalent to 

having understood.’17 Here it is reading and its habitus that carry the weight of 

the obligation towards the reality of the past. Synthesizing all the above three 

versions of the ‘philological rehearsal’ together, we can suggest that modern phi-

lology is a method responsible for the rehearsal of poietic memory. It would lead 

us to consider also memory as a human deed, as a factum.

 Th e dogma and the ideal

Traditionally and in popular usage, we use the term ‘philology’ in order to refer to 

the love of, or the friendship with words; But the question is exactly: how do we 

become friends with words? And the philological answer would be: We become 
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friends with words by contracting transmitted traditions, namely, by habituating 

ourselves to usages of those traditions.18 This habituation is accomplished by acts 

of repetition, rehearsal and restoration: repetition of forms, rehearsal of their 

taking place, and restoration of their realizations and re-realizations. This is a 

process of familiarization, and it is at work for example when we learn classical 

texts by heart, or rather learn to identify a Raphael painting by a spontaneous act 

of familiarity. Repetition demands many times acts of restoration and edition;19 

and hereby it necessarily includes the production of variants, by which forms 

(whether linguistic, architectural, painterly etc.) change their place from carrier 

to carrier, from generation to generation, etc. The moment of the ‘Transfigura-

tion’ of Christ can be used as an emblem of this process; in this transfigurative 

moment Christ both shifted his place and changed his materiality,20 but retained 

his basic form.

Trying to determine the historical origin of their philological inquiry, many 

philologists pointed to the first century B.C., when Roman authors were found-

ing and defining the affinities between the language of their present and the 

Greek languages of the past.21 A later revival, sometimes referred to as the second 

philological revival occurred in Italian Renaissance humanism of the fourteenth 

to the sixteenth centuries,22 when the need to transfer texts from Latin or Greek 

into Italian presented itself. In Renaissance humanism pictorial production was 

inseparable from the philological impulse; first came the revival of the ‘ancient 

manner’, most notably in Florentine art of the fifteenth century, and then, towards 

the end of the fifteenth century, came the more literal revival of classical mo-

tifs and themes in the plastic arts. Renaissance humanist syncretism23 was then 

shaped as much plastically as verbally.24 From both the Roman and the Italian 

cases we can deduce that the philological impulse emerges when there is a need 

for accommodating a transition between cultures, within the confines of a certain 

tradition which is synchronically preserved, transmitted and shaped; in this pro-

cess of transition, pictures and formulae are an essential requisite.

The period between 1750 and 1950 witnessed a process of revival, maturation and 

decline in the status as well as practice of philology.25 We can indeed state that the 

relation of philology to language in this third philological epoch had been plas-

tic in character; in the work of many philologists of that period we can find the 

explicit search for the variations, nuances, transfigurations, transmutations and 

genealogies of usage of typological elements. This search is plastic in character, 

because it is more interested in the spatio-temporal deployment of forms, i.e. in 

the movement and of forms from place to place, than in either meaning or context. 

This plastic morphological tendency was accentuated in the later, twentieth cen-

tury generation of philology, represented by Karl Voßler, Auerbach, Spitzer and 
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Curtius (in one way or another, all of them, had a connection to ‘Romance philol-

ogy,’ concentrating on French, Italian or Spanish sources). Most notably, philol-

ogy, in this later stage, has been interested in etymologies; Spitzer indeed referred 

to the uncovering of an etymology as a miracle.26 As Michel Foucault noted in his 

Les Mots et les choses (1966), for philology, words themselves are considered as 

objects or things.27

This third revival of the philological method continued throughout the nine-

teenth-century process of the institutionalization of the historical sciences. It was 

intermingled with the activity of other evolving or established discourses of the 

humanities such as hermeneutics, universal history and Kulturgeschichte. The 

basis of philological morphologies is always the reading of ancient languages, as 

well as the critical edition and translations of ancient texts, which are considered 

as ‘classical.’28 The texts which have been of interest to philological inquiries are 

considered as having a merit; they are valuable texts, texts that serve as a model or 

an ideal, providing an anchor for the reading of other texts and generating tradi-

tions of production. The classical status of philology’s texts points to the fact that 

philology inherently connects with pedagogy and education (Bildung). It is an 

inquiry imbued with value judgements and it sifts and selects, as well as protects, 

restores and preserves a canon, and thereupon presents, shows, and transmits this 

canonic material. Many philological enterprises have been occupied with trac-

ing and presenting traditions extending from an ancient beginning, arché (ἀρχή) 

to subsequent past textual manifestations. Seen from that aspect, philology is a 

dogmatic activity, in the sense that it cannot function without a stable hypothesis 

regarding an ideal, i.e. a primary generative work serving as the beginning for 

the deployment of the series of a tradition, like for example Raphael’s paintings 

for the classicist tradition, or Aristotle’s Organon for the Thomist and scholastic 

traditions. That is not to argue that philology is a rigid un-thoughtful practice; 

instead, it is by working with the hypothetical arché that the philologist examines 

his own beliefs and habitudes.

Regarding this pedagogic presentation of a surviving classical arché the work 

of the art historian Johann Joachim Winckelmann must be mentioned.29 Al-

ready Friedrich Schlegel, writing around 1797, considered Winckelmann to be 

one of the chief restorers of philological rationality,30 and later philologists re-

ferred to Winckelmann frequently.31 Not only that the latter was interested in the 

ancient Greek ideal and the formation of his central concept ‘Edle Einfalt und 

stille Grösse’, but he further expressed a philological impulse by examining the 

dynamics of the imitation (Nachahmung) of antiquity, the dynamics that stand 

at the heart of philology, and which is responsible for the resurrection and the 

survival of the ancient ideal. Remarkably, Winckelmann dedicated several pages 

of the introduction to his Gedanken über die Nachahmung der griechischen Werke 
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in der Malerei und Bildhauerkunst to an elaborated reconstruction of Michelange-

lo’s technique of transmitting small models to life-size sculpture, from matter to 

matter and from one scale to another. Winckelmann describes a process by which 

Michelangelo located a smaller-scale model in a water container; and by lowering, 

level by level the amount of water, the transit from ‘slice’ to ‘slice’ of the statuette, 

similarly to topographic mapping, enables a full transmission of the prototype to 

an accomplished work.32 It seems that Winckelmann was laying his finger on the 

fact that it is by plastic procedures that we can capture, adhere to, and move the 

prototypes in the best manner.

I suggest that the philological prototype is a specific deed, a special product; 

philology’s truth has to do with the generation, the ‘poiesis’ of things, not with 

their ‘essence.’ Therefore, philology endeavours to distinguish the genre (γένος), 

rather than the type, eidos (εἶδος) of the thing. Let us recall that for Aristotle, the 

genre refers to the situation of continuous generation of things of the same type.33 

Therefore we can say that philology is interested in the plastic dynamics of the 

continuous generation of forms. From here it is clear that the formatting faculty 

of pictures, which carry and transmit efficiently the prototypes, is of central im-

portance to philology.

We must further note that Winckelmann’s ideal (consisting in itself of a par-

tial rehearsal of the Renaissance humanist’s ideal) established the most central 

and dominant dictum for the discipline of art history.34 Even when soon after 

Winckelmann, art historians turned their attention to medieval (i.e. ‘non-classi-

cal’) art, the canonic ideal of Greek and Renaissance classicism was preserved as 

a point of reference (a sort of an ‘Archimedean point,’ to paraphrase Panofsky35), 

from which they could always deviate.36

 Philology’s borders: Historicism, hermeneutics, neo-
Kantianism

To give a full account of the place of philological discourse within the nineteenth-

century sphere of intellectual tropes, as well as of the connection between this 

place of philology and the pioneers of the history of art would be beyond the 

scope of the present paper. Nevertheless, I would like to briefly refer to philology’s 

relation to the general tropes of Historicism, neo-Kantianism and Hermeneutics. 

These three references are important, as I believe they all still stand nowadays as 

barrages in the practice of the historical-sciences, including of course the history 

of art.
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(1) Historicism. Though taking part in the process of the nineteenth-century 

‘historization’ of thought,37 modern philology holds to some extent also a non-

historicist character. That is because not all is history for the philological gaze. 

Rather, history is knit out of atoms of poietic things, privileged sources. Indeed, it 

was the art-historian and in my view philologist Erwin Panofsky, who insisted as 

early as 1920 that art-historical inquiry necessitates an examination of something 

else besides the historical explanation.38 It is because philology presents tradition 

according to an arché or a prototype and its generative capacity, that philology 

resists, at least partially, the historicist tendency to yield to the eternally com-

plex, chaotic and singular flux of historical, idiographic temporality. We can say 

that within the limits of philological rationality, the reality of the past precedes 

historical events.39 It is the very ‘pastness’ of its cherished things that philology 

labours to preserve and transmit.40

(2) Hermeneutics. Though for most nineteenth-century philologists hermeneu-

tics was inseparable from the practice of philology, the two practices were nev-

ertheless distinguished:41 Inasmuch as the efforts at deciphering of hermeneutics 

search for meaning inside the text, philology searches rather for the dynamics 

of transmission of forms from one language to another and from text to text, 

a transmission which is observable in a rather positivistic manner. We can say 

that philology is interested in the certainty that can be deduced from the sur-

face of historical production (that would be equivalent to Vico’s certum), in as 

much as hermeneutics searches for the Truth, αλήθεια which lies within history 

(that would be equivalent to Vico’s verum). Hermeneutics and philology can be 

understood as two aspects of reading (Lesung); but in as much as hermeneutics 

searches to understand (Verstehen) and to uncover, philology aspires to present 

(Darstellen or Vor-lesung, literally, to read in public) and to preserve. Furthermore, 

the philological method includes a hermeneutic part, in the sense that philology 

reads backwards, à rebours, hermeneutical traditions and acts of interpretation, 

and thus questions the researchers’ own verum.42 That was what Auerbach meant 

by what he called ‘radical relativism,’ in which not only the past is being under-

stood and transformed by the reader-subject, but also the reader-subject himself 

is being transformed by the historical thing he is researching.43 This same bilat-

erality is sharply expressed in Friedrich Nietzsche’s poignant text ‘Wir Philolo-

gen.’44 When we determine what it is that the past demands of us, as well as what 

it is that we demand of the past, we enact what can be regarded as philological 

bilateral possession: we possess our pasts, at the same time that the reality of the 

past possesses us. As in the case of historicism, the philological impulse dives 

into the roots of hermeneutic relativism in order to find a way out in their depth.
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(3) Neo-Kantianism. Neo-Kantianism shaped many of our conceptions regarding 

the functionality of the historical sciences, determining their nature as sciences 

of culture and posing them vis-à-vis the sciences of nature.45 Few nineteenth-

century philologists, such as Gottfried Hermann, were self-avowed Kantians.46 

But also in the case of neo-Kantianism, philology poses a resistance of sorts. If 

neo-Kantianism searches for the conditions of experience and sets of abstract 

categories, or rather values (to use the notion of Wilhelm Windelband and Hein-

rich Rickert47) that would account for a certain cultural whole, philology has been 

attuned to the diachronic aspect of history, and is sensitive to particular nuances. 

Philology does not look for the conditions of experience but rather to the mo-

dus operandi of models and prototypes which are, as I suggested above, poietic, 

i.e. produced things; it is only on that basis that philology furnishes series and 

sequences, the transference of which from culture to culture makes what should 

properly be referred to as humanity.

These three resistance-lines between philology and the dominant orientations of 

the humanities in the nineteenth century delineate three borderlines of philologi-

cal rationality: (a) temporal experience, (b) interpretation and (c) conditions of 

experience. Please note, that these three borders are formed by the plastic charac-

ter of philology, namely by the engagement with the transmission and change of 

forms in space and time by produced things. The three above-mentioned borders 

were objects of scrutiny also in Friedrich Nietzsche’s reformulations of modern 

philology.48 Foucault saw in Nietzsche the turning point, inaugurating the unifi-

cation of philosophy and philology.49 In the above-mentioned essay, ‘Wir Philolo-

gen,’ Nietzsche speculated upon a radical philology, which, to his idea, was yet 

to be created.50 Nietzsche made clear in this essay that the philological vocation 

cannot be taken lightly or be interpreted as merely the technical aspect of learn-

ing the classical sources. For Nietzsche a true philologist would be the one who 

is interested in deciphering his own doxas. Without taking responsibility for the 

actual act of thought, there could be no genuine philological process. Auerbach’s 

‘radical relativism’ gives a further realist nuance to this bilaterality, as it is not 

only that the (historical) subject constitutes its object (as in neo-Kantianism and 

historicism), but also that the subject is itself being read and questioned by its 

object. Philology then, can be articulated as the manner in which the present is 

being configured and problematized, owned and possessed by its past, as well as 

owning and possessing it.
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 Nietzsche as a turning-point

Nietzsche’s relation to antiquity, in turn, stood at the core of the work of one of 

the founders of twentieth-century art history, Aby Moritz Warburg.51 Nietzsche’s 

radical reformulation of the philological impulse is crucial for the inquiry of the 

affinity between art history and philology: Nietzsche, as well as authors such 

as Warburg, Panofsky, alongside Auerbach, Spitzer, Edward Said and Paul De 

Man,52 retained their relation to the humanist tradition, while reshaping the 

sense of humanism into something ‘deeper and more dangerous than that which 

one usually understands by the word,’ as Auerbach phrased it.53 It is at that point 

that the genre comes to precede the eidos; and the prototype can be better de-

fined, not as an expression of an idea, but as a distinguisher of a deed. And it is at 

that point that the notion of the ‘figura’ appears in our story.54

 Figures and the history of art

Th e ‘fi gura’ (a Latin term) is distinguished from the eidos, the prototype or the arché; 

the fi gure is rather the product of the transmission of an eidos from vessel to vessel, 

from carrier to carrier, from surface to surface. A ‘fi gura’ is formed when not the ei-

dos but the act of transmutation itself is considered as an ἀρχή; when mimesis can-

not be anymore the sole basis for a conception of neither the human nor his deeds, 

and when the productive, poietic capacity of human memory is taken as primary. A 

fi gure is formed when the ideal, the prototype itself is considered as de-formatable 

and re-formatable, i.e. elastic and plastic. Issuing from this purported plastic qual-

ity of reality, philological reading deploys narratives of traditions, weaving together 

separate facta (deeds). It is when this mnemonic responsibility is considered in 

itself as poietic, that the fi gure appears. To paraphrase Auerbach, I would say that 

philology is the fi gural presentation of reality. Here it becomes obvious that phi-

lology can be understood not only as a science but as an art, a τέχνη.55 As an art, 

philology rehearses the factual repetitions of statements, imperatives, inscriptions, 

articulations, inscriptions and imprinting, and by so doing, it produces fi gures.

My argument goes both ways: It is not only that philology includes an essential 

pictorial-formal element, but also that the development of the discipline of art 

history has been imbued with philological impulses. Strong philological tenden-

cies can be found in the works of many of the founders of the history of art like 

Aloïs Riegl,56 Julius von Schlosser,57 Aby Warburg,58 Edgar Wind,59 Henri Fo-

cillon,60 Ernst Gombrich61 but most explicitly, I find, Erwin Panofsky.62 A good 

example of Panofsky’s engagement with philological rationality and method can 
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be found in his essay ‘Et in Arcadia Ego: Poussin and the Elegiac Tradition’.63 This 

essay stemmed from an explicitly philological question: how should we read the 

inscription in Poussin’s painting of the same title [Fig. 16]? Panofsky presented 

Poussin in this essay neither as a classicist, nor as a philosopher-artist, but rather 

as a figural agent of what Panofsky termed the ‘elegiac’ tradition. Poussin is pre-

sented by Panofsky as the responsible for a ‘change in interpretation,’ leading to 

a ‘mistranslation,’ which worked ‘at the expense of grammar but in the interest 

of truth.’64 After presenting the philological problem, Panofsky proceeds to an 

exploration of texts, commentaries and visual images (all having the same status 

as facta), pointing to the appropriate way to read the inscription in question. 

Therefore, in Panofsky’s work, pictorial history itself is inserted into a series of 

readings, translations and mistranslations of a formula.

Panofsky was neither interested in this essay in the historical situation in which 

Poussin’s inscription was made, nor in excavating a universal set of categories 

which can be used for a Kantian-critical examination of the painting (as he would 

rather do in some of his earlier essays), but rather in a linkage of transmissions, 

transfi guration and readings of a formula, an original ‘Urtype.’ Th e connection be-

tween Poussin’s painting and its own past is the fi gure that Panofsky drew in this 

essay. It is in that manner that I suggest to understand Panofsky’s iconology; it is, 

as Panofsky himself declared, deeply rooted in the soil of the humanist tradition.65

This philological character of Panofsky’s later works could and should be elab-

orated for its many facets and aspects. It was no doubt connected to his friend-

ship with Erich Auerbach,66 especially after the latter’s move to the USA, in 1947; 

Panofsky’s exchanges with Leo Spitzer and with Ernst Robert Curtius should 

also be noted.67

Many have tried to ponder about the character of Panofsky’s later iconological 

phase.68 My suggestion is to try and view iconology as pertaining to and practis-

ing a philological rationality. Indeed, that may account also for the later turn in 

Panofsky’s work, from the earlier, explicitly neo-Kantian, systematic and highly 

theoretical earlier phase, to the later ‘iconological’, artwork-oriented and prob-

lem-oriented phase. Philology indeed demands the attention to nuances, versions 

and dialects, and is less interested in a neo-Kantian categorization, as I have men-

tioned above. Panofsky’s art history can orient any search for a reintegration of 

philology into the art-historical method. As a figural philology, art history may 

be interested in the manner in which human deeds of the past are responsible for 

the perseverance and duration of forms.

Th is kind of art history will neither be interested in understanding the art-

works’ forms nor their styles, but rather in producing and presenting fi gures; i.e. 

in the manner in which formulae are transmitted, sometimes unconsciously or 

unwittingly, from thing to thing, from epoch to epoch, from style to style. Very 
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close to iconological research, the fi gural philologist’s responsibility would be then 

to identify this repetition of forms in individual human deeds. As the fi gura, in 

Auerbach’s account, connects between two separate historical realities by exempli-

fying the same truth, so the fi gural philologist would have to begin his inquiry by 

posing some δόγμα or at least δόξα regarding this truth, again, in the sense that, 

for example, no Christian pre-fi guration narrative can be construed without the 

assumption of the transhistorical narrative of redemption by the return of Christ, 

or, similarly, as Giorgio Vasari’s deployment of the history of art was determined 

by his conviction of the greatness of the Italian art of his own times.

Furthermore, a fi gural philologist would be expected to work at least from two 

diff erent anchoring points in world history. He could not belong to the ‘specialist’ 

brand of historical, or rather historicist research.69 Indeed, the fi gural philologist 

could not be a historical expert of an epoch or an author; rather he would be 

a technician examining how relations between diff erent human deeds are estab-

lished. Th e ability of the fi gural philologist will be a capacity for mobility through-

out the universal history of produced things. As a fi gural philology, art history may 

be interested in the manner in which human deeds have been responsible for the 

perseverance and duration of forms. And it is by his knowledge of fi gural mobility 

– or rather fi gural motorics – that the philologist possesses the reality of the past.

Fig. 16: Nicolas Poussin, Et in arcadia ego, c. 1638, oil on canvas, 85 x 121 cm, Paris, Musée du Louvre
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Much attention has recently been focused on the construction of new, bourgeois 

models of authorship during the course of the French Enlightenment.2 Less atten-

tion has however been paid to the concomitant emergence of bourgeois models of 

scholarship, that indeed went hand in hand with the increasing autonomization 

of the literary field at large. Similarly to the case of literary authors, the construc-

tion of new models of the professional – as opposed to the amateur – scholar 

owed much, in turn, to the creation of secular institutions capable of supporting 

this emerging category. Libraries accessible to the public, official associations, and 

state-supported academies all played a crucial role in the professionalization of 

the humanities. During the early decades of the eighteenth century, one of these 

institutions was the Académie royale des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres. Origi-

nally founded by Louis XIV to compose Latin commemorative inscriptions in 

his honour, the Academy gradually evolved into a scholarly body, focusing more 

exclusively on historical and philological activities. This increasing autonomy and 

shift in emphasis was marked by the reorganization of the academy in 1701, ac-

companied by the drawing up of new statutes. The movement was consolidated, 

finally, by the creation of a prestigious new academic journal, the Histoire et Mé-

moires de l’Académie des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres, that began publication in 1717 

and continued uninterrupted until the revolutionary era.

Yet even following its reform, two models of scholarship continued to find 

a home in the Académie des Inscriptions during the first decades of the eight-

eenth century: an older, aristocratic model of amateur scholarship, and a newer, 

bourgeois model of professional historiography, that only really carried the 

day in the second half of the eighteenth century, when the rising party of pro-

gressive, secular intellectuals began to consolidate its hold on public opinion. 

While recent studies have foregrounded the academicians’ slowness to adopt 

the methods and approaches of modern historical scholarship – including reli-

ance on archaeological and non-literary sources3 – they have not sufficiently 
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noted the way class allegiances also underlay differing stances with regard to 

the methods and aims of scholarship. This essay proposes therefore to explore 

the tension between two distinct conceptions of the humanities by focusing on 

two figures that I take to be representative of them. On the one hand, I consider 

Jean-Baptiste La Curne de Sainte-Palaye, long regarded as the founding father 

of eighteenth-century medieval studies, as part of an emerging group of profes-

sional historians, who had ideological affinities with the coterie of Enlighten-

ment philosophers headed by Diderot and Voltaire. On the other hand, I con-

sider Anne-Claude de Tubières, comte de Caylus, like Sainte-Palaye an active 

member of the Académie des Inscriptions, as representative of a looser group 

of men of letters associated with aristocratic connoisseurship, and whose more 

belletristic approach to historical work was eventually displaced by Sainte-Pa-

laye and his followers. The history of how modern models of scholarship in 

the humanities were constructed, in a process that foregrounded a distinctly 

Cartesian-influenced ideal of impartial, disembodied scholarship, was, I con-

tend, partially the result of these tensions and the differing responses scholars 

offered to them.

 Medievalism at the Académie des Inscriptions: 
Beyond Sainte-Palaye

With the professionalization of the work undertaken at the Académie des In-

scriptions came a change in scholarly focus. Whereas classical subjects had taken 

centre stage under Louis XIV, in the eighteenth century a new field was defined 

that increasingly retained the academicians’ attention and that, indeed, may rep-

resent their most original contribution to the history of the humanities: medieval 

studies.4 Following the reform of 1701, the number of papers dealing with medi-

eval topics increased substantially, rising to a quarter or even a third of the total 

number of pages in each volume before 1751.5 The preface to the first volume of 

the Histoire et Mémoires de l’Académie Royale des Inscriptions distinguished four 

classes of papers or mémoires read by members during the academy’s sessions. 

Among them, papers on the medieval past were, for the first time, considered a 

separate category:

Th e fourth class of works fi nally, is composed of treatises and elucidations 

on diff erent points concerning the history of the Middle Ages (moyen âge), 

particularly those concerning our Monarchy, our fi rst poets, our old au-

thors of romances (Romans) and other writers.6
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The use of the term moyen âge was significant. Having been almost completely 

absent in the works of the previous generation of historiographers, including 

the founder of medieval diplomatics (and honorary member of the academy), 

Jean Mabillon,7 the term was now deployed to stake out a new field of study. 

By transferring the methods of humanistic philology onto vernacular texts, the 

academicians were echoing a previous shift that had taken place already, among 

aristocratic, non-professional readers, whereby works of chivalric fiction were 

gradually assuming the status of modern classics.8 Medieval studies decisively 

entered a new phase in the 1720s and 1730s, when they were taken up by an il-

lustrious group of scholars that included abbé Vertot, Denis François Secousse, 

Jean-Baptiste La Curne de Sainte-Palaye, Antoine Lancelot, Camille Falconet 

and the comte de Caylus, among others.9

Of the scholars affiliated with the eighteenth-century Académie des Inscrip-

tions, Sainte-Palaye (1697-1781) has been generally singled out and hailed as the 

most important medievalist, if not the actual founder of modern medieval stud-

ies, well before the more well-known nineteenth-century French medieval phi-

lologists. His articles, books and manuscripts run to over a hundred volumes, and 

in many cases laid the foundations for encyclopaedic works that reached comple-

tion only in the nineteenth century. Sainte-Palaye’s most influential publication 

– and one of the few to actually appear in print during his lifetime – was however 

a series of Mémoires sur l’ancienne chevalerie that started to appear in 1746, and 

became one of the primary sources on medieval chivalry consulted by the early 

romantics, from Herder in Germany – who admitted that the chapter ‘Rittergeist 

in Europa’ in his Ideen zur Philosophie der Geschichte der Menschheit (1784-1791) 

was entirely based on Sainte-Palaye10 – to Chateaubriand and Charles Nodier in 

France, and Walter Scott in the English-speaking world.11 Thus, Sainte-Palaye is 

often placed teleologically at the beginning of an evolution that, passing through 

the later academicians François-Juste-Marie Raynouard – who joined the Aca-

démie a half-century later – and Paulin Paris – who succeeded Raynouard in 

1837 –, culminated in Gaston Paris’s election to the Académie in 1876, where he 

became the first of a new generation of medievalists whose primary affiliation 

was now not to a royal institution, but to a modern university.12

But the traditional emphasis on Sainte-Palaye, that itself builds on the exam-

ple set by Lionel Gossman in his seminal Medievalism and the Ideologies of the En-

lightenment: The World and Work of La Curne de Sainte-Palaye (1968), may actual-

ly obscure, rather than clarify, the development of medieval studies in France. For 

this development took place within a larger configuration of power relations, in 

which Sainte-Palaye’s particular approach can be considered a strategy to distin-

guish himself from other, seemingly more amateuristic traditions of engagement 

with the Middle Ages. Rather than being the first of his kind, Sainte-Palaye drew 
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on the work of other scholars, whose contribution to medieval studies has not 

always been fully appreciated. I would therefore propose here, following some re-

cent, critical reevaluations of the role Sainte-Palaye played in constructing – and 

sometimes, closing off – the field of medieval studies,13 that perhaps present-day 

academics have made too much of him. Modern-day scholars may indeed be over-

ly attracted to Sainte-Palaye because he reminds us so much of ourselves. Like us, 

modern academics, he regularly delivered his papers – work in progress – before 

his colleagues at the Académie des Inscriptions. Like us, he published his find-

ings in the major peer-reviewed journal of his day. The rate of his publications, 

while it would not perhaps earn him tenure at a modern-day research university, 

was certainly much more impressive than that of his more complaisant colleagues 

at the Académie. And his impact factor, if I may be permitted the anachronism, 

was amazing: who of us today could ever hope to be cited, as Sainte-Palaye was, 

not only by every major medievalist that succeeded him in the following century, 

but also by the likes of Chateaubriand and Walter Scott? In short, Sainte-Palaye 

represents a model of academicism that is still, largely, our own, and that – for 

reasons I will elucidate below – corresponds to a specifically modern, bourgeois 

conception of the professional scholar.

 Sainte-Palaye and the comte de Caylus

If Sainte-Palaye’s conception of scholarship was essentially a bourgeois one, it 

was so particularly in relation to other, older models that drew instead on long-

standing aristocratic traditions. One of the most obvious aristocratic counterparts 

to Sainte-Palaye’s bourgeois academicism was furnished by his colleague at the 

Académie des Inscriptions the comte de Caylus (1692-1765), who formally entered 

the academicians’ ranks in 1742, eighteen years after Sainte-Palaye’s own election. 

Th ey were, age-wise, near contemporaries, with Caylus merely fi ve years older than 

Sainte-Palaye. Caylus’s earlier death, however, meant that he did not, like Sainte-

Palaye, live to witness the revival in popular interest in the Middle Ages that took 

hold of France in the 1760s, partly infl uenced by developments elsewhere in Eu-

rope, including the Ossianic vogue recently launched on the British isles by James 

McPherson. Sainte-Palaye’s longevity – he died only in 1781 – may go a long way in 

explaining why his particular kind of scholarship fi nally triumphed in the academ-

ic fi eld. Just as literary sociologists have established the importance of recognized 

‘heirs’ in safekeeping literary legacies and in contributing towards the posthumous 

canonization of specifi c authors, so too scholars who, like Sainte-Palaye, were in a 

position to designate their own successors may have been more likely to see their 

methods and approaches adopted by others.
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Although at the Académie des Inscriptions in the 1740s, Sainte-Palaye and 

the comte de Caylus were on friendly terms with one another, their roles in the 

academy differed in several respects. In some instances, their works appeared to 

complement each other. Thus Sainte-Palaye collected the extant manuscripts of 

Guillaume de Machaut’s lyric works, while Caylus analyzed them in two ‘Mé-

moires’ he read at the academy in 1747. Both authors repeatedly alluded to the 

same manuscripts or texts, including among others Eustache Deschamps’s late 

medieval poetry and the known corpus of French fabliaux. Yet there were also 

differences. After briefly dabbling in classical studies, Sainte-Palaye devoted his 

scholarly life entirely to the Middle Ages, producing literally thousands of pages, 

both published and unpublished, on the subject. Excepting a single excursion into 

the domain of independent, mondain literary creation,14 he tenaciously stuck to 

his own self-conscious self-fashioning as scholar rather than literary author. Like 

Gaston Paris a century later, and incidentally demonstrating how the seemingly 

innovative elements of nineteenth-century academic medievalism often repeated 

the critical stances adopted a century earlier, ‘[his] philological programme ex-

plicitly took the opposite track of the rhetorical, belle-lettriste tradition of his day, 

and thus focused less on the aesthetic aspect than on the historical and social side 

of the texts he studied’.15

Caylus, by contrast, although he presented some fifty papers at the Académie, 

addressed medieval topics there on only six occasions, and in a few additional, 

separate publications. In his own day, Caylus was known primarily as a great col-

lector of art and antiquities, patron of contemporary artists, and occasional artist 

himself. References to painting, and the language of plastic representation and 

colour, permeated his writings. As a scholar, his major work was a seven-volume 

Recueil d’antiquités égyptiennes, étrusques, grecques, romaines et gauloises (1752-

1767) whose importance for the development of modern archaeology is only now 

beginning to be recognized.16 He contributed to the field of archaeology not only 

through his own work, but also by first having Winckelmann’s works translated 

into French. Finally, Caylus was also the author of dozens of mostly anonymous 

comedies, novels, fairy tales and other short works of fiction. In other words, 

while medieval studies were central to Sainte-Palaye’s scholarly identity, they 

constituted only a small part of Caylus’s enormous literary and scholarly output. 

While Sainte-Palaye offered an example of academic specialization familiar to 

us today, Caylus was a late representative of another category of multitalented, 

polyvalent connoisseurs. In short, to Sainte-Palaye’s ideal of analytical separation 

and specialization of academic disciplines, Caylus opposed a view of the basic 

unity of the arts and scholarship.

More importantly, there were also significant class differences between the two 

men. Anne-Claude-Philippe de Tubières de Grimoard de Pestels de Lévi, comte 
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de Caylus, as the multiple particles indicate, was a member of one of France’s 

great aristocratic families, whose lineage went back at least to the thirteenth cen-

tury. This made the study of medieval antiquity, as for many other aristocratic 

ancien régime historians – most notably, his sometime associate Montesquieu, 

another member of the ancient noblesse d’épée – part of his own genealogical con-

sciousness. Long-standing aristocratic practices conceived continuities between 

the medieval and the (early) modern, at the most basic level, in family, personal 

terms. Aristocratic members of the noblesse d’épée experienced the Middle Ages 

as a defining element of their own genealogical identity, for belonging to the an-

cient nobility – as opposed to the more recent noblesse de robe, whose ranks were 

rapidly growing with the expansion of the royal state apparatus – rested on fam-

ily histories that went back to a medieval, chivalrous past. Called upon to back 

up their claims to nobility with written proofs, members of the old aristocracy 

developed a heightened interest in medieval charters, genealogies and chivalric 

orders. This was in turn complemented and made possible by Mabillon’s recent, 

groundbreaking work in diplomatics, as well as new questions arising in schol-

arly circles surrounding (biblical) chronology. Thus, there was a well-established 

tradition of aristocratic engagement with the medieval past that helped shape 

Caylus’s attitudes and scholarship on this period.

Sainte-Palaye’s family, by contrast, had only recently risen from bourgeoisie 

to aristocracy, acquiring royal offices in the judiciary and thereby entering the 

ranks of the noblesse de robe. The Académie des Inscriptions, as Gossman has 

pointed out, was ‘the special stronghold of the robe’,17 which may help to explain 

why Sainte-Palaye joined its ranks already in 1724, but Caylus did so only in 1742. 

Some sense of the class identities involved can be gained from the way one of 

Sainte-Palaye’s opponents described him to another candidate, during his candi-

dacy for a seat at the Académie Française, as ‘someone who has neither your rank 

in society, nor your merit in letters’.18 The class of jurist robins, of course, also had 

its own history of interest in the medieval past. Starting with humanist historians 

such as Jean Bodin, Etienne Pasquier and Claude Fauchet in the sixteenth centu-

ry, French jurists had established a solid tradition of studying medieval antiquity 

in order to trace the origins of French laws. This was then primarily a scholarly, 

rather than familial interest. Attention to the medieval past early on took the 

form, for the robin scholars, of a patriotic, royalist commitment, rather than a 

class-based, potentially even anti-monarchical one. The class differences between 

Caylus and Sainte-Palaye in turn underlay different ideological positionings. In 

the aftermath of the Quarrel of Ancients and Moderns, Sainte-Palaye aligned 

himself with the forward-looking Moderns and their successors the philosophes, 

while Caylus remained a self-proclaimed Ancient. While in a patriotic perspec-

tive, Sainte-Palaye argued that medieval manners were ‘as worthy of study, es-
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pecially for a Frenchman, as those of the Greeks, being even superior on some 

counts, to the heroic times sung by Homer’,19 for Caylus classical Antiquity re-

mained always his primary reference-point.

Finally, while Sainte-Palaye proudly wore the label of scholar-historian, Cay-

lus fashioned himself an aristocratic dilettante, a collectionneur or amateur an-

tiquary rather than a serious scholar, even going so far as to explicitly satirize 

scholarship in several publications. Thus, with his friends at the dinners of the 

so-called Bout du banc salon – that included among others Montesquieu – Cay-

lus founded several mock academies, including an ‘Académie de ces Dames et de 

ces Messieurs’, that produced a series of facetious texts parodying the likes of the 

Académie des Inscriptions’ Mémoires. This attitude could be seen as a byproduct 

of what another aristocratic historian, the comte de Boulainvilliers, described as 

the characteristic aristocratic ‘pride in ignorance, to the point of feeling degraded 

by study’.20 Distrust of academicism, in turn, went hand in hand with distrust 

of the party of the philosophes, who actively sought to take over the official in-

stitutions capable of conferring on them a new status as professionals. Diderot 

and Grimm denigrated Caylus’s works in their highly influential Correspondance 

littéraire, and Caylus retorted by privately and publicly expressing his dislike of 

the Encyclopedists, whose reformist agenda he considered a new form of political 

sectarianism. This hostility was in essence a class one: Caylus the great aristo-

crat, as representative of an independent, belle-lettriste conception of erudition, 

was anathema to the philosophes’ ideal of the institutionalized, bourgeois profes-

sional.

 Defi ning the object of study

Sainte-Palaye’s and Caylus’s differing class allegiances also had implications for 

the way in which they regarded their chosen object of study, medieval texts. Be-

cause of his ties with the robin tradition of legal history, Sainte-Palaye considered 

the study of medieval texts not as an end in itself, but as a tool in recovering the 

ancient customs of the French. Medieval philology had a very practical use in 

bolstering the legitimacy of the monarchical state, to which the class of robins 

owed their existence. In this historiographic perspective, medieval studies were 

justified by their usefulness in uncovering the origins of the territorial entities 

of which present-day France was made up, the origins of its laws, and the eth-

nic origins – Gallic or Frankish – of the French people and monarchy. Because 

Sainte-Palaye studied literary texts as historical documents, he had little interest 

in their aesthetic qualities. Rather, he lingered on the supposed obscurity of the 

medieval period, labelled a period of inaccessible darkness, only to underscore by 
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contrast his own merit in shining the light of scientific reason on these hidden 

recesses. By thus referencing the foundational rhetorics of the Enlightenment, 

Sainte-Palaye was making a conscious statement. Like Diderot, Voltaire and the 

Encyclopedists, Sainte-Palaye adopted the Modern, progressivist view of history 

reflected in the metaphor of present-day light contrasted to medieval darkness.21

Unsurprisingly, when Sainte-Palaye did consider medieval texts’ aesthetic 

qualities, he was quick to condemn them. According to him, medieval texts were 

characterized by an excessive love of ornamentation, lack of order and a pro-

pensity to prefer decorative frills to truly significant elements, the contingent to 

the essential. While according to prevalent standards of literary idealism, which 

themselves drew on the Cartesian ideal of disembodied, abstract knowledge, good 

works of literature were supposed to carry universal meanings, Sainte-Palaye 

noted with special disdain the tendency of medieval authors to linger on descrip-

tions of particulars. In a paper on Froissart that he delivered at the Académie des 

Inscriptions in 1738, he elaborated this point by establishing a parallel between 

medieval literature and painting. Significantly of course, painting was one of the 

art forms with which his fellow academician Caylus was most often associated:

Painters emerging from the greatest barbarism, seized in detail all the lit-

tle objects with which nature presented them, attached themselves to the 

insects, fl owers, birds, decorated them with the most vivid colours, drew 

them with an exactitude that we admire still in the vignettes and minia-

tures of medieval manuscripts ...

 Th e poets, as sterile as the painters, speak only of a fi ne springtime, of 

the green in the countryside, of the tint of the meadows, the feathers of 

a thousand diff erent types of birds ... they cannot imagine anything be-

yond this, incapable for the rest of giving any order or connection to their 

ideas.22

The decorative, picturesque detail as such had no value for Sainte-Palaye, be-

cause it was of no interest in recording or reconstructing historical events. In his 

bourgeois valorization of his own work and the painstaking labour of scholar-

ship, usefulness prevailed, a stance that contrasted markedly with the traditional 

aristocratic aesthetics of négligence, of non-utilitarian style as an end in itself. 

Sainte-Palaye repeatedly stressed the sheer tedium of his own scholarly activities, 

in a stance that was reminiscent of the philosophes’ bourgeois rehabilitation of 

manual labour above mere aristocratic frivolity. Sainte-Palaye described himself, 

the prototypical scholar, in the traditional pose of Saint Jerome, bent over his 

manuscripts in his solitary cell:
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People will surely be astonished at the time I employed to read such a work 

in which, in close to four thousand verses, not even two can be found that 

are tolerable. I was the fi rst to be astonished, but the continuous hope of 

discovering some particularity concerning an author that, as an historian of 

France, I wanted to read, made me pass over all the disgust, and sustained 

me to the end in an endeavour capable of repelling the most patient reader 

... One can off er no more useful service to men of lettres (gens de lettres) 

than to free them from the necessity of undertaking an infi nity of readings, 

from which scrupulous authors feel they cannot exempt themselves, and 

from which they often draw no other advantage than to realize their entire 

uselessness. By doing so, one would save a lot of good minds not only a lot 

of tedium (ennui), but also much time that they could employ more agree-

ably and more usefully, and whose fruit would then spread to all literature.23

In thus emphasizing his own painstaking work, Sainte-Palaye was doing more 

than merely describing his daily activities. He was defining scholarship itself as 

a process of more or less hard, at times even unpleasant labour, and placing it 

within the framework of a broader work ethic that was increasingly associated, in 

the eighteenth century, with a specific social group: the bourgeoisie and associ-

ated professional groups, including royal bureaucrats and state-funded academi-

cians such as himself.

 From details to a materialist approach

Caylus’s stance as an academician appeared, at least at first sight, to be similar 

to Sainte-Palaye’s. Thus he explicitly concurred with his opinion that ‘the way to 

give some value and attract some consideration to our old poets, is in my opinion, 

to collect all the historical facts their works contain’.24 Like Sainte-Palaye and 

his fellow academicians, he claimed to value medieval texts for their historical 

rather than artistic value. His stated aesthetic ideals also appeared similar, for on 

the whole, he condemned medieval texts as being unworthy of serious aesthetic 

consideration.

Yet, despite these apparently conventional views, in Caylus’s writings on medi-

eval authors there was room for exceptions, and for another discourse that, on the 

contrary, valued at least some medieval texts on their own aesthetic terms. This 

was the case, especially, for the fabliau, a short narrative genre that Caylus una-

bashedly enjoyed and defended in a ‘Mémoire sur les fabliaux’, read in July 1746 

before his fellow academicians. This text is exceptional within the larger corpus 

of academicians’ writings, and indeed within the history of medieval philology 
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more generally. While at the beginning of the paper, Caylus emitted the standard 

rejection of decorative detail, this position evolved as his argument progressed. 

Later in the mémoire, he wrote that ‘portraits and images are the most essential 

parts of poetry and make it the sister of painting’.25 Because fabliaux excelled in 

such portraits and images, i.e. because they possessed painterly qualities, they 

became for him the ultimate measure of all medieval poetry. Delivered six years 

after Sainte-Palaye’s unfavourable comparison of medieval paintings and poetry, 

Caylus’s paper seems to offer a critical riposte to his colleague’s more conventional 

view. What was at issue was, in fact, an opposition between an analytic approach, 

that valued the separation of art forms, and a more holistic, synthetic ideal in 

which art forms could mutually influence one another.

Caylus’s unusual, non-scholarly appreciation of detail betrayed a deeper af-

finity that can be linked to his own practice both as an author and collector of 

antiquities. As a collector, he preferred the utilitarian or everyday to the great 

works of art. In his literary writings, likewise, he paid remarkable attention to 

the specific and to the material. Caylus helped shape a new literary genre, that of 

poissard (literally: fishmongers’) literature, whose defining characteristic was its 

use of characters and language drawn from the urban lower classes – i.e. a focus 

on detail and local colour that was exceptional within the context of early eight-

eenth-century neo-classicism. Where Sainte-Palaye had categorically condemned 

the nature descriptions in medieval poetry, Caylus homed in on precisely these 

elements, but assigned to them a new aesthetic value. Describing a codex contain-

ing primarily fabliaux, he alluded too to the rest of its contents:

In the romances (romans) in this codex there are paintings of springtime, 

and other interruptions so agreeable that they can be compared with every-

thing that is best of this sort. I think I have reported enough examples to 

prove what natural spirit and taste can achieve without the aid of artifi ce. 

What surprises me, I admit, is that with such models, our poetry and our 

understanding should have reverted again to barbarism ...

 ... I have shown how in that time ideas were regulated, language was 

fi nished, and in short simplicity and naiveté, which will always be the basis 

of true taste, and from which writers depart too much today, were well 

known.26

This passage is doubly illuminating. Not only did it offer a reply to Sainte-Pa-

laye’s earlier, negative assessment of medieval nature descriptions, but it also of-

fered a re-evaluation of medieval literature, prized now for its painterly qualities. 

The crucial terms, here, were ‘simplicity and naiveté’, both characteristics that 

had already been ascribed to the medieval era by previous authors. But whereas 
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Sainte-Palaye used the topos of medieval naiveté in a neutral fashion, Caylus gave 

it a distinctly aesthetic – and ethical – dimension. The naïveté of the Middle 

Ages, indeed, rendered medieval literature closer to nature than modern literary 

works, making the medievals morally superior to the moderns. It was related to 

another view that was emerging during these same decades, in the aftermath of 

the Quarrel of Ancients and Moderns, and that increasingly valued ‘primitive’, 

Homeric epic above its more refined Latin counterparts.27 This re-evaluation laid 

the aesthetic groundwork for the rediscovery of medieval literature, too, and its 

recreation through the works of, among others, James McPherson’s Ossian.28 The 

contrast Caylus established between present-day literary corruption and medi-

eval simplicity thus implied, also, a characteristically aristocratic, Ancient take 

on history. History did not, as in the bourgeois valorization of (technological) 

progress, move forward, making the present invariably superior to the past, but 

rather, it moved cyclically, with periods of decay following periods of achieve-

ment. Caylus drew on the crucial notion, in Ancient aesthetic sensibility, of a past 

Golden Age, which the noblesse d’épée equated with the medieval because therein 

lay the source of their own class identity. Paradoxically thus, while the progres-

sivism of the Moderns and the bourgeois ideals of the philosophes could have 

enabled an historicist attitude conducive to medieval studies, in Caylus’s case his 

Ancient stance made possible an aesthetic appreciation of at least some medieval 

literary productions.

Caylus’s non-scholarly, literary works, finally, suggested also a personal en-

gagement with the medieval that differed markedly from Sainte-Palaye’s stance of 

scholarly detachment. Moving beyond his theoretical ‘Mémoire sur les fabliaux’, 

Caylus published a modern edition of one of the manuscript fabliaux he had stud-

ied in the Bibliothèque du Roy, the twelfth-century ‘Cor mantel’, and then further 

authored several original fabliaux, short tales and fairy tales of his own. Like their 

medieval models, many of these literary texts played up their oral rather than 

literate status. Emanating from salon games, their authorship in many cases was 

diffuse and collective, inscribing them in a larger context of social performance. 

But Caylus’s most important literary work was arguably his modern adaptation 

of the fifteenth-century Catalan chivalric novel Tirant lo Blanch, which he based 

on one of the few extant copies of its later, Spanish translation. In fact, despite or 

actually because of the great liberties he took with the text, his adaptation worked 

strikingly well as an elegant example of an eighteenth-century medievalist nov-

el, and was appreciated as such by the likes of Rousseau, Catherine the Great 

and Walter Scott. Caylus’s Tiran le Blanc, as he called his own version, offered a 

picture of the institution of medieval chivalry, told from the perspective of the 

eponymous protagonist, that appealed to many readers. Yet at the same time, the 

scholarly value of this adaptation should not be underrated. For over a century, 
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this was the only version of Tirant lo Blanch available to the reading public. When 

the first Spanish philologists started to study the text in the nineteenth century, 

it was to Caylus’s version that they turned, at least until the Catalan original was 

reedited in 1873.29

Through his literary works, Caylus the aristocratic homme de lettres thus posi-

tioned himself within a longer tradition of creative authors and adapters, rather 

than scholars, that went all the way back to the Middle Ages themselves. Within 

the context of aristocratic identity politics, the medieval was not a closed-off 

realm in history, but the source of traditions and texts that were continually be-

ing recreated. Rejecting the model of the single ‘authentic’, fixed (and dead) text, 

his own practice foregrounded textual mouvance, making of medieval literature 

through his own successful adaptations a still-living organism. Emphasizing this 

hermeneutic fusion of horizons, in the ‘Mémoire sur les fabliaux’ Caylus argued 

that modern authors such as Rabelais and La Fontaine had also drawn on medi-

eval sources when composing their own works. There was, in other words, an un-

broken line uniting the medieval past with the post-Renaissance present. Just as 

importantly, this continuity could also be inscribed into an Ancient genealogy, for 

according to Caylus the line extended all the way back to classical Antiquity, too. 

As Caylus wrote in his paper ‘Sur la féerie des Anciens’, ‘from the ancient Greek 

authors to our first romances, a chain extends that is more or less taut, but that 

was never broken, and the ideas of the former, albeit altered and bastardized, still 

reached the latter.’30 Not only because of the intrinsic value of the medieval for 

aristocratic scholar-authors, but also because of their nearness to the Ancients, 

medieval literary productions were, in some cases, aesthetically and morally su-

perior to modern ones. In short, Caylus’s medievalism was defined not by a sense 

of a break with the past but by a sense of continuity, not by objective distance but 

personal proximity to his object of study.

 Scholarly detachment versus engagement

Contesting the personal, aristocratic engagement with the medieval exemplified 

by Caylus, Sainte-Palaye sought to define instead a new, autonomous role for the 

medievalist scholar. His most effective instrument in this effort was, paradoxical-

ly, his very refusal to acknowledge any aesthetic merits in medieval literature, for 

this refusal demonstrated his own critical detachment. In November 1746, four 

months after Caylus’s ‘Mémoire sur les fabliaux’, Sainte Palaye started reading 

his own Mémoires sur l’ancienne chevalerie at the Académie, implicitly respond-

ing through them to his aristocratic colleague’s previous publications. Whereas 

Caylus’s Tiran le Blanc had offered readers a novelistic account of the institu-
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tion of chivalry, described from within, and emanating from the pen of an author 

whose own chivalric antecedents were indisputable, Sainte-Palaye instead offered 

a scholarly treatise. In the final ‘Mémoire’ especially, Sainte-Palaye broke radically 

with the idealized image of the Middle Ages that Caylus had suggested. Medieval 

chivalry was an institution that, despite its noble intentions, was according to him 

fatally corrupt. Questioning the view of medieval morality as superior to present-

day decadence, Sainte-Palaye accused medieval men instead of being sexually dis-

solute, superstitious religious fanatics. By openly criticizing the idea of noblesse, 

that projected moral qualities both onto medieval knights and onto the present-

day aristocrats who were their direct descendants, Sainte-Palaye revealed his own 

robin position, and the increasing acceptance of bourgeois ideals of merit through 

labour rather than through birth. ‘Never,’ he concluded, ‘were morals more cor-

rupt than in the time of the knights, and never was debauchery more universal’.31 

In a significant note, his rejection of the medieval also took aim specifically at the 

genre of the fabliaux, which Caylus had previously sought to rehabilitate:

If we judge the morals of a century by the writings it has left us, we would 

be right to think that our ancestors poorly observed the laws that decency 

and honesty prescribed. Th e most indecent modern-day poets have not sur-

passed our old French ones; I wouldn’t dare to believe that the courts of 

the noblemen, for whom tales and fables had so many charms, could have 

listened with patience to some of our fabliaux. Few people would be able to 

stand reading them today, if it were not for their extreme desire to fi nd in 

them some instructive details pertaining to our history and our antiquities. 

... After that, let anyone dare to praise these centuries of ignorance and 

barbarism! (my emphasis, ACM)32

It was clear, therefore, that Sainte-Palaye was responding specifically to Caylus’s 

more positive, characteristically aristocratic stance towardss the medieval. To his 

previous rejection of the aesthetic qualities of medieval texts, Sainte-Palaye now 

added a resounding rejection of their ethical qualities. The stance of Cartesian 

critical disembodiment and the refusal of personal engagement with his object of 

study was crucial to Sainte-Palaye’s bourgeois, scholarly self-fashioning because 

he viewed his work as a tireless labour to unearth ‘the constant and impartial 

truth that is sought in the study of history’.33 This stance suggests why he saved 

his most trenchant condemnation of the idealized Middle Ages for the notes of 

his Mémoires sur la chevalerie – which are, in fact, considerably longer than the 

main text. The notes, because they remained on the margins of his main text, as-

sumed like Sainte-Palaye himself a critical distance that guaranteed proper objec-

tivity.34 Rather than personally engaging with the medieval, as Caylus had done, 
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Sainte Palaye showcased his distance from his object of study, proposing thereby 

a new, ‘objective’ approach to medieval texts.

Yet ironically, given the ultimate triumph of the philosophes’ version of eight-

eenth-century history, chronologically it was Caylus who had the last word. In 

1752, he had begun publishing his magnum opus, the Recueil d’antiquités égypti-

ennes, étrusques et grecques. This work was groundbreaking in that it favoured an 

archaeological approach to the past, whereby material objects, properly contextu-

alized, took precedence over literary evidence. Once again, Caylus’s attention to 

detail and to the material aspects of culture opposed him to the explicitly mor-

alistic conception of historiography that, supported by the philosophes’ concept 

of ‘philosophical history’ (histoire philosophique), dominated scholarship at the 

Académie des Inscriptions. Steadily enlarging his field of study, when he arrived 

at volume 3, Caylus made the crucial decision to include also Gallic antiquities in 

his field of study. As if taking stock of the importance of this decision, he refor-

mulated his own principles as an antiquarian in the preface to the new volume, 

writing that antiquarians should also familiarize themselves with the material 

practice of the arts they studied:

One cannot expect of an Antiquarian, that he wield the pencil with ele-

gance, nor that he compose like an Artist; these talents would be useless 

to him; I ask only that he be experienced enough in this genre, to have ac-

quired the precision of eye, and the ability to embrace an object suffi  ciently 

to seize its perfections, or its defects ... the basis and the foundation of 

everything that is called Connoisseurship [is] established on that which we 

know in painting as Manner (Manière).35

It is noteworthy that Caylus explicitly lays claim to the status of antiquarian, as 

opposed to the more prestigious label ‘historian’. Rather than attempting to distill 

general moral or political lessons from his scholarly activities, i.e. to make them 

socially useful, he was content, as an aristocratic ‘dilettante’, to simply collect and 

creatively reconstruct the past. Caylus’s stance as an antiquarian, more impor-

tantly, suggests also a revealing parallel with his work as literary historian. Just 

as, according to him, art historians should acquire the basics of draftsmanship 

in order to be able to evaluate Manière or style, so literary historians too should 

acquire the basics of literary composition in order to be able to properly under-

stand works of literature from past ages. Theory and practice, in other words, 

were inseparable, making Caylus’s own work as an author an essential part of his 

scholarship.
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 Conclusion

Th e example of Sainte-Palaye and Caylus illustrates the opposition in the eight-

eenth century between two kinds of scholarship: a modern, bourgeois one that 

prized Cartesian disembodiment, analytic separation of fi elds and social useful-

ness, and an older, aristocratic one that emphasized a praxis uniting aesthetic ap-

preciation and understanding. Th is opposition in turn refl ected a larger philosoph-

ical shift that, according to Stephen Toulmin, marked the beginning of modernity: 

a shift from the oral to the written, from the particular to the universal, from the 

local to the general, and from humanism to rationalism.36 With the triumph of the 

new scholarly method, the newly constructed Middle Ages became emblematic for 

all objects of scholarly study, for the period was now marked by its otherness, by 

distance and inaccessibility, rather than by aff ective proximity. Buttressed by the 

modernist agenda of the philosophes, eighteenth-century bourgeois scholarship 

constructed the humanities as the site not of aesthetic pleasure or personal engage-

ment, but of painstaking, socially useful – and ideally, state-funded – intellectual 

labour. Yet, in the actual practice and development of modern medieval studies, 

Caylus’s aristocratic dilettantism and Sainte-Palaye’s self-conscious academicism 

both made important contributions, whose productive interaction has too often 

been obscured by the exclusionary rhetorics of later histories if the discipline.
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Ancients, Moderns and the Gothic in 

Eighteenth-Century Historiography

Neus RotgerNeus Rotger

In his Querelles littéraires (1761), the abbé Augustin-Simon Irailh puts forward a 

two-volume history of European poetics through the ordering and description 

of the main literary polemics from Homer to his day. The essay, bearing the sec-

ondary title of Mémoires pour servir à l’histoire des révolutions de la République des 

Lettres, is presented in the preface as a collection of ‘secret’ records of literary his-

tory, a humorous Théatre de la vérité in which cultural history appears dramatized 

through the most conspicuous moments of crisis and disturbance. Focusing on 

cultural change (the ‘revolutions’ of the Commonwealth of Letters), Irailh gives 

priority to the inner workings of intellectual history and thus considers literary 

quarrels as a genre especially suited to reveal the particular insights and motives 

of literary transformation: ‘Amongst all these disputes, held by one side and the 

other with so much heat, through this chaos of insults and abuse, among these 

continual revolutions, the reader can follow the thread of our learning, the pro-

gress of taste, the march of the human spirit’.1

Irailh understands the exercise of quarrelling over literary matters as the prod-

uct of illness, violence and hate. He labels it as ‘cette espèce de maladie’ in which 

sometimes the merits of the discussion get lost amid the turbulence of personal 

insult. ‘Les passions aveuglent’, and the participants in a quarrel do not always act 

in good faith (Irailh compares them to beasts fighting in a circus). However, de-

spite or because of their brutal nature, these particular literary revolutions appear 

to be a thorough manner to get to the bottom of things, if not to fully uncover 

the truth. Spurred on by this conviction, and also by the amusing sight that this 

erudite show offers, Irailh selects those quarrels most worthy of attention, either 

for the interest of their subject matter or for the outrageous claims of their con-

testants. The commentary of the different quarrels serves Irailh to put together 

a historical narrative that advances teleologically (and often spuriously) from the 

quarrel between Homer and the forger Thestorides to the account of the disputes 

surrounding the Encyclopédie.
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The kind of history outlined by Irailh is on the one hand reminiscent of the 

Renaissance cyclical theory of history, namely the belief in periodic moments 

of destruction. On the other, it presents a typically modern faith in perfectibil-

ity, whereby literary history evolves through an agonistic succession of battles or 

single combats towards a constant and progressive conquest of truth. The quar-

rel that will take centre stage in our discussion, that between the Ancients and 

the Moderns, is accordingly assessed not as a singular and isolated phenomenon 

but as one of the many violent revolutions shaping and furthering literary and 

cultural progress. The war metaphor employed by Irailh to describe and classify 

the object of study cannot be more significant in this respect: ‘One can compare 

particular Quarrels to single combats; general Quarrels to wars between nations; 

Quarrels of different corps to those battles one fights party against party’.2 The 

Querelle des Anciens et des Modernes (known as the Battle of the Books in his Eng-

lish phase) belongs to the general quarrels of Irailh’s outline: that is, to the type of 

wars confronting nation to nation, and being fought in our case amid the nations 

of the European Republic of Letters (‘All writers in Europe set themselves up as 

judges: each nation had its party leader’) [Fig. 17].3

It is relevant to note the European scope that the author bestows on the Quar-

rel of Ancients and Moderns, for tradition had stressed the centrality of Paris as 

the primary, if not the exclusive, scenario for the dispute. But more important to 

our argument is the conclusiveness granted to the Quarrel by Irailh, because it 

compromises the continuity of the debate into the eighteenth century. Far from 

emphasizing the philosophical dimension of the Querelle and its consequences in 

seventeenth-century literature and later, Irailh locates the Quarrel firmly in the 

past, with barely any consequences for the present. In a few pages, the conclusion 

of a contest that had dictated the terms of humanistic education and scholar-

ship for more than two generations is rapidly dispatched with the staging of two 

fundamental conciliatory gestures. The first one, evoked to signal the end of what 

began in Paris in 1687, is the public embrace between Boileau and Perrault per-

formed in the middle of the Académie Française in 1694. A move that would put 

an end to the prolonged enmity between the two leaders of the Ancients and the 

Moderns and that found poetic confirmation some years later in Boileau’s cel-

ebratory epigram about the restoration of peace.4 The second conciliatory move 

towards the end of the Quarrel came through Jean-Baptiste de Valincourt. In 

1716, this French admiral and man of letters held a supper party for Anne Dacier 

and Antoine Houdar de La Motte, members of the Academy and chief adversar-

ies in the so-called deuxième Querelle or Querelle d’Homère. He made them raise 

their glasses and toast to the end of the dispute that had concerned first France, 

then all of Europe for at least thirty years. An embrace and a toast, used here, by 

Irailh, as symbols of the end of a war in which both sides appeared equally as vic-
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Fig. 17: A fragment from an engraving of Jonathan Swift’s 1705 edition of 

Th e Battle of the Books
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tors. So much so that forty-five years later our French historian could summarize 

the Quarrel as having ended in a state of total conciliation: ‘today everything is 

reduced to its true point of view’: ‘the unanimous suffrage of all nations has cel-

ebrated the writers of the age of Louis XIV, as well as the great men of the age of 

Alexander and that of Augustus’.5

This final compromise between the Ancients and the Moderns, known in 

eighteenth-century historiography as the ‘solution of 1717’, was a reconciliation 

based on historically relativistic premises. For, if the key question of the Quarrel 

was the extent to which new genres – like sonnets, novellas or romanzi – had to 

be governed by old rules (Aristotelian or Horatian ones), and whether the quality 

of contemporary literature could match, or even surpass, that of the great literary 

monuments of antiquity, what was claimed in 1717 as a solution was that the mer-

its and authority of ancient and modern literature had to be evaluated according 

to the taste and principles of their age. This relativistic approach to the past and 

present of literature provided a new critical perspective to the Quarrel. Now, far 

from solving it, this nascent historicism posed even more urgent questions that 

inspired a significant transformation of the Quarrel throughout the eighteenth 

century. In what follows, I shall try to assess some of these questions, like those 

concerning the role of history as a method for the study of literature, the impli-

cations of the new category of the Gothic in the revaluation of the Quarrel, and 

the ways in which this third element came to complicate the symbiotic pairing of 

Ancients and Moderns.

 Eighteenth-century transformations of the Quarrel between the 
Ancients and the Moderns

It is worth thinking about eighteenth-century claims on the non-problematic 

ending of the Quarrel soon being undermined by contemporary voices. Histo-

rians and critics of the second half of the eighteenth century, although tradi-

tionally perceived only as epilogues to the debate, in fact demonstrate that the 

distinction and comparison between the Ancients and the Moderns continued 

to be a matter of concern. The very same year that Irailh’s history appeared, Ed-

ward Gibbon’s first publication, the Essai sur l’étude de la littérature, was issued 

in French. The dedicatory, in English, was addressed ‘to that truly paternal care 

which, from the first dawnings of my reason, has always watched over my educa-

tion’6, and one may be prompted to think that it was precisely this filial compro-

mise with the integrity of learning what impelled Gibbon to reflect on the actual 

state and use of the study of literature, becoming thus actively involved in the 

controversy between Ancients and Moderns. Clearly siding with the Ancients, 
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the young historian bitterly identified the decline of contemporary literature as 

a direct consequence of the Moderns’ ascendancy in the Quarrel: ‘it was in the 

famous dispute, concerning the Ancients and the Moderns, that Letters received 

the mortal blow. Never sure was carried on so unequal a combat!’.7 Gibbon felt 

that the present abandonment of classical scholarship in favour of natural sci-

ence was the worst and most enduring effect of the old dispute between An-

cients and Moderns. Claims for amendment would not cease to be heard, with 

differences in method and purpose, throughout Gibbon’s work and, in effect, 

throughout the century.

From the Moderns side, but arguing for the same endurance of the Quarrel, 

Voltaire treated the history of the confrontation in his Questions sur l’Éncyclopédie 

(1770). Under the title of ‘Anciens et Modernes’, Voltaire begins his reflection 

with the claim that the battle is far from being over, let alone being resolved: ‘The 

great trial between the Ancients and the Moderns is not yet cancelled; it has been 

on the table since the Silver Age, which succeeded the Golden Age’. Noting, as 

Irailh did before him, that the defence of antiquity was in itself very old (‘Men 

have always claimed that the good old days were much better than the present 

time’),8 Voltaire questions the premises of the Quarrel itself: he refutes the tradi-

tional argument for the superiority of the Ancients based on nature’s purported 

continuous and relentless process of degeneration. To this author, what really 

matters is not the Ancients’ or Moderns’ natural disposition for achieving excel-

lence. What need to be established are their actual accomplishments, and their 

value and authority as models for modern times as well.

Outside the French context, Johann Gottfried von Herder offers another ex-

ample of the Quarrel’s enduring presence in eighteenth-century historiography. 

The dispute between Ancients and Moderns was Herder’s lifelong preoccupation 

too. He insistently wrote about the impossibility of ending a debate that was 

misconceived from the beginning: ‘Known is the futile quarrel which raged for 

half a century in France, England and Germany, especially, however, in the first 

of these, over the preferences of the Ancients over the Moderns. Although much 

was said by both parties which was good, the quarrel nevertheless could not come 

to an end because it had been started without a clear perspective of the question, 

and because almost always it was vanity that carried the day’.9 Herder rebuked the 

greatest part of the critics on both sides of the Quarrel who misjudged the genius 

and models of the past on the basis of an abstract and ahistorical position of the 

Ancients’ superiority. In Herder’s view, history consists in a process of integration 

of the old in the new, and any attempt to compare cultural categories based on 

historical parallels is doomed to fail in the understanding of tradition. History 

marches. It cannot be arrested in merely static stages, each one definable in con-

trast to the other or related to a universal standard.
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Despite these three author’s different positions regarding the Quarrel, an 

important common feature is their criticism of the limitations in historical and 

philosophical scope that blind any thorough assessment of literature (ancient or 

modern). Gibbon, Voltaire and Herder, each from his own perspective and set of 

interests, pledge their commitment to history as a method to think again about 

the Quarrel’s central question. According to Gibbon, the Moderns cannot incar-

nate the ‘philosophical spirit’ of their age without a historically well-grounded 

study of the literature of the past; that is, without ‘the habit of becoming, by 

turns, a Greek, a Roman, the disciple of Zeno or of Epicurus’.10 Just as dangerous 

as the blind worship of antiquity, in his view, is the historical scepticism of the 

Moderns, for it allows and even promotes a future of absolute ignorance concern-

ing the classics: ‘all the graces, all the delicacies of their writings escape us; and we 

are apt to abuse their contemporaries for want of taste, in lavishing such encomi-

ums on those merits we are too ignorant to discover’.11

To Voltaire, blindness comes from the all too frequent tendency to hyposta-

tize literature in its moment of foundation, disregarding change and transfor-

mation over time. Hence his censure of ‘the weakness of men, who mistake com-

monly the beginning of an art, for the principles of the art itself, and are apt to 

believe, that every thing must be by its own nature, what it was, when contrived 

at first’.12 Criticizing both ancient and modern historiography, Voltaire attacks 

what he sees as a direct repercussion of the Quarrel in historical writing and 

thought, namely an utterly uncritical attitude towards historical representation. 

He therefore opens the Remarques sur l’histoire (1742) with a lament concerning 

the too fabulous accounts of the Ancients on the one hand, and the weakness 

and inaccuracy of the Moderns, who mimetically repeat old myths and super-

stitions, on the other. What both Ancients and Moderns are lacking is, again, 

‘philosophical spirit’: ‘If one wants to use reason instead of memory, and exam-

ine more than transcribe, one must not multiply books and errors to infinity but 

write only new and truthful things’.13 No doubt he is referring in this passage to 

Charles Rollin’s universal work Histoire ancienne, which began to be published 

in 1730 and was to become material of instruction for generations to come, but 

was in Voltaire’s eyes the epitome of indolent and naive historiography.

Voltaire’s comments on the consequences of the Quarrel for historical writing 

can be extended to Herder’s particular view of the underlying methodological 

problems raised during the confrontation of Ancients and Moderns, specifically 

as they are related to the philosophy of history. As we have seen, the suspicion 

over the uniformity of critical standards was at the core of Herder’s dismissal 

of the battle as ridiculous and futile, but at this point it is also important to 

acknowledge that he never really managed to escape the arguments dictated by 

the Quarrel. In the fashion of Gibbon and Voltaire, Herder attempts to foster 
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an accurate and critical (philosophical) knowledge of history as a way to resolve 

the old opposition between the Ancients and the Moderns. His critique of the 

Quarrel is nevertheless geared towards something far removed from Voltaire’s 

presentism and from Gibbon’s classicism, for it aims not only at a fair assessment 

of ancient and modern history but also at the exploration of other distant times 

and cultures. The conciliation between both conflicting factions ultimately im-

plies, in Herder’s view, the loss of any ancient and modern historical singularity, 

and therefore a door opened towards the possibility of alternative perspectives on 

the European tradition.

The conceptual changes that affected the study of literature during the sec-

ond half of the eighteenth century were guided by this process towards a greater 

historical consciousness. As Joseph Levine has put it, the battle of Ancients and 

Moderns was above any other considerations ‘a quarrel about history’.14 And this 

is more so if we examine the Quarrel in the context of its eighteenth-century 

transformations. We have seen how issues around historical representation and 

thought were essential in some of the most conspicuous criticisms of the unre-

solved debate. What I would like to discuss in the following pages is the ways in 

which this historical reassessment of the relationship between the Ancients and 

the Moderns led to the realization of the historicity of the categories themselves, 

thus expanding and complicating their meaning. To address this, I will turn to 

the notion of the Gothic, for, however ambiguous, the vindication of a Gothic 

tradition resumes the mid-century interest in seeking ways of interpreting and 

recreating literary history outside the strict terms of the Quarrel.

 Towards the invention of a new ancienneté

The revival of a new ancienneté, most notably ‘Gothic’, was part of a larger proj-

ect aimed at the redirection of historical narrative. The study of history had to 

provide a legitimation for a national, medieval past, that had previously been 

dismissed as a mere transitional age between classical antiquity and modernity, 

or even rejected entirely as an age of brutality and barbarism. The emergence of a 

historicist mode of criticism, particularly interested in and attentive to the causes 

of cultural change, had paved the way to challenge the invisibility to which the 

Quarrel had relegated the Middle Ages, typically discarded in the arguments of 

both sides of the contest. In eighteenth-century historiography, the term ‘Gothic’ 

maintained the dark and derogatory implications allotted to it in the Renaissance, 

but views on the Gothic as a style in the arts and letters, however controversial, 

became a current theme in literary debates, such as those relating to imitation and 

originality, the sublime and the problem of the canon.
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As a measure of historical distance, the Gothic was broadly identified with 

‘the Dark Ages of Christian Europe’. So we can find it, for example, in Nathan 

Drake’s Literary Hours (1798), where the beginning of the Gothic era is roughly 

located in the sixth century AD, when the Visigoth invaders, ‘ignorant of letters, 

and altogether addicted to the love and exercise of arms’, had nearly destroyed 

‘every vestige of human learning’ and were leaving behind a ‘degraded Europe’ that 

was not to recover until the revival of classical culture in the Renaissance.15 It 

appears from Drake’s account, which many others repeated with slight variation 

throughout the century, that the idea of a Gothic past was very much dependent 

on the early humanists’ distorted conceptions of the Middle Ages.16 Interestingly 

enough, though, an examination of the notion of the Gothic in the conceptual 

framework of the Quarrel shows that, when discussed in relation to ancient and 

modern assumptions, its role becomes less subsidiary. Even in negative apprais-

als of the Gothic, like the one Joseph Addison published in the Spectator (11 May 

1711), it is presented as a competing category, capable of rivalling with (if not 

superseding) the Ancients:

Poets who want this strength of genius to give that majestick simplicity to 

nature, which we so much admire in the works of the Ancients, are forced 

to hunt after foreign ornaments, and not to let any piece of wit of what kind 

soever escape them. I look upon these writers as Goths in poetry, who, like 

those in architecture, not being able to come up to the beautiful simplicity 

of the old Greeks and Romans, have endeavoured to supply its place with 

all the extravagancies of an irregular fancy.17

As per Addison’s remarks, the Gothic stands for the failure of the Moderns in 

front of the Ancients in their attempt to excel in poetry. The comment is in-

deed disparaging, but it is one of the first pieces of criticism in which the Gothic 

contends on more or less equal footing with the central critical categories of the 

Quarrel. In previous accounts, the Gothic implied a pseudo-historical narrative 

of decline – decline of the Roman Empire, of classical learning and civilization, of 

poetry and the arts. Here, the Gothic is also the sign of decay and fall, but it not 

only refers to a particular period in history and the arts but also serves to criti-

cize a noteworthy relation of the Moderns with nature and poetry. The Gothic 

is a modern disposition towards poetry: a desperate and unsuccessful hunt for 

novelty, according to Addison; an inspiring appeal to innovation and freedom, in 

the view of later and more positive relations of the term. Either way, it is interest-

ing to observe how the literary discussion benefited from (and contributed to) a 

parallel development for a Gothic taste in the visual arts, especially architecture. 

The interest in ‘the extravagancies of an irregular fancy’ of the Goths began with 
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antiquarian studies focused on objects and monuments and the transfer of his-

torical and architectural language to the aesthetic discourse started to be a com-

mon feature among the first Gothic advocates.

One of the best examples of this connection between disciplines can be 

found in the third of Richard Hurd’s Moral and Political Dialogues (1759), in 

which the reflection on Gothic poetry is directly motivated by the sight of a 

ruinous Gothic castle. It is in an imaginary journey to Warwick, and at the 

prospect of the Gothic ruins of Kenilworth Castle, that Mr Addison argues 

with Dr Arbuthnot (Hurd’s alter ego) about the significance of the medieval 

past for the present age. The sight of ‘so many antique towers falling into rub-

bish, contrasted to the various beauties of the landskape’ strikes Arbuthnot 

with melancholic and sublime reflections, and leads him to reinforce his devo-

tion to ‘the pure love of antiquity’. Addison, on the contrary, sees the Gothic 

remains as the ‘triumphs of time and fortune’, and they inspire him with the 

pleasing idea of the present taking revenge on an age of tyranny and barbarism 

now reduced to a scene of destruction and decay.18 The dialogue continues in 

front of their host, a neutral Mr Digby, who witnesses, with us, the unfolding 

of these two conflicting points of view. Arbuthnot and Addison develop inter-

esting arguments for and against the Gothic, but, curiously enough, they both 

refer to Gothic times as ‘ancient’; that is, not in opposition to antiquity but as a 

natural continuity of it. The Gothic, however polemical, is thus acknowledged 

throughout the dialogue as a manifestation of the old ancienneté. And Hurd’s 

main purpose is – as Arbuthnot says to Addison at the end of their discussion: 

‘only to hint to you, in opposition to your invective against the memory of the 

old times, awakened in us by the sight of this castle, that what you object to is 

capable of a much fairer interpretation’.19

Three years after the issue of the Dialogues, Hurd put forward a full, ‘much 

fairer’ interpretation of the Gothic in his Letters on Chivalry and Romance (1762), 

‘Serving to illustrate some Passages in the Third Dialogue’. Through the twelve 

letters that make up the volume, Hurd fosters a revaluation of taste for the Goth-

ic, inquiring about its origin in medieval chivalry and romance and identifying 

some of the possible causes of its present decadence. Tracing back the Gothic 

term and features to Chaucer, Shakespeare, Spenser and Milton, and praising the 

gothicism he finds in their works, Hurd intends to undermine the widespread 

ideas about the barbarous nature of both the Gothic age and its literary spirit. 

In this regard, he believes that not only can the Gothic be compared (and thus 

equated) to classical antiquity, with which it shares archetypes and motifs, but 

it can also be demonstrated, by a thorough comparison of their differences, that 

the Gothic is a superior, more poetical, mode of writing. A few passages of the 

Letters will suffice to show the validity of this last statement: ‘Greek antiquity’, we 
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read in the fourth Letter, ‘very much resembles the Gothic. For what are Homer’s 

Laestrigons and Cyclops, but bands of lawless savages, with, each of them, a Giant 

of enormous size at their head? And what are the Grecian Bacchus and Hercu-

les, but Knights-errant, the exact counter-parts of Sir Launcelot and Amadis de 

Gaule?’.20 And, as far as the superiority of the Gothic over the Classic, Hurd con-

cludes the final section of the sixth Letter stating that ‘the fancies of our modern 

bards are not only more gallant, but, on a change of the scene, more sublime, more 

terrible, more alarming, than those of the classic fablers. In a word, you will find 

that the manners they paint, and the superstitions they adopt, are the more poeti-

cal for being Gothic’.21

Do note that when Hurd refers to Gothic writers he presents them as ‘mod-

ern’, an adjective, significantly preceded by the possessive ‘our’, that he sometimes 

alternates with that of ‘romantic’. We see thereby how what was called to serve 

as the basis of a new and alternative ancienneté, came in fact to problematize the 

pairing categories of the Quarrel in order to include medieval and Renaissance 

texts in the orbit of the contemporary. Thus for instance the kind of compila-

tions that proliferated up to the end of the century, such as Thomas Percy’s 

Reliques of Ancient English Poetry (1765), where old texts (in this case, a sev-

enteenth-century manuscript containing ‘select remains of our ancient English 

bards and minstrels’) are presented, however apologetically, for contemporary 

inspiration and delight.22 This new taste for the old was but a confirmation of 

what Hurd defended as a key element in the reassessment of the Gothic, namely, 

a historicist mode of criticism: ‘When an architect’, we read in the eighth Letter, 

‘examines a Gothic structure by Grecian rules, he finds nothing but deformity. 

But the Gothic architecture has its own rules, by which when it comes to be ex-

amined, it is seen to have its merit, as well as the Grecian. The question is not, 

which of the two is conducted in the simplest or truest taste: but, whether there 

be not sense and design in both, when scrutinized by the laws on which each is 

projected’.23

This is precisely what Hurd meant by a ‘fairer interpretation’: an approach that 

judged the Gothic by its own premises. Taste and value were now interpreted as 

relative to critical expectation and context, and the only way of persuading read-

ers about the interest of the Gothic was through the confrontation of cultural 

and historical difference. Hurd’s claims of historicism pursue the completion of 

the Gothic as a valid critical category, but they also stem from a certain unease re-

garding the present. Within the balance of the current state of things, Hurd’s text 

betrays a profound nostalgia for what is felt to be vanishing under the pressures 

of modernization. We read by the end of his final Letter: ‘What we have gotten 

by this revolution, you will say, is a great deal of good sense. What we have lost, is 

a world of fine fabling’.24 In Hurd’s view, what is lost is what is worth having back. 
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And that is indeed his assignment for the true poetical genius: to retrieve the loss, 

and, from the poet’s own vivid and enthusiastic imagination, to bring back to the 

reader the world as it was.

 Th e Gothic as a historiographical myth

The same year of Hurd’s publication of the Letters (1762), one of the seminal 

works by Thomas Warton, the Observations on the Fairie Queene, latter to be 

developed in his monumental (though incomplete) History of English Poetry was 

also issued. The younger of the Warton brothers, with whom Hurd often corre-

sponded, shared with him the same enthusiasm for Gothic literature, and a simi-

lar historicist approach to literary criticism. As in Hurd’s defence of the Gothic, 

there is in Warton’s conception a bold expansion in scope and meaning of the 

idea of antiquity, widened to embrace a more recent past. In his study of The 

Faerie Queene, Warton considers the Gothic in the larger context of a national 

poetic tradition, the history of which he seeks to recover from oblivion. Warton 

pursues this forgotten thread in the history of English poetry, from its origins 

with the British Bards to Gower and Chaucer (who ‘introduced invention into our 

poetry’), and up to its decline in the seventeenth century after Spenser, depicted 

as ‘a romantic Poet’. In this narrative, altogether different from any other current 

accounts, poetry is praised for its ‘imagination’, ‘sublimity of description’ and ‘ma-

jestic imagery’, and its decadence in the present is blamed at the ‘correctness’ of 

classical taste and good sense, by which ‘the nicer beauties of happy expression 

were preferred to daring strokes of great conception’. 25

In a Postcript to the Observations, Warton goes back to the bulk of his work 

and explains, anticipating the negative reception of his book by ‘mechanical crit-

ics’, his reasons for paying so much attention to the ‘ancient’ and ‘dark’ ages of Eng-

lish literature. In particular, Warton is willing to justify the merit and value of the 

Gothic, for ‘however monstruous and unnatural these compositions may appear 

to this age of reason and refinement’ they present us with ‘the pictures of ancient 

usages and customs; and represent the manners, genius and character of our an-

cestors. Above all, such are their Terrible Graces of magic and enchantment, so 

magnificently marvellous are their fictions and failings, that their contribute, in 

a wonderful degree, to rouse and invigorate all the powers of imagination: to 

store the fancy with those sublime and alarming images, which true poetry best 

delights to display’.26 The Gothic is thus applauded because it informs us of a 

valuable period of national history – that of our forefathers – and, even more 

momentous, because it fosters the imagination and appeals to innovation and 

freedom in the exercise of poetry.
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The idea of the Gothic being the vivid portrait of old generations became a 

recurrent motto among eighteenth-century romantic advocates, willing to find in 

medieval history key traces for the understanding of their own proximate past. 

Another observation of the kind can be found in Joseph Warton’s Essay on the 

Genius and Writing of Mr Pope (1756-1782), a work that was largely written in the 

same year of his younger brother’s Observations and that presents a similar view 

on the supremacy of poetical imagination. The comment, this time dedicated 

to Chaucer, pleads for the value of the Gothic by pointing out the importance 

of having an image of past generations. So, if the Canterbury Tales is a highly 

valuable work, states the older of the Warton’s, it is mainly because ‘it preserves 

to us the liveliest and exactest picture of the manners, customs, characters and 

habits of our forefathers, whom he has brought before our eyes acting as on a 

stage, suitably to their different orders and employements’. Besides, what Joseph 

Warton admires in Chaucer’s portrait of the old age is, precisely, that his writing 

is ‘purely original and his own’.27 Warton’s defence of originality and his appraisal 

of the imagination as the capital faculty of the true genius are both arguments 

against the lack of invention and incapacity for the sublime of the Augustan poets 

in general, and of Pope in particular. According to Warton, ‘Gothic charms are in 

truth more striking to the imagination than the classical’, for: ‘Who, that sees the 

fable plumes waving on the prodigious helmet, in the castle of Otranto, and the 

gigantic arm on the top of the great staircase, is not more affected than with the 

paintings of Ovid and Apuleius?’28

In this new opposition between ‘Gothic’ and ‘classical’ imagination, Warton 

mentions Horace Walpole’s Th e Castle of Otranto (1764) as a celebrated manifesta-

tion of the former’s superior capacity to aff ect the reader. In Walpole’s novel, of 

which supernatural prodigies we are informed by Warton, there is an even more 

striking scene. I am referring to the passage, surely remembered by all its read-

ers, where the portrait of the protagonist’s dead grandfather, Otranto’s legitimate 

sovereign, is brought to life and walks out of its frame. As in a literal interpreta-

tion of the Gothic motto, Walpole’s vivid portrait of Otranto’s ancestor entails a 

vindication of the legitimate claims of the past over the corruption and miseries of 

the present. For, as he confi ded in a letter to George Montagu ( January 5, 1766): 

‘Old castles, old pictures, old histories and the babble of old people make one live 

back into centuries that cannot disappoint one. One holds fast and surely what is 

past. Th e dead have exhausted their power of deceiving’.29 Walpole’s Gothic has a 

very clear aesthetical agenda. When a second edition appeared in April 1765, the 

word ‘Gothic’ was added to the title: Th e Castle of Otranto: a Gothic Story, and in 

a new preface Walpole explained how the story was an attempt ‘to blend the two 

kinds of romance: the ancient and the modern’.30 Walpole’s ‘new species of romance’ 

was conceived partly as a playful experiment – as he professed to his old friend 
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Madame du Deff and, it was composed ‘in dépit des règles, des critiques, et des phi-

losophes’.31 But his desire to reconcile, despite all rules, the ancient and the mod-

ern romance into a Gothic sinthesis had important aesthetical as well as political 

motivations. In this regard, it is interesting to read another passage of his massive 

correspondence, now regarding Walpole’s musings on Britain’s struggle with her 

American colonies. Th e letter was written 13 November 1781, and addressed to the 

Reverend William Mason. Walpole states how ‘Our empire is falling to pieces; we 

are relapsing to a little island. In that state, men are apt to imagine how great their 

ancestors have been... the few, that are studious, look into the memorials of past 

time; nations, like private persons, seek lustre from their progenitors’.32

Invoked by those who, like Walpole, were developing very critical views to-

wards the present, the Gothic constituted a reassuring narrative of origins. Con-

structed as a mythical rather than as a historical category, the Gothic appealed 

to a national culture that readers could begin to relate to and search for valuable 

traits of their own identity. Thus, far removed from the traditional view that 

identified the Gothic with the barbarian destroyers of Augustan Rome, this nar-

rative disturbed the enlightened idea of historical progress and looked back for 

confidence and familiarity. In this new perspective, the Gothic was established as 

the source from which to project history in a more or less continuous line of de-

scent. Accordingly, there occurred a shift of emphasis, if not a substitution, when 

the neoclassical myth of the Augustan age was made subordinate to the myth of 

the Gothic; since, in this retelling of cultural history, the good taste of the ‘Age of 

Reason’ appeared as an unpleasant interruption. Such a recasting of the represen-

tation of tradition was clearly an answer to what was felt as a misconstruction of 

cultural and literary history, and it carried major and enduring consequences for 

the reading of the canon.

The realignment of national taste around the Gothic meant both a criticism 

of the current reliance on classical models (mostly the original Augustan writers, 

Virgil and Horace) and a serious contempt for the literary ascendancy of modern 

authorities (particularly that of Pope) in contemporary poetry. It also prompted 

the rehabilitation of a new series of authors to canonical positions, as happened 

with the vindicated Chaucer, Spenser, Shakespeare and Milton; accordingly, it 

became necessary to bestow on them the critical attention hitherto reserved to 

classical and neoclassical texts. Therefore, besides kindling a passionate debate 

about the meaning, function and uses of the past, the interest in ‘reviving’ a native 

Gothic ancestry from historical oblivion required a chief hermeneutical effort in 

order to reconcile the otherness of these new canonical texts with contemporary 

readers. To rescue and publish, in critical editions, the scattered remains of an 

ancestral tradition that otherwise would appear as remote and foreign, entailed 

an exercise that had to be necessarily interdisciplinary, because it implied the 
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integration and development of emergent disciplines such as archaeology, anti-

quarianism or philology.

The increasing concern for previously neglected works thus posed significant 

challenges (and problems) for the making and studying of the humanities.33 One 

of the most notable being the tension between distinct models of scholarship that 

Alicia C. Montoya analyzes in her contribution to this book and that can also 

be understood from the ideological perspective of the Quarrel. Equally notable 

to the endeavour to confront cultural difference was a rapprochement between 

history and criticism, for it was imperative to explain the fundamental shift in 

the ways that literary value was being recognized. The debate on the Gothic had 

expanded and complicated the meaning and scope of the old categories of the 

Ancients and the Moderns, and, more importantly, it had dissolved them into the 

space of history. Literary criticism was understood from a deep historical per-

spective, and this serious compromise with history contributed to (and benefited 

from) the simultaneous developments in the diferent disciplines and institutions 

of the humanities. The tradition of the Gothic was part of a far less remote past 

than that of classical antiquity. But it was also the age – mythical or otherwise – 

of national ancestry, and therefore the need, the urgency even, of further studying 

it, learning from it and rendering it meaningful for the present.
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 Introduction

If one is looking for a model of the history of rhetoric in early modernity writ-

ten as a history of decline, then one could do much worse than Bryan Garsten’s 

Saving Persuasion: A Defense of Rhetoric and Judgment, published in 2006. There 

the commonplace is repeated that, in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, 

rhetoric came to be regarded with deep suspicion. And that is certainly true, at 

least in some sense. Almost despite himself, however, Garsten also succeeds in 

demonstrating that the criticisms of rhetoric developed by his synecdoches for 

early modernity – Hobbes, Rousseau and Kant – were not only attacks on rheto-

ric’s suspect duplicity but also creative reformulations of rhetorical issues and tac-

tics of analysis. There are insights in Garsten’s account (not least the emphasis on 

Rousseau’s ‘persuading without convincing’), but I would argue that his mistake 

is quite simple and fundamental. Moreover, it is one that we repeat incessantly. 

He accepts the description of rhetoric as the art of persuasion – indeed sub-

merges the discipline into ‘speech designed to persuade.’1 The better definition, 

however, is Aristotle’s: rhetoric’s ‘function is not so much to persuade, as to find 

out in each case the existing means of persuasion.’ Before – or instead of – being 

an art, rhetoric is thus a basic mode of humanistic inquiry. Dunamis not technē.2

The notion that rhetoric is an art of persuasion is hardly unusual, though. It is 

evidence of a forgetting that has become second nature by force of repetition. And 

much of the rhetorical tradition in early modern Europe certainly was repetitious. 

It is a basic historical irony that, as a rule, the most conspicuous points of post-

antique reception for Greco-Roman rhetorical materials will also often be among 

the least innovative. As genres, handbooks and lecture courses habitually verge 

on what, to modern eyes, may look like plagiarism, yet without them a significant 

amount of what is thought of as conceptually most potent and most novel in 

early modern thought simply would not exist. Historical interpretation of such 
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documents must embrace a tension: it must remain aware that there is such a 

thing as conceptual inertia, and yet be mindful that no translation, paraphrase, or 

redaction can be purely repetitious. Indeed, it may well be precisely such a tension 

between repetition and the changed circumstances under which the repetition 

occurred that accounts for the strange and self-conscious creativity of the early 

modern exemplars examined in what follows.

This paper argues that some of the most potent reinventions of rhetoric as a 

mode of humanistic inquiry between 1600 and 1900 not only repeated the inher-

ited topoi of the Greco-Roman tradition but also revealed the conceptual poten-

tial of those topoi by rejecting rhetoric as a discipline and working within new 

disciplinary frameworks. Hobbes, Vico and Nietzsche all taught rhetoric and, 

in that capacity, they mouthed the dicta of the Greco-Roman authorities in a 

manner that must be described, in part, as highly derivative. But Hobbes was 

developing a political science, Vico was doing philology in a way that made it look 

like an anticipation of anthropology and Nietzsche was engaged in the geneal-

ogy of concepts, a species – one might say – of polemical intellectual history. In 

contrast to Garsten (and other analogous initiatives in the history of rhetoric), 

I see these apparent rejections of an inheritance as extremely complex and often 

creative processes of marginalization – disaffiliation, one might even say. Yet such 

an arc cannot be narrated in purely negative historiographic terms, as decline. 

The period under scrutiny here did not simply speak against rhetoric where the 

ancients had spoken for it. Instead, historical analysis of these processes requires 

a distinctive vocabulary: fragmentation, embedding, sublimation, disquotation, 

metabolization, cooption, transformation.3

 Hobbes

From a philological point of view, what the repetitiousness of these processes 

permits is an extremely close attention to sequences of recension, redaction and 

transposition. The reception of rhetoric in Hobbes is a case in point. We possess 

three manuscripts testifying to Hobbes’s significant direct investment in rhetoric 

in the 1630s: a redacted translation from the Greek to Latin of Aristotle’s Rheto-

ric; a dictation of this translation to his student William Cavendish (1617-1684), 

with corrections in Hobbes’s hand; and a series of excerpts from the Rhetoric, 

apparently used to teach Cavendish ethical precepts.4 We also have a sense of the 

various contextual possibilities that surrounded this reception: Talon’s Ramist 

simplification of rhetoric and Fenner’s rendering of it in English, together with 

Vossius’s reassertion of the rhetorical tradition’s complexity, as well as the neo-

Romanism of the Tudor rhetoricians in England and the neo-Aristotelianism of 
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continental writers such as Riccoboni, not to mention Goulston’s edition of the 

Greek text complete with a Latin version and paraphrase (published in 1619).5 

Moreover, even as there is now some debate about the nature of Hobbes’s involve-

ment in the production of an English Briefe of the Art of Rhetorique (1637), the text 

still functions – irrespective of authorship – as some kind of terminus ad quem for 

the Hobbesian reception of the Greek text and his translation of it into Latin. In 

turn, fragments of this Aristotelian reception made it into the Elements of Law, 

which circulated in manuscript in 1640.6 And the Elements itself was, of course, 

but the first of multiple rewritings of a text that would yield De cive, as well as 

the English and the Latin Leviathan. In any fuller treatment of this subject, the 

precise nature of these iterations would need to be set out in more detail, but 

the point to emphasize here is simply that such a rich, precise, densely studded 

continuum exists at all tracing the afterlife of rhetoric in Hobbes from source to 

manuscript to publication, from Greek to Latin to English.

Hobbes, to be sure, was publicly ambivalent about this rhetorical inheritance. 

In his much cited recollection, Aubrey did have Hobbes saying that Aristotle 

was ‘the worst teacher that ever was, the worst politician and ethick – a coun-

trey-fellow that could live in the world [would be] as good: but his rhetorique 

and discourse of animals was rare.’7 And yet, even more often remarked upon are 

Hobbes’s warnings about the politically disruptive power of oratory. Trying to 

overcome this apparent contradiction, a great many interpreters have taken Hob-

bes’s emphasis on distinctions between ‘mathematical’ and ‘dogmatical’ inquiry to 

license a depiction of his intellectual development as a triptych, in which an early 

humanism was displaced by a new scientific paradigm only then to be reasserted 

in Leviathan as an ironic, exasperated rapprochement between reason and rheto-

ric. Quentin Skinner’s is the best known and certainly the most brilliant of these 

interpretations, but in its most basic claim (although not in its details) it is not 

radically original.8 Moreover, Hobbes’s supposed rejection of rhetoric begins to 

look rather more complicated when one observes his rhetorical investment ac-

cruing even in the Elements of Law, reputedly one of the high-tide marks of his 

anti-rhetorical, scientific phase.

What is really distinctive about Hobbes’s reading of Aristotle’s Rhetoric, I 

would argue, is not a reactionary preference for judgement over fancy but rather 

his use of rhetoric’s awareness of possibilities for affective disequilibrium in the 

diagnosis of political dysfunction. Dazzled by the issue of metaphor, scholars have 

been unduly captivated by the apparent preference for judgement.9 In response 

to all investigations into the status of figuration in Hobbes (was he against it in 

theory yet beholden to it in practice?), one ought simply to say that Hobbes knew 

very well that both fancy and judgement, as the cognitive faculties of conjoining 

and disjoining, were but alternative modes of a deeper faculty – namely, wit. Like 
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Hobbes and fear, fancy and judgement were twins. The rhetorical redescriptions 

of paradiastole (in which the good might be cast as the evil and vice versa) were in 

fact judgements that parsed the occasionally extreme proximity of, for example, 

courage and foolhardiness. It was the ‘poets and orators’ who were adept not only 

in the acute perception of similitude but also ‘in discerning suddenly dissimili-

tude.’10 But the most important word in that quotation is ‘suddenly,’ for wit was 

something that was entirely consonant with the paradigm of motion that Hobbes 

used to characterize the nature of human being and the possibilities it conjured 

in political life. Wit, thus, was simply one more means by which disequilibrium 

became inevitable. The wit of some would be more sudden than the wit of others, 

and this constituted not merely superiority and inferiority but collective debility. 

None of this amounted to either praising or blaming wit. Hobbes used the con-

cept in order to diagnose.

Moreover, scholars have often misunderstood the place of rhetoric in Hob-

bes’s understanding of political dysfunction. As everyone knows, the basic gesture 

of Hobbesian political analysis was pessimism about prospects for peace in the 

absence of an essentially arbitrary and indivisible sovereign. What we fail more 

often than not to understand, however, is that this Hobbesian pessimism was 

not so much a pessimism about eloquence (and its dangerous, destabilizing ef-

fects) as a pessimism utterly informed and structured by rhetoric. True, the Brief 

replaced Aristotle’s stipulation that rhetoric aimed not so much at persuasion as 

understanding the available means of persuasion in each particular case with the 

bowdlerized realism that rhetoric was a faculty ‘by which we understand what 

will serve our turn concerning any subject to win belief in the hearer.’11 Hobbes, 

however, wrote as if he had taken Aristotle’s reformulation of the sophistical defi-

nition to heart. That is to say, even as his suspicions of eloquence were extremely 

public, Hobbes used rhetoric as an analytical frame for understanding the human 

soul, its abilities and debilities, its motions and emotions.

As Leo Strauss argued, Dilthey had been wrong to trace Hobbes’s analysis of 

the passions back to the Stoa, for the Elements was clearly indebted to Book II 

of Aristotle’s Rhetoric.12 But like Strauss himself, scholars have not pursued the 

point. Hobbes, like Aristotle, emphasized the way in which every passion of the 

soul had, as its counterpart, an action. What he emphasized more than Aristotle 

was the number of ways in which these counterparts were not ‘equal and opposite.’ 

Aristotelian is the topos, iterated in the Elements, that ‘in the pleasure men have, 

or displeasure from the signs of honour or dishonour done unto them, consisteth 

the nature of the passions.’13 The passions, therefore, were always already socially 

embedded interpretations. Into this space of interpretation, Hobbes inserted 

destabilizing processes of error, ambiguation, disequilibrium, compounding, 

desynchronization, recursivity and preemption. Thus, signs of actions would be 
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misread because the ‘contexture’ – Hobbes’s beautiful word for embeddedness in 

context – of each action was, axiomatically, different. Imbalances of action and re-

action would grow exponentially. Inevitable differences in speed and slowness of 

wit would decouple emotional calls and response. Autoerotic, passions could feed 

on themselves; one could be said to delight in delighting. And all such tendencies 

toward instability would be ratcheted up by the simple fact that human beings 

would attempt to get their emotional reactions in first, because to allow someone 

else to initiate was nothing other than to suffer.14

This was the dysfunctional emotional landscape over which Leviathan would 

hover, and – for Hobbes – it was a landscape mapped most perspicuously by rhet-

oric. In the absence of this mortal God, ‘outside the commonwealth’ – as Hobbes 

put it – lay ‘the empire of the passions,’ the passions, we should understand, of 

Rhetoric II.15 To take Hobbes’s statements about eloquence at face value or as the 

final word on his historical relationship to rhetoric is gullible. It is to make the 

mistake of supposing that rhetoric is simply an art. Understood as dunamis, as 

a capacity to perceive possibilities for persuasion, rhetoric slips out of its more 

hopeful incarnation. Aristotle may still have been looking at these possibilities 

for persuasion from the perspective of the orator. Hobbes, to be sure, was look-

ing at them in terms of their potential for disaster. Possibilities would multiply 

beyond good and evil, even as they became the objects of desire and aversion. 

This was an exquisitely perceptive pessimism, a paranoia deftly transferred to the 

political persons Hobbes was analyzing. And this perceptiveness was, indeed, a 

transformed rhetorical inheritance.

 Vico

In Vico’s case, the manuscript resources shedding light on his direct engagement 

with rhetoric are no less complex than those for Hobbes. Vico, after all, was pro-

fessor of rhetoric at the University of Naples from 1699, and we possess docu-

ments attesting to his courses that vary in date from 1711 to 1741. Nevertheless, it 

was only in 1989 that Giuliano Crifò established a critical edition of the material. 

Moreover, even as some of his early work had been overtly rhetorical both in topic 

and mode of analysis, Vico’s texts became less and less explicitly concerned with 

the ars rhetorica as time went by. Thus, while the De nostri temporis studiorum ra-

tione (1709) was clearly an attempt to vindicate the rhetorical art of topics against 

what Vico took to be a debilitating formalism in Cartesian method, retorica as a 

term – and evident concern – was almost entirely absent from the various Scienze 

nuove of 1725, 1730 and 1744. It is for this reason that, even in the case of Vico, 

scholars have often seen early modern rhetoric as either a dead hand that had to 
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be thrown off (if genuinely modern lines of inquiry were to be pursued) or an 

essentially conservative intellectual movement attempting to preserve what its 

Greco-Roman founders had achieved.16 In fact, however, Vico was at the epicent-

er of a series of creative early modern appropriations of the rhetorical tradition; 

his use of rhetoric was quintessentially transformative.

In the De ratione, Vico went so far as to address the objection that rhetoric 

ought to be thought of as outmoded because, as he put it, eloquence no longer 

ruled over free peoples.17 Critics of rhetoric might argue that what had been intel-

lectually important in democratic Athens and republican Rome was immaterial 

in the Naples of Spanish and Austrian viceroyalties. Vico himself, such critics 

might have ventured, was in fact precisely an exemplar of the merely epideictic 

opportunities given to the Neapolitan orator. That is, many of his orations oper-

ated in the domain of praise and blame. Indeed, for the most part, only praise was 

permissible – hence the tone of straight-jacketed obsequiousness. Enmeshed in 

the political purposes of others, such an orator might bid farewell to a viceroy, 

might commemorate the death of a viceroy’s mother, might celebrate the entrance 

of a king into his native city, and might lament the deaths of individuals that 

political circumstance had transformed from traitors into martyrs – but such 

occasions would demonstrate only the degree to which the person of the public 

speaker was an alienated one, geared to ingratiation.18 Vico’s immediate response 

was to say that the institutions of the law might offer new opportunities for elo-

quence in the absence of the deliberative assemblies that so distinguished parts of 

the ancient Mediterranean world. I would argue that much of Vico’s intellectual 

work in the subsequent three decades can be profitably understood as a series of 

increasingly sophisticated attempts to improve upon this answer.19 For the imme-

diate purposes of this essay, however, the key moments are in and around the first 

documented traces of Vico’s lectures on rhetoric – namely, the 1711 manuscript, 

together with the De antiquissima Italorum sapientia of 1710 and the two Risposte 

that Vico published in 1711 and 1712, following a review of that work in the Gior-

nale de’ letterati d’Italia.20

Vico’s sublimation of classical rhetoric was so rich and so incessant that one 

could gloss almost any sentence in his oeuvre by recourse to some part of Aristo-

tle, Cicero, Quintilian, or Longinus, but, for the purpose of demonstrating how in 

his hands ancient rhetorical topoi could take on decisively novel and even modern 

functions in fi elds that have often been thought of as quite unrhetorical, one can 

take the example of his famous verum-factum theory, his assertion that to have 

made something and to understand something are essentially the same thing. On 

the surface of it, this might seem like an entirely unrhetorical assertion. It is in-

structive to focus on just such an unlikely case, because the example will function 

as a warning: if one is not as immersed in the conventions of ancient rhetoric as 
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Vico indisputably was, then one can very easily overlook the points at which his 

reinvention of those conventions was most decisive, precisely because his revisions 

were so abbreviated and so selective. Th e verum-factum principle appears to be an 

unlikely case because, for Vico, the clearest example of the convertibility of verum 

and factum had initially been mathematics, a fi eld in which human beings under-

stood the fundaments precisely because the fundaments were artifacts of human 

defi nition. In the De ratione, as is often noted, this thought had precipitated a cor-

ollary sentence: if we understand mathematics because we make it, then in order to 

understand nature we would have to be capable of bringing that into being too.21

In 1709, this notion had seemed absurd. By 1710, however, what had begun 

as a rhetorical question (with an answer so obvious it could be assumed) had 

turned against its author. In the course of the De antiquissima, it began to seem 

to Vico that human beings could, in a certain sense, be said to make and thereby 

understand nature – in the context of natural philosophical experimentation. If 

one could reliably precipitate certain natural processes under experimental con-

ditions, then one could be said to have a knowledge of those processes. The task 

was to demonstrate one’s understanding of certain universal assertions – laws 

of nature – by being capable of showing how they operated in the context of the 

materials of the cosmos. Crucially, what had (at least ideally) remained purely 

universal in the realm of mathematics became more particular in the realm of 

experimental natural philosophy where questions of here-ness and now-ness, 

speaker and audience (that is, the performer of the experimental demonstration 

and its witnesses), began to intrude. To explain a state of affairs from its causes 

was to imply one’s capacity to occasion it at will, and both the ability to explain 

from causes and occasion at will were indications of intelligibility and, indeed, 

understanding. But, as Vico understood, early modern experiments were also 

very much performances. Like Hobbes, a fellow theorist in the maker’s knowl-

edge tradition, he knew that the specificity of particular performances might call 

into question the knowledge they produced.22

It was at this point that Vico found himself recoursing to the terminology of 

ancient rhetoric when explaining himself in the next couple of years to the re-

viewers of the Venetian Giornale. Th ey had asked him upon what basis he had 

asserted that in Latin the terms verum (the true or the intelligible) and factum 

(the done or the made), caussa (cause) – Vico insisted on using the double ‘s’ – 

and negotium (business or aff air) had been used interchangeably in antiquity. Vico 

duly produced his examples from Plautus and Terence – then Quintilian. As Vico 

intimated, in his Institutio oratoria Quintilian had transliterated the Greek distinc-

tions among thesis (thesis, but also an adopting, setting, or laying down in place), 

hypothesis (supposition, but also proposal), and peristasis (circumstance) with the 

Latin equivalents propositum, causa and negotium. In his own lectures on rhetoric 
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of that year, Vico discussed these terms as forms of variously indefi nite and defi -

nite questions. Th e point of such terminology was to distinguish wholly indefi nite 

questions (proposita) such as – merely by way of example – ‘Is killing wrong?’ from 

moderately defi nite questions (causae) such as ‘Is killing wrong in the context of a 

civil war?’ as well as highly defi nite questions (negotia) such as ‘Was Cicero right to 

argue for the execution of Lentulus?’ Rules required an understanding of how they 

might be applied to increasingly individuated cases, and, for Vico, the same could 

be said of laws of nature insofar as they were to be understood as working through 

increasingly particularized circumstances – namely, not only inside but also out-

side the domain of tightly controlled, easily replicable experiment. Constructing 

a controlled experiment before the age of technological reproducibility was, one 

might say, a matter of the utmost – almost diplomatic – delicacy.23

Vico articulated his response in a rather ungainly double negative.24 He argued 

that Quintilian’s distinctions among these terms did not constitute evidence that 

they were not also in some way synonymous, just as he had claimed when suppos-

ing that, for the ancient Italians, a case and its causes were effectively the same 

thing. The point that Vico wanted to make was that the capacity to know some-

thing from causes was simultaneously a rhetorical, experimental and mathemati-

cal skill. Such an account of knowing, he was implicitly arguing, was not the sole 

purview of the Aristotelians, and it did not necessarily imply an understanding 

that amounted to epistēmē. One suspects, however, that Vico’s mind was already 

in motion, for in fact the distinction between the two terms, caussa and negotium, 

would become increasingly important. His ultimate interests were not in natu-

ral philosophy, and it was not the moderately definite questions that experiment 

posed to nature that fired his imagination. Hobbes had a dog in that fight (as 

his account of the questions posed to nature by Boyle’s air-pump experiments 

attested), but Vico did not. Vico was content to argue that, in natural philosophi-

cal experimentation, the decisive mental skill would be ingenuity in observation 

– that is to say, skill in perceiving the pertinence of similarities and differences. By 

way of explanation, he added only that in this respect the engineers (who would 

be ‘witty’ by definition, per the etymology of the word, ingenium/engineer) were 

exercising the same skill as the rhetoricians.25

What was more decisive for Vico was skill in being able to think the particular, 

to understand negotium and caussa simultaneously, something that Hobbes might 

have called ‘contexture.’ Just so, in his next major project – the Diritto universale 

– Vico shifted his focus from factum to certum, from the made or done to the par-

ticularized or individuated. In human aff airs (paradigmatically, in legal business), 

circumstances were resolutely particular and resisted codifi cation. Th e key skill 

among the jurisprudes was an ability to handle such cases with the appropriate 

attitude towards their individuality. Th is might entail understanding the case as a 
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particular that stood for a class of particulars (a paradigm), or, alternatively, it might 

mean formulating a decision in such a way that it might subsequently be ignored as 

pure exception. On several occasions, Vico celebrated the capacity of the Neapoli-

tan jurists Francesco D’Andrea and Gaetano Argento to do precisely this work of 

conceptualizing the most arcane specifi city of a case in terms of the most far-reach-

ing legal principle.26 Similarly, he emphasized the moments at which the Neapolitan 

legal system – particularly its highest court, the Sacro Regio Consiglio – was able 

to make exceptions in the name of the public interest.27 Such power required not 

simply prudence, but a skill in perceiving the distinctiveness of individua.

Ultimately, in the Scienze nuove, it was individuals themselves – or rather po-

etic characters depicting individuals, as in the Homeric Achilles – that would 

embody this category of negotium cribbed originally from Quintilian. And there, 

the criterion of understanding was an ability to reconstruct through narration the 

particular intersection of predicates that might identify, specify, and memorize 

the distinctively vain courage that was ‘Achilles.’ Thus, the particular might be 

rendered thinkable, and ‘thinkable’ in this context meant something like ‘narrat-

able by others.’ Homer, for Vico, was a cultural practice in which the storytell-

ers of archaic Greece would take up formulas, epithets and narratives initiated 

by others and improvise on those foundations in ways that carried the cultural 

topoi of the Iliad and Odyssey in new directions and further contributed to the 

accretion of the poems themselves, which were collectively authored and slowly 

evolving artifacts. Thus, in a remarkably precise and fleetingly explicit way, Vico 

deployed the terminology of ancient rhetoric in order to frame his discussion of 

distinctively early modern inquiries: experimentation, the historicity of the law, 

and the collective nature of cultural creativity. In the course of these initiatives, 

rhetoric’s contribution became more and more inconspicuous, and it is for this 

reason that Vico’s case corroborates the narrative being forged here of rhetoric’s 

creative and generative occlusion in early modern inquiry.

 Nietzsche

If anything, the manuscript sources testifying to Nietzsche’s direct engagement 

with the ancient rhetorical tradition are even more forthcoming about this es-

sentially plagiarized, cobbled together, and nevertheless creative process of ap-

propriation from an alien form of inquiry. Between the Winter Semester (WS) 

of 1870/71 and the Summer Semester (SS) of 1879, Nietzsche offered nine full 

courses on rhetoric at the University of Basel, on Book I of Quintilian’s Institutio 

oratoria, Tacitus’s Dialogus de oratoribus and Aristotle’s Rhetoric, as well as on 

the history of Greek and Roman eloquence more generally. Only four of these 
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courses are known not to have been cancelled, but some of the manuscript mate-

rial that we do possess is highly revealing.28 In particular, the ‘Darstellung der 

antiken Rhetorik’ (given either in WS 1872-3 or in SS 1874), which quotes liber-

ally from the antique sources, has also been shown to borrow entire sentences 

and paragraphs from, among other texts, Richard Volkmann’s Die Rhetorik der 

Griechen und Römer in systematischer Übersicht (1872) and Gustav Gerber’s Die 

Sprache als Kunst (1871).29

Nietzsche’s lectures thus sutured together tissue from the ancient rhetorical 

tradition and from other highly contemporary work, but he was also metabo-

lizing these materials by identifying lines of inquiry in the lectures that took 

up interests announced in his earlier work, not least in the Geburt der Tragödie 

aus dem Geiste der Musik (1872). In that early work, rhetoric had been precisely 

an antonym for music, because – within the Schopenhauerian frame of refer-

ence that was, for Nietzsche, decisive at that time – it connoted the imposition 

of representation upon the world, whereas music took will itself as its object.30 

Above all, those in a state of Dionysian arousal were oratorical in no sense, for 

they conceived of no audience to be addressed.31 But in the lectures (as in other 

work from the 1870s), this binary opposition between music and rhetoric began 

to break down.32 It was precisely the temporal dimension of music – rhythm – 

that permitted Nietzsche to explain how it was that stylistic forms that would 

strike modern readers as extremely artificial had for the ancients possessed the 

quality of naturalness. The Greeks, in particular, Nietzsche argued, lived in the 

orality of language to such a degree that botched cadence might draw attention to 

the medium by which something was being conveyed, thereby making it appear 

artificial precisely on account of having been badly constructed. Out of this paradox, 

Nietzsche drew the conclusion that there was no pure, chaste, or natural state 

of language on the other side of rhetoric. Language was aboriginally rhetorical.33 

Indeed, as he famously put in his lectures, die Sprache ist Rhetorik.34 Likewise, in 

Nietzsche’s eyes, Wagner evolved from the contemporary vehicle of a Dionysian/

Apollonian rebirth into a figure in the history of music that one could lay bare 

with rhetorical terms of analysis. In one of his untimely meditations, Nietzsche 

argued that Wagner continued what Beethoven had begun – namely, a transposi-

tion of musical interests from the enduring human state the Greeks had termed 

ethos to the kind of dynamic emotional undergoing that generated plot, pathos.35

To be sure, Nietzsche understood the aboriginal quality of rhetoric through 

the materialism he was transposing from Friedrich Albert Lange and the physi-

ological account of language acquisition being taken from Gerber, yet decisive too 

was the definition of rhetoric as not simply an art of persuasion but a dunamis, 

a Kraft, a ‘power’ or ‘possibility’ of seeing the means of persuasion in any given 

case offered by Aristotle, which he glossed carefully and emphasized.36 It enabled 
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him to treat language as, in the first place, listening and listening as a matter of 

taking up a position. The metaphor of ‘taking up a position’ – ‘Nicht die Dinge 

treten ins Bewusstsein, sondern die Art, wie wir zu ihnen stehen, das pithanon’ 

(the plausible) – could itself be genealogically resolved into diverse experiences 

of disposition, pleasure and pain and their anticipations in desire and aversion.37 

The swaying of persuasion was in the first instance a phenomenon of listening. 

Such bracing or girding of oneself was essentially inferential in structure, in the 

sense that, as Hobbes had said, one was always reacting to things intimated or 

signaled but not manifest: slight slights. When, in one of his early notebooks, 

Nietzsche asserted that ‘the pleasure of all sensory perceptions derives from the 

fact that they are brought into being through inferences,’ he was also reprising – 

almost certainly without knowing it – a Vichian poetic logic in which ingenium 

and natura were synonymous.38 This was not to suppose, however, that the lis-

tener was simply imposing a pre-established structure on experience. What it 

meant was that signs emerged in experience by means of a process of ignoring 

the manifold sensations present at any given moment and attending only to some 

point therein, drawing that point out as a sign of something implied but absent.39 

Reason thus began in the logical fallacies, as Nietzsche put it, of the rhetorical 

figures: metaphor as simply ‘inference by analogy.’40

The immediate uptake of a rhetorically inflected Gerber was transparent in the 

1873 essay ‘Über Wahrheit und Lüge im außermoralischen Sinne.’ Really decisive 

there, though, was not the literary formalist dimension of Nietzsche’s insistence 

on the centrality and inescapability of the tropes but rather his negotiation of the 

borderlands between the physiological and the discursive.41 Nietzsche’s character-

ization of ‘truth’ as ‘a mobile army of metaphors, metonyms, anthropomorphisms’ 

was startling, not because of the militaristic figuration of figuration but because 

of the notion that the true was simply that which was incontrovertible or better 

incontroverted – namely, an experience that did not induce an organism undergo-

ing that experience to take up a position, an experience in which no distance was 

established between the thing as said and the thing as heard. If Nietzsche wanted 

to speak of the ‘pathos of truth,’ it must (at least in some sense) have been because 

of truth’s precisely anaesthetic qualities – the curiously sensual feeling of numb-

ness. In this way, and in a surprising sense, the opposite of truth became novelty.

There was, thus, a quite remarkable transformation of Nietzsche’s reactions to 

rhetoric in the course of the 1870s. At first, rhetoric was complicit in the spread 

of the Greek disease of articulateness. If Euripides had boasted that in his plays he 

was teaching the Athenians how to speak, was giving them lessons in oratory, then 

Nietzsche retorted that this marked the rise of a bourgeois mediocrity, an every-

dayness (Alltäglichkeit) shamelessly put on public display in New Comedy.42 Th is, 

in turn, was simply a predictable continuation of the kind of wrong-headed discur-
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sivity that had structured tragedy. In the notebooks, this intuition became the his-

toriographically promiscuous assertion that Hamlet – and not Oedipus – was the 

emblem of the dramatic hero, for his verbal dexterity was constantly in error, self-

deceptive.43 Indeed, there was an uncannily Vichian quality to this historiographic 

promiscuity, where the history of Greek drama suddenly became a template for the 

myriad ways in which a culture could come into being as concerted, sustained style 

at fi rst and then deliquesce as an overly self-aware repertoire of quotidian tokens.44 

Just so, the Baroque age itself became a kind of perennial historical possibility in 

Nietzsche.45 But ‘Baroque’ was not simply a synonym for ‘over-ripe.’ Indeed, the 

stylistic turn at the end of the 1870s to aphorism became an explicit appropriation 

of the Baroque and rhetorical maxim (which would hone Geistesgegenwart, ‘pres-

ence of mind’), as well as an implicit acceptance that Germany’s cultural future was 

not dependent on a rebirth of Dionysus at Bayreuth.46 Th e German language was 

still sick (as Nietzsche put it), but the project of reinvigorating it now called for 

rhetoricians of a very particular kind and not Gesamtkunstwerk.47 Th e age of city 

cultures was past, Nietzsche argued; speaking as if in the presence of one’s enemies 

had become rare.48 Wittingly or not, Nietzsche repeated the early nineteenth-cen-

tury laments voiced by Adam Müller and Carl Gustav Jochmann that the cultural 

and political institutions of Germany could not produce genuine orators.49 David 

Strauss became the prose stylist symptomatic of a culture attuned to the repetitive 

drone of the newspaper. Th is was an utter absence of taste, a barbarism signalled 

by inconstancy of style that, Nietzsche feared, would become an unremitting phil-

istinism following the victories of the Franco-Prussian war.50 Even if one wished, 

he argued, one could not study in a school of German rhetoric; such institutions 

simply did not exist, in his estimation.51 Th is was an assertion that he published 

on 15 October 1874, when – we should note – he was himself still teaching ancient 

rhetoric at the University of Basel. Th irteen years later, he would say that in 1876 

he felt incarcerated in philology and in teaching.52 Th e rejection of philology was, 

in very real ways, a rejection of the rhetorical corpus as a philological object, but 

this disaffi  liation did not excise rhetoric as a source of intellectual impetus without 

aftereff ect. It is no coincidence that the stylistic developments to which Nietzsche 

dedicated himself after 1880 constituted a kind of training – for himself and oth-

ers – in writing as if one’s enemies were present.

By almost every measure, Nietzsche’s engagement with rhetoric constituted a 

lost decade. He offered many courses on the subject, but many of them appear 

to have been cancelled. When they were not cancelled, he had very few students 

and sometimes no philologists whatsoever, as in WS 1872-3, immediately after the 

catastrophic critical reception of the Geburt der Tragödie. When he did have stu-

dents and did produce intensive treatments of rhetoric, he had nothing to show 

for it in terms of publishable work. Nevertheless, with his way to a direct treat-
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ment of rhetoric blocked in various ways and for various reasons, Nietzsche sub-

limated his rhetorical insights into thoughts that would, in time, constitute some 

of his most distinctive gestures: Nietzschean punctuation, aphoristic aperçu, ge-

nealogy. Granted, it may not be immediately obvious how to identify a continuum 

of sentences linking Nietzsche’s famous assertion of perspectivism in Zur Gene-

alogie der Moral back to his observation in the ‘Darstellung’ that rhetoric is an es-

sentially republican art because it requires one to become adept at assuming poses 

in response to the most diverse range of challenges. Nevertheless, the strong sus-

picion remains that for Nietzsche the ‘objectivity’ of an object did indeed reside in 

the objections it called into being, and that would be a tertium quid between the 

early 1870s and 1886.53 That the genealogical mode of investigation made famous 

by this book was itself informed by rhetoric’s capacity (derived, for example, from 

its use of notatio as a mode of discovery) to analyze how a word’s origin in contro-

versy could in time be covered over to the point of oblivion is, moreover, grounds 

for the rationality of this suspicion.

 Conclusion

Th e point of this contribution is to demonstrate that any history of the humanities 

in the period between 1600 and 1900 must go beyond repetitions of the common-

place that rhetoric was increasingly regarded with suspicion. Th ere were, to be sure, 

many who attacked rhetoric in this way. But history should not be mined simply 

for its most common elements; distinctiveness and intensity of insight are criteria 

too. Potent accounts can be developed of the ways in which European thinkers in 

this period reinvented rhetoric in the process of rejecting it. Negation, in all its 

variations, was thus a vital intellectual historical mode. Th e results of such rejec-

tion have enriched humanistic inquiry immeasurably: Hobbesian political theory, 

Vichian anthropology, and Nietzschean philosophy have all proved to be decisive 

initiatives within the humanities. And we understand these initiatives better when 

we see them as the curious and disowned permutations of a rhetorical inheritance.
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Th e Documents of Feith

Th e Centralization of the Archive in Nineteenth-

Century Historiography

Pieter HuistraPieter Huistra

In his grand overview of the history of the humanities, De vergeten wetenschappen 

(‘The Forgotten Sciences’), Rens Bod takes as his theme the continuous search 

for empirical patterns and methodical principles.1 The book shows a wide array of 

remarkable similarities and cross-sections between the humanities. Nineteenth-

century historiography, for example: its stress on the critical use of primary 

sources owed a lot to philology and it shared its search for quite rigid method-

ology with linguistics and, again, philology.2 Less prominent in Bod’s book but 

perhaps most strikingly similar between the humanities was – quite paradoxically 

– their stress on mutual differences. The humanities established themselves as 

(academic) disciplines by demarcating themselves from predecessors, amateurs 

and neighbouring disciplines. These demarcations should be an object of inves-

tigation themselves; although method played an important role in their fixation, 

they cannot be explained by it alone.

Places, physically and symbolically, had an important role in shaping nine-

teenth-century disciplines. Historians of the natural sciences have often stud-

ied the geography of science on a macro- and a micro-scale. They have long 

found out what remains to be researched in the humanities, namely that ‘space 

matters’.3 Laboratories and fieldwork are places crucial to the formation of 

a discipline or the construction of scientific knowledge.4 An analogy can be 

made with the humanities. In the frame of this article I will narrow it down 

to historiography. When the critical-philological method was set as the histo-

rian’s strict procedure, primary sources turned out to be his raw material. The 

archive consequentially became his privileged working place. Kasper Risbjerg 

Eskildsen has recently taken inspiration from the history of science and stud-

ied the ‘archival turn’ of Leopold Ranke, probably the nineteenth-century his-

torian with the greatest intellectual legacy and offspring. Eskildsen has shown 

how Ranke made the archive into ‘the most important site for historical knowl-

edge’.5 After Ranke had set the example, no history could be written without 
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a foundation of documentary evidence coming from the archive. History stu-

dents were trained to become archival researchers. This training did not nec-

essarily entail an actual archival visit, since the seminar room could serve as 

a substitute. Yet, the result was clear: the archive was part of the disciplinary 

identity of the historian.

Here, I want to study the role of archives, their keepers (archivists) and their 

content (archival documents) in nineteenth-century historiography. My per-

spective is that of the archive of Groningen, a university town in the north of 

the Netherlands and capital of the province of the same name. It offers the pos-

sibility of studying the relationship between archive and historiography over 

the larger part of the nineteenth century because of a remarkable continuity in 

its administration. The Groningen archive was run by three successive archi-

vists from one family, the latter two mastering the craft as assistants to their 

fathers. The first was Hendrikus Octavius Feith senior, living from 1778 to 1849, 

and archivist from 1832 to 1849 [Fig. 18]. He was succeeded by his son Hendrik 

 Octavius Feith junior (1813-1895), reigning as an archivist from 1849 to 1892, who 

in turn was succeeded by his son: Johan Adriaan Feith (1858-1913) archivist from 

1892 up until 1913 [Figs. 19-20].6 The youngest of the Feith played an important 

role in the professionalization of his métier as one of the writers of the Manual 

for the arrangement and description of archives. The manual, first published in 

Dutch in 1898, was widely translated and considered ‘a bible for modern archi-

vists’.7 Here, I will show how the archive gained in practical and symbolical value 

over the years. The vicinity of a university brought about an interaction between 

academic historiography and archival practices: the archive took centre stage. 

It became a working place and a training ground and was used to legitimize 

and enforce historiography. Finally, the archive offers the possibility of taking a 

glance at persons and practices that normally stay out of focus in the history of 

the humanities.

 Secrecy and order

Already in the eighteenth century, some historians desired the contents of certain 

archives.8 It was a mostly unfulfilled desire, largely due to uncooperative admin-

istrations which feared the political consequences of publishing archival material. 

The few historians who were allowed to inspect archives were those with the 

right political views and background, often in or very close to power.9 Historians 

used but never owned archival material: they were dependent on the goodwill of 

administrations or private persons who owned archives and the archivists who 

managed them. In the nineteenth century, archives began to become public, but 
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Fig. 18: H.O. Feith sr., the grandfather of a dynasty: Groningen archivist 1832-1849. Painting by 

T. van Doorn. Instituut Collectie Nederland. Photo: Collection RHC Groninger Archieven
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Fig. 19: H.O. Feith jr., who published a printed inventory, Groningen archivist 1849-1892. 

Painting by J.H. Egenberger. Photo: Collection RHC Groninger Archieven
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Fig. 20: J.A. Feith: heir to an archive, Groningen archivist 1892-1913. Photo: A.S. Weinberg, 

collection RHC Groninger Archieven
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archivists remained a special breed and the Groningen archivists were a prime 

example of this. All three generations of the Feith family were local dignitaries 

and members of the city council.10 They were bestowed with powers to deny en-

trance to untrustworthy persons, or to withhold documents where the informa-

tion was considered detrimental to current affairs. The latter happened as late 

as 1859 when H.O. Feith Jr refused to release a number of seventeenth-century 

records on property rights that could still be used against the city. The municipal 

government applauded Feith’s decision11– they knew they had loyal archivists in 

the Feith family. An archive remained an instrument of power to governments 

because of the information it contained, and an archivist could be praised for his 

secrecy.

The demand for primary sources for historical use was on the rise throughout 

the nineteenth century. When the Groningen archive was founded in the 1820s, 

the propagandists of this new institution convinced the provincial government by 

using several arguments that illustrated multiple purposes and shifting interests. 

They stressed that a separate organization would have great practical advantages 

and benefits to the city and province, for example concerning the arrangement of 

property rights.12 But their main concern was the composition of a book of char-

ters that was to be a monument to provincial patriotism as well as a foundation 

for writing a provincial history.13 In the eighteenth century, a book of charters 

mostly served a legal and an antiquarian purpose.14 In the nineteenth century it 

became an important genre in historical source editing and as such it was fully 

endorsed by H.O. Feith Sr.

After he became an archivist in 1832, Feith turned the archive into a storage 

house for the future book of charters. He began collecting all important archival 

material in his province – the archivist himself selecting what was important and 

what was not.15 It was only once the documents were included within his archive 

that the charters could acquire significance. Once there, they were a proper part 

of the collection of source material that could serve as a basis for Groningen his-

tory. So long as the documents were in other hands, they were ‘of no use to sci-

ence and the knowledge of the old state of our province.’16 Feith never managed to 

complete his book of charters and he therefore looked for other ways to publish 

archival material. An important motive was the fear of loss that was of prime 

concern to any archivist. The papers and parchments were always threatened by 

fire and decay, and Feith himself was susceptible to the threat: ‘If sooner or later 

there is a fire (God forbid) in the rooms where the old documents are kept, they 

will be lost forever to us and later generations’.17 Only a few years later, in 1844, the 

threat proved to be all but imaginary: almost all of the Dutch naval archives, kept 

in The Hague, were destroyed in a fire. It increased the archivists’ anxiety even 

further.18 For Feith, the only remedy was to print ‘as much as possible’.19 A printed 
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source was a source whose existence was assured for eternity; its singularity was 

overcome by multiplication.

Feith published primary sources and wrote small articles about historical sub-

jects. This was practically the only way through which the information that was 

kept in the archival records left the Groningen archive. Feith himself was the 

foremost user of his archive. Although there had been a ministerial decree that 

the archive should be accessible to historical researchers, there were hardly any 

visitors. That the Groningen archive was not meant for these visitors is reflected 

in the fact that there were almost no working facilities in the rooms where the 

archives were kept, on the top floor of the Groningen city hall. So, it was Feith’s 

oeuvre of ‘exploitations’ as his biographer called it; the historical production re-

sulting from the archive.20

These ‘exploitations’ strongly resemble a dominant trend in the Dutch natural 

sciences of the mid-nineteenth century, which Klaas van Berkel has described as 

‘museum science’. Many natural scientists almost exclusively based their work on 

the collections they had at their disposal, whether it was a botanical garden, a 

herbarium, a zoo, or an anatomical cabinet. A skull, a plant, or an animal from it 

served as an object of scientific research.21 Feith had his own collection, the Gron-

ingen archive, and he too based his historical work solely on what he found there. 

He published interesting source material, mostly for historical and legal use.22 In 

the local newspapers he often wrote on archaeological finds, mostly concerning 

antique coins since he had founded a coin collection that was part of the archive. 

Feith saw it as the archivist’s duty to inform the public in this way.23 The result 

of this museum science, as Van Berkel concluded and which is corroborated by 

Feith’s own work, was a descriptive way of working that focused not on the ques-

tions asked, but on the material that presented itself within the collections. It was 

‘coincidental’ science: it was simply based on the content of a collection that could 

change over the years through purchases or donations.24

One aspect of museum science seems to have a less arbitrary, more fundamental 

side to it. It is the question of the order in the collection, a question that poses 

itself with every new acquisition: what place should the new object take? For Feith 

the answer was relatively easy: the order in his archive was a chronological one. 

His archive was meant to be the foundation of a future provincial history, and for 

that reason the documents in it should mirror history. And since history ‘follows 

the course of time’ – as Feith said – he put all of the documents in a chronological 

order.25 Every new document automatically received its place between the others 

in order of date. This way of ordering, where the archivist took no regard of the 

provenance of the records, was used more often in the middle of the nineteenth 

century. Yet nowhere had it been implemented so radically as in Groningen. The 

ordering, the source publications and the ‘museum science’ were typical of the 
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archivists’ methods of practising history. Therefore it was typical for Dutch his-

toriography in the mid-nineteenth century, since it was archivists who dominated 

historiography at the time.26

 Register and treasury

In 1838, H.O. Feith Sr gave up his salary and proposed using the money to hire an 

assistant who could be educated in becoming his successor. Of course it was his 

son, H.O. Jr, who was recommended and subsequently hired.27 After the father’s 

death in 1849, the son continued the family business. H.O. Jr managed the archive 

and prolonged his father’s historical work. He co-edited a journal that almost 

exclusively published source material, stemming from the Groningen archive.28 

When he purchased an old chronicle for the archive at an auction in 1863, he 

published it a few years later.29 Feith completed the project of putting all of his 

archive in a chronological order and published a printed inventory – a novelty in 

the Netherlands.30 It was titled the Register van het archief van Groningen. It ap-

peared between 1853 and 1858 and consisted of five chronological volumes and a 

sixth one with an alphabetical index.31 As the content of the archive grew, two ad-

ditional volumes were necessary, published in 1865 and 1877. Feith’s goal was, as he 

stated in his foreword, ‘to make the content of the archive known to the public.’32

The Register was received enthusiastically by other archivists: they saw it as an 

‘invaluable’ work and wanted to make use of its content.33 This did not mean that 

the number of visitors that came to Groningen city hall increased dramatically. 

Feith’s aim to serve ‘the public’ did probably not include augmenting the number 

of visitors who called. When he was asked by the State Archivist R.C. Bakhuizen 

van den Brink to adopt regular opening hours in 1862, he complied only against 

his will. It marked a contrast between Feith and Bakhuizen; the latter had trav-

elled throughout Europe in order to visit archives and had gone to great lengths 

to get access to them.34 Feith wanted to manage his archive by his own standards, 

letting visitors in at the hours he decided himself, whereas Bakhuizen wanted to 

safeguard the visitors from the moods of archivists.

The Register was an instant success. It did manage to serve historians, but it 

failed to attract large numbers of them flocking towards Groningen. Although 

the facilities for researchers were embellished in the early 1870s, the number of 

visitors rose only marginally, if at all. Instead, Feith witnessed a change in the 

use of the archive. The visitors, who had already consulted the Register at home 

or elsewhere, had a lot less to do once they were ‘inside’. They knew beforehand 

which documents they needed, looked them up and copied them, and then went 

away again.35 Through the Register which summarized the content of the Gron-
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ingen archive, even a virtual visit was made possible. Feith concluded in his yearly 

report over 1875: ‘The printed registers make a personal visit evermore obsolete, 

which is why the number of visitors does not increase whilst the sources of the 

history of our province are still researched.’36 Anyone interested was able to know 

the content of the archive without physically entering it. The Register transformed 

the Groningen archive into something of an ordering service, managed by H.O. 

Feith Jr. Every archival document under his administration had a place in the 

Register, with its year and its own number. Anyone interested in documents could 

ask Feith for copies. And so people did: the correspondence over requested docu-

ments grew every year. The Berlin Geheimer Staats Archivar Ernst Friedländer in 

1875 for example sent over his shopping list, asking for charters for the Ostfriesis-

ches Urkundenbuch (1874-1881) he was working on [Fig. 21].37 Feith took care of 

the hand-made copies, and sent the documents to Friedländer together with a bill 

to cover expenses. Friedländer lavishly praised and thanked Feith for his coop-

eration in sending him the copies of the ‘treasures’, as he called the archival docu-

ments. It was not only copies which were sent by mail, sometimes it was the ‘real 

thing’ that went from the Groningen archive to another archive or library. Again, 

the helpfulness of Feith was rewarded with praise. Leiden’s university librarian 

wrote in a return letter: ‘I am in a hurry to send back this valuable book to your 

treasury, and to ask you politely to send me a message of its safe homecoming. Of 

course I will not do this without thanking you heartedly for this friendly proof of 

willing cooperation in the construction of historical science.’38

The Feith archive had become part of a network that facilitated the historical 

discipline that demanded archival documents as its fundament. The members 

of this network – archivists, librarians – cherished their documents and called 

them ‘treasures’. Copies were taken of them eagerly. Even the treasures themselves 

circulated between the members of the network. They went to and from safe 

havens such as archives and libraries, which were called ‘treasuries’. The members 

shared some ethical values that were necessary for communicating: helpfulness, 

carefulness towards the documents, generosity, and of course gratitude in return. 

In modern historiography which had collecting sources as one of its most regu-

lar practices, these were ‘historical virtues’ – as Jo Tollebeek has shown.39 From 

the ‘archival community’ that came into existence, great value was adhered to the 

small gestures that were a necessity to fulfil historiography’s methodological de-

mand for source material. H.O. Feith Jr, by copying the archival documents him-

self, excelled in them as Friedländer made clear: ‘Wie viel können wir Archivare 

alle von Ihrer Liberalität lernen, der Sie nicht nur Ihre archivalischen Schätze 

den Kollegen zugänglich machen, sondern selbst den Zeitaufwand nicht scheuen, 

den Ihren das Abschreiben so vieler Diploma verursacht.’40
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Fig. 21: Ernst Friedländer’s shopping list. Friedländer (‘Charters for the second volume of the 

Ostfriesischen Urkundenbuches’) ranked the demanded charters chronologically. Feith (‘sent 

copies on November 24th 1875’) made small marks in margine, noting the copies he made. 

Collection RHC Groninger Archieven
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 Raising standards

In 1884, P.J. Blok was named professor of history in Groningen. It marked an im-

portant change for the Feith archive: academic historiography made its entrance. 

History professors at Groningen University had never cared much for archival 

research. They had occupied themselves with ancient history and medieval lit-

erature.41 Blok was convinced that the archive should occupy a central position in 

historiography. No one could be a historian of the modern age, he said, without 

‘partly being an archivist’.42 He made numerous archival journeys – to Germany, 

Paris, Russia. In Blok’s enthusiastic rhetoric these were ‘round-ups’ in which he 

hunted for – once again – ‘treasures’.43 Blok had to plan his trips during the aca-

demic holidays, but during the year he could benefit from the facilities of the 

Groningen archive. Here he could find a great deal of sources for regional history, 

which he studied intensely. Archival documents that he had found on his travels 

could be sent over to the Groningen archive as well, just as Feith had sent his ma-

terial to other places. Blok had the letters of Louis of Nassau, a younger brother 

of William the Silent, sent over to Groningen from the archive of Marburg, Ger-

many in 1885. After the first parcel had been returned, Feith received a somewhat 

angry, somewhat disillusioned letter from Marburg. The parcel had been heav-

ily damaged in transport and only by miracle had the documents remained un-

harmed. Trust, which was so important in the network of archivists, was broken 

by Feith’s carelessness. The Marburg archivist demanded promises that such a 

thing would never happen again.44 Only after Feith had reassured that he would 

from then on be more careful, the next set of letters arrived. P.J. Blok could con-

tinue his work and was aided by the young J.A. Feith in copying the letters.45 A 

few years later, in 1887, Blok published an edition of the letters. In the preface he 

thanked the Prussian government for letting him use the letters in Groningen.46

Blok did not only use the archive for his research, it had a pivotal role in his 

teaching as well. He wanted to train his students to become true historians like 

himself. The historical method, rather than knowledge, should separate the his-

torian from the dilettante and it was for this reason that Blok started the first 

historical seminar in the Netherlands.47 In the seminar, professor and students 

worked together in the step-by-step construction of historical research.48 At the 

same time, the students trained themselves in skills like palaeography.49 Blok’s 

objective was to offer advanced students an ‘insight into the activities of the his-

torian’ and ‘a view on his workshop’.50 Since the use of primary source material 

was crucial in Blok’s idea of historiography, there could be no doubt about what 

the ‘workshop’ of the historian should be: the archive. It was the aging H.O. Feith 

Jr who put the content of the archive at Blok’s disposal, therefore allowing the 

students to train themselves with the original documents.51 The Groningen ar-
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chive was given a new function: it was the historian’s workshop, where the new 

apprentices could be trained using the original documents not for its content, but 

to hone their own skills. The students appeared as visitors in the yearly reports, 

arriving ‘to train themselves in the old handwriting’.52

Typical of the university-based historiography was a new genre of historical 

writing: the doctoral dissertation, based on archival research. Students of Blok 

did research in the Groningen archive, sometimes using documents that were on 

loan from elsewhere – just as the professor himself did.53 In the acknowledge-

ments of the dissertations, Blok was praised with gratitude. J.A. Feith, who had 

been one of the students to attend the seminar, thanked Blok for his help.54 H.O. 

Feith Jr, J.A.’s father, had first of all not thanked a professor, but his own father, 

H.O. Feith Sr.55 The appetite for the archive was no longer transmitted from fa-

ther to son, but from professor to student. This professionalized relationship in 

which the historical method was taught, was still embedded in a close-knit com-

munity. Blok stressed that he wanted to be a ‘friend’ of the students.56 This friend-

ship was returned and meant more than just an amicable relationship between 

student and professor. It was a loyalty to a historical method and historiography 

as well, as Blok’s student H. Brugmans showed in the preface to his dissertation. 

Brugmans thanked Blok extensively for being a ‘heartily and interested friend’, for 

teaching him ‘the love of science’; he felt ‘obliged’ to continue on the ‘foundations’ 

that Blok had made and he assured his mentor and friend that he would go wher-

ever ‘duty called him’. 57 For now this was in England, where Brugmans did archi-

val research, but later on he became a history professor himself in Amsterdam.

Blok and J.A. Feith became good friends too, working together on a chroni-

cle Feith edited in 1887 in which Blok wrote an elaborate introduction.58 The 

two became the core of the Groningen Historical Society, for which Blok had 

launched the initiative. He wanted to further historical research by cooperation.59 

The Historical Society grouped the most important historians and archivists of 

Groningen around Blok’s idea of historical research – some of them his former 

students. Their meetings combined a scientific ethos and a high degree of socia-

bility. The members discussed edition techniques, showed charters to each other 

and lectured from unpublished works at monthly meetings on a Saturday evening 

at one of the members’ homes. The atmosphere was described as ‘pleasant and 

advantageous’ and Blok looked back at the meetings as ‘enjoyable Saturday eve-

nings’.60 At the end of every year, the members went to a town or village nearby 

for an excursion that was always concluded with a dinner.

At the meeting of 21 January 1888, Blok put his fellow historians to work. He 

proposed taking up an old and never completed project: the edition of a book of 

charters (this time to include the neighbouring province of Drenthe as well as 

Groningen). The motivation for the edition had changed. The provincial patriot-
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ism that had been so important six decades before did not receive any mention in 

Blok’s proposal. Earlier projects were rejected as outdated, incomplete and inac-

curate.61 Contemporary historiography demanded higher standards of complete-

ness and preciseness that could not be met by the work of one man; a great source 

edition project demanded ‘teamwork’.62 The editing took longer than expected. It 

was only in 1899 that the second volume of the book of charters was completed.63 

The work undertaken was impressive: the editors gave notice of it in a detailed in-

troduction that served to establish themselves as trustworthy and reliable editors.

The determination to create a comprehensive edition was illustrated by an 

overview of the provenance of the charters that were included: over a thousand 

from 36 different archives, domestic and abroad. Of course, the editors had used 

their network: they gave thanks to all the helpful archivists who had given them 

information and who had sometimes been ‘competing’ in their ‘kindness’. To gath-

er all the material, archival journeys had been necessary. These journeys were 

accounted for too: J.A. Feith went to the Hamburg and Münster archives in Ger-

many for example.64 Feith’s keenness to travel contrasts greatly to his grandfather, 

H.O. Sr, who had tried to make of his own archive the storage house for the book 

of charters. By the wide geographical range of archives consulted, the editors 

showed the completeness of their selection of charters; they put even more effort 

in proving themselves to be precise editors.

The system of editing was one of checks and double-checks in which team-

work was crucial. The work was divided in the most efficient way: J.A. Feith 

had to make the first selection of charters that could be taken in, since he was 

the archivist and therefore closest to the documents. After this had been done, 

the real work could begin. Everyone had to take his fair share of copies. One col-

league would check these a first time, and afterwards the copies were discussed in 

the plenary meetings. For resolving any discussions, the original document was 

brought as the final authority.65 This precise and rather laborious work took a 

great deal of time, and the sociable aspect of the meetings was, to a greater extent, 

lost as a consequence. A solution was found in replacing the editorial meetings 

in 1892. No longer would the editors do their collective work in the cosy atmos-

phere of Saturday evening. Instead they worked in the Groningen archive on the 

Saturday afternoon, the place where Feith already kept all the paperwork and of 

course many of the original documents.66 It was the self-evident workshop for 

their archive-based edition.

All the procedures and precautions served to secure the preciseness of the edi-

tion. The original documents played an important role. Sometimes these docu-

ments were out of reach, though in such a case, the editors could rely on a con-

tact, often a helpful archivist. These relationships were based on trust: trust that 

original documents were handled with care and trust that the copies that were 
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sent over were accurate. How important trust was, was shown in those moments 

when it broke down. This had happened when H.O. Feith Jr had been careless 

with the letters from Marburg, and it happened again when the editors of the 

Oorkondenboek had requested a number of charters from the Vatican archives 

in Rome. They used their usual contact, G. Brom, who had been in Rome and 

who, in a first letter, had made assurances that the copies would be taken care 

of. In his second letter, however, with the three requested copies attached, Brom 

had found a defect in the copies made. He blamed his copyist who, according 

to him, was not suitable for much.67 This unfortunate copyist resembles the ‘in-

visible technicians’ described by Steven Shapin as playing an important role in 

Robert Boyle’s seventeenth-century experiments in natural science. They were 

only noticed through their ‘capacity to subvert – that is to make mistakes and 

trouble’.68 The technicians had no scientific authority: knowledge claims could 

only be made by Boyle. The technicians were trusted to perform the necessary 

experiments and should remain out of sight. They became visible when trust be-

came problematic, that is when something went wrong, such as the explosion of 

an air pump. The Roman copyist was entrusted with making accurate copies and 

should have remained completely transparent, as such he would not be named in 

the acknowledgements, let alone make it to the title page of the Oorkondenboek. 

Since he had made a mistake, the editors were urged to excuse themselves for 

those charters from Rome that had been copied in a substandard way compared 

to the rest of the charters.69 Through his bad copying, the Roman copyist shows 

us the importance of trust between archival researchers and he gives a glance at 

those who were indispensable to historiography, but were not meant to be seen.

 Epilogue

In 1913, in J.A. Feith’s obituary, Blok could state with no exaggeration that Feith 

had made of his archive the ‘centre of the Groningen historical research and his-

torical writing’ [Fig. 22].70 Blok himself had already left Groningen in 1894, to 

succeed his teacher R. Fruin as Professor of Dutch History in Leiden. One of 

Blok’s reasons to leave was that Leiden was close to the State Archives in The 

Hague, which he required in order to write his grand eight-volume synthesis of 

Dutch history.71 And it was to the State Archives that Blok sent his students to 

train themselves in palaeography. There they were received with surprise by State 

Archivist Th. van Riemsdijk, for Blok had sent him a letter of reassurance. Blok 

explained that he had directed his students to The Hague because Leiden did 

not have charters of sufficient age, and asked him whether his students were not 

aided by any of Van Riemsdijk’s assistants. For if that was the case they would 
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‘never’ master the craft.72 The archive had become a place of great practical and 

symbolical value to historians. True, historians had to share the archive with civil 

servants and others working there as well, and their numbers were not large (less 

than one PhD thesis a year was written with Blok, thanks to the very low number 

of students in the humanities). It was the privileged working place of historiogra-

phy, and communities and networks were formed around it in order to give access 

to the original documents. They were the primary sources that historiography 

needed as its raw material and the training material on which apprentices could 

hone their skills. Method and epistemology rested on ethics: helpfulness, trust-

worthiness and reliability were very important in accessing and ‘multiplying’ the 

archive.

Historiography, with its fondness of archives, was not unique in the humani-

ties. There were other disciplines that favoured certain places for their knowledge 

and discipline formation as well. Eskildsen has compared the work historians did 

in archives to the fieldwork done by archaeologists and anthropologists.73 Archae-

ology, anthropology and art history had their own places to stack their material: 

their collections and museums. One wonders if these museums and the classical 

Fig. 22: Th e Groningen archive in 1915: the historian’s workshop. Photo by Joël de Lange, 

Collection RHC Groninger Archieven
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and modern philologist’s library are comparable to the historian’s archive as well. 

The Groningen Historical Society seems to suggest so. Feith and Blok not only 

occupied themselves with texts, but proved that they were founders of the local 

museum of antiquities as well.74 Moreover, their ethos seems to have exceeded 

historiography and spread to more of the nineteenth-century humanities: one of 

the members of the Society was the philologist Jan te Winkel. In the 1890s, as an 

Amsterdam professor, he would write an overtly positivist, five-volume history of 

Dutch literature. The ‘scientific’ study of literature propagated by Te Winkel went 

hand in hand with an ethos of austerity.75 Already, Herman Paul has shown that 

in the Leiden humanities’ department (Blok’s new stand) such ‘epistemic virtues’ 

adhering to a philological ethos were widely spread.76 It shows that not only in 

epistemology, but also in ethics and maybe in practices there were many similari-

ties between the humanities. Perhaps even in its ‘personnel’, though not always 

so, helpful archivists like the Feiths may have had their equals in librarians or 

museum curators, and poor copyists whose names are long forgotten may have 

resembled diggers or technicians. They deserve to be researched as part of the 

history of the humanities.
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Wilhelm von Humboldt never went to Copenhagen. Not in a physical sense, any-

way. But the ideas connected to his name did, the amalgam of idealist philoso-

phy of German thinkers such as Kant, Schleiermacher, Schiller and Fichte who 

formulated the ideal of ‘Synthese zwischen Bildung und Wissenschaft, Synthese 

aus Forschung und Lehre, Synthese der Disziplinen.’1 The idea of a university em-

bedded in this thinking had scholarship (Wissenschaft)2 as the key concept. The 

aim of scholarship was to create knowledge for no other purpose than knowledge 

itself. Scholarship was to be the cornerstone of the university and the primary 

and defining pursuit of academic practice. A concomitant emphasis was put on 

research as the core of scholarship and scholarly activities. Scholarship was pri-

mary to teaching and teaching was dependent on it; in this sense there was a unity 

of research and teaching. The outcome of teaching was Bildung, another central 

concept of the ‘Humboldt model’ and the New Humanism on which it drew. 

Bildung was something essentially individualistic, self-motivated and non-utili-

tarian. Neither research, nor teaching, nor study should be limited by external 

concerns or constraints. Freedom should prevail for the scholar and the student; 

their only guidance should be their interest in gaining knowledge. This freedom 

would have to be secured by the state. A final aspect was the unity of knowledge.3 

The idea of unity of knowledge points to a general tendency of the organicism on 

which this thinking was founded. Wholeness and unity was perceived as positive, 

partition and fragmentation was seen as negative.

It was these ideas that ‘went to Copenhagen’ at the beginning of the nine-

teenth century. The subject of this essay is the fate of the ‘Humboldt model’ in the 

context of the humanities at the University of Copenhagen in the course of the 

nineteenth century. I will focus on two aspects. The first aspect is discipline for-

mation, and here I will focus on Classical Philology, National Philology, History 

and the Modern Philologies. The second aspect is the institutionalization of the 

research imperative, specialized scholarship and professionalization of scholarly 
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work. These developments took off against the background of the early modern 

university, but with respect to the University of Copenhagen things were in mo-

tion from the late eighteenth century onwards.

 Eighteenth-century developments and ideals

The period between 1784 and 1810 was a period of reform in Danish society. 

Higher education was no exception. From a system dominated by theology which 

produced priests, higher education became a system that educated civil serv-

ants: lawyers, doctors, priests, headmasters and senior teachers for the second-

ary schools. Education of the last category of civil servants was institutionalized 

in 1788 with a ‘peculiar exam for school teachers’. Before 1788 secondary-school 

teachers had been trained theologians and in this light this was the first inde-

pendent exam to be taken at the Philosophical Faculty. Until 1788 the university 

was characterized by the traditional hierarchy between the faculties. The Philo-

sophical Faculty concluded secondary education and served preparatory func-

tions for studies in the higher faculties. In 1775 an exam for school teachers was 

established as an addition to the exam in theology. Thirteen years later enlight-

ened reformers undid the tight bond between higher education and the church 

which had existed since the foundation of the university in 1479 and established 

an independent exam for secondary-school teachers, which gave the Philosophi-

cal Faculty a purpose of its own.

The core of the 1788 exam and the related reforms of secondary education was 

formed by classical languages. The final exam tested a) if the students had ‘the 

knowledge and proficiency in the languages required for their future occupation 

to read and interpret the old texts with insight, taste and criticism, b) if they had 

the required insights in mathematics, history, and geography, as well as natural 

and revealed theology to educate and lead the youth.’4 Even though this exam was 

broad and encyclopaedic, there is no doubt that classical philology was the pivot 

around which it turned. Inspiration came from Göttingen. After 1750 Göttingen 

was the preferred destination for student travels, to the extent that one could say 

that Göttingen was the most important university for the education of Danish 

philologists. In 1800 a Seminarium Paedagogicum along Göttingen lines was estab-

lished for the education of future secondary-school teachers.5

According to the regulations of 1788 the purpose of the University was pri-

marily to educate civil servants in state, church and medical practice, while the 

development of scholarly knowledge was a secondary purpose. Access to chairs 

was based on insight and learning. If a professor was competent, he was formally 

allowed to change from one professorship to another should he wish to do so. 
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This did, of course, not prohibit professors from doing research, but research in 

the form of original new contributions to the knowledge of a given field was no 

requirement for holding a university chair. The possibility of changing between 

professorships indicates that the ideal was not the specialized researcher but the 

polyhistor with a broad knowledge in a range of topics with respect to relevant 

literature, theories and their historical development. 6

With respect to academic disciplines, the fi rst thing to notice is the minute scale 

of which we are talking. Th e Philosophical Faculty consisted of eleven professors: 

three in mathematics, two in philosophy, two in history, two in Latin, and one each 

in Greek and Hebrew.7 Th e chair holders in Classical Philology were, until 1829, 

theologians and in history, either theologians or lawyers. Education in both clas-

sical philology and history was broad and encyclopaedic. With respect to commu-

nication no specialized professional journals existed and general literary journals 

were suffi  cient for the publication of studies and scholarly debate. Th is points to 

the fact that the development of knowledge was only in a limited sense institu-

tionalized in specialized forums related to the university. Th e major contribution 

to the fi eld of history, for example, came from outside the university. Th e wealthy 

landowner P. F. Suhm wrote the standard work on Danish history to be used at 

the university until the 1840s. Th is shows that only a minor part of historical writ-

ing was done at the university and participation in the study of the past was not 

constrained by disciplinary rules or norms or educational background.8

 Humboldt in Copenhagen 1829-1883

The Napoleonic Wars had a decisive impact on the university landscape in Eu-

rope. Copenhagen was no exception. The university buildings were destroyed by 

English bombs in 1807, to be rebuilt only after 1822. In 1810 efforts to reform the 

education of secondary-school teachers ran out of momentum, the Seminarium 

Paedagogicum was closed, and the 1788 exam was reinstalled in 1818. At the end of 

the 1820s the situation began to change. A new generation of scholars and intel-

lectuals, inspired by romanticism and national thinking, took the lead not only in 

academic discourse but also in public political debate. In 1829 a group of fourteen 

younger scientists and scholars, amongst them ten professors, began to publish 

Maanedsskrift for Litteratur (Monthly Review of Literature). The content came 

from both scientific and scholarly disciplines which mirrors the limited number 

of contributors for any academic journal at the time. Even though the purpose 

was to guide educated public opinion, the content does not leave any doubt about 

the academic foundations of the enterprise and shows that scholarly communica-

tion and debate was a central purpose of the Review.
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Of special relevance in the context of this article is a piece on the university 

and academic degrees, published in the first number of the Review, written by 

anonymous members of the editorial board. It begins with a thorough criticism 

of the idea of a faculty hierarchy. According to its authors, in essence all disci-

plines were equal because they all emanated from the mind. One could perhaps 

argue that disciplines which inquired into the spiritual side of man were more 

important than other disciplines, but it should be considered that when doing so 

the scholar was leaving the sphere of experience and historical knowledge, which 

made the task immensely complicated. The point was that in true scholarship – 

videnskab – all disciplines were equal. The concept of true scholarship was related 

to written thesis, proof, experience, knowledge, thoughtfulness and learning, and 

the opposites to scholarship were misconception, prejudice and bias. Thoughtful-

ness was of special importance and might best be translated as original thinking. 

According to the article, the rule ought to be that ‘extraordinary thoughtfulness, 

even without substantial learning, should open the way [into academe] to the 

same extent or perhaps even more than mere learning, which is not united with 

thoughtfulness, deeper insight and education, without which no genuine scholar-

ship will take place.’9 Learning alone was no longer enough. Originality was the 

ideal even though it had to be admitted that not ‘all practitioners of scholarship 

could be equally good, or at the same level make discoveries and open up new 

lines of scholarship...’10

These considerations point to a research oriented approach to scholarship. 

The comments on the faculty hierarchy suggest that the Philosophical Faculty 

did not gain equality at once. In 1824 it was allowed to award doctoral and mag-

ister degrees like the other faculties, after a delay of six years because of com-

plaints from the Theological Faculty that could not accept the equal standing of 

the preparatory faculty. As a consequence of its right to educate candidates, the 

Philosophical Faculty was given the right to award these candidates the magister 

degree for further studies and the doctoral degree to anyone presenting a written 

thesis showing the required amount of learning. Learning was the concept used in 

the official regulation,11 but practice would be much closer to the ideal formulated 

in 1829 in Maanedsskrift for Litteratur. In the following decade, scientific quali-

fications in the form of relevant academic degree and scholarly publication were 

key issues when chairs were filled. Around 1840 production and publication was 

a well-established part of the duties of the professors in the Philosophical Faculty 

besides teaching and examining.12

The emphasis on research in the sense of original new contributions to the 

knowledge of a field is also evident in the reviews that appeared in the first issue 

of the Maanedsskrift. The largest portion of the reviews concerned contributions 

to Classical Philology and bears witness to the superior position of the study of 
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the classics. Classical Philology was represented by three chairs at the Faculty 

after 1847, it played a major role in the existing exam, and the professional base 

of the discipline had developed through the philological candidates’ monopoly 

of headmasterships and senior teaching posts in secondary schools. The reviews 

in the Maanedsskrift concerned textual criticism, especially conjectural criticism 

and questions about the reconstruction of authentic texts; and they commented 

on the sources as a means to understand the essence and spirit embodied in the 

ancient Greek and Roman nations.13 The general trend in classical studies in Den-

mark was a move from an author perspective to a cultural and historical perspec-

tive. This did not mean that text criticism became less important; rather it meant 

a change in attitude towards the classical texts, which were no longer perceived 

as embodying universal ideals but as sources of a historical and cultural epoch. 

The most important protagonist of the new perspective was classical philolo-

gist J.N. Madvig (1804-1886). Madvig was professor in Copenhagen from 1829 to 

1879, Minister of Church and Education 1848-1850, and Inspector of the Public 

Schools from 1848-1874. From around 1840 he was the most influential person 

in questions of higher education in Denmark and the mastermind behind their 

reform in 1849-1850.

The backbone of these reforms was a widely accepted interpretation of univer-

sal history and Denmark’s place in it. Madvig’s conception of Danish history was 

based on the idea of progress and an idea of an intimate connection between the 

Danish nation and European civilization. For Madvig, nations were the organ-

izing principle of societies throughout history. The ancient Greek and Roman 

nations were the primitive first stages in the development of European civili-

zation. As such they were separated from modernity and distant from modern 

man. However, these nations differed from all later nations, because they were 

the foundation of European civilization. Thus, they were of universal importance 

to all European nations, including the Danish. After the Middle Ages, a period 

in which things did not really develop, we enter the period of modern nations in 

which the progressive development of European civilization was carried on the 

shoulders of the British, the French and the Germans. They carried the torch for 

the progressing European Geist or civilization. The Danish nation was situated at 

the periphery of Europe and was not drawn into the process of civilization until 

the end of the Middle Ages. From this time on, Denmark and Danish national 

culture developed through impulses from Europe. The progress of the Danish 

nation would be unthinkable without its connection to European civilization and 

its foundation in ancient cultures.14

Even though Madvig’s conception of history and of liberal education acknowl-

edged that Danish history, language and literature, as well as modern languages 

had a role to play in their own right, classical philology took centre stage. This 
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view, traceable in a review Madvig published as member of the editorial board in 

the first issue of the Maanedsskrift,15 became the foundation of the reform of the 

humanities in 1849, to which I shall return below.

In the first issue of Maanedsskrift another important testimony of the paradig-

matic generational shift in the late 1820s occurred. Christian Molbech’s review of 

the last volume of Knud Rahbek’s Survey of the Danish Literature was a devastat-

ing critique of the Enlightenment paradigm, the normative and aesthetic inter-

pretation of the progressive evolution of Danish literature. The subject of Rah-

bek’s six volume work, published between 1800 and 1828, was literature written in 

the Danish language from the Middle Ages to the present, measured according to 

the universal criteria of good taste. To Molbech, this was a misconception of the 

task of the history of national literature. Literary artefacts should not be meas-

ured according to taste but should be read as expressions of Danish nationality 

or national spirit, and as expressions of the spirit of the epoch in which they 

occurred.16 Molbech delivered his criticism as a member of the editorial board 

of the Maanedsskrift and as professor in litterairhistorie. The professorship in lit-

terairhistorie had traditionally been connected to the post of university librarian, 

but Molbech turned it into a professorship in the history of Danish national 

literature and Danish history.

The congregation of national philologists was not nearly as big or as institu-

tionalized as classical philology. Rather national philology, which had the history 

of Danish literature as its centre of gravity, took off as an emerging discipline 

from 1829 onwards. The legitimacy and importance of the field was undisputed 

in the Philosophical Faculty. An initiative to establish a regular chair in national 

language and literature was taken by the faculty at the beginning of the 1840s to 

be realized in 1844 with a chair in Nordic language and literature. The chair was 

called Nordic after a linguistic and historical interpretation of Danish nationality 

as rooted in an Old Norse nationality.17

Like other scholars, the historians would publish their written results in mon-

ographs or in general journals, because of the limited number of both readers and 

writers. With three professorships, history was well established as a legitimate 

field of scholarship. Like the national philologists, the historians were few, and 

the possibilities of earning a living from scholarship, rare. Contrary to Nordic 

Philology the historians used existing traditions of historical writing originating 

in the late eighteenth century and outside of the university as point of depar-

ture which they modernized into classic national narratives. Inspired by Ger-

man historiography and idealist philosophy like the national philologists, the 

core concept was Folket (Volk or people) understood as an organic whole in exist-

ence throughout historical time. Niebuhr, and especially Ranke, made a great 

impact on Danish historians in the 1830s, and source criticism became a core 
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element that signified true historical scholarship. The use of sources, especially 

non-printed sources, became the icon of scholarship ‘by which [a historical work] 

becomes a real enhancement of our knowledge, not just a contribution to a better 

understanding of the already known’, as the young historian, and future professor, 

Caspar Paludan-Müller wrote in a review in 1836.18

I will return to the formation of history as a professionalized discipline in the 

next section. In conclusion of this section, I will take a brief look at the exams in 

the Philosophical Faculty: the exam for senior teachers of the secondary schools 

of 1849 and the Magister Artium exam of 1848.

In this respect it is important to notice the actual autonomy of the Faculty. Un-

til 1848, the University of Copenhagen was an institution formally administered 

and regulated by an absolutist state. In practice, though, a bureaucratic procedure 

of decision making resting on administrative precedence secured the Faculty au-

tonomy. As noted, the establishment of the chair in Nordic Philology was a result 

of initiatives taken in the Faculty itself. The reform process, which was to lay out 

the framework for future discipline formation, was in the first place triggered by 

debates about reforming the secondary schools in the 1830s. In 1842, this made 

the Directorate for the University and the Secondary Schools ask the Philosophical 

Faculty for suggestions for the improvement of the exam for secondary school 

teachers, before further steps were taken. In this way, the Directorate left it to 

the Faculty to decide if reform was necessary at all; in the following process it 

left it to the Faculty to decide the content of reform. With one, not insignificant, 

exception, the 1849 exam for headmasters and senior teachers mirrored scholarly 

attitudes and power relations in the Faculty. The exception was the decision to 

make Old Norse language part of the exam. This decision was taken in 1848 by 

the minister of education D.G. Monrad, though with minority backing from the 

Faculty. Except for this imposition, the topics for examination were established 

by a decision of the Faculty majority, which was generally positive in their view of 

the classics and the ideal of the unity of knowledge. Of central importance in the 

process was professor Madvig, who made a major impact on the reform processes. 

He enjoyed a great amount of goodwill, built upon his reputation as a scholar 

of genius. This goodwill was prevalent in the state bureaucracy, of which he was 

head as minister of education, when the reform work was concluded.19

The result of the seven year long reform process was a philological-historical 

exam which can be seen as a synthesis of civilization and nation, resting on a his-

torical foundation. The main architect was Madvig, who, as explained above, saw 

the development of the Danish nation as intimately connected to the progress of 

European civilization. Accordingly, scholarly training for future secondary school 

teachers had to take into account both the national and European dimension 

to fulfil the purpose of liberal education. The exam had to combine knowledge 
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of civilization and nation. Hegel was certainly a shadow figure in this line of 

thought, but it was Madvig who transformed Hegel’s philosophy of history into 

a pedagogical principle emphasizing the connection between the Danish nation 

and European civilization as the foundation of liberal education and the exam 

for secondary-school teachers. Accordingly, the 1849 exam consisted of classical 

philology, dealing with the foundation of European civilization; history, includ-

ing both European and especially Danish national history; and Nordic philology, 

the study of Nordic languages (including Old Norse language) and literature, 

especially Danish. All non-humanistic subjects, previously a part of the head-

master exam, were removed. The intention was to establish a unity of knowl-

edge and disciplines. Classical philology was perceived as a historical discipline 

in which the classical languages were means to study the original texts with ‘your 

own eyes’ (Autoptic). History was more introductory in nature and should pro-

duce an overview of European history after the Middle Ages and of the history of 

the Danish Fatherland. Nordic Philology should provide deeper insight into na-

tional language (also in its Old Norse form) and the history of national literature, 

which, taken together with the history of the Fatherland, was the natural vantage 

point for a Danish man. Unity should counter subjectivity, one-sidedness and ar-

bitrariness. In addition, the critical-hermeneutical method of classical philology 

would be the methodological basis of all the disciplines, because it provided the 

viable method for any serious historical study based on sources. The unitary view 

encompassed history, knowledge and method.20

Even though this result put an emphasis on the unity between forms of knowl-

edge of different disciplines, the reform process witnessed a growing tension be-

tween specialization and unity among the scholars in the faculty. A specialized 

exam in history and geography had its protagonists, but not as an alternative to 

the classical foundation of Bildung, though, only as a means to strengthen the 

teaching of post-classical European history and national history. However, in the 

end anxieties about the room left for post-antiquity and national history in the 

exam was a minority standpoint overruled by the majority’s emphasis of the ideal 

of unity. This tension between unity of knowledge and disciplinary specialization 

of research was to some extent turned around with respect to the second reform, 

the magister artium exam of 1848. With respect to the magister artium exam, 

disciplinary specialization was the point of departure, though it was emphasized 

that excessive specialization was to be avoided. This exam made it possible to 

study a single discipline ‘as a whole and in its main ramifications although with an 

emphasis of a more special area of study (and) with knowledge about the history 

of the discipline and its connections to related disciplines and culture in general.’21 

This was an exam for future scholars heading for a university chair. This was spe-

cialized research education, the PhD of its day.
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The 1849 reform of the education of secondary-school teachers is both an in-

teresting and a peculiar piece of reform work. It is humboldtian, since it tries 

to maintain a unity of what were already at this point evolving individual disci-

plines. To some extent the 1849 reform was out of touch with the structural trans-

formations of the individual disciplines, which began to evolve after 1830. There 

was, so to speak, a tension between structures of proto-discipline formation and 

the reform ideals from the very beginning.

This tension becomes even more apparent when one takes the magister artium 

exam into consideration. Nordic Philology and History specialized as disciplines 

on the basis of the magister artium exam. Classical studies had a sufficient base 

in the 1849 exam to secure research education, which says quite a lot about the 

magnitude of classical studies in this exam. Accordingly, the classical philologists 

did not use the magister artium exam of 1848 at all, but a rising number of histo-

rians and national philologist and literary scholars used magister artium as a way 

to complete specialized studies in their favourite subject, which on the other hand 

says something about the status of these subjects in the exam of 1849. They were 

minors, while classical studies were the major.

 Discipline formation in practice – an example

A way to measure disciplinary development is to take a closer look at the develop-

ment of disciplinary journals. I have chosen to illustrate the development in Co-

penhagen with the development of The Danish Historical Journal published from 

1840 onwards by the Danish Historical Association founded in 1839 by the afore-

mentioned professor Molbech. From 1840 it began to publish its journal with 

Molbech as editor. The purpose of the Association was scholarly and national: ‘in 

part to awaken historical spirit and interest in general; in part to further histori-

cal art and talent and historical studies primarily with respect to the fatherland 

and Danish literature; in part to contribute to knowledge about and preservation 

of Danish historical documents and other written sources related to the history, 

geography, ethnography and archaeology of Denmark.’22 The regulations of the 

Historical Journal were based on the same broad approach. The aim of the jour-

nal was to benefit historical scholarship and research, and it would be open to 

original articles on history and auxiliary sciences, printing of sources and ‘neither 

Ethnography, Geography, Statistics, Biography, etc, nor the history of literature, 

and scholarly culture would be excluded from the journal.’23

The first 25 volumes of the journal do not mirror a discipline. The majority 

of articles were written by men with a wide array of educational and profession-

al backgrounds, especially by Molbech himself. Until 1854 he was the author of 
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half of the articles and most of the reviews. The content was in tune with the 

regulations and several studies of Danish literary history were published. Re-

jection of articles was rare, in the early years close to none. This was primarily 

due to the lack of contributions, a problem often solved with the publication 

of sources.24

Things began to change from the middle of the 1860s, when the association 

and the journal developed a more professional and disciplinary profile. Edvard 

Holm (1833-1915) became the first professional historian to edit the journal 

(1865-1878). He had passed the 1849 exam in 1855, received scholarships the 

following years, in 1866 he attained a doctorate in Philosophy, and from 1867 

he was professor in history. With respect to content, political history became 

dominant, and the critical article dealing with problems of source criticism be-

came frequent. From 1876 onwards, surveys of Danish and foreign historical 

literature became a recurring feature of the Journal, while the previously occa-

sional reviews became a regular part of the content, written mainly by profes-

sional historians. According to the new regulations of the same year, the associa-

tion was still focused on the history of the fatherland, but no longer included 

geography, ethnography, or archaeology. With respect to the Historical Journal 

future content should be confined to ‘original historical treatises, and in addi-

tion historical reviews and critiques, unpublished letters, documents and other 

historical contributions.’25

For the rest of the century, the editor was always a university professor, and 

the board of the association was controlled by history professors. This meant a 

change in editorial practice. In general, more articles were rejected. Especially 

authors without scholarly merit found it increasingly difficult to get their writing 

into the columns of the Journal. After 1880 amateurs writing local history were 

rejected en bloc because their writings were found to be irrelevant and methodo-

logically naïve. Even though their articles might contain new historical knowl-

edge, the third criterion for acceptance, the irrelevance for national and political 

history was enough for their rejection. Even though no other group of authors 

was rejected as consistently as the amateur local historians, a clearer set of evalua-

tion criteria had developed. The ideal article would contain new information and 

would be independent in its treatment, it would be entirely based on unpublished 

primary sources critically evaluated, and would make use of the newest research 

literature. This would be originality in the ideal sense.26

A range of contributions did not meet these standards, so rejection levels con-

tinued to rise at the end of the century.27 At the same time the content of the Jour-

nal became professionalized. In the first decade of the journal’s lifetime, about 

10 of the articles were written by scholars for whom historical studies were 

their occupation. After 1880 non-professionals wrote 40 of the articles. These 
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authors were mainly scholars from neighbouring disciplines. 50 of the articles 

were written by professional historians and the last 10 were written by educated 

historians not earning a living as such.28

What this case shows is the professionalization of a discipline which en-

tails clearer criteria of scholarship related to research, method and originality, 

and a clearer demarcation of the disciplinary subject. A process of professional 

closure29 took place. Closure hints at the professionals’ ability to control entry 

into the professional field, determine who is competent and who is not, and 

to exclude the incompetent. Even though closure is evident, it is also evident 

that professional exclusiveness did not mean that non-professionals per se were 

excluded from contributing to the disciplinary knowledge base, even though it 

became much harder to contribute without academic training. At the end of the 

century the Danish Historical Journal had become a journal for professional 

historical scholarship enforcing professional scholarly standards. As such, it 

was the means for professionally sanctioned disciplinary communication. For 

this reason, it had developed into the Journal in which aspiring young scholars 

wished to publish to advance their academic career; after the middle of the 1880s 

a career was no longer possible without the right education, which meant the 

Magister Artium.

With respect to philology, a scholarly association was founded in 1854 and a 

journal was published from 1860 onwards. This was The Journal of Philology and 

Pedagogy, which became the channel for publication of philological scholarship, 

especially classical, and remained so throughout the century; ‘pedagogy’ was re-

moved from the title in 1892, but the topic had been marginal from the beginning. 

As was the case with the Historical Journal, it never became a journal for profes-

sional classical scholars exclusively; it was open to scholars from other disciplines, 

but as the century progressed outsiders became fewer and fewer.30

 Humboldt deconstructed, 1883-1901

As the case study indicates, professionalization of academic knowledge produc-

tion advanced as the century progressed. Generalizing the case, this meant that 

professionals, especially university professors, came to dominate and control the 

market for scholarly communication and the merits attached to publication in 

leading journals, and that education became a necessary precondition to becom-

ing a professional. When one turns to the university it becomes clear that this 

element in discipline formation, the interconnection between degree and access 

to the profession, was a minimum requirement. With respect to control, the pro-

fessors’ position as academic power holders becomes even more apparent since 
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professors controlled training as well as scholarships, degrees, and eventually 

access to professorships. To some extent, they also controlled establishment of 

new chairs, the potential institutionalization of new disciplines, even though this 

would depend on state financing, and thus required political backing. This back-

ing related to the broader question of the legitimacy of university requests, which 

in turn related to the development of secondary education and to broader politi-

cal and cultural traits. Let us begin this last section with a brief look at the formal 

framework within which discipline formation took place.

After 1870 pressure from the market for professional services began to make 

itself felt. In this context, market refers to the secondary school in which academi-

cally trained teachers found employment. Parents and teachers criticized the work 

load of the pupils. One side of the political opposition criticized the non-national 

character of secondary education. The other side of the political opposition, and 

a large number of middle-class commentators, criticized the non-utilitarian con-

tent of secondary education. It did not aid entrepreneurship or commerce with 

its relative disregard of mathematics and new languages. The result was a bifurca-

tion of the secondary schools in 1871 into a mathematical and a classical branch. 

This led to new debates: was it sensible to maintain privileged access of the 1849 

exam-candidates to the positions of headmaster in the secondary schools when 

rising numbers of teachers were recruited from the ranks of specialists, especially 

mathematicians and polytechnics?

In 1883, 40 philologists handed in a petition to the Ministry of Education ask-

ing for a revision of the 1849 exam to the effect that privileged access to headmas-

tership was removed. Following precedence, the Ministry handed over the ques-

tion to the Philosophical Faculty, and the Faculty chose to reform. The reform 

process took place inside the Faculty with some interaction with the administra-

tive level and without any interference from the political level. The process was 

pragmatic and the approach was not characterized by animosity towards the 1849 

exam, but, rather, by the question ‘why should the very demanding 1849 exam 

be maintained if no privileges were attached to it?’ A minority wanted to keep 

the 1849 exam with some minor adjustments, but the process resulted in a new 

structure of the exams in the faculty which were a compromise between the 1849 

exam and the 1848 magister artium. The 1849 exam could be seen as comprising 

of a major and two minor topics. This became the model in the reform of 1883, 

the Candidatus Magisterii or Cand. Mag.exam. The Faculty tried to accommo-

date what it saw as the demands of the present by creating a structure with freer 

choices possible between faculty disciplines, and in which the faculty disciplines 

were seen as independent and equal. As so often, some proved to be more equal 

than others: Latin had more or less to be chosen as a minor, when not a major, 

but nonetheless, history could be a major, as could Nordic philology, and the new 
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languages.31 This equality meant that the specialization of the disciplines, that 

took place de facto, and which was illustrated by the development of the Danish 

Historical Journal, was institutionalized in the exams of the Philosophical Faculty.

After the breakthrough of specialized exams in 1883, the specialized charac-

ter of scholarship and discipline formation was never questioned again. Th at the 

faculty was organized in distinct and independent disciplines was a fact, the self-

evident point of departure in the reform process leading to the next reform in 1901. 

At the end of the nineteenth century, the disciplines were the natural and unques-

tioned entity for the organization of teaching and exams. Danish, in 1849 named 

Nordic Philology, German, English, French, Latin, Greek and History were the 

disciplines in which the exam for secondary-school teachers could be taken. While 

the 1883 exam kept the methodological principles of 1849, the 1901 exam put a 

new emphasis on method as a core element in each discipline. 1901’s educational 

goals were specialized discipline knowledge and training in the practical use of 

discipline methods. To accomplish this, a Philological-Historical Laboratory was 

established in 1896. Th is was in fact a library with a range of handbooks and pub-

lished sources to be used for seminars and practical exercises of the Berlin type.

The name of the laboratory just meant that it was an institution of the Philo-

sophical Faculty as a whole with scholarly apparatus available in all disciplines. 

It did not mean that there was no clear boundary between philology and history. 

With respect to disciplinary identities, the historical discipline developed a dis-

tinct methodological profile of its own, cutting earlier bonds to the hermeneutics 

of classical philology. In 1892 the young professor in history, Kristian Erslev, wrote 

a small introduction to source criticism. The book was called  Grundsætninger for 

historisk Kildekritik, in English Basic Axioms of Historical Criticism. This book 

became a symbol of a new ‘scientific approach’ to the study of the past. Source 

criticism became the corner stone of the identity of the historical discipline, and 

Erslev himself became the founding father of modern historical scholarship in 

Denmark.32 With respect to the language disciplines, it seems as if the major 

boundary line between them was related to the subject matter of the disciplines 

rather than difference with respect to methodology. According to the curriculum, 

the general approach to the philologies emphasized language in its current form, 

its history and the mastery of the language in the different forms of its develop-

ment. Knowledge about the history of the literature and the reading of classic 

literature in the respective language was required, and, of course, grammatical 

and linguistic insight. The curriculum for the different philologies had more sim-

ilarities than differences. At the turn of the century a language professor could 

be a research specialist in phonetics, in comparative linguistics or in literature, 

subjects requiring different methodologies. In this light, methodology does not 

seem to have functioned as differentia specifica. The basis of discipline identity 
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thus seems to be related to the language and the related literature in which the 

individual scholar specialized.33

What happened between 1883 and 1901 was the fi nal transfer of disciplinary 

power to the disciplines themselves. It should be remembered that this is the pre-

institute era. Th e Philosophical Faculty consisted of individual chairs. In 1883 as 

in 1901, power over the formal rules regarding the discipline with respect to exams 

and curriculum as well as scholarships, degrees and eventually access to profes-

sorships was in the hands of the professors of the discipline. Th is had to do with 

the acknowledgement of expertise both within university, the faculty and the state. 

Disciplinary knowledge was to some extent esoteric to the outsider; to evaluate the 

validity and originality of knowledge claims required specialized knowledge, insight 

and experience in the use of specifi c, disciplinary methods. Only disciplinary pro-

fessors (fagvidenskabsmænd, Fachwissenschaftlern) were able to perform these tasks.

In all faculty disciplines we see the eff ect of the ideal of the research university. 

Accumulation of merit for the pursuit of an academic career had to be won with 

good exams, leading to scholarships which had to be transformed into written 

scholarly production and a doctoral degree as a prerequisite for further scholarly 

career. With respect to the evaluation of doctoral theses we fi nd the norms of 

the research university: the emphasis on new knowledge, independent judgement, 

method, critique and originality. Even though it was the disciplinary experts who 

had the most important say when chairs were to be fi lled, there was a fundamental 

consensus about the criterion on which awarding professorships had to be made: 

scholarly merit. Th is does not mean that extra-scholarly considerations were not 

at play, but they were not allowed to be stated explicitly. Th ere is only one, but very 

signifi cant, exception, the scholar of literature Georg Brandes. Brandes was barred 

from the Faculty, mainly for political reasons, in 1872, which raised a continued 

controversy at the Faculty until 1902 when he eventually became professor.34

Even though the Faculty strengthened its autonomy it did not exist in a vac-

uum. The 1883 reform was one example of adaption to pressure from the mar-

ket for professional services or products: the secondary schools. As mentioned 

above, the modern languages gained importance because of public and political 

debates about the secondary schools. The modern philologies could not boast 

civilizational or national value, but pressure from the market gave them purpose, 

legitimacy and acknowledgement in the Faculty as well as the state. Chairs had 

existed on and off from the eighteenth century; now regular professorships were 

established in English, German and Romance philology.35

The 1883 reform also meant that the position of Nordic philology was con-

solidated in accordance with the ever rising value given to the subject of the Dan-

ish language and literature in the secondary schools. A minor subject in 1849 

compared to history and classics, it was now an independent discipline which 
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gained importance as the secondary-school curriculum was nationalized and as 

classics lost some of its legitimacy. Classical philology did not expand after 1883 

as the other disciplines did. It was no longer the self-evident point of departure 

for liberal education, a position which was taken over by Danish and history. 

This became evident in the reform of the secondary schools in 1903. This reform 

meant the tripartition of the Gymnasium into a mathematical, a classical and a 

modern-language branch with national language, literature and history as the 

common foundation. The reform mirrored dominant opinions in the Philosophi-

cal Faculty. Classical philology was no longer seen as the foundational discipline 

providing methodological and interpretive tools for other disciplines; classical 

philology lost its paradigmatic status in this period.36

 Concluding comparative remarks

To categorize the development of the humanities at the University of Copenha-

gen in the nineteenth century as similar to the traditionalism of the British Isles, 

and as opposed to the new developments in France and Germany, is misleading.37 

It seems obvious that the process of modernization in Copenhagen was closely 

connected to the process of modernization that took place at the German univer-

sities from the late eighteenth century onwards.

Danish reformers and scholars subscribed to German ideas about university 

reform and scholarship throughout the nineteenth century. The idea of the unity 

of knowledge was pushed as far as possible in 1849, only to be dismantled by 

processes of professionalization and the institutionalization of the research ideal 

which, in combination with pressure from the market of professional services, 

created disciplinary specialization. In the last quarter of the century, these special-

ized disciplines became the focus for teaching and research communication, and 

the boundaries between them became firmer and more difficult to transgress. The 

same was the case at the German universities.38 The intimate relation between the 

humanities and secondary education was another important similarity. The hu-

manities liberated themselves from theology on the basis of a practical purpose: 

the education of secondary-school teachers. Even the core content of this secular 

education was similar: new humanism, classical philology and Bildung.39

The chronology of discipline formation was not significantly different at Co-

penhagen and modern German universities. From the late eighteenth century 

onwards, classical philology became the core and model discipline. National phi-

lology was institutionalized in the 1840s and history as a scholarly and national 

discipline took shape in the same period.40 In the last quarter of the century 

modern philologies were institutionalized, legitimized in part by scholarly argu-
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ments and indeed by the demand for secondary-school teachers in the modern 

languages.41 The internal and structural developments of the disciplines drew 

development in a similar direction. Emphasis on research, originality, method 

and mastery of disciplinary knowledge contributed to specialization and profes-

sionalization. Professorial control with scholarly means of communication was a 

way to gain power which was used to further professionalization. Thus, scholarly 

journals in general can be seen as vehicles of professionalization, as was illus-

trated by the case of the Danish Historical Journal.42

The development in Copenhagen did not have much in common with the old 

English universities or traditionalism. Religion did not hold any position in the 

humanities in Copenhagen after 1788, and a professorship was not a temporary 

position before a church office as was the case at Oxbridge until the last quarter 

of the nineteenth century. Contrary to the English case, the professionalization 

of the humanities in Copenhagen was closely related to the professionalization 

and secularization of the secondary schools. In nineteenth-century England, clas-

sical education at Oxbridge was not a core element in the education of secondary 

teachers, but a defining factor in the moral education of gentlemen and future 

political and imperial leaders.43 Thus, there was no external pressure for the insti-

tutionalization of new disciplines. English studies, for example, had a hard time 

establishing itself as a discipline and was established rather late, after the turn of 

the century. Its proponents had to set aside claims of a wider social significance, 

because the reading of fiction was associated with generalist competences and lei-

sure, which worked strongly against the authority of the professional or academi-

cally trained critic. Instead, the proponents of English studies had to emphasize 

more specialized forms of knowledge represented by philology, literary history 

and text editing. The same is true with respect to history. Until late in the century, 

writing of history was an amateur domain aimed at the general public and this 

postponed its formation as a discipline.44

In addition to the professional obstacles, Bentley relates the belated formation 

of history as a discipline to the fact that it did not have any nation-building func-

tion to perform in England.45 This must be seen as a peculiarity of the British. In 

Copenhagen and the German-speaking world, national thought was a contribut-

ing factor in the establishment of the disciplines of history and national philol-

ogy. As shown above, the founding of the Danish Historical Journal in 1840 had 

national aims alongside scholarly ones, and it was the national importance of his-

tory that imparted legitimacy to history as an emerging discipline. The same was 

true with respect to Nordic philology. Both emerging disciplines were inspired by 

German romanticism, by Ranke and the Brothers Grimm. The rise of romantic 

nationalism or national thought is central for the understanding of discipline 

formation in the humanities in the nineteenth century. This romantic paradigm 
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gave importance to new fields of study which the enlightenment did not value 

in the same way. National history and national literature and language were new 

specialties created by this cognitive shift.

In Copenhagen, the nineteenth-century modernization of the humanities 

meant a major shift in the control and organization of secular knowledge produc-

tion: from polyhistor to specialized scholar; from learning to research; from mas-

tery of received knowledge to the establishment of new knowledge; from the ide-

ology of classics to the ideology of nation. The universal claims of new humanism 

and classical philology were vital in the liberation of the humanities from theol-

ogy. In the course of the nineteenth century, classical philology gradually became 

marginalized by the national disciplines of history and national philology. It lost 

its status as paradigmatic scholarship earlier in Copenhagen than in Germany.46
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Throughout the 1880s and early 1890s, Johannes Gerhardus Rijk Acquoy, Pro-

fessor of Church History at Leiden University, used to invite his most talented 

students to a weekly privatissimum. In a room belonging to the university library, 

as close as possible to the books and manuscripts he needed, Acquoy taught his 

students the first principles of source criticism. More importantly, however, he 

also tried to mould their habits, their characters, their working manners, so as to 

transform them into real, scholarly church historians. He told them that scholar-

ship worthy of its name depended on such character traits as truthfulness, cir-

cumspection, precision and ‘complete objectivity and impartiality.’1 In particular, 

Acquoy emphasized that church historians must be ‘critical,’ that is, in the pos-

session of an inquisitive mind, not easily satisfied, and unfailingly dedicated to 

the principle of asserting nothing that is not justified by primary source material. 

Church history had to be critical if it aspired to the status of scholarship.2

In the historiography of the humanities, seminars such as Acquoy’s privatis-

simum have often been seen as markers of professionalization and discipline-

formation. In the history of historical writing, for example, the Ranke-inspired 

historisches Seminar is frequently treated, not merely as a breeding ground for 

modern, source-based historical studies, but also as the institutional arrange-

ment through which ‘professionals’ distinguished themselves from ‘amateurs’ and 

thereby helped create a distinct professional identity.3 Arguably, the creation of 

such disciplinary identities was a major concern throughout the nineteenth cen-

tury, not only for historians, but for scholars across the humanities.4 However, 

Acquoy’s weekly gatherings in the university library do not only inform us about 

processes of discipline formation; they also bear witness to a widespread commit-

ment to ‘critical’ history, ‘critical’ source evaluation, and ‘critical’ scholarship.

Whereas, by and large, the history of the humanities is often still written along 

disciplinary lines,5 I would like to propose a different, discipline-transcending 

perspective. I am interested, not in how figures such as Acquoy helped create a 
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discipline, but in how they conceived of the persona of the historian.6 What sort 

of intellectual virtues did they attribute to him (never a her)? Whom did they 

identify as personifications of this ideal, and hence as model scholars? In what 

sort of practices did they hope to craft such ‘scholarly selves’?7 And to what extent 

did they themselves, in the eyes of colleagues or students, live up to their ideals? 

Not unlike Lorraine Daston and Peter Galison, whose work traces the historical 

trajectories of such virtues as truth, objectivity, precision, and replicability,8 I am 

interested in the epistemic virtues that scholars considered essential to academic 

performance. What sort of wissenschaftliche Persönlichkeit, or scholarly self, did 

scholars have to acquire in order to classify as good academics?

Focusing, in this paper, on the virtues implied in the ideal of a ‘critical’ his-

torian, I choose Acquoy and his colleagues at Leiden as my case study. This is, 

obviously, not because scholars at Leiden exercised a monopoly on so-called criti-

cal history, but because their university had an established reputation for such 

criticism – especially for ‘historical criticism’ in Biblical scholarship.9 I will briefly 

compare Acquoy’s views in these matters to those of Abraham Kuenen, the Old 

Testament scholar, Reinart Dozy, the Arabist, and Robert Fruin, the historian 

known as ‘father of modern Dutch historiography.’10 For reasons of space, I will 

focus exclusively on their ideals of academic selfhood, that is, on the epistemic 

virtues they advocated in their teaching and writing, thereby leaving the question 

what sort of virtues and vices they actually exercised to a future occasion.11

 I

First, then, what sort of critical virtues did Acquoy, Kuenen, Dozy and Fruin at-

tribute to their model historians? Although, in the second half of the nineteenth 

century, the word ‘critical’ was on many lips, this adjective could acquire a variety 

of meanings. What is needed, therefore, is an analysis of the semantic field in 

which this word was employed. To what sort of performances did the predicates 

‘critical,’ ‘uncritical,’ and ‘hyper-critical’ refer?12 How was the ideal of ‘critical’ his-

tory translated into character traits, virtues, habits, dos and don’ts?

Based on their teaching notes and on such programmatic pieces as their inau-

gural addresses, one can observe, first of all, that the four Leiden professors more 

or less agreed on the epistemic virtues that a ‘critical’ historian had to embody. 

Requiring historians to base themselves, as much as possible, on primary source 

material, they all attributed great importance to virtues of the sort entailed in 

source criticism, that is, in detailed examination of such issues as the authorship, 

date, purpose and reliability of ancient documents. Source criticism was careful, 

patient work and, accordingly, required ‘tough perseverance and inexhaustible pa-
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tience’ besides ‘fair judgement and a large amount of acuteness,’ as Acquoy told his 

students.13 Fruin agreed that source criticism was a matter of ‘incredible exertion 

and shrewdness,’ requiring on the part of its practitioners ‘a craving for accuracy, 

also in little things’ and an ‘unconditional love and reverence for the truth.’14 Dozy, 

too, urged his students that truth could only be reached through ‘accurate use of 

sources’ and considered ‘great attentiveness and acuteness’ indispensable for criti-

cal research.15 ‘[M]any texts are still awaiting critical treatment, many errors still 

have to be put out of the way, many issues demand more accurate consideration 

than they have received so far.’16 Unsurprisingly, accuracy was also a key virtue for 

Kuenen, who recommended ‘utmost care’ in matters of source criticism. Arguing 

that sources ‘must not be blindly accepted and followed, but must be carefully 

weighed and estimated,’17 Kuenen almost equated progress in matters of source 

evaluation with an increase in scholarly cautiousness.18

Carefulness, accuracy, patience and perseverance: these are intellectual virtues 

that Franz Schultz describes as ‘the heritage of a centuries-old philological men-

tality.’19 Rainier Kolk sees them as part and parcel of a ‘philological ethos’ that 

prevailed throughout much of the nineteenth-century humanities.20 Nonetheless, 

the Leiden faculty held somewhat divergent views on how significant the philo-

logical dimension of their research was. Consequently, despite their shared ideas 

about the diligence and devotion needed for source criticism, they did not entirely 

agree over whether historians must possess additional virtues or character traits 

and, in case of a positive answer, which virtues counted as most desirable.

Dozy, for example, never considered himself superior to humble source crit-

icism, but felt irresistibly attracted to great epic narratives of the sort written 

in France by, for example, François Guizot and Augustin Thierry. ‘Compare a 

French historian to a German one,’ he said in 1850. ‘Why does the latter usually 

stand below the former, even if both have worked with equal industry? One an-

swers: because the Germans often lack judgement and taste.’21 They overburden 

their studies with excessive footnotes, drown themselves in technical details, and 

tend to forget that history is more than the sum of its auxiliary sciences. So, what 

Dozy wanted historians to have, in addition to carefulness and perceptivity in 

matters of source evaluation, was imagination, literary taste, as well as a healthy 

amount of patriotism. For a compelling history of the sort that Dozy had in mind 

not merely showed what had happened in the past, but also instructed its readers 

and inculcated them with love for their country and its past.22

Kuenen, too, required additional virtues and cherished an ideal of narrative 

history. ‘Generally the critic and the historian are combined in the same individ-

ual, but for all that the former is the servant of the latter,’ he explained in 1880.23 

‘History that deserves the name is always ‘history of civilization,’ whatever it may 

call itself, and of ‘civilization,’ moreover, in that deeper sense which excludes any 
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merely external conception and concentrates our attention upon the rise and 

growth of ideas, their propagation in society and the power they exercise on life.’24 

At the same time, Kuenen was too much committed to meticulous criticism to 

ever allow any overhasty generalization about the development of ideas in society. 

When he praised his colleague, Henricus Oort, for his imaginative powers, he did 

not refrain from mentioning that Oort’s historical narratives sometimes lacked a 

proper critical basis.25

For Kuenen, then, historians on the one hand need more than diligence and 

discernment. Empathy, imaginative power, intuition and ‘congeniality of spirit’ 

are indispensable for understanding ideas and their development over time.26 On 

the other hand, Kuenen argued that these additional virtues must always be re-

strained by the asceticism of a truly critical mind: ‘Let the imagination spread its 

wings, but – only begin to fly when tranquil and patient research must declare 

to have reached the end of their possibilities.’27 Finally, it should not go unno-

ticed that Kuenen attached great weight to the courage not to shrink away from 

unconventional or theologically unorthodox conclusions. Intellectual honesty 

sometimes requires the courage to ‘choose a new site for our edifice,’ even if that 

would not remain unchallenged in such a minefield as the discipline of Biblical 

scholarship.28 The courage to embrace one’s own conclusions, said Kuenen, is a 

moral demand for any scholar in pursuit of truth.29

Although Fruin and Acquoy agreed with much of this, they did not share 

Dozy’s and Kuenen’s ideals of narrative history. As long as ‘critical’ historical stud-

ies had not grown beyond their embryonic state, any synthesis of scholarly find-

ings was premature. Accordingly, for Fruin and Acquoy, the difference between 

history and criticism was relatively small. They wanted all of the historian’s work 

to be guided by ascetic virtues of the sort that Dozy and Kuenen reserved to the 

stage of source evaluation. As Fruin unequivocally put it in an 1865 article: ‘Before 

many a detail is put in better light, there can be no thought of a thoroughly satis-

fying survey of the entire course of history. It is therefore better to spend our en-

ergies in clarifying details than to waste them in delivering grand insights that are 

only partly correct. We are not to begin with the building before we have gathered 

and prepared the building material.’30 Accordingly, Fruin’s model historian had a 

great eye for detail and exhibited such virtues as precision and attentiveness, not 

only in an archives reading room, but also behind his writing desk. He would not 

dare to write what Kuenen called an ‘organic’ history of how a people developed 

in the course of centuries.31

Likewise, Acquoy taught his students to avoid everything that bordered on 

such vices as carelessness, inaccuracy and overhasty generalization. ‘The less ex-

perienced a historian is, the more he shall give himself to startling conjunctions 

and daring hypotheses. But the more experience he has gained, the more truth-
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loving he has become; the more he has learned to belie his nature, to solicit the 

approval of posterity instead of the acclaim of his contemporaries; the more he 

will be tempted to confess his ignorance and not to act as if he knew everything 

and was able to explain it all.’32 On Acquoy’s view, even the texture of the histo-

rian’s prose – serene and tranquil, plain and without any finery – and the typo-

graphical appearance of his work had to conform to ascetic virtues.33

In sum, all four professors agreed that history must be critical in the sense of 

being based on primary sources that had to be interpreted as meticulously, care-

fully and accurately as possible. No significant differences existed between the 

virtues the four associated with the adjective ‘critical.’ However, if ‘critical’ served 

as a minimum requirement for historical studies, the foursome did not fully agree 

on which additional character traits their model historians had to display. De-

spite a shared commitment to what Kolk calls a ‘philological ethos,’ their ideals of 

academic selfhood reflected different moral and aesthetic commitments.34

 II

My second question is how such ideals of academic selfhood were embodied by 

exemplary figures and illustrated by positive or negative examples. If academic 

memory cultures were realms in which scholarly ideals could be expressed, dis-

cussed and negotiated,35 we may expect to encounter such idealized examples of 

scholarly selves, together with warnings against scholarly sins and vices, in genres 

like the obituary, the memoir, the laudation and the scientific biography.36 Indeed, 

in the immediate context of Leiden University, obituaries presented to the Soci-

ety for Dutch Literature (Maatschappij der Nederlandsche Letterkunde) provide 

vivid examples of how members of that society – these included Dozy, Kuenen, 

Fruin and Acquoy – conceived of academic selfhood, achievement, prestige and 

career. Acquoy, for example, presented his deceased colleague Karel Wybrands as 

an exemplary model of a learned, dedicated, impartial and sharp-witted church 

historian.37 By contrast, his obituary for Hendrik Jan Spijker, which lamented the 

waste of talent caused by Spijker’s far too many interests, or lack of proper focus, 

presented a negative model, or an example not to be imitated by students aspiring 

to academic excellence.38 Likewise, Fruin’s obituary for his friend Laurens Ph.C. 

van den Bergh did not conceal that this historian had lacked the precious gift 

of ‘solid criticism,’ which had often caused him to be ‘carried away’ by his imagi-

nation.39 Kuenen neither suppressed the fact that his colleague, Lodewijk W.E. 

Rauwenhoff, had never felt attracted to subtle ‘examination of details.’ He spoke 

highly, however, of another colleague, Theodoor W.J. Juynboll, whom Kuenen 

considered a specimen of meticulousness and diligence.40
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Rites of passage were not the only occasions on which examples of virtue and 

vice were publicly presented. Whenever the four professors reflected on what 

made a good historian, they referred to concrete examples. For instance, after a 

lengthy elaboration on the virtue of impartiality, in his 1860 inaugural address, 

Fruin rhetorically asked: ‘But why should I speak any longer in abstract? I would 

like to mention the historian in whom I find and admire the impartiality I have 

advocated in a larger degree than in anyone else: Leopold Ranke.’41 On other occa-

sions, too, Fruin presented Ranke as epitomizing the epistemic virtues associated 

with critical history.42 Kuenen, in turn, greatly admired the Tübingen theologian 

Ferdinand Christian Baur, whom he honoured as a ‘great master’ in the craft of 

New Testament criticism.43 As for the courage to break new ground – the virtue 

that Kuenen considered of particular significance in the field of Old Testament 

scholarship – he enthusiastically referred to Dozy’s controversial book, De Israë-

lieten te Mekka (1864), with its dazzling hypothesis that the Ka’aba in Mecca had 

been founded by the Israelite tribe of Simon. Without taking sides in the scholar-

ly debate that this thesis had evoked, Kuenen repeatedly ensured his readers what 

a ‘liberating effect’ Dozy’s ‘rare originality and freedom from traditional restraint’ 

had had upon himself.44 Meanwhile, Dozy himself preferred such French his-

torians as the aforementioned Guizot and Thierry, arguing that they were criti-

cal scholars, but also great storytellers.45 His Histoire des Musulmans d’Espagne 

(1861) was an explicit attempt to imitate what he described as ‘the picturesque or 

descriptive school’ in French historiography.46

One may wonder, of course, whether these model historians were selected be-

cause they embodied an ideal of scholarly selfhood or whether the chain of causa-

tion rather ran the other way, in the sense that the virtues and vices Fruin and his 

colleagues spoke about were abstractions or inferences from what they admired 

in Ranke and others. Perhaps it is more appropriate to say that Fruin wanted 

to be a Rankean type of historian, or that Dozy cherished the hope to achieve 

in Leiden what Guizot did in Paris, than to assume that their abstract ideals of 

academic selfhood preceded their choices of exemplary figures.

In any case, once such figures as Ranke were heralded as models to follow, 

they also, almost naturally, came to serve as father figures in what one might call 

professional genealogies or disciplinary histories. Following Stefan Collini, I un-

derstand a disciplinary history to be a teleological ‘account of the alleged histori-

cal development of an enterprise the identity of which is defined by the concerns 

of the current practitioners of a particular scientific field.’47 Fruin created such a 

disciplinary history when he presented Ranke as the father of modern historiog-

raphy. Likewise, on a smaller geographical scale, Acquoy invented a disciplinary 

tradition when he claimed that, in the 1810s and 1820s, the Dutch theologians 

Annaeus Ypey and Isaäc Johannes Dermout had made ‘a first attempt’ to prac-
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tice church history in a critical manner.48 Also, referring to Nicolaas Christiaan 

Kist, who had taught church history at Leiden between 1823 and 1859, and Kist’s 

student Willem Moll, who had been Acquoy’s teacher in Amsterdam, Acquoy de-

clared to be pleased with the thought of occupying ‘the old chair of Kist,’ ‘that man 

of unremitting industry, thorough study of sources, and exemplary precision.’ ‘To 

imitate him in this respect, and also, in doing so, to prove myself a student of his 

student, Willem Moll, that is my wish.’49 Interestingly, this professional genealogy 

did not include Acquoy’s immediate predecessor (and Kist’s successor) at Leiden’s 

church history chair, Lodewijk W.E. Rauwenhoff. Unmistakably, it was Rauwen-

hoff ’s ‘Hegelian’ method,50 or lack of proper critical virtues, that caused him to 

fall prey to such a removal from the discipline’s genealogy.

Such patricides were not uncommon. Speaking on the virtue of impartiality, 

Fruin responded with sharp criticism to perhaps the best-known Dutch histo-

rian of the early nineteenth century, Willem Bilderdijk. Despite his diligence and 

commitment, Bilderdijk had been too biased politically to approach Fruin’s ideal 

of an objective scholarly self. For Fruin, then, historical scholarship required ‘a 

completely different talent than the one we admire in Bilderdijk.’51 With even 

more contempt, Kuenen complained about ‘apologists’ in Biblical scholarship, 

whose method, Kuenen asserted, ‘claims to be critical, but which, as a matter of 

fact, is the direct negation of criticism,’ because it treats the Bible with ‘implicit 

reverence and blind assent.’52 Engaged in lively and sometimes heated discussions 

with these apologists or traditionalists, Kuenen so much emphasized the need 

to break the ‘power of tradition’ that Biblical scholarship prior to the nineteenth 

century was effectively relegated to the prehistory of the discipline.53

 III

If exemplary figures and disciplinary histories reflect how Kuenen and his col-

leagues conceived of the historian’s persona, or what they believed to constitute a 

scholarly self, one may wonder how such notions of academic selfhood were sus-

tained in scholarly practices, and whether or how, in turn, such practices were in-

stitutionally embedded. All four scholars were convinced that intellectual virtue 

and scholarly character could only be acquired through ‘sustained and methodical 

exercise.’54 In his biography of the autodidact Old Testament scholar, John Wil-

liam Colenso, Kuenen did not hesitate to postulate a causal relationship between 

the vices that characterized Colenso’s earliest writings – vices of imbalance and 

injudiciousness in particular – and the author’s lack of a solid, academic training. 

‘Colenso had educated himself and, consequently, was exposed to errors that in a 

good school he would have learned to avoid.’55 But what sort of educational prac-
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tices were seen as constituting such a good school? When Dozy, in his inaugural 

address, invited his students to a seminar aimed ‘to revive your love for history, 

[and] to sharpen your historical tact,’56 did he believe such a seminar to be the 

most appropriate place for students to acquire critical skills and develop their 

scholarly selves?

This question cannot easily be answered, given that I have been dealing so far 

with ideals of academic selfhood as expressed in the (often occasional) rhetoric of 

Dozy and his colleagues. Such ideals of intellectual virtue are not to be confused 

with the scholarly ethos in which students at Leiden were actually socialized, or 

the virtues that were practiced in the books and articles the four professors wrote. 

As Irmline Veit-Brause has shown in a study of nineteenth-century academic 

self-stylization, there could be significant discrepancies between the rhetoric of 

wissenschaftliche Persönlichkeiten and the qualities actually needed in archival or 

laboratory work. Obituaries commemorating the merits of the dead could ex-

press ideals of intellectual virtue that were nostalgically anachronistic or simply 

unrealistic.57

Assuming, however, that Kuenen’s and Fruin’s admirers were not entirely 

wrong in remembering these Leiden professors as epitomizing the scholarly 

selves they themselves had advocated,58 we can observe that the practices in which 

these scholars taught such virtues as precision, accuracy and impartiality were 

only partly embedded in academic institutions. Although Dozy proposed to con-

vene a seminar and Acquoy conducted a privatissimum in the library, perhaps the 

greatest part of scholarly character formation took place in personal contact be-

tween students and professors. As Jo Tollebeek has shown, for Fruin’s generation, 

historical scholarship was largely still a domestic affair.59 Although Fruin himself 

was slightly old-fashioned, by the standards of his time, in preferring teaching at 

home over lecturing in the Academy Building, student supervision and examina-

tion almost invariably took place in the professor’s private study rather than in 

seminar rooms or lecture halls. Moreover, in good nineteenth-century fashion, 

Fruin and others used to invite their more talented students to their homes for 

tea.60 Former students who acknowledged in writing the influence they had re-

ceived from Fruin or Acquoy mostly refer to such informal meetings, in which 

the master most effectively prepared his pupil for the craft of solid scholarship.61 

Unsurprisingly, then, in many commemorative texts, the professor’s study was 

bestowed an almost sacred aura.62

This may be one reason among others why at least three of the four Leiden 

professors – Fruin, Acquoy, Kuenen – were elevated to exemplary status shortly 

after or even before their death. When Fruin was proclaimed ‘the father of mod-

ern Dutch historiography’ on the occasion of his retirement in 1894,63 this honor-

ary title was conferred to him by students who conceived of themselves as sons 
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keen to imitate their father.64 Likewise, when Frederik Pijper depicted Acquoy as 

a ‘symbol’ of ‘solid source study, impartial love of truth,’ and ‘accuracy in detail,’65 

this judgement reflected a genuine desire to follow in the footsteps of his admired 

teacher (of whom he kept a sizeable portrait in his study).66 Such almost personal 

identifications with a Doktorvater usually emerged from more than mere class 

attendance. Although there are examples of students at Leiden who conceived 

a genuine love for their teacher based on his classes alone,67 epistemic virtues of 

the sort that Fruin and Acquoy advocated were sustained first and foremost in 

private encounters, in practices of personal supervision and coaching.

 IV

Brief as this analysis is, I hope it suffices to illustrate how promising an inter-

disciplinary history of the humanities fractured through the prism of academic 

selfhood can be. For what the foregoing shows is that Kuenen, Dozy, Fruin and 

Acquoy, despite their divergent disciplinary perspectives, shared an ethos of criti-

cal historical research, characterized by such intellectual virtues as carefulness, 

precision and accuracy. Although the four professors held somewhat different 

ideas about the desirability for historians to possess additional virtues, such as 

stylistic virtuosity or patriotic devotion, they turned out to share what I called 

a philological ethos. This, then, is the first advantage of interdisciplinary histo-

ries conceived along the lines sketched in this paper: they may reveal scholarly 

habitudes, shared across disciplinary boundaries, that have long been obscured 

by discipline-oriented historiography.68 More precisely, such histories may reveal 

how an ideal like ‘historical criticism’ was discussed, negotiated, and implemented 

in an intellectual realm that overlapped, but did not coincide with any of the aca-

demic disciplines that the nineteenth century saw emerge.69

Secondly, as repeatedly noted above, the demand for ‘criticism’ was more than 

an intellectual requirement. Although the adjective ‘critical’ referred to such in-

tellectual virtues as acuteness and meticulousness, it had aesthetic overtones, 

for example when Acquoy argued that intellectual asceticism corresponded to 

soberness in typographical matters. More importantly, criticism was considered 

a moral duty, most explicitly so by Kuenen, who regarded Colenso’s intellectu-

al courage as ‘noble’ from ‘an ethical point of view.’70 In fact, one might argue, as 

Fruin did in 1860, that intellectual and moral virtues can never be separated.71 

This, then, raises the question to what extent demands for criticism in historical 

scholarship were motivated by moral concerns, or what mutual influences we can 

discern between the historian’s professional ethos and upper middle class codes 

of morality. How was intellectual virtue related to civic virtue and how were no-
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tions of scholarly selfhood linked to ideals of bourgeois citizenship?72 Or how to 

explain the suggestive similarities between the intellectual asceticism permeating 

Acquoy’s Handleiding tot de kerkgeschiedvorsching en kerkgeschiedschrijving (1894) 

and the moral self-restraint preached in so-called adolescent advice literature?73 

These are questions that might be addressed in follow-up research.

Finally, it goes without saying that a more comprehensive analysis of the criti-

cal ethos shared by the four Leiden professors figuring in this paper would have 

to contain not merely synchronic, but also diachronic axes. What constituted a 

wissenschaftliche Persönlichkeit was not etched in stone; such ideals changed over 

time. In the preceding pages, we encountered a vivid example of this in Acquoy’s 

inaugural address, which presented a disciplinary genealogy that silently ignored 

Rauwenhoff, Aquoy’s immediate predecessor. This reveals not only how little 

Acquoy’s catalogue of intellectual virtues corresponded to Rauwenhoff ’s, but 

also how greatly the church history taught in Acquoy’s privatissimum differed 

from Rauwenhoff ’s classes, prior to 1881. A more extensive history of historical 

scholarship at Leiden would treat Rauwenhoff, together with Johannes Henricus 

Scholten and others, as representing a Hegelian-inspired view of history that be-

came increasingly under threat from the sort of critical scholarship that came into 

vogue in the 1860s. Likewise, it would examine how, by the turn of the century, 

the critical ethos advocated by Dozy, Fruin, Kuenen and Acquoy increasingly met 

with disapproval, even in what Fruin’s most loyal pupil, Petrus Johannes Blok, 

proudly called ‘the Leiden school of history.’74 Among other things, such trans-

formations in what counted as intellectual virtue or academic selfhood make the 

persona of the scholar a fascinating subject for interdisciplinary histories of the 

humanities.
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This book investigates the changes in subject, 
method and institutionalization of  the humanities 
before and after 1800. Was there a revolution in 
the humanities around 1800 – a sudden shift in 
the study of  the products of  the human mind 
– or were these changes part of  a much longer 
process? The authors address these questions for 
the first time from an overarching perspective 
for all humanistic disciplines. While it is gene-
rally assumed that the humanities underwent 
a ‘humanization’ of  their subject and methods 
around 1800, this volume shows that the strict 
distinction between a science of  the human and a 
science of  nature was the result of  a process that 
had already started in the seventeenth century. 
The authors also clarify that influence from the 
East, from the Ottoman Empire to China, was 
crucial for the development of  the European 
disciplines.

This is the second volume in the series The 
Making of  the Humanities. It provides a wide-
ranging comparative history of  the humanities 
and offers a wealth of  insights for specialists and 
students alike.

‘The book (…) brings to light a very important 
moment in the development of  western civilization and perhaps one of  its last significant 
contributions to world culture. (…) the material is fascinating, with numerous implications 
for the broader fields not only of  history and sociology of  science and universities, but of  na-
tionalism and civilization studies as well. (…) the volume is a real contribution to knowledge, 
extending far beyond the field to which it ostensibly belongs of  the history of  the humanities.’
Liah Greenfeld, Boston University
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